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Chapter 1

Background and Introduction
Imagine the following simple dialogue in daily life:
Q: “Why are you so happy?”
A: “Look! Today is sunny, so I feel very happy.”
It is true for many of us that beautiful weather affects our emotions.
However, as we all know too well, the weather varies: from sunny to
cloudy, from calm to windy, from dry to rainy or misty, and so on.
However, although much of its manifestation is variable, the weather
cannot escape from the consequences of the continuous alternation
between day and night and the effects of the changing seasons. This
shows us that there is constancy underlying variation, a constancy that
can be captured in rules, reflecting the unity in the diversity.
Human language is no exception. Consider the following expressions
in Mandarin Chinese (henceforth Mandarin):1
(1) a. Zhangsanj zhidao Lisik xihuan zi-jij/k.
Zhangsan know Lisi like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan knows that Lisi likes him/himself.’
1

In Chapter 2, I will show that zi-ji is in fact complex, which contains a reflexivizing
prefix zi-, thus, I will write in the forms of ‘zi-ji’ and gloss it as ‘REFL-self’ and ‘ta
zi-ji’ glossing as ‘him REFL-self’ except for the forms ziji ‘self’ and ta ziji ‘himself’
cited from the literature.
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b. Zhangsanj zhidao Lisik xihuan ta zi-ji*j/k.
Zhangsan know Lisi like him REFL-self
‘Zhangsan knows that Lisi likes himself.’
(2) a. Zhangsank jiu

le zi-jik.

Zhangsan rescue ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
b. Zhangsan zi-jiu
le.
Zhangsan REFL-rescue ASP
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
In (1), both zi-ji and ta zi-ji can refer to the near subject Lisi, but they
differ in that the former also can refer to the far subject Zhangsan,
whereas the latter cannot. Why can zi-ji and ta zi-ji obtain different
interpretations while both of them occupy the same object position?
Examples (2a) and (2b) appear to have virtually identical meanings. But
why can the morpheme zi- in (2b) occur attached to the verb jiu ‘rescue’
instead of to the morpheme -ji?
All these sentences represent reflexive relations, and Mandarin uses
different strategies to express these. Do they really mean the same thing,
or are there interpretative differences? Are (2a) and (2b) really
synonymous, for instance, or are there meaning differences after all,
perhaps less easily observed? When the reflexive zi-ji is replaced by the
pronominal ta, a reflexive interpretation is no longer possible. Instead,
in (1), for instance, ta must refer to a different person than Lisi; in (2a),
its value must be different from Zhangsan. Why would this be the case,
since in (1) it can have the value Zhangsan? And one might think, (2a)
is even shorter!

Chapter 1
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These properties are not unique to Mandarin. In the great majority of
languages in the world, varying from well-described languages like
English or Dutch to lesser-known languages like Meadow Mari (Uralic)
or Avar (Nakh-Daghestanian), pronominals cannot be used to express
reflexivity either.2 In many languages, one finds elements that like ziare attached to a verb and contribute a reflexive interpretation, and in
many languages, one finds reflexives of varying complexity with subtly
different interpretations.
The question is, then, what do such patterns tell us, not only about
Mandarin but about the systems underlying human language in general?
The present study adopts the position that such patterns are not
idiosyncratic and accidental. Rather, the conditions on the expression
of reflexivity are taken to reflect the deep properties of natural language.
My goal is, then, to provide an in-depth analysis of reflexivity in
Mandarin inspired by what it may tell us about the language system in
general.
1.1 Two debates
The theory of binding presented in Chomsky (1981) — henceforth the
canonical binding theory (CBT) — accounts for the interpretive
dependencies between nominal expressions, and the restrictions that
apply. Basically, nominal expressions are subcategorized into three
types: anaphors, pronominals, and R-expressions. In particular,
anaphors cannot be interpreted independently; thus, they must be
bound. Pronominals may, but need not be bound. R-expressions are
2

But pronominals in some languages like Frisian (Reuland and Reinhart 1995),
Mashan Zhuang (Bodomo 2007, Schadler 2014) are exceptional, please see the next
section and footnote 11.
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referentially independent in the sense that they cannot be bound. In
order for binding to obtain, the binder must be coindexed with the
element to be bound, and c-command it. The conditions for binding are
formulated in (3):
(3) Binding Conditions:
(A) An anaphor is bound in its governing category (the binder must
be sufficiently nearby)
(B) A pronominal is free in its governing category (the binder must
be sufficiently far away)
(C) An R-expression is free
Where a binds b if and only if a and b are coindexed and a ccommands b
(Chomsky 1981)
Chomsky (1981) provides the following definition of governing
category:
(4) β is a governing category for α if and only if β is the minimal
category containing α, a governor of α, and a SUBJECT accessible
to α.
(Chomsky 1981:211)
An element assigning Case or a theta role to α is treated as ‘a governor
of α’ in (4). SUBJECT is the most prominent nominal element of a
category, which is either the specifier of a TP or DP or the Agreement
of a finite clause. The basic intuition is that the governing category of α
coincides with the domain of the subject nearest to α, which suffices for
most purposes. The essential patterns are illustrated in (5), where
binding is represented by coindexing, and the notation [GC-α] stands
for the governing category of α.
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(5) a. Tomi expected [GC-himself/him the girl to invite himi/j/himself*i.]
b. [GC-himself/him Tomi expected [IP himselfi /him*i/j to be able to invite
the girl.]]
In (5a), the indices of the subject Tom and the object him/himself
(anaphor) are identical, Tom c-commands the object, and hence binds it.
It is sufficiently far away from the pronominal — since the subject, the
girl, intervenes — so, it is permissible for the pronominal to be bound.
With a different index (here j) the pronominal is not bound, but it
receives a value from an element in the discourse. By the same token,
himself in (5a) is too far away from Tom, the girl is not a possible
antecedent due to the feature mismatch, hence condition A is violated.
In contrast to (5a), the pronominal him in (5b) is not sufficiently far
away from Tom; hence, with the index i, it violates condition B.
Consequently, the only grammatical option is when it bears an index
distinct from the index on Tom and is free. The anaphor himself is close
enough to Tom, hence, if it is coindexed with the latter, condition A is
met.
The CBT does indeed provide a fairly good approximation of the
binding patterns as they are found across languages; however, it also
faces too many challenges — some of which are quite fundamental —
to be maintained (see Reuland 2011a for discussion). For instance,
conditions A and B together imply a strict complementarity between
bound anaphors and pronominals. Already Chomsky (1981) noted that
complementarity does not always obtain. In fact, it has been found that
many languages have domains where complementarity is absent. As I
will demonstrate in section 1.5, Mandarin only exhibits
complementarity in the most local domain.
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It has long been noted that even in English there are environments in
which anaphors are exempt from condition A, as in (6)3 (see Reinhart
and Reuland 1993 for extensive discussion):
(6) a. Physicists like yourself are a godsend.
(Ross 1970)
b. Johni was going to get even with Mary. That picture of himselfi
in the paper would really annoy her, as would the other stunts he
had planned.
(Pollard and Sag 1992)
Furthermore, languages like Old English and Frisian allow 3rd person
pronominals to be locally bound in violation of Condition B, as is
illustrated in (7) (see Everaert 1986, Reinhart and Reuland 1991).
(7) Frisian
Maxi wasket himi.
Max washes him
‘Max washes.’
(Reuland and Reinhart 1995)
Another factor beyond the scope of the CBT is the role of verb classes
in binding. Dutch, for instance, has a simplex anaphor (henceforth SEanaphor) zich and a complex anaphor (henceforth SELF-anaphor)
zichzelf. These have different distributions.
SE-anaphors are pronominal elements that are deficient in phi-features
(features for person, number, and gender). The element zich is marked
3

In this dissertation, I will keep the examples including their glosses and English
translations as given in the cited source, except where indicated differently. Please see
a list of abbreviation in the beginning of this book.
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for 3rd person but not for number or gender, the same holds true for its
counterparts in Scandinavian. So, zich can have singular and plural
antecedents and masculine, feminine, or neuter antecedents, but not 1st
or 2nd person antecedents. Note that the Russian anaphor sebja is not
even marked for person.
Zich can occur with a limited class of verbs, namely, verbs whose
subject bears an Agent role and whose objects a Theme role (AgentTheme verbs), and some lexical reflexives, as in (8a), but not with verbs
whose subject bears the role of an Experiencer, as in (8b) (see Everaert
1986, Reinhart and Reuland 1993). A similar pattern is found in
Scandinavian languages (see Koster and Reuland 1991 and the
references cited there). I will discuss this further in Chapter 2.
(8) Dutch
a. Jani wast zichi.
John washes himself
‘John washes.’
b. Jani haat *zichi /zichzelfi /*hemi.
John hates himself/himself /him
‘John hates himself.’
(Everaert 1986)
Interestingly, the same restriction applies to the local binding of 3rd
person pronominals in Frisian, as illustrated in (9). Overall, Frisian
allows a 3rd person pronominal in all environments where Dutch has
zich.4

4

It should be noted that these pronominals are truly pronominal; like any pronominal
they may receive a value from discourse.
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(9) Frisian
a. Maxi wasket himi.
Max washes him
‘Max washes.’
b. Maxi hatet himselsi/*himi/himj.
Max hates himself /him
‘Max hates himself.’
(Reuland and Reinhart 1995)
An important class of exceptions to the CBT involves the nonlocal
binding of anaphors, see Koster and Reuland (1991) for an overview
and many relevant contributions to the discussion. In a nutshell, many
languages have anaphors that may be bound in a domain far beyond the
governing category in the sense of the CBT. Languages that played an
important role in the ensuing discussion are the Scandinavian languages,
see the Norwegian example in (10):
(10) Norwegian
Joni bad oss forsøke å få deg til å snakke pent om segi.
Jon asked us try
to get you to talk nicely about seg
‘Jon asked us to try to get you to talk nicely about him.’
(Hellan 1988)
The availability of nonlocal binding in Mandarin also played an
important role in discussing the conditions on nonlocal binding.
The initial generalization, which turned out to be rather influential, was
that nonlocal binding is only available for simplex anaphors, such as
Norwegian seg, or Icelandic sig (Pica 1985, 1987, 1991). By the same
token, Mandarin ziji was also claimed to be simplex (e.g., Battistella
1987, 1989; Pica 1987, 1991; Cole, Hermon, and Sung 1990; Huang
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and Tang 1991). 5 The leading idea was that condition A applied to
nonlocal anaphors as well, but not in their base position. Rather, they
were taken to covertly move from their base position to a position
higher in the structure such that their envisaged antecedent would be
sufficiently close to their ‘new’ position for condition A to be met.
Technically, this movement could only be implemented as head
movement or clitic movement (the latter option being argued for in Pica
1991). Both of these options are only available for monomorphemic
elements. Thus, it was taken to be uncontroversial that ziji, being a longdistance anaphor, is monomorphemic.
As a consequence, in the literature on Mandarin Chinese, it is generally
assumed that Mandarin has two reflexive anaphors, a complex reflexive
ta ziji and a simplex reflexive ziji (see Battistella 1987, 1989; Pica 1987,
1991; Cole, Hermon, and Sung 1990; Huang and Tang 1991). These
two anaphors differ not only in form but also in their interpretive
properties — the former having the form of a 3rd person pronominal ta
+ ziji (literally ‘him’ + ‘self’, typically glossed as the English ‘himself’),
with the latter having a fixed structure ziji (glossed as the English ‘self’).
In principle, the complex anaphor ta ziji is locally bound, as illustrated
in (11a), much like what is to be expected under the CBT (note that Y.
5

The literature shows some variation in the way ziji is characterized. Cole, Hermon,
and Sung (1993), Cole and Sung (1994), Cole and Wang (1996), and Yan Huang
(2009/1994) explicitly characterize ziji as monomorphemic or simplex. For instance,
Cole, Hermon, and Sung (1993:93) write that “…the appearance of long distance
reflexives is due to head movement in the LF component: X 0 (nonphrasal,
monomorphemic) reflexives move successive cyclically to Infl and Comp up the tree
to their ultimate antecedents.” See also Cole and Sung (1994:357). Others, like
Battistella (1987, 1989), Cole, Hermon, and Sung (1990), Huang and Tang (1991),
Huang, Y. H. Li, and Y. F. Li (2009:330) characterize the contrast between ziji and ta
ziji in terms of bare versus compound or X0 versus phrasal. Huang and Liu (2001:144)
stress that “only monomorphemic ziji is an X0 category which can undergo headmovement, but not polymorphemic, phrasal taziji”. Relevant for the current
discussion is that in all these accounts ziji is analyzed as syntactically simplex.
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Huang 2009, 2016 and H. Pan 1999 differ in this judgement; I will come
back to this issue in Chap. 6). Ziji, however, can be locally bound, but
also allows an antecedent outside its local domain as in (11b-c):
(11) a. Zhangsani renwei Lisij xihuan ta ziji*i/j.
Zhangsan think Lisi like himself
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes himself.’
b. Zhangsani renwei Lisij xihuan zijii/j.
Zhangsan think Lisi like
self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him/himself.’
c. Zhangsani renwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xihuan zijii/j/k]]].
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like
self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu likes him/
himself.’
Thus, in (11b), ziji can be bound both locally by Lisi and nonlocally by
the matrix subject Zhangsan; in (11c), Zhangsan, Lisi, and Wangwu are
all possible antecedents.
This dissertation has two main aims. One is to critically examine the
thesis that ziji is simplex. As we will see in Chapter 2, zi-ji crucially
differs in its binding properties from well-established SE-anaphors in
Dutch and Scandinavian but is quite similar in its behaviour to complex
anaphors of these languages. We will also see that the original
theoretical arguments for ziji’s simplicity are not compelling. I will
provide independent evidence that zi-ji does indeed have internal
structure and is to be analyzed into two components, a reflexivizing
element zi- and a pronominal element -ji. We will also see that there are
theoretical reasons to pursue this option. In Chapters 3 and 4, I will
investigate the properties of zi- as a reflexivizer in more detail.
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The other aim is a critical assessment of a claim in the current literature
on nonlocal binding, namely that anaphor binding is in principle always
subject to condition A, and that nonlocal binding makes crucial use of
an additional mechanism. A key factor in the argumentation is that
nonlocal binding is supposed to show animacy or even an awareness
effect (Charnavel and Sportiche 2016, Charnavel 2020). That is, the
antecedent should be animate and aware of its identity to the individual
denoted by the bound element. A simple illustration from Russian is
given in (12):
(12) Russian
kupila
[egoj knigu
o
sebei, j
/neji, k /
Mašai
Masha.NOM bought.F.SG his book.ACC about SEBJA.LOC/her.LOC/
[svoeji, j/eei, k materi]].
[SVOJ /her mother.LOC].
ʻMashai bought hisj book about her/himself/[her/hisj mother].ʼ
(Zubkov 2018)
In (12), the reflexives behave differently from the pronominals; they
cannot be bound by the remote subject if Maša is not conscious of the
fact that the book she bought is really about herself. For instance, she
thinks that the book is about some fictitious individual, but the speaker
knows that the author really had Maša in mind when he wrote the book.
The question is to what extent such facts indicate that local and nonlocal
binding rely on different mechanisms. This is particularly relevant in
the study of Mandarin, where there is a long tradition arguing that the
binding conditions involve pragmatic factors.
The analysis of ziji in Huang and Liu (2001) exemplifies a nonuniform
approach. Huang and Liu analyze local ziji as an anaphor subject to
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binding condition A of the CBT. On the other hand, nonlocal ziji is
treated as a logophor whose interpretation is subject to discourse-based
restrictions. More specifically, the antecedent must be a Source, Self, or
Pivot of the reported event along the lines defined in Sells (1987). Sells
presents a taxonomy of discourse factors and characterizes three basic
roles in terms of which logophoricity phenomena are to be presented,
as listed in (13):
(13) a. Source: one who is the intentional Agent of the
communication
one whose mental state or attitude the content of the
b. Self:
proposition describes
c. Pivot: one with respect to whose (space-time) location the
content of the proposition is evaluated
(Sells 1987:457)
To the extent to which these discourse factors are indeed relevant, the
question is how the grammatical system accesses them, and whether
their relevance is sufficient evidence for the necessity of a nonuniform
approach. This issue is addressed in detail in Chapter 5, where, in line
with Giblin (2016), it will be argued that nothing beyond the standard
operations for binding dependencies is needed.
1.2 Towards a minimalist theory of binding
The CBT’s approach to binding crucially relies on the notion of an
index as a syntactic object, a feature of nominal categories. Reinhart
(1983) already showed that indices as syntactic objects are problematic
as they cannot receive a uniform interpretation (see Reuland 2011b for
more discussion). Subsequently, Chomsky (1995) concludes that
indices are not morphosyntactic objects; thus, under the minimalist
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program, they play no role in syntactic derivations. Therefore,
Chomsky argues, the basis of the binding theory had to be rethought.
Syntactic computations in this approach have to be limited to
morphosyntactic objects since they are subject to the ‘inclusiveness
condition’. Syntactic indices don’t meet that requirement, and hence,
they must be eliminated from the theory.
1.2.1 Definition of binding
Reinhart (2006) argues that the syntactic notion of binding (A-binding)
should be defined on the basis of a logical syntax notion of binding
which is independently necessary. Thus, Reinhart (2006) provides the
following definition of syntactic binding:
(14) A-binding
α A-binds β iff α is the sister of a λ-predicate whose operator
binds β.
(Reinhart 2006:171)
Taking the following as an example for illustration, (15b) is the logical
syntax representation of (15a):
(15) a. John likes his car.
b. John (λx (likes (x [x’s car])))
Although strictly speaking binding and A-binding are different notions,
in line with standard usage, I will employ the term binding for Abinding where no confusion arises.
In logical syntax, the pronoun in the representation of (15a) is rendered
as a variable, as indicated in (15b). In order to apply the definition in
(14) to cases like (15), in which a descriptive expression like John (or
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an expression like no soldier in (17)) should A-bind the pronoun, the
variable that is implicit in such expressions must be made visible for
the grammar. As described in Reuland (2018a),6 this task is achieved
through the following procedure for relating syntactic derivations to
logical syntax representations: Move the subject John (or no soldier)
from its argument position, adjoining it higher up in the structure, 7
substitute a variable for its trace in the original position, and prefix λx
to the minimal category containing the subject and the pronominal to
be bound. If the variable translating his and the variable resulting from
QR are chosen identically — which is only an option, but not enforced,
given that his may refer to someone else — both will be bound by the
prefixed λ operator and will end up being A-bound, as defined above,
by the original argument in its adjoined position. In deriving (15b) from
(15a), we have the steps in (16):
(16) John likes his car →
John [TP t [VP likes [x’s car]]]→
John [TP λx [TP x [VP likes [x’s car]]]]
Thus, for a more complex case No soldier thinks he will attack, as in
(17a), we have the derivation in (17b-c):
(17) a. No soldier thinks he will attack→
b. No soldier [TP t [VP thinks [x will attack]]]→
c. No soldier [TP λx [TP x [VP thinks [x will attack]]]].
(Reuland 2018a)

6
7

See Heim and Kratzer (1998), Reinhart (2006) for formal details.
By Quantifier Raising (QR) in the sense of May (1977).
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This logical ‘‘machinery’’ is what is needed to express precisely the
concept of linguistic binding.
Just like the notion of binding in the CBT, A-binding as defined in (14)
requires that the A-binder c-commands the bindee. This is captured by
the component of the definition stating that the A-binder is a sister of
the λ-predicate whose operator binds the bindee. And just like the
binding definition of the CBT, the definition in (14) does not entail any
locality requirements on the binding relation. This is as it should be,
since variable binding is insensitive to standard locality requirements,
as illustrated in (18):
(18) Each speakeri should answer immediately when the audience asks
himi questions.
As a theoretical guideline for a strictly minimalist approach to binding,
Reuland (2011a) proposes the Feature Determinacy Thesis (FDT),
presented in (19), which is essentially a consequence of the
inclusiveness condition:
(19) Feature Determinacy Thesis
Syntactic binding of pronominal elements (including anaphors)
in a particular environment is determined by their morphosyntactic
features and the way these enter into the syntactic operations
available in that environment.
(Reuland 2011a:143)
I will adopt the Feature Determinacy Thesis here as a guideline. The
question is, then, how to account for the locality conditions on anaphor
binding from this perspective.
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1.2.2 The syntactic encoding of binding: Operations and conditions
With the abandonment of syntactic indices, another way had to be found
to represent anaphoric dependencies in syntax. A number of proposals
have been developed to address this issue. The relevant literature
includes Reuland (2001), Hornstein (2000), Boeckx, Hornstein, and
Nunes (2007), Safir (2004), Hicks (2009), Rooryck and Vanden
Wyngaerd (2011), and Reuland (2011a).
The task is, then, to derive the syntactic conditions on binding, such as
conditions A and B, to the extent to which they hold, from general
properties of Move and Agree guided by the FDT.
Within minimalist approaches to grammar, the two available operations
that encode interpretive dependencies in syntax are: Move (Internal
Merge) and Agree. And much of the current literature explores these
two options. Both are based on the copy-of relation. If an element is
moved, a copy is left behind, as in (20a). If an anaphoric element, such
as a SE-anaphor is feature deficient, a feature or feature bundle from its
antecedent can get copied into it by Agree, as in (20b):
(20) a. That boy I hope to introduce [that boy] to my friends.
b. Dutch
Cindy

verdedigde

zich

Cindy <3, SG, F>
defended
SE < -- > Æ
Cindy <3, SG, F>
defended
SE <3, SG, F>
|_______________________________|
Agree
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Hornstein (2000) proposes that movement plays a key role in the
syntactic encoding of anaphor binding. This is elaborated in Boeckx,
Hornstein, and Nunes (2007). For example, as they argue, in John
washed himself the element John has moved from the object to the
subject position, and him spells out a copy of John. Here self triggers
the movement. Such an idea is in principle on the right track since
movement is an independent syntactic operation. However, the authors
limit themselves to SELF-anaphors. They don’t discuss the logophoric
use of SELF-anaphors in English (see Reinhart and Reuland 1993, and
sec. 1.4.3) and it is unclear how it could capture this use. Their analysis
cannot be extended to SE-anaphors and nonlocal binding. Nor does it
provide the means to account for the crosslinguistic variation in the
expression of reflexivity.
By contrast, Safir’s (2004) approach can capture a great number of
phenomena crosslinguistically, such as nonlocal binding and the
logophoric use of himself. The main theoretical innovation in Safir’s
approach is that the role of indices is replaced by the notion of a
dependency. The choice between various anaphoric expressions is
based on a general Form-To-Interpretation Principle (FTIP) reflecting
an economy scale. The notion of a dependency is treated as a primitive,
however. It is not explained in terms of more elementary properties of
grammar (see Reuland 2009 for a detailed discussion). In addition, it is
unclear how Safir’s theory accounts for the absence of complementarity
between anaphoric expressions or could be extended to capture the
representation of reflexivity and account for the crosslinguistic
variation observed.
Hicks (2009) develops an Agree-based approach to anaphor binding. It
is less comprehensive in its coverage than Safir’s approach. Its main
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idea is that anaphors are characterized by containing a var ‘variable’.
The idea that this var must be valued by Agree serves as the basis for
encoding the dependency with its antecedent. It is unclear, however,
what the independent evidence is for its existence. In the absence of
such evidence, it violates the inclusiveness condition. Furthermore, it
does not appear to cover the various expressions of reflexivity.
Another Agree-based strategy is provided by Rooryck and Vanden
Wyngaerd (2011). They focus on local binding in Germanic. Rooryck
and Vanden Wyngaerd’s analysis addresses a potential problem for
Agree-based approaches. Briefly, if Agree values an anaphoric
expression that is feature deficient, why isn’t this expression spelled out
as a pronoun after valuation (see also Preminger 2019)? In order to
resolve this problem, Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2011) propose
that there is a distinction between features that are inserted with a value
and features that received a value by Agree. Derived values are marked
by an asterisk ‘*’. While this technically solves this problem, inserting
the asterisk violates the inclusiveness condition. A further limitation of
their analysis is that — as they acknowledge — it does not extend to
nonlocal uses of zich and its cognates in the Scandinavian languages.
Nor does their approach extend to the crosslinguistic expression of
reflexivity.
The problem Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd identify is real. One
solution is to assume that the form that is merged essentially determines
how it is spelled out. That is, the effect of valuation is not visible to the
spell-out system, but only to the interpretation system. This is the
assumption underlying the approach in Reuland (2001, 2011a); see
Baker and Camargo Souza (2020) for a variant close to Reuland (2001).
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This variant comes down to the assumption that checking to see whether
a value could be conveyed is enough to establish a dependency.
The other solution is that valuation is only partial: even after valuation,
some feature remains unvalued; hence, a special anaphoric form is used.
This is the proposal in Zubkov (2018) and Reuland and Zubkov (2020).
A full discussion of this issue would lead us beyond the scope of this
dissertation. It is enough to note that an effective solution is available.
As will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, the basis for my analysis of
zi-ji is provided by the approach in Giblin (2016), which in turn is
inspired by Reuland (2011a). In the current chapter, I will limit the
discussion to some basic properties of Reuland’s approach. In Chapter
5, I will present Giblin’s approach in more detail, and in Chapter 6, I
will show how it can be extended to capture a range of so far unexplored
facts.
Reuland (2001, 2008, 2011a) proposes to implement the syntactic
encoding of anaphoric dependencies without the use of indices by using
independently motivated morphosyntactic operations. A highly
simplified picture is given in (21) (Reuland 2011a): The dependency
between a feature deficient pronoun like the SE-anaphor zich and its
antecedent is mediated by 3 local Agree-type relations. These three
dependencies symbolized by R1, R2, and R3 are independently
required dependencies.
(21) DP

T

V

R1
R2
R3
After Reuland (2011a:146)
R1 = the subject-verb agreement,

SE
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R2 = the verb-tense dependency, and
R3 = the structural Case dependency that is comprised of a verb
and its object.
If and only if the pronominal element (the SE-anaphor) is defective, the
structure in (21) builds a composite dependency between DP and SE,
which gives rise to feature sharing between them. As a result, this
dependency “carries over as an interpretive dependency at the C-I
interface” 8 (Reuland 2011a:146). Thus, for SE-anaphors, the leading
idea is that syntactic binding is represented by Agree-chains connecting
an anaphor to its antecedent, sharing φ-features. The head of a chain is
specified for φ-features, while the tail of the chain is φ-feature deficient.
Reuland (2011a: sec. 5.9) presents a detailed implementation on the
basis of Pesetsky and Torrego’s (2007) theory of chain formation. A
chain is formed by the operation of check/Agree through a series of
probe-goal relations, where a probe is an element that needs to acquire
a value and a goal an element that can supply this value. In this
particular implementation, a goal must be marked as ‘active’ in order to
be visible for probing. For current purposes this involves bearing
structural Case, such as Accusative. I will not go over it in any technical
detail, since the implementation in Giblin (2016), which I will be using
differs from the one in Reuland in an important respect. While
Reuland’s implementation is based on the sequential application of
binary Agree operations, Giblin’s implementation (like Zubkov’s) is
based on an operation of Multiple Agree (Hiraiwa 2001, 2005; Boeckx
2003; Chomsky 2004, 2008). Multiple Agree is conceived as a single
derivationally simultaneous operation, taking place between a single
8

The level where syntactic representations are handed over to the interpretation
system (Chomsky 1995).
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probe and several goals. As a consequence of Multiple Agree, a probe
is valued by a single goal, but can itself value multiple goals. For one
thing, this accounts for the fact that one antecedent can value/bind more
than one anaphor, but even derivations with one antecedent binding one
anaphor are captured more straightforwardly.
In what follows, I will be using the informal idea of chain formation
illustrated in (21). I will come back to the technicalities in Chapters 5
and 6. There is one caveat: Note that the SE-anaphor is the defective
element — hence the probe — and the antecedent is the supplier —
hence the goal. Nevertheless, in standard theories of chain formation, it
is the probe that c-commands the goal. That is, we have Downward
Agree. This goes against what prima facie is the state of affairs in
anaphoric dependencies where the antecedent c-commands the anaphor.
In the Multiple Agree approach, as we will see, the crucial configuration
is one in which the probe c-commands the goal. The same applies to the
approach in Reuland (2011a). So, in the formal implementation, Agree
is downward as is standard. (This contrasts with Zeijlstra 2012, and
subsequent work who argues for the existence of Upward Agree.)
As a result, anaphors that are underspecified for φ-feature can
participate in chain formation, whereas pronominals cannot, due to their
full φ-feature specification. A bound pronominal in the position of SEanaphor such as zich is ruled out by a general condition on chain
formation. An attempt to overwrite/value features that are already
valued — as would be required for chain formation to apply — is
subject to a general Principle of Recoverability of Deletions (PRD,
Chomsky 1995). Informally, the PRD entails that an occurrence of a
feature cannot be overwritten by or unified with another occurrence of
that feature, if doing so would limit the interpretive options.
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The following examples illustrate the interaction between the chain
condition and principles of interpretation. The SE-anaphor zich in (22a)
forms a chain with the subject Jack, which is interpreted as a binding
dependency as in (22c). Clearly, hem in (22b) cannot form a chain with
Jack, since that would violate the PRD. But this leaves open why a PRD
violation cannot be bypassed by directly mapping (22b) to (22c) by
standard operations of logical syntax as illustrated in (16) and (17).
(22) Dutch
a. Jacki voelde [zichi wegglijden].
‘Jack felt [SE slip away]’
b.*Jacki voelde [hemi wegglijden].
‘Jack felt [him slip away].’
c. Jack (λx. (x felt [x slip away]))
(Reuland 2017d)
The reason that (22c) cannot be derived from (22b) resides in the PRD.
As Reuland (2011a) argues, based on Chomsky (1995), since PRD is a
fundamental principle of grammar, any ‘attempt’ to violate it, for
instance, by producing a construction that would cause its violation,
entails that the derivation is cancelled. If a derivation is cancelled, all
other options to continue this derivation are blocked (“Rejection is
Final”). Thus, a PRD violation cannot be bypassed by going to logical
syntax or discourse, and (22b) cannot be assigned the interpretation of
(22c).
The fact that pronominals in Frisian can be locally bound, as we saw in
(9a), follows from the fact that these pronominals can be licensed
without structural Case. Hence, they are not visible for the formation of
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Agree chains. Since no chain formation is attempted, the PRD does not
come into play and they can be locally bound.
1.3 What is reflexivity?
A limiting case of binding is coargument binding. Intuitively, if one
argument of a predicate is bound by another argument of that predicate,
it is reflexive. Reflexive predicates can also arise by a lexical operation.
As we will see, reflexive predicates merit special attention. Reuland
(2017d) presents the definition of reflexivity in (23), based on
Dimitriadis (2012):
(23) A predicate is reflexive iff one semantic argument bears two of the
predicate’s semantic roles.
(Reuland 2017d:25)
To see how this works, consider the English sentences in (24). The
transitive verb praise in (24a) assigns an Agent role to its subject John
and assigns a Theme role to its object David. (24b) illustrates the verb’s
reflexive use, where two distinct semantic roles are assigned to the same
participant. The shorthand ‘Agt’ stands for the Agent role, ‘Th’
represents the Theme role.
(24) a. John praised David.
(Agt)
(Th)
b. Johni praised himselfi.
(Agt)
(Th)
In English, grooming verbs like shave have an additional option. Their
reflexive use can be expressed by a structure as in (25b), parallel to
(24b), but also as in (25c) without an overt object argument.
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(25) a. John shaved David.
(Agt)
(Th)
b. Johni shaved himselfi.
(Agt)
(Th)
c. John shaved.
(Agt, Th)
In (25c), the Agent and Theme roles are assigned to one argument,
namely the subject John, which then acts as both shaver and shavee.
In the next section, I will discuss these two strategies in more detail.
1.4 Why is reflexivity special?
Natural languages use a variety of means to express reflexivity. As
Reuland (2001, 2017d, 2018a) points out, one wide-spread way for
expressing reflexivity is to make use of complex anaphors, which
generally consists of a simplex anaphor or a pronominal and another
constituent, such as the self-element in English himself, Dutch zichzelf.
Moreover, many languages also employ so-called body-part anaphors.
These are derived from an expression that serves as a nominal head
bearing a body part as its core meaning, such as head or bones, even
soul or spirit (see Schladt 2000 for an overview). A well-known
example is from Basque bere burua ‘his head’ (Hualde and Ortiz de
Urbina 2003).
Other languages use a doubled pronominal element, for instance,
Tsakhur (North Caucasian) wudz-e wudz ‘REFL REFL’ (Toldova 1999),
and Malayalam taan-tanne (Dravidian; Jayaseelan 1997).
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In addition, some languages employ affixal reflexives, for instance, in
Sakha (Turkic), a verbal affix ‘-n’ is used following the verb traba
‘scratch’ to form traban ‘scratch REFL’ (Vinokurova 2005).
This raises the question of why languages apply such diverse strategies
to express reflexivity, although the definition of reflexivity is not
complicated. What makes reflexivity so special?
1.4.1 Local identity avoidance /IDI
As discussed in section 1.1, a 3rd person pronoun, which is fully
specified for φ-features and occurs in the object position of a two-place
verb, cannot be bound by the local subject. This is expressed by
condition B of the CBT, but not explained. It follows, however, as a
general consequence of the conditions on chain formation as discussed
in section 1.2.2. While this accounts for the ill-formedness of (26a), it
does not account for the fact that (26b) is also ill-formed, although zich
is underspecified for φ-features.
(26) Dutch
a. *Tomi wast hemi.
Tom washes him
Intended: ‘Tom washes himself.’
b. *Tomi bewondert zichi.
Tom admires SE
‘Tom admires himself.’
(Reuland 2011a)
Hence, another factor must be involved. Then the question is: What is
this factor? In order to identify this factor consider the structure in (27).
(The italics represent binding).
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(27) DP [V Pronoun]
At the C-I interface, representations in narrow syntax are prepared for
accessing by the interpretation system, by translating them into logical
syntax representations. Translating ‘DP V pronoun’ at the C-I interface
with the DP binding the pronoun involves the steps shown in (28).
Recall that, in order for binding to take place, the pronoun must be
rendered as a variable, and the envisaged binder moved out of the VP,
leaving a variable that is identified with the variable representing the
pronoun (see the discussion in sec. 1.2.1).
(28) [VP x [ V’ V θ1, θ2 x]] → ([VP Vθ1, θ2 “x x’’]) → *[VP Vθ1, θ2 x]
1
2
3
9
(Reuland 2017d:33)
The idea is, then, that something goes wrong in (28) at stage 2.
Following Chomsky (1995), it is assumed that not every aspect of
syntactic structure is visible to the interpretation system. Visible are
only the Terms: Heads (X0) and Maximal projections (XP), not the
intermediate projections (X'). In the first step of (28), the two
occurrences of x are in different domains, one is contained in V', the
other one is not. But since the V' is not visible to the interpretation
system, in the next step it is not there. This puts the two occurrences of
x in the same domain. The ability to distinguish two identical elements
as different occurrences requires access to either structure or order.
Order is a property of the realization system (PF). Hence, it is not
available at this stage of the derivation. At stage 1, structure was
contributed by the intermediate projection V'. But once that becomes
unavailable at the next stage, the computational system is incapable of
9

See Reuland (2017d) for a more detailed discussion.
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seeing the two tokens of ‘x’ as two separate variables (the Inability to
Distinguish Indistinguishables, IDI): the two tokens of ‘x’ in step 2 are
indistinguishable (therefore, step 2 is put in brackets, since it is
virtual).10 This entails that the arity of the predicate has changed. There
is only one argument for two thematic roles. This leads to an
indeterminacy in theta-role assignment, which causes ill-formedness.
Thus, as demonstrated in (29b-c), an example like (29a), repeated from
(26b), instantiates (29d), and is consequently prohibited by the IDI.
Hence, it comes out as ill-formed, although it does not violate the chain
condition.
(29) Dutch
a. *Tomi bewondert zichi.
Tom admires SE
‘Tom admires himself.’
b. Tom (λx [bewondert [θ1, θ2] x x]) + zich
È
c. Tom (λx [bewondert [θ1, θ2] x ]) + zich
d. *Tom (λx (admires (x))
Briefly, then, the grammatical system has trouble handling identical
elements that are too close. Therefore, languages avoid the expression
of reflexivity with two indistinguishable variables in the coargument
domain. This reflects a more general property of “local identity
avoidance’’ (see, for instance, also at work in the Obligatory Contour
Principle (Leben 1973), the distinctness condition on linearization
10

As noted by Adams Bodomo (personal communication), the IDI is in a sense
tautological. It does indeed hold by necessity, two tokens of the same expression can
indeed only be kept apart in an environment that has the necessary structure. In the
absence of such structure they are necessarily collapsed. But this has the consequences
described.
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(Richards 2002), and the antilocality condition on movement (Abels
2003)). At the core of this problem lies the inability of the
computational system of human language (CHL) to distinguish identical
occurrences of a variable in a local domain, namely the Inability to
Distinguish Indistinguishables (IDI) (Reuland 2011a). It follows from
the basic property of any computational system that it will be unable to
distinguish indistinguishables in a given workspace unless that space
has a suitable coordinate system. This idea is already reflected in
condition B of Reinhart and Reuland (1993): if the arguments of a
predicate are coindexed it is either lexically reflexive or one of its
arguments is a SELF-anaphor. The upshot is that reflexivity must be
licensed.
1.4.2 Licensing reflexivity (Protection and Bundling)
Reuland (2011a) presents two strategies for licensing reflexivity. One is
Protection, the other is Bundling (along the lines proposed by Reinhart
and Siloni 2005).
1.4.2.1 Protection
Protection is a strategy to keep the arguments distinct, ensuring that the
IDI does not come into play. A very frequent strategy employed for
protection is embedding one of the variables in a more complex NP (see
the overview of reflexivization strategies in Schladt 2000). This is the
strategy I will discuss here.11
11

In another strategy for protection, the anaphor is indirectly covalued with the subject
by a process that yields a nonuniform chain (an A-A'-A configuration), such as clitics
in Romance languages (Reuland 2011a, Marelj and Reuland 2016), and sich in
German (Reuland 2011a). The latter strategy also exists in Mashan Zhuang, see
Schadler (2014) for discussion, and Bodomo (2011) for an earlier discussion of these
facts. This strategy is not instantiated in Mandarin. Hence, I will not discuss it here.
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Protection takes place by various means, such as by adding a selfconstituent as in (30a), a body part noun as in (30b), or using a doubled
pronoun, as shown in (30c). I will call such components reflexivity
licensing protectors. As a result, the bound element is protected.
(30) a. Dutch
Jani haat zichzelfi.
John hates himself
‘John hates himself.’
(Everaert 1986)
b. Basque, isolate
Jonek bere burua gorroto du.
John.ERG his head hate AUX.TR
‘John hates himself.’
(Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina 2003)
c. Malayalam, Dravidian
Raaman tann-e tanne sneehikkunnu.
Raman self-acc emph loves
‘Raman loves himself.’
(Jayaseelan 2000)
The syntactic structure is given in (31a). It reflects that the self N or
body part N is merged as the head of the complex element containing
the pronoun to be bound. As the next step, the subject variable of the
predicate is made visible by QR-ing the subject DP, and the pronoun is
translated as a variable that ends up being bound (see sec. 1.2.1). The N
is interpreted as a function, which takes the bound variable as an
argument. Thus, in the first step, [Pron [N]] yields [x [N]] in logical
syntax. In this structure, the presence of the N allows the arguments of
the predicate to be distinguished after binding. Consequently, [x [N]]
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receives a value allowing it to stand proxy for the DP binding the
pronoun. More generally, we can represent the structure as in (31c),
where MORPH generalizes over the elements that can serve as
protectors.
(31) a. DP V [Pron [N]]
↓
b. DP (λx (Vθ1,θ2 (x, [x N])))
c. DP (λx (Vθ1,θ2 (x, [fMORPH (x)])))
(Reuland 2017d)
The following is a Dutch example for illustration:
(32) Dutch
a. Jani bewondert zichzelfi.
John admires himself
‘John admires himself.’
(Reinhart and Reuland 1993)
b. Jan (λx (bewondert (x, [x zelf])))
c. Jan (λx (bewondert (x, [fSELF (x)])))
This raises an important question: if Mandarin ziji is simplex as is
widely assumed, how is reflexivity licensed in Chinese? Resolving this
issue will be the main goal of Chapter 2. One of the important factors
in that discussion is what I just noted about the interpretation of [x [N]]
as [fMORPH (x)]. The SELF-anaphor receives a value allowing it to stand
proxy for the DP binding it. This entails that the arguments are not only
syntactically, but also interpretively distinct. As we will see, this allows
us to systematically distinguish between protection and the bundling
strategy to be discussed in the next section.
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1.4.2.2 Bundling
The other strategy for licensing reflexivity is Bundling. Bundling is an
operation in the Theta System (TS), a general theory of thematic roles
and operations on argument structure developed by Reinhart
(2000/2016, 2002), and elaborated in Marelj (2004), and Reinhart and
Siloni (2005).
The Theta System captures, for instance, lexical alternations such as
those between John opened the door — The door opened, or John
worried about his health — His health worried John. One of the
operations that the TS provides is the bundling of theta-roles. The
bundling operation reduces the internal argument of a two-place
predicate and bundles the internal role (Theme) and the external role
(Agent) into a composite Agent-Theme role. Thus, the bundling
operation accounts for the valence reduction effects that so often show
up in reflexives crosslinguistically. It is illustrated in (33):
(33) Bundling:
a. Vacc (θ1, θ2) → Rs (V) (θ1,2)
(where θ1, 2 represents the Bundling of θ1 and θ2.)
b. V [Agent]1 [Theme]2 → V [Agent-Theme]1
(Reinhart 2002)
After bundling, both roles remain visible to the semantics as illustrated
in (34):
(34) a. Bill washes.
b. Ǝe [wash(e) & [Agent-Theme](e, Bill)] Æ
Ǝe [wash(e) & Agent (e, Bill) & Theme (e, Bill)]
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Reinhart and Siloni (2005) note an important crosslinguistic
generalization to the effect that bundling in the lexicon is limited to a
subset of Agent-Theme verbs. This restriction accounts for the fact that
sentences like (29a) cannot be ‘rescued’ by bundling since bewonderen
‘admire’ is not an Agent-Theme verb.
In Chapter 3, I will present an analysis of verbs in Mandarin marked by
the reflexivizing prefix zi- that is based on the bundling operation.
1.4.3 Enforcing reflexivity
As we have seen, in order to prevent the effect of IDI, the element self
of a SELF-anaphor can serve as a reflexivity licensing protector.
While this accounts for the fact that under the relevant conditions a
complex anaphor must be used, it does not explain why certain complex
anaphors, including SELF-anaphors, must be locally bound. In a
nutshell, so far we have an account of condition B effects in terms of
IDI and the condition on chain formation, but not yet of condition A
effects for complex reflexives.
But note that, as discussed in Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993), there
are environments in which English himself need not be locally bound,
that is, it is exempt from condition A.
Reinhart and Reuland (1991) argue that the morpheme self yields a
reflexive interpretation. This is the effect of covert movement. More
specifically, when the self-element is adjoined to the verb, it acts as an
operator on that verb reflexivizing it, as in the following example:
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(35) The lady said that Bill (self)-invited himself for a film.

As we can see, this provides a different perspective on cases like (5a),
repeated here as (36). This pattern follows without reference to
condition A of the CBT if self is forced to ‘try’ to reflexivize the
predicate but does not succeed.
(36) Tomi expected [GC-himself/him the girl to invite himi/j/himself*i.]
Himself blindly reflexivizes the predicate invite, but the result is illformed due to the gender mismatch between him and the girl. On the
other hand, the obligation to apply to the predicate it is an argument of
makes it also impossible for himself to be bound by Tom. Thus nonlocal
binding is not an option either, and the sentence with himself is fully
ungrammatical.
However, if the SELF-anaphor is in a position from which it cannot
move to the predicate for a syntactic reason, a nonlocal antecedent is in
fact possible. This is illustrated by (36)'. Moving self onto the predicate
would violate the coordinate structure constraint. Therefore, self cannot
adjoin to the verb invited, it is not able to reflexivize it, and
consequently, Max is available as an antecedent.
(36) ' Max boasted that the queen invited [Lucie and himself] for a drink.
(Reuland 2017d)
These patterns show that licensing and enforcing are distinct properties
of anaphoric elements. We will return to this discussion in Chapter 6.
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1.5 Some preliminary properties of the anaphoric system in
Mandarin
First of all, unlike English, which has been known for simply having a
two-way differentiation between anaphors and pronominals, Mandarin
Chinese is generally assumed to have a three-way anaphoric system: a
simplex anaphor ziji, a complex anaphor ta ziji, and a pronominal ta.
However, in this dissertation, I will argue that the prefix zi-, which is
neglected in the literature, except for Chief (1997, 1998), is in fact a
reflexivizing element. Consequently, Mandarin has in fact a four-way
distinction.
Moreover, the behaviour of the anaphor zi-ji differs from anaphors in
other languages in various aspects; for instance, one of its striking
properties is that zi-ji can occur in the subject position of an embedded
clause. In this respect, the complex anaphor ta zi-ji exhibits similar
behaviour to zi-ji (cf. 37a). Also, languages like Malayalam, Korean,
Khmer, and so on, allow an anaphor to appear in the embedded subject
position (see Rizzi 1990, Jayaseelan 2000, and Everaert 2001). In other
languages, however, such as English, anaphors are impossible in this
position in line with the anaphor agreement effect (Rizzi 1990), which
expresses that anaphors are prohibited in positions of agreement. This
contrast is illustrated below. The key differences and similarities
between zi-ji and other anaphors will be presented in Chapter 2.
/ta zi-jik
neng zhongjiang].
(37) a. Zhangsank renwei [zi-jik
Zhangsan think REFL-self /him REFL-self can win.prize
‘Zhangsan thinks that he can win the prize.’
b. *Johnk thinks that [himselfk can win the prize].
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Furthermore, as we saw in the introduction, the conditions A and B of
the canonical binding theory (CBT), repeated in (38), are based on
complementarity between anaphors and pronominals.
(38) a. Condition A
An anaphor is bound in its Governing Category.
b. Condition B
A pronominal is free in its Governing Category.
(Chomsky 1981)
Although we find complementarity in some contexts, it does not always
obtain, which is problematic for the CBT. For example, in English, the
pronominals may be bound in their governing category in locative PPs
as in (39), while (40) gives an example with a picture NP:
(39) Johni saw a snake near himi/?himselfi.
(Chomsky1981)
(40) Luciei saw a picture of heri/herselfi.
(Reinhart and Reuland 1993)
In Dutch, both an anaphor and a pronominal can be bound by the local
subject in the case of locative PPs, as in (41a-b) from Reuland and
Reinhart (1995):
(41) Dutch
a. Jani legde het boek naast zichi.
John put the book beside ZE
‘John put the book beside himself.’
b. Jani legde het boek naast hemi.
John put the book beside him
‘John put the book beside him.’
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The question is now whether or not complementarity between the
anaphor zi-ji and the pronominal ta obtains in Mandarin Chinese. The
purpose of the current section is a systematic investigation of this issue.
1.5.1 Complementarity test in Mandarin
A systematic test was carried out by means of a questionnaire focusing
on both local and nonlocal binding environments. A total of fifteen
native speakers were required to judge sixty sentences in terms of
eleven patterns. In the local domain, I tested: i. grooming and bodily
care verbs (Patterns 1 and 2); ii. other transitive verbs (Patterns 3 and
4); iii. adjunct positions (PPs) (Patterns 5 and 6); iv. picture NPs
(Pattern 7); and v. zi-ji or ta acting as a possessor in the object position
(Pattern 8). With respect to complementarity in nonlocal binding, I
tested: vi. zi-ji or ta as a possessor in the embedded object position
(Pattern 9), and two further contexts: vii. zi-ji or ta in the embedded
subject position (Pattern 10, containing 2 subtypes); viii. zi-ji or ta in
the embedded object position (Pattern 11, containing 2 subtypes).
Appendix A shows the results in a table for each pattern, the
corresponding figures, and the test sentences.
In the present section, I summarize the results of each pattern and
provide some sample sentences as illustrations for the relevant patterns:
Local domain:
Pattern 1: Grooming and Bodily Care Verbs + zi-ji /ta (Table 1 in
Appendix A)
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(42) Zhangsan zai daban zi-ji
/ta.
Zhangsan PROG dress up REFL-self/him
‘Zhangsan is dressing himself /him up.’
For all speakers, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. In the case of ta, all speakers only allowed a Discourse value,
except for one. One speaker also allowed Zhangsan as the antecedent
of ta.
Pattern 2: Grooming and Bodily Care Verbs + Conjoined Object NPs
(Table 2 in Appendix A)
(43) Zhangsan zai daban Lisi he zi-ji
/Lisi he ta.
Zhangsan PROG dress up Lisi and REFL-self /Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan is dressing Lisi and himself /Lisi and him up.’
For all participants, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. In the case of ta, we see what is possibly an effect of the
environment. Although for the vast majority of the participants (12 to
13 out of 15) complementarity obtains, 2-3 participants allowed
Zhangsan as an antecedent of ta.
Pattern 3: Other Transitive Verbs + zi-ji /ta (Table 3 in Appendix A)
(44) Zhangsan zai baohu zi-ji
/ta.
Zhangsan PROG protect REFL-self /him
‘Zhangsan is protecting himself /him.’
For all speakers, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. In the case of ta, all but two speakers only allowed the option
of Discourse value. One speaker also allowed Zhangsan as the
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antecedent of ta in a sentence with the verb baohu ‘protect’; another
speaker did so with the verb biaoyang ‘praise’. No speaker did so with
the verb ai ‘love’.
Pattern 4: Other Transitive Verbs + Conjoined Object NPs (Table 4 in
Appendix A)
(45) Zhangsan baohu le Lisi he zi-ji
/Lisi he ta.
Zhangsan protect ASP Lisi and REFL-self /Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan protected Lisi and himself /Lisi and him.’
For all speakers, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. In the case of ta, for the vast majority of the participants (12
out of 15) complementarity obtains, only allowing the option of
Discourse value. Three speakers also allowed Zhangsan as the
antecedent of ta in a sentence with the verb baohu, three speakers did
so with the verb biaoyang. One participant did so with the verb ai.
Pattern 5: Adjunct Positions (PPs)-Locative PPs (Table 5 and Figure 1
in Appendix A)
(46) Zhangsan ba shu fang zai zi-ji
/ta pangbian.
Zhangsan BA book put at REFL-self /him side
‘Zhangsan put the book beside himself /him.’
For all speakers, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. In the case of ta, however, the vast majority (13 out of 15)
allowed Zhangsan as an antecedent (in addition to a Discourse value).
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Pattern 6: Adjunct Positions (PPs)-Other PPs (Table 6 in Appendix A)
(47) Zhangsan gen Lisi tanlun guanyu zi-ji
/ta de shiqing.
Zhangsan with Lisi talk about REFL-self /him POSS matter
‘Zhangsan talked with Lisi about the matter regarding
himself/him.’
For all speakers, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. In the case of possessive ta, however, the vast majority (12
out of 15) allowed Zhangsan as an antecedent (in addition to Lisi and a
Discourse value). Where ta is a direct complement of the preposition,
the vast majority (varying between all, or 14/13 out of 15) does not
allow binding by Zhangsan but only admits a Discourse value.
Pattern 7: Picture NPs with zi-ji /ta (Tables 7 and 8 in Appendix A)
(48) Zhangsan xihuan Wangling wei zi-ji
/ta zhao
de
Zhangsan like Wangling for REFL-self /him photograph POSS
xiangpian.
picture
‘Zhangsan likes the picture which Wangling took for himself/him.’
a. The results of Table 7: For most speakers, zi-ji is obligatorily bound
by the local subject Zhangsan. In a more complex example, three
participants allowed another antecedent (Wangling) in addition to
Zhangsan. In simpler cases, only Zhangsan is the antecedent. Thus, in
all cases, zi-ji was locally bound.
b. The results of Table 8: The vast majority (13 to 14 out of 15) allowed
Zhangsan as an antecedent. It may, therefore, be concluded that ta in
the picture NPs structure can be locally bound. Together with the results
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in Table 7, the complete results are summarized in Figure 2 (see
Appendix A).
Pattern 8: Zi-ji /ta Acting as a Possessor in the Object Position (Table
9 in Appendix A)
(49) Zhangsan kanjian le zi-ji
/ta de mao.
ASP REFL-self /him POSS cat
Zhangsan see
‘Zhangsan saw his cat.’
For all informants, zi-ji is obligatorily bound by the local subject
Zhangsan. However, in the case of ta, the vast majority (14 out of 15)
allowed Zhangsan as an antecedent (in addition to a Discourse value).
Interim summary:
As expected, zi-ji can be locally bound. The pronominal ta, however,
cannot be locally bound when it is a direct complement of the verb or a
complement in a prepositional object. In these cases, then,
complementarity holds. On the other hand, in cases of Locative PPs,
Possessive ta with a preposition, Picture NPs, and with ta as a possessor
in the object position, complementarity does not obtain.
Nonlocal domain:
Pattern 9: Zi-ji /ta Acting as a Possessor in the Embedded Object
Position (Tables 10 and 11 in Appendix A)
(50) Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le zi-ji
/ta de mao.
ASP REFL-self /him POSS cat
Zhangsan tell me Lisi see
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his cat.’
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a. The results of Table 10: When zi-ji occurs as a possessor in the
embedded object position, it can be bound by all higher subjects
Zhangsan, Lisi, and Zhangsan and Lisi.
b. The results of Table 11: The vast majority (14 to 15 out of 15)
allowed Zhangsan and Lisi as an antecedent. It may, therefore, be
concluded that ta as a possessor in the embedded object position can be
both locally and nonlocally bound.
Pattern 10: The Embedded Subject zi-ji /ta (Table 12 in Appendix A)
(51) Zhangsan renwei zi-ji
/ta zunzhong Lisi.
Zhangsan think REFL-self /he respect Lisi
‘Zhangsan thinks that he respects Lisi.’
(52) Zhangsan renwei Wangwu zhidao zi-ji
/ta zunzhong Lisi.
Zhangsan think Wangwu know REFL-self /he respect Lisi
‘Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu knows that he respects Lisi.’
This case consists of two subtypes:
Subtype 1: the main clause with one complement clause is represented
as ‘NP1+V1+[zi-ji /ta+V2+NP2]’
Subtype 2: the main clause with one complement clause and one further
embedding

in

the

complement,

which

is

formed

as

‘NP1+V1+[NP2+V2+[zi-ji /ta+V3+NP3]]’.
With zi-ji as the subject of the most deeply embedded clause, in subtype
1, all 15 speakers selected the matrix subject Zhangsan as the embedded
zi-ji’s antecedent. In subtype 2, zi-ji’s antecedent can be either the
highest subject Zhangsan or the closer Wangwu. With ta as the subject
of the most deeply embedded clause, in subtype 1, five participants
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allowed Zhangsan as an antecedent; in subtype 2 none of the
participants chose the closer subject Wangwu.
Pattern 11: The Embedded Object zi-ji /ta (Tables 13 and 14 in
Appendix A)
(53) Zhangsan renwei Lisi xihuan zi-ji
/ta.
Zhangsan think Lisi like REFL-self /him
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him/himself.’
(54) Zhangsan renwei Lisi zhidao Wangwu xihuan zi-ji
/ta.
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like REFL-self/him
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu likes him/himself.’
a. This case consists of two subtypes:
Subtype 1: the main clause with one complement clause is represented
as ‘NP1+V1+[NP2+V2+zi-ji]’
Subtype 2: the main clause with one complement clause and one further
embedding in the complement, which is formed as
‘NP1+V1+[NP2+V2+[NP3+V3+zi-ji]]’.
The results of Table 13: When zi-ji occupies the embedded object
position, all higher subjects are possible antecedents, as is to be
expected. In subtype 1, zi-ji can be bound by Zhangsan or Lisi. In
subtype 2, Zhangsan, Lisi, and Wangwu are all possible antecedents.
b. This case consists of two subtypes:
Subtype 1: the main clause with one complement clause is represented
as ‘NP1+V1+[NP2+V2+ta]’
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Subtype 2: the main clause with one complement clause and one further
embedding

in

the

complement,

which

is

formed

as

‘NP1+V1+[NP2+V2+[NP3+V3+ta]]’.
The results of Table 14 (see Appendix A) show that in subtype 1, the
vast majority (12 out of 15) selected the nonlocal subject Zhangsan and
a discourse individual as possible values; two participants only
mentioned Zhangsan and one just a Discourse value. Subtype 2 shows
several options; most of them (9 out of 15) simply allow all three
remaining options, namely Zhangsan, Lisi, and a Discourse value.
Putting together these results, the conclusion is that in the nonlocal
domain complementarity between bound zi-ji and bound ta does not
obtain.
1.5.2 Conclusion:
All in all, Mandarin shows a clear complementarity in the coargument
domain, but not outside it.
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Mandarin zi-ji
2.1 Introduction
As we saw in Chapter 1, it is generally assumed that Mandarin has a
complex anaphor, ta ziji, and a simplex anaphor, ziji. The former is in
principle locally bound as in (1a),12 whereas the latter is able to find its
antecedent both locally and nonlocally as in (1b):
(1) a. Zhangsani renwei Lisij xihuan ta ziji*i/j.
Zhangsan think Lisi like himself
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes himself.’
b. Zhangsani renwei Lisij xihuan zijii/j.
Zhangsan think Lisi like self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him/himself.’
Such a pattern is only partially expected. It is widely assumed that
complex reflexives are locally bound, and simplex anaphors allow
nonlocal binding (see the discussion and the references in Chap. 1). But
local binding of a simplex anaphor often depends on the predicate type.
This is illustrated with the examples in (2) from Icelandic (Thráinsson
2007, Anderson 1986): the complex anaphor sjálfan sig is obligatorily
locally bound while, in contrast, the simplex anaphor sig allows both
12

This is much like what is to be expected under the CBT. Note that Y. Huang (2009,
2016) and H. Pan (1999) offer a different judgement; this issue will be addressed in
Chapter 6.
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nonlocal binding and local binding, but local binding of sig is subject
to a restriction: it is sensitive to verb class.
(2) Icelandic
a. Jóni rakaði sigi /sjálfan sigi.
John shaved REFL /self
REFL
‘John shaved (himself).’
b. Jóni elskar sig*i /sjálfan sigi.
John loves REFL /self REFL
‘John loves himself.’
(Thráinsson 2007)
c. Jóni segir að María elski
sigi

/sjálfan sig*i.
John says that Mary loves SUBJ himself/himself
‘John says that Mary loves him.’
(Anderson 1986)

Comparing Mandarin to Icelandic, the question is whether the local
binding of ziji, is also sensitive to verb class, which one would expect
if it were simplex. This turns out not to be the case, as I will show in
section 2.2. This would fit in with an analysis in which zi-ji is a complex
anaphor.
As already pointed out in Chapter 1, the standard position is that ziji
must be simplex (a bare head) because it allows nonlocal binding, and
this nonlocal binding is taken to be the result of head to head movement
(Battistella 1989; Pica 1987, 1991; Cole, Hermon, and Sung 1990;
Huang and Tang 1991). I will argue that zi-ji is complex. In this chapter,
the relevant evidence will be presented and discussed in turn. In section
2.2, I will present the differences between zi-ji and established simplex
anaphors in the local domain. Section 2.3 will show how in the nonlocal
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domain zi-ji is similar to simplex anaphors in other languages. The
internal structure of zi-ji will be analyzed in detail in section 2.4.
Section 2.5 will argue that the original arguments in favor of a simplex
analysis lack force. A conclusion will be provided in section 2.6.
2.2 Differences from simplex anaphors in the local domain
In this section, I will focus on the behaviour of zi-ji in terms of the
following three aspects: i. sensitivity to verb class; ii. (dis-)allowing
object comparison reading under ellipsis; iii. the availability of statueinterpretations. As we will see, zi-ji does not behave like simplex
anaphors in other languages do.
2.2.1 Sensitivity to verb class
One of the facts showing that the distribution of zi-ji differs from the
simplex anaphors in other languages is its sensitivity to verb class.13
I will briefly introduce the phenomenon. Recall that, as shown in
Chapter 1, Dutch has a simplex anaphor (SE˗anaphor) zich and a
complex anaphor (SELF˗anaphor) zichzelf (Reinhart and Reuland 1991,
1993). This pattern is also visible in the Scandinavian languages.
Icelandic has a SE˗anaphor sig (bearing accusative), and the SELF
element sjálfan combines with sig, forming sjálfan sig (Thráinsson
1979, Maling 1986). In Norwegian, there is a SE˗anaphor seg and a
SELF˗anaphor seg selv (Hellan 1986, 1988); Faroese has a 3rd person
simplex anaphor seg and a complex anaphor seg sjálvan, combining seg
and the SELF element sjálvan (Barnes 1986, Thráinsson et. al. 2004,
Strahan 2009). In addition to the simplex anaphor sig, Danish has a
13

We set aside languages, like French and Italian, which have a clitic SE-reflexive.
See Reinhart and Siloni (2005) for a discussion why these languages don’t seem to
show sensitivity to verb classes.
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complex anaphor sig selv, which is constructed in the same way as seg
selv in Norwegian (Vikner 1984, 1985a).
The examples below illustrate the point. They are taken from (3) Dutch,
(4) Norwegian (with glosses added), and (5) Icelandic, where the
contrast is shown on the basis of a minimal pair with the transitive verbs
wash and despise/love.
(3) Dutch
a. Jani wast zichi.
John washes himself
‘John washes.’
(Everaert 1986)
b. Jani veracht zich*i/zichzelfi.
John despises SE /himself
‘John despises himself.’
(Reinhart and Reuland 1991)
(4) Norwegian
a. Joni vasket segi.
John washed himself
‘John washed himself.’
b. Joni foraktet seg*i /seg selvi.
John despised himself/himself
‘John despised himself.’
(Hellan 1988)
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(5) Icelandic
a. Jóni Þvoði séri.14
John washed REFL
‘John washed (himself).’
b. Jóni elskar sig*i /sjálfan sigi.
John loves REFL /self
‘John loves himself.’
(Thráinsson 2007)

REFL

In Dutch, zich can appear locally bound with grooming verbs such as
wassen ‘wash’ in (3a), but not with verbs whose subject bears the role
of an experiencer (instead of an Agent), such as verachten ‘despise’ (3b).
The same contrast exists in Norwegian, where the simplex anaphor seg
is used with verbs like vaske ‘wash’ in (4a), but not with the verb forakte
‘despise’ in (4b). The same holds true for Icelandic and Faroese as the
examples in (6) Icelandic and (7) Faroese15 illustrate:
(6) Icelandic
a. Jóni Þvoði séri.
John washed REFL
‘John washed himself.’
(Thráinsson 2007)
b. Jóni segir að María elski

sigi
/sjálfan sig*i.
John says that Mary loves.SUBJ himself /himself
‘John says that Mary loves him.’
(Anderson 1986)

14

In Icelandic, sér is the dative form of the simplex reflexive.
Strahan (2009) uses the gloss ‘R’ for the third person anaphors ‘himself/herself/
themselves’ in Faroese.

15
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(7) Faroese
a. Jógvani vaskar særi.
Jogvan washes R
‘Jogvan washes.’
b. Jógvani sigur, at Maria elskar segi /seg sjálvan*i.
Jogvan says that Maria loves R /R
‘Jogvan says that Maria loves him.’
(Strahan 2009)

self

In these cases, grooming verbs like Icelandic þvo ‘wash’ and Faroese
vaska ‘wash’ allow a reflexive interpretation with a SE-anaphor, but in
the case of verbs like Icelandic/Faroese elska ‘love’ only nonlocal
binding is allowed. In all these cases, the local binding of a SE-anaphor
is subject to a lexical restriction: it is limited to a subclass of verbs
(Everaert 1986, Reinhart and Reuland 1993, namely, verbs that assign
an Agent role to their subject and a Theme role to their object (AgentTheme verbs)) as discussed in Reinhart and Siloni (2005) (see Chap. 3
for an overview of Reinhart’s approach).
By contrast, the anaphor zi-ji in Mandarin is not limited to such a
restriction. Zi-ji can appear both with Agent-Theme verbs like daban
‘dress up’ in (8a) and with subject Experiencer verbs, such as xihuan
‘like’ in (8b). As a result, unlike the simplex anaphors in other
languages, zi-ji is insensitive to verb class. In the local domain, then,
the behaviour of zi-ji is like that of complex anaphors in Dutch and
Scandinavian.
(8) a. Zhangsani zai daban zi-jii.
Zhangsan PROG dress up REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is dressing himself up.’
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b. Zhangsani xihuan zi-jii.
Zhangsan like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan likes himself.’
2.2.2 (Dis-)allowing the object comparison reading under ellipsis
Another distinction between zi-ji and other simplex anaphors resides in
the availability of an object comparison reading under ellipsis.16
The object comparison test was introduced by Zec (1985), who
employed it to identify the clitic se in Serbian as a verbal operator rather
than an argument. This test is based on the availability of the object
comparison interpretation of the remaining argument in a comparative
ellipsis structure. It is illustrated in (9).
In the subject comparison reading, John’s performance in washing Jack
is compared to David’s performance in washing Jack, whereas in the
object comparison interpretation, John’s performance in washing the
object Jack is compared to his performance in washing the object David,
see (9Ia-b). Thus, the object comparison needs a syntactically transitive
antecedent clause, and therefore, it can be used to test the presence of a
syntactic syntactically expressed object. In (9IIb) where such an object
is lacking, the object comparison reading is absent as well.
(9) I. John washed Jack better than David.
a. John washed Jack better than David washed Jack.
(Subject Comparison)
b. John washed Jack better than John washed David.
(Object Comparison)

16

For an earlier relevant discussion of ellipsis contrasts see Bergeton (2004).
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II. John washed better than David.
a. John washed (himself) better than David washed (himself)
(Subject Comparison)
b. *John washed (himself) better than John washed David.
(Object Comparison)
Applying this test to Dutch shows that the SE-anaphor zich does not
allow object comparison. With the SELF-anaphor zichzelf the object
comparison reading is available. The examples with the transitive verb
verdedigen ‘defend’ below illustrate this point. Note that logically two
modes of subject comparison are available. In one of them the
performance of the two subjects in self-defence is being compared, also
referred to as the sloppy interpretation. This is the most prominent one.
The other compares the performance in defending the subject of the
antecedent clause, here Jan (which is then the ‘object’ in the consequent
clause). This is the strict interpretation.
(10) Dutch
a. Jan verdedigde zich beter dan Piet.
‘Jan defended himself better than Piet.’
(i). Jan defended himself better than Piet defended himself
(=Piet).
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(ii). *Jan defended himself better than Piet defended himself
(=Jan).
(Subject comparison, Strict)
(iii). *Jan defended himself better than Jan defended Piet.
(Object comparison)
b. Jan verdedigde zichzelf beter dan Piet.
‘Jan defended himself better than Piet.’
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(i). Jan defended himself better than Piet defended himself
(=Piet).
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(ii). Jan defended himself better than Piet defended himself
(=Jan).17
(Subject comparison, Strict)
(iii). Jan defended himself better than Jan defended Piet.
(Object comparison)
(10a) shows that zich disallows both the object comparison reading and
the strict subject comparison reading. Zichzelf in (10b) contrasts with
zich in that it allows all three interpretations: object comparison, and
two subject comparison readings, including the types of sloppy and
strict. This indicates that zichzelf is visible as the object of the predicate
and can participate in the comparison.
The Scandinavian languages show the same pattern. For practical
reasons, I will limit myself to one more example. As discussed in
Thráinsson (1991), Icelandic sig in (11) can only have the sloppy
subject comparison interpretation. It lacks the strict subject comparison
reading and, if Harald (Acc) is put in the accusative as would be
required for object comparison for Case reasons, object comparison is
impossible too.
(11) Icelandic
Jón varði
sig
betur en Haraldur/Harald.
John defended himself better than Harold (NOM/ACC)
‘John defended himself better than Harold.’
(Thráinsson 1991)
17

Not all native speakers allow a strict reading.
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(i). John defended himself better than Harold defended himself
(Harold).
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(ii). *John defended himself better than Harold defended John.
(Subject comparison, Strict)
(iii). *John defended himself better than John defended Harold.
(Object comparison)
When sig is replaced by the complex anaphor sjálfan sig, object
comparison is possible.
One may perhaps wonder why the object comparison reading is not
possible with SE-anaphors in these cases. As argued in Reinhart and
Siloni (2005) and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, they are in fact
not true object arguments, hence, cannot be accessed for object
comparison.
Mandarin zi-ji is crucially different, however. The sentences with it in
(12)-(13) allow all three interpretations: both the sloppy and strict
readings of subject comparison, and the object comparison reading.
duoguo Lisi.
(12) Zhangsan nvedai18 ziji
Zhangsan abuses Anaphor more than Lisi
(a). ‘Zhangsan abuses himself more than Lisi abuses herself.’
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(b). ‘Zhangsan abuses himself more than Lisi abuses Zhangsan.’
(Subject comparison, Strict)
18

Note that according to the Scheme of the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet which was
issued by China and accepted by ISO as an international Chinese spelling standard,
the verb nvedai in (12a) should be changed to nyuedai, and in (43b) zi-nve should be
zi-nyue. However, since these are cited from the source, I keep them in their original
states. For my own examples I use this spelling standard.
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(c). ‘Zhangsan abuses himself more than Zhangsan abuses Lisi.’
(Object comparison)
(Y. Liu 2016)
(13) Zhangsan baohu zi-ji

shengyu

Lisi.

Zhangsan protect REFL-self better.than Lisi
(i). ‘Zhangsan protects himself better than Lisi protects himself.’
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(ii). ‘Zhangsan protects himself better than Lisi protects Zhangsan.’
(Subject comparison, Strict)
(iii). ‘Zhangsan protects himself better than Zhangsan protects
Lisi.’
(Object comparison)
This shows that in this respect Mandarin zi-ji is on a par with complex
anaphors like himself, zichzelf, and so on, and crucially different from
simplex anaphors.
2.2.3 The availability of statue-interpretations
We now turn to one further difference between simplex anaphors and
Mandarin zi-ji. This involves the ability to receive so-called proxy- of
statue interpretation in Madame Tussaud’s contexts as discussed in
Jackendoff (1992).
Jackendoff observes that in a so-called Mme Tussaud context as in (14),
English himself can have two interpretations. (14a) can be either
interpreted as Ringo washing the person Ringo, or as Ringo washing
Ringo’s wax statue. However, (14b), although reflexive, only allows the
interpretation where Ringo washes the person Ringo.
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(14) Proxy test-{Upon a visit to Mme Tussaud wax museum,}
a. Ringo washed himself.
b. Ringo washed.

--(i) the real Ringo,
(ii) Ringo’s statue
--(i) the real Ringo,
(ii) *Ringo’s statue

While (14) reflects a contrast between the form with a SELF-anaphor
and a form with no overt marking, in Dutch and other languages, we
find the same contrast between SE-anaphors and SELF-anaphors
(Reuland 2001, 2011a; Reuland and Winter 2009). As illustrated in (15),
in Dutch, there is a clear distinction between zich and zichzelf:
(15) Dutch
a. {Upon entering the wax museum,}
begon Ringok zichk plotseling te wassen.
‘Ringo suddenly started washing himself.’
Intended interpretations:
(i). ‘Ringo suddenly started washing Ringo.’
zich=Ringo
(ii). *‘Ringo suddenly started washing f(Ringo).’
*zich=Ringo’s wax statue
b. {Upon entering the wax museum,}
begon Ringok zichzelfk/f(k) plotseling te wassen.
‘Ringo suddenly started washing himself.’
Intended interpretations:
(i). ‘Ringo suddenly started washing Ringo.’
zichzelf=Ringo
(ii). ‘Ringo suddenly started washing f(Ringo).’
zichzelf=Ringo’s wax statue
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Thus, (15a) allows only one interpretation: the object of the washing is
the real Ringo; the proxy reading is impossible; (15b) has two readings:
zichzelf can represent either the real Ringo or Ringo’s wax statue. Again,
this pattern follows if the SE-anaphor is not a true argument.
Pronominals allow proxy readings throughout (Safir 2004, Reuland and
Winter 2009). The availability of proxy readings seems to be a common
characteristic of argumental reflexives from many languages, while
they are generally absent in the case of affixal reflexives (see Labelle
2008, Marelj and Reuland 2016, Volkova and Reuland 2014, Reuland
2018a for discussion).
Again, Mandarin zi-ji is crucially different from zich and its cognates.
In the context of the wax museum, it behaves like a complex anaphor
such as zichzelf. As is illustrated in (16), it allows a proxy interpretation.
(16) a. {Upon entering the wax museum,}
Zhangsank pengdao-le zi-jik.
Zhangsan touch- Pef Anaphor
‘Zhangsan touches himself’ = (i.) ‘Zhangsan touched Zhangsan’,
or (ii.) ‘Zhangsan touched
Zhangsan’s wax statue’
(Y. Liu 2016)
b. {Upon entering the wax museum,}
Zhangsank pai le yixia zi-jik/f(k).
Zhangsan pat ASP one.CL REFL-self
‘Zhangsan patted himself.’ = (i.) ‘Zhangsan patted Zhangsan’,
or (ii.) ‘Zhangsan patted Zhangsan’s
wax statue’
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Summarizing the discussion so far, if ziji were simplex, as assumed in
most of the literature, it should manifest the same behaviour as
established simplex anaphors. However, this is not the case. Instead, in
terms of the diagnostics applied it behaves like established complex
anaphors. This warrants the conclusion that zi-ji must be complex.
2.3 Similarities with simplex anaphors in the nonlocal domain
The preceding section demonstrated a number of differences between
zi-ji and simplex anaphors in the local domain. In this section, we will
show that there are also some similarities between zi-ji and simplex
anaphors in other languages, specifically Dutch and Scandinavian.
One similarity lies in that both zi-ji and these simplex anaphors allow
nonlocal binding.
To illustrate this, I give some examples from (17) Dutch, (18)
Norwegian, (19) Danish, (20) Icelandic, and (21) Faroese. Note that in
Dutch (17), nonlocal binding of zich is restricted to causative or
perception verb complements (Everaert 1986, 1991, Reinhart and
Reuland 1991, 1993, Reuland 2011a). 19 Example (18) from Hellan
(1988) shows that in Norwegian, in the case of infinitival complements,
nonlocal binding is possible. The same holds true for Danish sig in (19),
from Pica (1987). Icelandic does not only allow the nonlocal binding
into infinitives but also allows a logophoric interpretation of sig in
subjunctive clauses (Anderson 1986, citing Thráinsson 1976, 1979; see
also Reuland and Sigurjónsdóttir 1997, Reuland 2011a), as illustrated
in (6b), repeated in (20). Likewise, in (21), repeated from (7b), the

19

There are further restrictions. These are, however, not relevant for the present
discussion.
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simplex anaphor seg in Faroese can also be used with an antecedent
appearing in a matrix clause (Strahan 2009), provided the matrix verb
is of a type that would allow subjunctive in Icelandic. In all such cases,
nonlocal binding of a complex anaphor is not allowed:
(17) Dutch
Jani liet mij voor zichi /zichzelf*i werken.
Jan made me for himself/himself work
‘Jan made me work for him.’
(Everaert 1991)
(18) Norwegian
Joni bad oss snakke om segi /seg selv*i.
Jon asked us talk
about himself/himself
‘Jon asked us to talk about him.’
(Hellan 1988)
(19) Danish
/sig selv*i.
Hani hører Gertrude snakke om sigi
He hears Gertrude speak about himself/himself
‘He hears Gertrude speak about him.’
(Pica 1987)
(20) Icelandic
Jóni segir að María elski

sigi

/sjálfan sig*i.

John says that Mary loves.SUBJ himself/himself
‘John says that Mary loves him.’
(Anderson 1986)
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(21) Faroese
Jógvani sigur, at Maria elskar segi/seg sjálvan*i.
Jogvan says that Maria loves R /R self
‘Jogvan says that Maria loves him.’
(Strahan 2009)
In this respect, Mandarin zi-ji behaves like simplex anaphors, allowing
the reflexive to be nonlocally bound by the remote antecedent, for
instance, Zhangsan in (22).
(22) Zhangsani renwei Lisij xihuan zi-jii/j.
Zhangsan think Lisi like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him/himself.’
Mandarin zi-ji can also appear in the subject position. For simplex
anaphors in Dutch and Scandinavian, this possibility is limited to the
subject position in ECM constructions. This is exemplified by the
following cases, which are taken from (23) Dutch, (24) Norwegian, and
(25) Faroese. The corresponding Mandarin example in (26) is
acceptable as well.
(23) Dutch
Henki hoorde zichi zingen.
Henk heard SE sing
‘Henk heard himself sing.’
(Reinhart and Reuland 1993)
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(24) Norwegian
bli omtalt.
Joni hørte segi
Jon heard himself be mentioned
‘Jon heard himself be mentioned.’
(Hellan 1988)
(25) Faroese
Jórunni hoyrdi segi verða umtalaða.
Jorunn heard R
be mentioned
‘Jorunn heard himself be mentioned.’
(Strahan 2009)
(26) Mandarin
Zhangsani tingdao zi-jii
zai changge.
Zhangsan hear REFL-self PROG sing
‘Zhangsan hears himself be singing.’
However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, in Mandarin, there is no limitation
of zi-ji to the subject position of ECM clauses. In fact, zi-ji can occur in
the subject position of any subordinate clause. This is unlike the
Germanic languages above, but other languages, like Malayalam, also
exhibit this pattern. As discussed earlier, these languages lack overt
subject-verb agreement, and hence are not subject to the Anaphor
Agreement Effect (Rizzi 1990), which explains why Mandarin, like
Malayalam, differs in this respect from the Germanic languages:
(27) Mandarin
jiang chengwei buzhang.
Zhangsank renwei zi-jik
Zhangsan think REFL-self will become minister
‘Zhangsan thinks that he will become a minister.’
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(28) Malayalam
Raamani wicaariccu taani mantri aakum ennǝ.
Raman thought
self minister will become COMP
‘Raman thought that he would become a minister.’
(Jayaseelan 2000)
Note that zi-ji can occur in more deeply embedded clauses, opening up
more potential antecedents for the reflexive. As illustrated in (29),
Mandarin zi-ji can be potentially bound by each subject of a higher
clause. In this respect, zi-ji’s behaviour is comparable to that of simplex
anaphors such as Icelandic sig/sér in (30) or Norwegian seg in (31).
(29) Mandarin
Zhangsani renwei Lisij zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zi-jii/j/k.
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu likes him/himself.’
(30) Icelandic
Jóni sagði [Maríuj hafa-INF látið [mig Þvo-INF séri,j]]
John said Mary have
made me wash
SIG
‘Jon said that Mary had made me wash him/her.’
(Reuland and Sigurjónsdóttir 1997)
(31) Norwegian
Joni bad oss forsøke å få deg til å snakke pent

om

segi.

Jon asked us try
to get you to talk nicely about seg
‘Jon asked us to try to get you to talk nicely about him.’
(Hellan 1988)
In Norwegian, the reflexive needs to be contained in an infinitival
clause to allow the simplex anaphor seg to be bound by the highest
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subject (here Jon). The same applies to Icelandic, with the proviso that
Icelandic sig additionally allows a logophoric interpretation licensed by
the subjunctive, which need not concern us here (but see Reuland and
Sigurjónsdóttir 1997, and Reuland 2017c for discussion).
The question is then how to capture nonlocal binding dependencies in
the grammar of Mandarin. I will return to this point in Chapters 5 and
6.
2.4 Independent evidence that zi-ji is complex
To fully understand the nature of Mandarin zi-ji, I will provide
independent evidence both from diachronic and synchronic
perspectives that zi-ji is complex.
First of all, let us look closely into zi-ji’s internal structure. Since the
work The Explaining Graphs and Analyzing Characters (䈤᮷䀓ᆇ)
(Xu 121, annotated by Duan 1815; the first comprehensive Chinese
character dictionary analyzing the structure of the characters and
providing the rationale behind them) became available, it is known from
this dictionary that the original meaning of zi was as a body part noun:
bi ‘nose’ (it was originally pictogram depicting the objects denoted),
while that of ji was a pronoun representing ‘oneself’. In Classical
Chinese, before the Eastern Han Dynasty, another word with the
meaning ‘nose’ appeared to replace zi, and zi began to have an
anaphoric use. At that time the anaphoric system contained zi and ji,
which were independent words; zi-ji did not appear. Both zi and ji could
be bound either locally or nonlocally; the former, however, always
preceded the verb, whereas the latter occurred in both pre- and
postverbal positions. In particular, ji could serve as the subject of a
clause, which will be discussed in section 2.4.2.
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The relevant distribution of zi in Classical Chinese, from Cheng (1999)
and Dong (2002), is given in (32) and (33);20 the potential antecedent
of zi in (32) is the local subject Wo ‘I’, whereas in example (33), the
matrix subject Zhulyu is the binder.
(32) (Zuozhuanx Zhaogong Shinian ᐖՐxᱝॱޜᒤ ‘The Commentary
of Zuo’)
Wok shi zongyu er buneng zik ke
ye.
I really indulge and cannot REFL restrain SFP
‘I do indulge and cannot restrain myself.’
ᡁᇎ㓥Ⅲ㘼н㜭㠚ݻҏǄ
(Cheng 1999)
(33) (Shijix Qidaohuiwang Shijia ਢ䇠x喀᛬ᜐ⦻цᇦ ‘Records of the
Grand Historian’)
Guanzhong, yu wei Liushij er zik
Zhulyuk jiang bing ju
Zhulyu lead army gather Guanzhong want harm Liushi and REFL
li.
ascend.the.throne
‘Zhulyu leads the army to gather in Guanzhong, wants to harm
Liushi and make himself ascend the throne.’
䈨ሶޥትޣѝˈⅢডࡈ∿㘼㠚・Ǆ
(Dong 2002)
After the Eastern Han Dynasty, the word zi-ji began to appear and was
first found in a Chinese translation of a Sanskrit Buddhism Classic (Zhu
2007).

20

All the relevant Classical Chinese examples are cited from the sources; I provide
the corresponding glosses and English translations.
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In modern Chinese, in contrast to the ‘almost-consensus’, I will show
and argue that zi-ji in fact is bimorphemic, hence, complex. It consists
of two elements: a reflexive element zi- and a pronominal element -ji
which is defective for number (Y. Liu 2016; Wong 2017). The internal
structure of zi-ji is presented below:
(34) zi - ji = zi

+

ji

body part N (nose) pronoun (Classical Chinese: zi-ji did not appear)
reflexivizing prefix + defective pronoun (Modern Chinese: zi-ji exists)
Synchronic evidence for the complex nature of zi-ji will be shown in
the subsequent sections.
2.4.1 The role of zi- as a reflexivizing prefix
Independent evidence that zi-ji is complex in modern Chinese is the fact,
mostly ignored in current discussions, that Mandarin has a verbal prefix
zi-, which marks verbs as reflexive, as illustrated in (35) (from Chief
1998). The verbal prefix zi- in this sentence marks the verb sha ‘kill’,
to which it attaches as a reflexivizer. Note that where Mandarin verbs
have a compound form, in general, zi- marks the primary verbal
component; for instance, zi- replaces the first component in cansha ‘kill
cruelly’, which reflexivizes as zi-sha ‘kill oneself’:
(35) Zhangsan zi-sha
le.
Zhangsan REFL-kill ASP
‘Zhangsan committed suicide.’
(Chief 1998)
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Reflexive marking by zi- is quite productive; witness the lists of verbs
from Chief (1998) (with glosses added) and Wong (2017) with some
examples given in (36):
(36) a. zi-nue
REFL-torture

‘to torture oneself’
b. zi-sha
REFL-kill
‘to commit suicide’
c. zi-ba
REFL-free

‘to free oneself from’
In addition to Chief’s (1998) list (see Appendix B), Wong (2017)
provides 38 more verbs from a corpus search that have been found to
allow reflexivization with zi-.21 Since Wong’s observation focuses on
Agent-Theme verbs, there are no other verb types involved in the list.
Chief’s list contains some other verb classes. A systematic discussion
of the behaviour of the prefix zi- will be presented in Chapter 3.
Note that zi-reflexivization also obtains with a class of verbs taking a
predicate as a complement, as in (37):
(37) a. Zhangsan zi-jue
conghui.
Zhangsan REFL-consider smart
‘Zhangsan considers himself smart.’
(Y. Liu 2016)

21

Wong’s list contains 46 verbs, with 8 verbs overlapping with Chief’s list.
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b. Zhangsan zi-yiwei
liaobuqi.
Zhangsan REFL-consider outstanding
‘Zhangsan considers himself outstanding.’
Interestingly, this formation can extend to full clausal complements
with embedded clauses. I will address this issue in Chapter 4.
Although zi-’s distribution as a verbal prefix is somewhat limited, ziprefixation is highly productive in constructions like zi-jia ‘self-drive’,
zi-xue ‘self-learn’, zi-bian ‘self-organize’, zi-ban ‘self-manage’, and so
on, which abound on the internet. These examples show a role of zithat is similar to self-morphemes in corresponding formations in
English, such as self-driving, self-learning, self-organizing, and
comparable structures in Dutch and other Germanic, Romance, and
Slavic languages.
2.4.2 The element -ji in classical and modern Chinese
In this section, the characteristics of the element -ji in terms of classical
and modern Chinese will be discussed. Ji originated as an independent
pronominal element in Classical Chinese, as discussed in Y. Liu (2016);
its syntactic distribution is distinct from the constituent zi-. An
important distinction between zi- and -ji resides in their positions with
respect to the verb; unlike the preverbal zi-, the element -ji occurs both
pre- and postverbally.
However, as shown in section 2.4 (examples (32)-(33)), zi can be locally
and nonlocally bound in Classical Chinese; in this respect, ji shows
similar behaviour. As indicated in (38) from Lunyu ‘the Analects of
Confucius’, a notable work of Classical Chinese with the Chinese
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version cited from Wei (2004), ji can be bound by its local antecedent
Ren ‘the person’:
(38) (Lunyux Shu’er 䇪䈝x䘠㘼 ‘Analects of Confucius’)
Renk jie
jik
yi
jin.
person correct oneself pursue progress
‘The person corrects himself to pursue progress.’
Ӫ⌱ᐡԕ䘋Ǆ
(Wei 2004)
Example (39) from Dong (2002), presents a case of nonlocal binding,
where the matrix subject Chenyu is the preferred antecedent of ji:
(39) (Shijix Gaozubenji ਢ䇠x儈⾆ᵜ㓚 ‘Records of the Grand
Historian’)
jik
ye.
Chenyuk yuan Xiangyuj fu wang
Chenyu blame Xiangyu not confer.a.throne oneself SFP
‘Chenyu blamed Xiangyu for that he did not confer a throne to
him.’
䱸։ᙘ亩㗭ᕇ⦻ᐡҏǄ
(Dong 2002)
Moreover, in Classical Chinese, ji also acted as the subject of a sentence
just like other pronouns did. This is shown in the following example:
(40) (Lunyux Yanyuan 䇪䈝x仌 ‘Analects of Confucius’)
Ji
suo bu yu, wu shi
yu ren.
oneself what not desire not impose to other.person
‘Do not impose on others what you do not desire yourself.’
ᐡᡰнⅢˈयᯭҾӪǄ
(Wei 2004)
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From a synchronic point of view, the -ji part can still be used with an
independent contribution to interpretation, as illustrated in (41), see also
(Bergeton 2004):
(41) ji-jian ‘self’s opinion’, ji-ren ‘self’s responsibility’, zhi-ji ‘intimate
friend/know oneself’, lyu-ji ‘discipline oneself’.
These facts warrant our conclusion that Mandarin zi-ji is indeed a
complex anaphor.
By itself the claim that zi-ji is complex is not new. For instance, Tang
(1989) also proposes that ziji is complex. In Tang’s approach, longdistance ziji has the structure pro-ziji, and hence is effectively complex.
The long-distance dependency is then accomplished in a manner that
does not depend on a monomorphemic status.22 However, Tang (1989)
does not offer independent arguments for the structure she proposes. In
my proposal, the complexity of zi-ji does not lie in an empty pronoun
prefix pro-ziji, but follows from its internal composition.
Bergeton (2004) also proposes that ziji is complex. Bergeton analyzes
the form of ziji as a bimorphemic compound. And he does indeed base
this on arguments that both elements of ziji have independent properties.
For example, zi-ai ‘have regard for oneself; self-respecting’ contrasts
with li ji zhu yi ‘egoism, lit. self-benefit’. Bergeton (2004) then
proposes that nonlocal ziji contains a null pronoun as its head, which is
notated as [ta] ziji; on the other hand, the local ziji is analyzed as [Ø ziji]
which yields a restriction to condition A. Hence, for Bergeton the
complexity of ziji itself plays no role in its binding properties. Moreover,
22

Tang uses a system of feature copying and re-indexing, whose details will not
concern us here.
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the pronominal head in nonlocal ziji is hard to reconcile with the
blocking effect (cf. Chap. 5), which he does not discuss.
2.5 Setting the explanatory task
In this section, I will address the following questions: (i) how to analyze
the role of the reflexivizing prefix zi-; (ii) why the complexity of zi-ji is
important for reflexivity in Mandarin; (iii) an empirical issue involving
the original argument; and (iv) a theoretical issue concerned with the
original argument.
2.5.1 The contribution of the verbal prefix ziAs we can see on the basis of the evidence shown above, the use of the
verbal prefix zi- is widespread. Two questions arise. One concerns the
status of zi-: is it an incorporated argument or an operator? The other is
how precisely zi- contributes to a reflexive interpretation. To answer the
first question I will use the diagnostics for argument status earlier
applied to zi-ji.
As Y. Liu (2016) notes, verbs with zi-prefixation disallow proxyreadings, strict subject comparison, or object comparison (Zec 1985,
Dimitriadis and Everaert 2014). This is illustrated by the minimal pairs
in (42) from Wong (2017), and (43) from Y. Liu (2016).
(42) {Upon visiting the wax museum, when it caught fire,}
a. Zhangsan jiu
le zi-ji.
Zhangsan rescued ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
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Intended interpretations:
(i). Zhangsan rescued Zhangsan (the real person)
(ii). Zhangsan rescued Zhangsan’s statue.
b. Zhangsan zi-jiu
le.
Zhangsan REFL-rescue ASP
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
Intended interpretation:
(i). Zhangsan rescued Zhangsan (the real person)
(ii).*Zhangsan rescued Zhangsan’s statue
(Wong 2017)
(43) a. Zhangsan nvedai ziji
duoguo Lisi.
Zhangsan abuses Anaphor more than Lisi
(a). Zhangsan abuses himself more than Lisi abuses herself.
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(b). Zhangsan abuses himself more than Lisi abuses Zhangsan.
(Subject comparison, Strict)
(c). Zhangsan abuses himself more than Zhangsan abuses Lisi.
(Object comparison)
b. Zhangsan zi-nve
duoguo Lisi.
Zhangsan REFL-abuse more than Lisi
‘Zhangsan self-abuses more than Lisi.’
(a). Zhangsan abuses himself more than Lisi abuses herself.
(Subject comparison, Sloppy)
(b).*Zhangsan abuses himself more than Lisi abuses Zhangsan.
(Subject comparison, Strict)
(c).*Zhangsan abuses himself more than Zhangsan abuses Lisi.
(Object comparison)
(Y. Liu 2016)
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This means that zi-verbs behave just like the verbs with simplex
anaphors in Dutch and Scandinavian discussed in section 2.2. The role
of zi- with these verbs and in structures like zi-jia ‘self-drive’, zi-xue
‘self-learn’, and so on, is that semantically it is a reflexivizer, but is not
itself an argument. Furthermore, while we observe that zi-ji manifests
no sensitivity to verb class, the zi-V construction does. Zi- occurs only
with a limited class of Agent-Theme verbs (see Chap. 3), and with some
verbs taking causal complements (discussed in Chap. 4).
I propose that the verbal prefix zi- acts as an operator on argument
structure, identifying two argument positions. More specifically, we
assume that zi- serves as an operator like REFL in (44), applying to a
two-place predicate R (= a relation between atomic entities) and
generating a one-place predicate over sets A of atomic entities (see
Keenan 1988):
(44) REFL: = λR. λA. x ę A [R (x, x)]
This is illustrated in (45)-(47). Zi- acts as an operator on the argument
structure of the verb, identifying two argument positions, which results
in bundling of the theta-roles involved (Chap. 1:sec. 1.4.2.2). As a
consequence, no object argument is projected, as illustrated in (46). The
derivation is summarized in (47):
(45) Zhangsan zi-sha

le.

Zhangsan REFL-kill ASP
‘Zhangsan committed suicide.’
(Chief 1997)
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(46) a. Vacc (θ1, θ2) → Rs (V) (θ1,2)
(where θ1, 2 stands for the bundling of θ1 and θ2.)
b. DP (λx (V[θ1, θ2] (x)))
(47) a. λx.λy. (V[θ1], [θ2] (x, y))
Merge zib. λx. (zi-V[θ1, θ2] (x))
As will be discussed extensively in Chapter 6, this strategy also
provides the basis for the analysis of local binding of zi-ji. Just like the
prefix zi- reflexivizes the verb it is attached to in cases like ‘zi-fen’ in
(48); composing zi-ji with a verb allows zi- to act as a reflexivizer of
that verb, which results in local binding. The difference is that in the
case of zi-ji no reduction takes place, due to its complexity (see (49b)).
(48) Zhangsan zi-fen
le.
Zhangsan REFL-burn ASP
‘Zhangsan burned himself.
(49) a. Zhangsank fenshao zi-jik
le.
Zhangsan burn REFL-self ASP
‘Zhangsan burned himself.’
b. Zhangsank REFLzi--fenshao (zi)-jik le.
2.5.2 The importance of the complexity of zi-ji
The complexity of zi-ji plays a crucial role in our understanding of
reflexivity in Mandarin. As discussed in Chapter 1, Reuland (2001,
2011a) proposes that the representation of reflexivity is determined by
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the effect of ‘local identity avoidance’ (due to the Inability to
Distinguish Indistinguishables, IDI). Consequently, reflexivity must be
licensed. As we discussed, two strategies can be employed to license
reflexivity. One is bundling, which involves detransitivization with two
theta roles being combined (Reinhart and Siloni 2005). As illustrated in
(45)-(47), bundling can be applied to verbs like sha ‘kill’ and fenshao
‘burn’. Bundling is the strategy that applies in the case of simplex
anaphors in Dutch and Scandinavian, and which is only available for a
subset of verbs, as we saw.
The other strategy involves protection, which ensures that the two
argument variables are kept distinct. This involves an additional
morpheme, such as a self-type element, body part noun, doubled
pronoun, and so on. The result is a morpho-syntactically complex
reflexive, as illustrated in (50), and exemplified by (51) for Dutch.
(50) Protection:
DP (λx (Vθ1, θ2 (x, [fMORPH (x)])))
(MORPH=self, pronoun, a body part N, etc.)
(51) Dutch:
a. Jank bewondert zichzelfk.
John admires himself
‘John admires himself.’
b. Jan (λx (bewondert (x, fzelf (x))))
If ziji were simplex, in line with the received view, Mandarin would be
puzzling. Under that view, ziji would be expected to behave like a
simplex anaphor in Dutch and Scandinavian, and involve bundling
rather than protection. If so, its occurrence would be expected to be
lexically restricted. However, as we saw, this is not the case. Thus,
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Mandarin would either violate local identity avoidance or Reinhart and
Siloni’s generalization. Nevertheless, given that we have established
that zi-ji is complex, Mandarin just fits in the general pattern.
For the sake of concreteness, consider (52) with a subject experiencer
verb that would not allow lexical bundling.
(52) Lisik xihuan zi-jik.
Lisi like
REFL-self
‘Lisi likes himself.’
Since zi-ji is complex, it licenses reflexivity by protection, as
represented in (53):
(53) Lisi (λx (xihuanθ1, θ2 (x, [fzi (x)])))
As a result, Mandarin conforms to the general pattern, and zi-ji licenses
reflexivity by protection.
2.5.3 An empirical issue involving the original argument
If zi-ji is not monomorphemic, it remains to be explained that nonlocal
binding is allowed, given the claim that only simplex reflexives allow
nonlocal binding (see discussion in Chap. 1 and the references cited
there). Note, however, that it has been established by now that this claim
is in fact incorrect. Complex anaphoric expressions, which can be
nonlocally bound, have been observed in languages as diverse as
Meadow Mari škenže (Uralic, Volkova 2014, 2017), Avar žiwgo (NakhDaghestanian, Rudnev 2017), Bahasa Indonesia dirinya, Javanese
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awake dee (Malayo-Polynesian, Kartono 2013, Schadler 2014),23 and
many others. These anaphors allow both local and nonlocal binding;
they are complex, consisting of a nominal head and a possessive
pronominal component. Such anaphors license reflexivity by protection
but do not enforce it (Reuland 2011a). They are classified as
semireflexives by Volkova (2014) and Volkova and Reuland (2014).
The pattern is illustrated in (54)-(56). We can see that in (54) the dative
form of škenže can be both locally and nonlocally bound. Also, the
Indonesian complex anaphor diri-nya in (55) can have both a local and
a nonlocal antecedent. The same holds true of the Javanese anaphor
awak-e dee in (56).
(54) Meadow Mari (Uralic)
Üdəri rvezej de-č’ [Øj ška-lan-žei/j

pört-əm

əšt-aš] jod-ən.

girl boy near-EL PRO self-DAT-P.3SG house-ACC make-INF ask-PRT
‘The girl asked the boy to build her/himself a house.’
(Volkova 2014)
(55) Indonesian (Malayo-Polynesian)
Johni mengira bahwa Maryj membenci diri-nyai/j
John think that Mary hate
body-3SG.GEN
‘John thinks that Mary hates him.’ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD, Schadler 2014)

23

See also Cole et al. (2008), Cole, Hermon, and Yanti (2015), and Reuland (2017a)
for subsequent discussions.
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(56) Javanese (Malayo-Polynesian)
deei
Johni ngiro nek Mary sengit karo awak-e
John think that Mary hate to body-3SG.GEN 3SG
‘John thinks that Mary hates him.’ [i.e., hates John]
(ATD, Schadler 2014)
All these complex anaphors also have a ‘supercomplex’ variant with an
additional component. For example, Meadow Mari has a doubly
marked structure, škenžǝm ške, composed of the semireflexive škenže
in the oblique case followed by a bare form ške ‘self’. In Bahasa
Indonesia, the element sendiri can be combined with dirinya, yielding
dirinya sendiri. Javanese has the supercomplex anaphor awake dee
dewe. All these supercomplex anaphors are strictly local. In addition,
many languages also have an affixal reflexive with a restricted
distribution. For instance, Indonesian has reflexivization with the
element diri (Kartono 2020, submitted), and Meadow Mari has the
reflexivizing suffix -əlt-/-alt- (Volkova 2014).
Thus, Mandarin fits in with a crosslinguistically well-established
pattern, with a reflexivizing prefix zi-, a complex semireflexive zi-ji,
which licenses reflexivity, but does not enforce it, and a supercomplex
anaphor ta zi-ji that enforces reflexivity.
2.5.4 A theoretical issue concerning the original argument
In view of the discussion above, thus, empirically, being
monomorphemic is not a prerequisite for nonlocal binding. That this is
so, should not come as a surprise in the context of minimalist
approaches to grammar (Chomsky 1995 and subsequent work). Within
this framework, there are two operations to express dependencies in
syntax, namely Move and Agree. The earlier approaches to nonlocal
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binding mentioned in Chapter 1 (such as Battistella 1989; Pica 1987,
1991; Cole, Hermon, and Sung 1990) were based on movement, and
indeed such approaches require a monomorphemic analysis. However,
the alternative of using Agree-based dependencies does not.
Agree allows the encoding of interpretive dependencies by feature
sharing (Reuland 2001, 2011a, 2017d, Pesetsky and Torrego 2007,
Kratzer 2009). Under standard assumptions (e.g., Chomsky 2008), the
mediating elements on the path between the binder and the bindee are
X0s. But neither binder nor bindee has to be an X0 itself.
As will be discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6, Giblin (2016)
presents an explicit approach to nonlocal binding of zi-ji, based on the
operation of Multiple Agree, an extension of the Agree operation
proposed by Hiraiwa (2001, 2005).24 As a result, although Giblin (2016)
does not draw this conclusion, there are not even theoretical reasons for
nonlocally bound zi-ji to be analyzed as monomorphemic.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have shown that Mandarin zi-ji is complex. Its
complexity is crucial for our understanding of reflexivity in Mandarin
Chinese. It entails that the Mandarin anaphoric system fits in with a
crosslinguistically well-established pattern. Finally, we have seen that
the theoretical argument that zi-ji would have to be simplex lacks force.

24

See Zubkov (2018) for a recent application of Multiple Agree to anaphor binding in
Russian.
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Chapter 3

Zi-prefixation as an operation on argument
structure: simple transitive verbs
3.1 Introduction
As we saw in Chapters 1 and 2, reflexivity must be licensed in natural
language, due to the need to avoid identical variables as coarguments.
Therefore, as described in Chapter 1, there are two strategies for
licensing reflexivity: bundling and protection. As noted in Chapter 1,
Reuland (2017d) presents the following definition of reflexivity, based
on Dimitriadis (2012):
(1) A predicate is reflexive iff one semantic argument bears two of the
predicate’s semantic roles.
(Reuland 2017d:25)
In this chapter, I will review how reflexivity is expressed in Mandarin
Chinese taking the definition in (1) as a starting point. According to the
standard analyses in the literature (e.g., Huang and Tang 1991, Cole and
Sung 1994), Mandarin has a complex reflexive — a SELF anaphor —
ta ziji, and a simplex, monomorphemic, anaphor ziji.
However, as discussed in Chapter 2, Mandarin has another option to
represent reflexive predicates, namely by prefixing zi- to the verb (Chief
1997, 1998, Y. Liu 2016, and Wong 2017). Based on the fact that the
prefix zi- is a separate morpheme I showed that, contrary to the
prevailing position in the literature (Pica 1987, Battistella 1989, Cole,
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Hermon, and Sung 1990, and Huang and Tang 1991), zi-ji is complex
rather than simplex. The corresponding examples are given for ta zi-ji
in (2a), for zi-verb in (2b), and for zi-ji in (2c), respectively.
(2) a. Lisi jiu
le ta zi-ji.
Lisi rescue ASP him REFL-self
‘Lisi rescued himself.’
b. Lisi zi-jiu
le.
Lisi REFL-rescue ASP
‘Lisi rescued himself.’
c. Lisi jiu
le zi-ji.
Lisi rescue ASP REFL-self
‘Lisi rescued himself.’
(2a-c) are semantically largely equivalent, but see Y. Liu (2016) and
Chapter 2 for a more detailed examination of possible meaning
differences. As discussed in Chapter 1, there is an important difference
between zi-ji and ta-zi-ji in that the former, but not the latter,25 allows
long-distance binding (see Pica 1987, Battistella 1989, Cole, Hermon,
and Sung 1990, Huang and Tang 1991). To the extent that their analyses
are based on the incorrect assumption that ziji is monomorphemic, these
will have to be revised, though. This issue will be addressed in Chapter
5.
In this chapter, I will concentrate on the role of the prefix zi-, more
specifically, addressing the issue of whether zi-verbs reflect a lexical or
a syntactic reflexivization operation (in the sense of Reinhart and Siloni
2005).
25

But note again that Y. Huang (2009, 2016) and H. Pan (1999) have a different
judgement; see Chapter 6 for discussion.
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In order to do so, I will investigate possible restrictions on the kind of
verbs that can be prefixed by zi- to form reflexive verbs, since one of
the relevant factors, according to Reinhart and Siloni (2005), is that
argument structure operations in the lexicon, including lexical
reflexivization, may be restricted and reflect lexical idiosyncrasies.
In section 3.2, I will briefly present the core notions of the Theta System
developed in Reinhart (2000/2016; 2002), Marelj (2004), Reinhart and
Siloni (2005), and subsequent work, see Marelj and Reuland (2016) for
discussion of the relation between the Theta System and approaches
based on Distributive Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993, Marantz
1997, and subsequent literature, but see also Wood and Marantz 2017).
Subsequently, section 3.3 will discuss the relevant lexical operations in
Mandarin. Section 3.4 will present the prevalence and restrictions on ziverbs. In particular, I will aim at investigating the verb classes which
allow zi-prefixation by bundling, that is, the Agent-Theme verbs. The
types of verbs that disallow zi-prefixation will be discussed in section
3.5. In section 3.6, I will analyze the semantics of zi- on the basis of the
facts of sections 3.4 and 3.5. A conclusion and further issues for
discussion will be provided in section 3.7.
3.2 Brief overview of the Theta System
The Theta System enables the interface between the Computational
System (CS) and the System of Concepts.
It is a coding system between syntax and extra-syntactic concepts.
Taken as the central module of the mental system of concepts, the Theta
System consists of:
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(3) a. Lexical entries, which are coded concepts, with formal features
defining the θ-relations of verb-entries.
b. A set of arity operations on lexical entries, which may generate
new entries, or just new options of realization.
c. Marking procedures, which ‘prepare’ a verb entry for syntactic
derivations (cf. (5)).
The current chapter is based on Reinhart (2002).
3.2.1 Core concepts of Theta System
Basically, the lexical entries are coded concepts with clusters of formal
features defining the theta relations of verb entries.
More specifically, θ-roles are defined in terms of two binary features
[+/-c] = [ C(ause change)] and [+/-m] = [ M(ental state)]. Together these
define eight feature clusters, which correspond to θ-roles.26 The eight
feature clusters defined are given in (4). It is noted that the
correspondence of these clusters to the θ-roles known from the
literature is not one to one but is sensitive to contextual factors. The
roles are labeled based on the traditional role they are most obviously
related to.

26
As argued by Marelj (2004), the system also gives rise to a 9 th cluster, the empty
cluster, which specifically plays a role in middle formation.
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(4)
Agent27
Instrument (…)
Experiencer
Theme /Patient
Cause (Unspecified for /m); consistent with
either (a) or (b).
f). [+m]
– Sentient
g). [-m]
– (Unspecified for /c): Subject matter /Locative
source
h). [-c]
– (Unspecified for /m): Internal roles like Goal,
Benefactor typically dative (or PP).
(Reinhart 2002:232)
a).
b).
c).
d).
e).

[+c+m]
[+c -m]
[-c +m]
[-c -m]
[+c]

–
–
–
–
–

The (4a-d) clusters are specified with a value for both features. The
Agent role (4a) is [+c +m] (an all plus cluster), as it brings about a
change and must be animate (its Mental state is relevant). The Theme
or Patient role (4d) is [-c -m] (an all minus cluster), as it neither triggers
a change nor imposes an animacy restriction. The mixed-value clusters
(4b-c) are somewhat more varied in their role interpretation and mostly
correspond to Instrument and Experiencer respectively. (4e-h) are unary
clusters and have a yet greater freedom of interpretation. A verb
selecting a [+c] (Cause) cluster can be realized both with an Agent and
with an Instrument interpretation of this argument.

27

Notation: [α] = Feature cluster α.
/α = Feature (and value) α.
(E.g. the feature / +m occurs in the clusters [+c +m], [-c +m] and [+m])
[/α]= A cluster one of whose feature is /α.
(E.g. [/-c] clusters are [-c +m], [-c –m] and [-c].)
[+] = A cluster ALL of whose features have the value +.
(E.g. [-] clusters are [-c –m], [-c], [-m].)
(Reinhart 2002:232)
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Theta clusters are syntactically projected through a mechanism in
which theta clusters are marked (cf. 5A), allowing Merging principles
(cf. 5B) to apply:
(5) A. Marking principles
Given an n-place verb entry where n>1
1. [−] clusters are marked with index 2.
2. [+] clusters are marked with index 1.
3. If the entry includes both a [+] cluster and a fully specified
cluster [/α, /-c], mark the verb with the ACC feature.
(Reinhart 2002:246)
B. Merging principles
1. When nothing rules this out, merge externally.
2. An argument realizing a cluster marked 2 merges internally.
3. An argument with a cluster marked 1 merges externally.
(Reinhart 2002:247)
From (5) one can derive that transitive verbs have a theta grid in which
one of the arguments is marked 1, and the other argument is marked 2.
Intransitive verbs, in general, occur in two sorts: verbs with a 1-marked
or unmarked theta role (unergatives), or a 2-marked theta role
(unaccusatives).
3.2.2 Classifications of verbs in terms of feature clusters
Verbs can be classified in terms of their thematic properties, which are
coded in the feature clusters. As mentioned above, a [/+c] feature
expresses that the argument bearing it is perceived as a sufficient
condition for causing the event, and a [/+m] feature indicates that the
participant’s Mental state is relevant for the event to take place.
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In the following sections, I will discuss a selection of the most common
types of two-place verbs, chosen from Reinhart (2002), using their
Mandarin counterparts; the order is based on the properties of the
subject clusters, with first the unary clusters and second the mixedvalue clusters.
3.2.2.1 [+c] Subjects
The typical property of verbs that select a [+c] (Cause) cluster such as
dapo ‘break’, dakai ‘open’, and ronghua ‘melt’, is that they can be
realized both with an Agent and with an Instrument interpretation of the
subject argument. These verbs differ in the realization of their internal
role as either a Theme role [-c -m] (illustrated in (6)) or an Experiencer
role [-c +m] (illustrated in (7)). Moreover, all verbs with this feature can
alternate with an unaccusative derivation (illustrated in (6d) and (7d)).
(6) a. dapo ‘break’ [[+c], [-c -m]]
b. Feng /Lisi/Zhuantou dapo le huaping.
wind /Lisi /brick
break ASP vase
‘The wind/Lisi/The brick broke the vase.’
c. Feng/Lisi /Zhuantou shi huaping (da)po le.
wind/Lisi /brick
cause vase
break ASP
‘The wind/Lisi/The brick caused the vase to break.’
d. Huaping (da)po le.
vase
break ASP
‘The vase broke.’ (Unaccusative)
(7) a. chijing ‘surprise’ [[+c], [-c +m]]
b. *Leisheng /*Wangwu /*Zhe ze xinwen chijing le Lisi.
thunder /Wangwu /this CL news surprise ASP Lisi
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c. Leisheng /Wangwu /Zhe ze xinwen shi Lisi chijing le.
thunder /Wangwu /this CL news cause Lisi surprise ASP
‘The thunder/Wangwu/The news caused Lisi to surprise.’
d. Lisi chijing le.
Lisi surprise ASP
‘Lisi is surprised.’
Note that using the verb chijing (7b) is ungrammatical since generally
the Mandarin counterpart of this class of English verbs like surprise
occurs only accompanied by the auxiliary verb shi/ling ‘cause’.
The verbs with clusters [[+c], [-c +m]] are also known as Experiencing
verbs. More verbs of this type are danxin ‘worry’, jidong ‘excite’, and
jingxia ‘scare’.
3.2.2.2 [+m]-Subject verbs
Verbs like ai ‘love’, xiao ‘laugh’, ku ‘cry’, and shui ‘sleep’ are
unspecified for Cause, having the specific property of requiring an
animate subject (8b), without involving agency or a causal relation, as
in the case of pa ‘fear’, hen ‘hate’, zhidao ‘know’, xiangxin ‘believe’,
and xiangzhidao ‘wonder’. Such a cluster is always merged externally
(following rules (5A-2) and (5B-3)). These verbs do not allow the
adverb guyi ‘deliberately’ (8c) and the auxiliary verb shi ‘cause’ (8d)
since they do not license Cause.
(8) a. ai ‘love’ [[+m], [-c -m]]
b. Lisi/*Feng/*Zhuozi ai Luli.
Lisi /wind /table love Luli
‘Lisi/*The wind/*The table loves Luli.’
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c. *Lisi guyi
ai Luli.
Lisi deliberately love Luli
d. *Lisi shi Luli ai.
Lisi cause Luli love
3.2.2.3 Manner verbs
Manner verbs, for instance, xiao ‘peel’, zuan ‘drill’, ning ‘screw’,
bozhong ‘sow’, and qie ‘cut’, are specified as in (9a). They can take a
subject as either Agent [+c +m] (9b) or Instrument [+c -m] (9c) but
don’t take a Cause (9d). These verbs include a reference to a specific
Instrument (the event denoted could not happen without that
Instrument). So, one of the [+/c] roles is realized obligatorily. An
example is given below:
(9) a. qie ‘cut’ [[+c +m], [-c -m], [+c -m]]
b. Lisi (yong xiaodao) qie dangao.
Lisi with knife
cut cake
‘Lisi cuts the cake (with a knife).’
c. Zhe ba xiaodao qie le dangao.
this CL knife cut ASP cake
‘The knife cut the cake.’
d. *Reli qie le dangao.
heat cut ASP cake
3.2.2.4 Two-place unaccusatives
Two-place unaccusative verbs have the special property that they allow
the verbs to select two [-] clusters as arguments (cf. 10a). This type of
verb, which does not have a [+c] cluster alternate, only realizes as an
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unaccusative. 28 Given the merging instructions in (5), these [-]
arguments obligatorily merge internally (applying (5A1) and (5B2)),
and one of them moves to the subject position.
(10) a. bikai/tao ‘escape’ [[-c -m], [-c]]
b. Zhe ci taolun
bikai le Lisi.
this CL discussion escape ASP Lisi
‘The discussion escaped Lisi.’
c. Lisi cong jianyu tao chu.
Lisi from prison escape out
‘Lisi escaped from prison.’
We can see that Lisi in (10b) bears an Experiencer role, while cong
jianyu ‘from prison’ in (10c) is rather a locative argument. That the verb
bikai/tao ‘escape’ has such variation in the interpretation of its internal
role follows from the underspecification of the feature cluster [-c].
As Reinhart (2002) argued, the Goal-source (Locative) argument is
defined as [-c], whereas the interpretation as Experiencer [-c +m] is
consistent with the minimal requirement of the verb that the internal
argument is [-c]. Further two-place unaccusatives are chuxian ‘occur’,
shensu ‘appeal’, cuoguo ‘miss’, and shuyu ‘belong to’.
3.2.2.5 Agentive verbs
Last but not least, agentive verbs play a crucial role as will be discussed
later on in this chapter. This type of verb includes the verbs with a [+c
+m] cluster, representing an Agent role; the feature [/+m] in this cluster
expresses that the argument must be a human or an animate being, as

28

Why these verbs are unaccusative will be discussed in section 3.3.
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illustrated in (11)-(12). Agentive verbs have either a Theme [-c -m] (11)
or Experiencer [-c +m] (12) as their internal argument.
(11) a. ti ‘kick’ [[+c +m], [-c -m]]
b. Zhe ge Nanhai/*Zhuozi/*Shijian ti

le yixia

na ge qiu.

/table
/time kick ASP one.CL that CL ball
this CL boy
‘This boy/*The table/*Time kicked that ball.’
(12) a. shenxun ‘interrogate’ [[+c +m], [-c +m]]
b. Jingcha /*Shouji
/*Qiuzhenyuwang
shenxun
policeman /mobile phone /desire.to.know.the.truth interrogate
le Lisi.
Lisi
‘The policeman/*The mobile phone/*The desire to know the
truth interrogated Lisi.’
ASP

Other agentive verbs with the clusters [[+c +m], [-c -m]] are qingchu
‘tap’, ca ‘wipe’, and mousha ‘murder’; verbs with an internal
Experiencer role [-c +m] are verbs like tongling ‘command’, dailing
‘lead’, and lengluo ‘snub’.
In this class of agentive verbs, we find the class of grooming and bodily
care verbs (cf. discussion of these verbs in sec. 1.3, Appendix A and sec.
2.2.1). However, it is important to realize that not all verb classes in
English have a direct constructional counterpart in Mandarin, as I will
explain in the next section.
3.2.2.6 Distinct expressions of verb entries
There are some interesting differences between English and Mandarin
in the expressions of the entry of verbs like shave, wash, dress, or more
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generally, verbs of grooming and bodily care (Levin 1993), as
illustrated in (13)-(14).
(13) a. The barber shaves Tom.
b. Tom shaves.
(14) Mandarin
a. *Lifashi gua huzi
Lisi.
barber shave beard.and.moustache Lisi
b. Lifashi ti / wei Lisi gua huzi.
barber for/for Lisi shave beard.and.moustache
‘The barber shaves for Lisi.’
c. Lisi gua le huzi.
Lisi shave ASP beard.and.moustache
‘Lisi shaved.’
Unlike the English grooming verb shave, the counterpart of a verb like
shave in (13a) cannot appear with the direct object Lisi in Mandarin in
(14a). However, if gua ‘shave’ occurs with a word like ti ‘for’ or wei
‘for’ as in (14b), it is well-formed.29 The reasons are, firstly, that the
word ti ‘for’ in (14b) is treated as a coverb in Mandarin (Li and
Thompson 1981). The term ‘coverb’ refers to a class of morphemes that
includes elements such as gen ‘with’, ti ‘for’, wei ‘for’, and cong ‘from’.
They are partly like verbs and partly like prepositions; they have such
mixed properties because most of them used to be verbs at the earlier
stages of Chinese. Furthermore, many of the coverbs can still be
employed as verbs with a related meaning; for instance, the coverb gen
‘with’ also occurs as a verb meaning: ‘follow’.
29

This pattern also holds for the verbs such as daban ‘dress up’ as shown in Chapter
1, but for these verbs (14b) is grammatical, that is they can also occur with the direct
object like the English verb shave in (13a).
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More specifically, the main function of a coverb is that it introduces a
noun phrase (NP) and constitutes a combination with the NP. In general,
this combination that consists of the coverb and the NP can precede the
main verb and follow the subject or topic. The structure of the coverb
is given below:
(15) Subject/Topic + coverb+NP + verb + NP
The sentence in (14b) follows the pattern given in (15).
Secondly, the ‘reflexively interpreted’ expression in (14c) is a
collocationally restricted standard transitive, while the English
counterpart is a one-place verb shave in (13b).
Moreover, this kind of grooming and bodily care verbs are labelled
separable verbs in Mandarin (Zhu 1982, Hu and Fan 1995). They are
composed of two morphemes: one is a verbal morpheme, the other is a
nominal morpheme, as shown in the following example:
(16) gua
+
huzi
shave (V) + beard.and.moustache (NP)
‘shave’
As indicated by the term, the two elements need not be adjacent. They
can, for instance, be separated by grammatical elements, such as aspect
particles like le or other components like resultative complements,
tendency verbs, quantifiers, and so on. (17) repeated from (14c)
demonstrates this point:
(17) Components insertion:
Lisi gua - le - huzi.
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Lisi shave - ASP - beard.and.moustache
‘Lisi shaved.’
3.3 Lexical operations in Mandarin
Arity operations affect the predicate’s valence. The system presented in
Reinhart (2002) and Reinhart and Siloni (2005) includes four main
types of operations, namely, saturation, decausativization, expansion,
and reflexivization (bundling). They can yield passives, unaccusatives,
causative, and reflexives derivations. I will discuss these operations in
turn.
3.3.1 Saturation
In principle, the saturation operation saturates the external theta role by
existential closure. The saturated argument is still present in the
semantic interpretation (18d) but is not realized syntactically (18c). The
operation has the outcome of eliminating the accusative case from the
internal argument. An example of a saturation operation is passivization,
which is illustrated in (18):
(18) Mandarin
a. Basic Entry:

b. Saturation:
c. Merging:
d. Semantics:

zanyang ‘praise’ [[+c +m], [-c -m]]
Laoshi[+c +m] zanyang le Lisi[-c -m].
teacher
praise ASP Lisi
‘The teacher praised Lisi.’
zanyang [[+c +m], [-c -m]]
Ǝx [zanyang ‘praise’ (x, θ2)]
Lisi bei zanyang le.
Lisi PASS praise ASP
‘Lisi was praised.’
Ǝe Ǝx [zanyang (e) & [+c +m] (e, x) & [-c -m]
(e, Lisi)]
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3.3.2 Decausativization: reduction of the external argument
According to Reinhart (2002), the operation of reduction reduces the
verb’s arity by one. Since in this case the external argument is reduced,
and its Cause [+c] role is also eliminated, this operation is named
Decausativization (Reinhart and Siloni 2005, originally called
Expletivization in Reinhart 2002).30
(19) The decausativization operation applies to the external role and
eliminates the external role completely; therefore, the reduced role
does not occur either in the syntax or the semantics.
Reinhart (2002) argues that the decausativization operation only applies
to [+c] arguments and that [/+m] roles cannot be reduced. The definition
of decausativization is given in (20):
(20) Decausativization:
Reduction of an external [+c]-role (semantically null function)
a. Vacc (θ1 [+c], θ2) → Re (V) (θ2)
b. Re (V) (θ2)  V (θ2)
(Reinhart 2002:241)
When decausativization is applied to a two-place predicate, more
specifically, to a lexical entry with a Theme [-c -m] internal argument,
it results in a one-place unaccusative. This is illustrated in (21). (21a) is
a basic verb entry that has both a [+] and a [-] argument. Applying the
marking rule (5A) to (21a) yields (21b). Since reduction can be applied
to the [+] argument, the result (21c) is obtained. Although the reduction
eliminates the ACC feature of the verb dakai ‘open’, the Theme [-c –m]
30

This operation can be applied only to verbs with (at least) two arguments. Reduction
and saturation cannot both apply to a given entry.
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marked with 2 remains. Then, applying (5B) to merge the verb
internally yields (21d). Thus, decausativization eliminates a [+c] role
and reduces the accusative Case feature of the verb. The eliminated
argument plays no role in the interpretation of the derived entry.
(21) Mandarin
a. Basic entry:

d dakai ‘open’ [[+c], [-c -m]]
Feng/Lisi dakai le men.
wind/Lisi open ASP door

‘The wind/Lisi opened the door.’
dakaiacc (Feng/Lisi [+c]1, men [-c -m]2)
b. Marking:
Re (dakai) (men [-c -m]2)
c. Reduction:
d. Merging (Internal): Men dakai le.
door open ASP
‘The door opened.’
In (22), we have a lexical entry with an Experiencer [-c +m] internal
argument; it can generate an (unergative) subject-Experiencer verb.
Because it is a two-place verb, the marking rule (5A) applies, as in (22b).
Since reduction can be applied to the [+] argument, obtains (22c). Since
the Theme is not marked (being [-c +m]), Rule (5B1) applies — when
nothing rules this out, merge externally — yielding (22c).
(22) Mandarin
a. Basic entry: jinu ‘anger’ [[+c], [-c +m]]

b. Marking:

Zhexie zaoyin[+c] jinu le Lisi[-c +m].
the
noise
anger ASP Lisi
‘The noise angered Lisi.’
jinu (zhexie zaoyin[+c]1, Lisi[-c +m])
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c. Reduction: Re (nu) (Lisi [-c +m])
le.
Lisi nu
Lisi anger ASP
‘Lisi got angry.’
3.3.3 Expansion: causativization
The expansion operation expands the verb’s grid by adding an argument
(Reinhart 2002). It is also called agentivization, which indicates that it
always adds an Agent [+c +m] argument. The operation also affects the
original external argument by changing a [+c +m] cluster into a [-c +m]
cluster. Mostly, this operation is applied to one-place verbs as the
example of the unergative verb zou ‘walk’ in (23).
(23) Mandarin
a. zou ‘walk’ [[+c +m]]
b. Na zhi gou zai zou zhe.
that CL dog PROG walk ASP
‘That dog is walking.’
c. Agentivization: zou ‘walk’ [[+c +m] θ1, [-c +m]θ2] (θ1 is an Agent)
d. Lisi zai qian zhe gou zou.
Lisi PROG take ASP dog walk
‘Lisi is walking the dog.’
3.3.4 Reflexivization /Bundling
Contrary to the decausativization operation, the reflexivization
operation does not eliminate a θ-role. Broadly speaking, this operation
derives a reflexive entry from a transitive entry. Reinhart and Siloni
(2005) propose that reflexivization bundles the internal Theme-role
with the external Agent-role, producing a complex [Agent-Theme]-role
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that must merge externally; the internal argument is not projected. Thus,
although the reflexive verb is syntactically a one-place unergative, its
semantics retains the original roles of the transitive base entry. The
effect of the bundling operation is, then, that two available theta roles
are assigned to the same syntactic argument.
(24) Reflexivization /Bundling
[θi] [θj] →[θi - θj], where θi is an external θ-role.
(Reinhart and Siloni 2005:400)
Importantly, the requirement on bundling is that it must apply to a theta
role that obligatorily merges externally (e.g., an Agent).
Reinhart and Siloni (2005) argue that arity operations, including the
bundling operation, can be applied in the lexicon or in the syntax.
(25) The lex-syn parameter
Universal Grammar allows thematic arity operations to apply in
the lexicon or in the syntax.
(Reinhart and Siloni 2005:398)
In general, then, languages can be divided into two groups, namely,
‘syntax’ languages and ‘lexicon’ languages. When bundling applies in
syntax — leaving the technical details aside — the bundling operation
combines any internal theta role with an external theta role, as defined
in (24). However, when bundling is applied in the lexicon, there will be
thematic/verb class restrictions, as is often the case with lexical rules.
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Reinhart and Siloni classify English, Dutch, and so on, as lexicon
languages; the Romance languages, just like German, and so on,31 are
classified as syntax languages.32
3.3.4.1 Lexical reflexivization
The core contents of the reflexivization operation in the lexicon are
provided in (26):
(26) Reflexivization in the lexicon
a. Bundling: Operation (24) applies on the verb’s grid.
b. Case: The accusative Case feature of the verb is reduced.
(Reinhart and Siloni 2005:401)
This is illustrated in (27):
shaveacc [[+c +m]1, [-c -m] 2]
(27) Verb entry:
Reflexivization output (Bundling): shave [[+c +m]-[-c -m]]
Tom[[+c +m][-c -m]] shaved.
Syntactic output (Merging):
(reflexive)
Interpretation (Semantics):
Ǝe [shave(e) & [+c +m](e, Tom) & [-c -m](e, Tom)]
Thus, the sole syntactic argument of the verb shave is linked to two
semantic roles (Agent and Theme), resulting in a ‘reflexive predicate’.
As Reinhart and Siloni (2005) point out, lexical reflexivization is
restricted to a subset of Agent-Theme verbs. This restriction will play
31

As mentioned before these language types can both also realize reflexive sentences
by syntactic binding as is generally the case.
32
But see Marelj and Reuland 2016 for an argument that the lex-syn parameter can be
dispensed with as a global parameter.
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an important role in our subsequent discussion, together with the issue
of the Case residue.
3.3.4.2 Syntactic reflexivization
The way reflexivization applies in syntax is outlined as follows:
(28) Reflexivization in syntax
a. Case: Case is reduced by the appropriate morphology (such as
the clitic se in French).
b. Bundling: Operation (24) applies to unassigned θ-roles, upon
merger of the external θ-role.
(Reinhart and Siloni 2005:404)
The derivation is exemplified by French in (29):
(29) French
a. Marie se lave.
Marie SE washes
‘Marie washes.’
b. VP: [se laveθi-Agent, θk-Theme]
c. IP: [Marie<θi, θk > [se lavej [VP tj]]]
d. Ǝe [wash(e) & Agent(e, Marie) & Theme(e, Marie)]
(Reinhart and Siloni 2005)
Reinhart and Siloni (2005) claim that in some languages accusative
Case is reduced, whereas in other languages a Case residue remains.
3.3.5 The status of Mandarin in terms of the Lex-Syn parameter
In order to determine whether bundling takes place in the syntax or in
the lexicon in a certain language, Reinhart and Siloni (2005) propose
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four diagnostics: the presence of (i) reflexive subject in ECMconstructions, (ii) reflexive nominals, (iii) dative reflexivization, and
(iv) productivity of reflexivization.
To determine whether Mandarin Chinese is a syntax language or a
lexicon language, I will apply these diagnostics to the zi-verb (zi-V)
reflexive construction.
3.3.5.1 Reflexivized ECM
In an ECM construction, there are two distinct predicates involved. The
embedded subject can be a reflexive (Mary considers herself a genius),
but this cannot be the result of a lexical process, because the reflexive
and its antecedent belong to different predicates. Lexicon languages,
therefore, have no ECM reflexives since there is no relation between
distinct predicates in the lexicon. Syntax languages can derive ECM
reflexives. Mandarin shows the following option:
(30) Lisi zi-jue
lianghao.
Lisi REFL-think good
‘Lisi considers himself good.’
The question is how to interpret this structure. Is this a case of ECM, or
is there an alternative? In fact, it has been argued that the two predicates
‘jue (juede)-think’ and ‘lianghao-good’ actually can be analyzed as a
compound phrase (Zhu 1982, B. R. Huang and Liao 1991), reflecting
the pattern of Shu-bu shi ‘verb-complement formula’. If so, zi- can be
analyzed as a prefix that attaches to the compound predicate, and so,
from this perspective Mandarin can be analyzed as a lexicon language.
On the other hand, in Chapter 4, we will see that the prefix zi- can
appear with a class of verbs taking a clausal complement.
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3.3.5.2 Reflexive nominals
Reflexive nominals are nominals derived from a verb by reflexivization
followed by nominalization (self-expression).
Lexicon languages such as Hebrew allow reflexive nominals, as in
(31a), whereas Mandarin lacks this, as illustrated in (31b):
(31) a. Hebrew
hitraxcut
‘self-washing’
(Reinhart and Siloni 2005:409)
b. Mandarin
*zi-xi
REFL-washing
The closest forms to reflexive nominals in Mandarin are the following
examples:
(32) a. zi-nyue zhe
REFL-abuse person
‘a person who abused himself’
b. zi-sha zhe
REFL-kill person
‘a person who killed himself’
However, in fact, reflexivization applies within the modifier here. So,
in (32b) zi-sha zhe = zi-sha de ren ‘REFL-kill POSS person’, means a
person who did a REFL-killing action. Hence, ‘zi-nyue/sha’ acts as
adjectives modifying the noun zhe ‘person’, and, therefore, (32a-b) do
not qualify as proper instantiations of a reflexive nominal.
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The question is then whether one finds sentences like (33a) with a
reflexive interpretation in Mandarin. Although in Mandarin grooming
and bodily care verbs, like dress, do not allow having a reflexive
interpretation, as in the English counterpart ‘Tom dressed’ (cf. sec.
3.2.2.6), the verb dress has a nominalization in (33b); it may well
qualify as a proper instantiation of a reflexive nominal. The question is
whether it is a derived reflexive or just an idiosyncratic form. As far as
one can see it is the latter, hence is irrelevant as a test.
(33) a. This child is already an elegant dresser.
b. Zhe ge xiaohai yijing shi yi wei gaoya zhuozhuangzhe.
this CL child already is one CL elegant dresser
‘This child is already an elegant dresser.’
3.3.5.3 Dative reflexivization
Dative reflexivization (e.g., Italian: Marco si è spedito una lettera
‘Marco sent himself a letter’) occurs in syntax languages but not in
lexicon languages under the assumption that lexical reflexivization is
dependent on the presence of accusative Case. The fact shown in (34)
indicates that Chinese lacks a reflexive dative construction.
(34) *Wangwu zi-ji
le yi zhang ka.
Wangwu REFL-send ASP a CL card
(Intended meaning: ‘Wangwu sent himself a card.’)
Note, however, that the absence of dative reflexivization does not show
that Mandarin cannot be a syntax language. It only shows that it need
not be.
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3.3.5.4 Productivity of reflexivization
In the case of reflexivization by bundling in the syntax, of the type
described in (27), we expect reflexivization to be fully productive.
However, the zi-V reflexive construction is lexically restricted in
Modern Chinese. As I will show below, not all transitive verbs allow
the formation of a reflexive by zi-prefixation. This is illustrated in (35),
where jiu ‘rescue’ allows zi-prefixation, but ti ‘kick’ doesn’t.
(35) a. Wangwu zi-jiu
le.
Wangwu REFL-rescue ASP
‘Wangwu rescued himself.’
b. *Wangwu zi-ti
le.
Wangwu REFL-kick ASP
In section 3.4, I will present a more systematic search, which will lead
to a more complete picture.
In short, the facts discussed so far indicate that Mandarin is not a syntax
language. But note that, as already mentioned in footnote 32, Marelj
and Reuland (2016) argue that the lexicon-syntax parameter must be
reassessed.
3.3.6 Reflexivization by bundling in Mandarin
In Mandarin, the bundling operation can apply to transitive verbs like
jiu ‘rescue’ when preceded by the prefix zi-. It produces a new one-place
reflexive verb, as in (36c):
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jiu ‘rescue’[[+c +m]1, [-c -m]2]

b. Reflexivization output (Bundling):
jiu [[+c +m][-c -m]]
c. Syntactic output (Merging): Lisi [[+c +m][-c -m]] zi-jiu
Lisi

le.

REFL-rescue ASP

‘Lisi rescued himself.’ (reflexive)
d. Interpretation (Semantics):
Ǝe [jiu(e) & [+c +m](e, Lisi) & [-c -m](e, Lisi)]
According to Reinhart and Siloni (2005) and also Dimitriadis and
Everaert (2014), reflexive verbs are syntactically intransitive as
discussed in Chapter 2, and can in fact be analyzed as unergative.
And indeed, a Chinese reflexive verb of the type ‘zi-+V’, like ‘zi-fen’
‘REFL-burn’, cannot take objects; this explains why (37b) is
unacceptable.
(37) a. Lisi zi-fen
le.
Lisi REFL-burn ASP
‘Lisi burned himself.’
b. *Lisi zi-fen
le zi-ji
/Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-burn ASP REFL-self/Zhangsan
Dimitriadis and Everaert (2014) show that English and Dutch reflexive
verbs, though syntactically intransitive, are two-place predicates
semantically, since both Agent and Patient/Theme33 roles are visible to
the interpretive system, in line with what the bundling operation
expresses. Dimitriadis and Everaert (2014) use tests based on adverbial

33

Dimitriadis and Everaert (2014) note that the labels Theme and Patient are used
here interchangeably.
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modification. The test for the Agent role is illustrated in the Dutch
example (38). The adverb opzettelijk ‘intentionally’ targets the Agent
role. As Dimitriadis and Everaert point out, opzettelijk ‘intentionally’ is
compatible with active or passive Agents as in (38a-b), but not with
nonagentive example as in (38c). In (38d), the adverb opzettelijk
‘intentionally’ is compatible with the reflexive verb zich wassen ‘to
wash oneself’, demonstrating that the reflexive verb is agentive.
(38) Dutch
a. Willem gooide de kei opzettelijk.
William threw the rock intentionally
‘William threw the rock intentionally.’
b. De kei werd opzettelijk gegooid.
the rock was intentionally thrown
‘The rock was intentionally thrown.’
c. *De kei zonk opzettelijk.
the rock sank intentionally
d. Willem wast zich opzettelijk (slecht).
William washes REFL intentionally poorly
‘William washes himself (poorly) intentionally.’
To determine whether or not a zi-verb is agentive and unergative, I will
apply the Agent-oriented adverb guyi ‘intentionally’ to test for
agentivity. Mandarin is similar as Dutch. Examples (39a-b)
demonstrate that the adverb guyi ‘intentionally’ is compatible with both
active and passive Agents, but is incompatible with the nonagentives as
in (39c). Example (39d) shows that the zi-verb zi-nyue ‘REFL-abuse’
passes the agentivity test. In other words, the zi-verb is agentive.
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(39) Mandarin
a. Lisi guyi
reng chu na kuai shitou.
Lisi intentionally throw out that CL rock
‘Lisi threw that rock intentionally.’
b. Na kuai shitou bei (Lisi) guyi
reng chu.
that CL rock PASS (Lisi) intentionally throw out
‘That rock was intentionally thrown (by Lisi).’
c. *Na kuai shitou guyi
xiachen.
that CL rock intentionally sink
d. Lisi guyi
dangzhong zi-nyue.
Lisi intentionally in.public REFL-abuse
‘Lisi abused himself intentionally in public.’
In order to test for the presence of a Theme/Patient role, Dimitriadis and
Everaert (2014) make use of the adverb painfully, on the assumption
that the event described by the predicate caused pain in the undergoer.
Thus, the adverb painfully is incompatible with an agentive unergative
as in (40b). However, it is compatible both with the transitive verbs as
in (40a) and with the Theme unergative as in (40c). The sentence (40d)
shows that the reflexives like shave retain their Patient role.
(40) Dutch
a. William hit Jack painfully.
b. *William wandered painfully.

[transitive]
[agentive
unergative]
c. Everyone began to sweat painfully after a few mouthfuls
(of spicy food).
[Theme
unergative]
d. William shaved, painfully, with a dull [reflexive]
razor.
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Similarly, employing the Mandarin adverb hennanshou ‘painfully’,
which also requires a syntactically accessible Patient/Theme role, we
find that it is compatible with the transitive verbs as in (41a) and the
Theme unergative in (41c). As shown in (41b), it is incompatible with
agentive unergatives, whereas in (41d), it is compatible with the
reflexive zi-nyue ‘REFL-abuse’. This shows that reflexive zi-verbs bear
a syntactically accessible Theme role.
(41) Mandarin
a. Lisi nyuedai de Zhaoliu hennanshou. [transitive]
Lisi abuse RES Zhaoliu painfully
‘Lisi abused Zhaoliu painfully.’
b. *Lisi manbu de hennanshou.
[agentive unergative]
Lisi wander RES painfully
c. Lisi zai ji kou [lawei shiwu] xia du hou kaishi maohan
Lisi at some mouthful spicy food down belly after begin sweat
de hennanshou.
RES painfully
‘Lisi began to sweat painfully after a few mouthfuls (of spicy
food).’
[Theme unergative]
d. Lisi zi-nyue
de hennanshou.
[reflexive]
Lisi REFL-abuse RES painfully
‘Lisi abused himself painfully.’
Thus, Mandarin Chinese zi-verbs are syntactically intransitive, in fact
unergative, since the subject is demonstrably agentive, but semantically
they possess two theta roles as expected if zi- effects bundling.
3.4 The prevalence and restrictions on zi-verbs in Mandarin
The major types of verbs with feature clusters have been discussed in
the preceding sections. This section will focus on examining which verb
classes in Mandarin allow zi-prefixation. As shown in Chapter 2,
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marking by zi- is quite productive, as illustrated by the open-ended list
of verbs from Chief (1998), containing entries as in (42):
(42) zi-nue ‘to torture oneself’, zi-sha ‘to commit suicide’, zi-ba ‘to free
oneself from’, and so on.
(Chief 1998:49)
The main issue to be addressed is how to understand the status of
reflexivization by the prefix zi- in comparison to reflexivization by ziji and also by ta zi-ji. In English, reflexivization by reduction (bundling),
but without a reflexivization marker, as in John washed is lexically
restricted. In many languages (e.g., Russian, Khanty, Meadow Mari,
Indonesian), reflexivization by an affix is lexically restricted (Schadler
2014, Volkova 2014). In Dutch, reflexivization by the simplex anaphor
zich is restricted, unlike reflexivization by the complex anaphor zichzelf.
The issue arises with respect to Mandarin: if zi- is a prefix, and also a
marker of lexical reflexivization, is reflexivization by zi-prefixation
indeed lexically restricted, subject to similar restrictions as found in
other languages so far?
In order to investigate the role of the prefix zi- in the zi-V reflexive
verbs, I will test whether the most common types of two-place verbs
selected from Reinhart (2002), which have been discussed in section
3.2, have zi-V alternates or not. The testing will take place in the
following order: agentive verbs [+c +m], [+c]- verbs, [+m]- verbs,
Manner verbs [+c +m] or [+c -m], and, finally, two-place unaccusatives
[-c -m]. The examples will be given in Mandarin, each of them with the
corresponding translation in English.
Before doing so, note that Mandarin has a rich system of compounding,
which includes the formation of compound verbs (e.g., Li and
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Thompson 1981). Basically, each compound verb consists of two
morphemes. In general, zi- is attached to the (right-hand) head verb of
a compound verb. Take (43) for example, if zi- is prefixed, a prefix like
can ‘cruelly’ is blocked.
cansha
‘kill cruelly’
(sha ‘kill’ is the head verb)
b. Add the prefix zi-to the head verb: zi-sha
‘REFL-kill’

(43) a. Basic compound verb:

c. It blocks further compounding:

*can-zi-sha
‘cruelly-REFL-kill’

3.4.1 The characteristics of agentive verbs
The typical property of agentive verbs lies in the fact that they have an
Agent cluster [+c +m]; the feature /+m indicates that the argument must
be a human or an animate entity, as shown in (44b, 45b, and 46b). The
internal argument of agentive verbs can be a Theme [-c -m] (44a), (45a)
or an Experiencer [-c +m] (46a). The pattern of zi-reflexivization in this
class is illustrated in (44c), (45c), and (46d):
(44) a. ti ‘kick’ [[+c +m] [-c -m]]
b. Zhangsan /*Zhuozi /*Shijian ti
le yixia na ge qiu.
Zhangsan /table
/time kick ASP one.CL that CL ball
‘Zhangsan/*The table/*Time kicked that ball.’
c. *Zhangsan zi-ti
le.
Zhangsan REFL-kick ASP
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(45) a. jiu ‘rescue’ [[+c +m] [-c -m]]
b. Zhangsan /*beizi jiu
le Lisi.
Zhangsan /cup rescue ASP Lisi
‘Zhangsan/*The cup rescued Lisi.’
c. Zhangsan zi-jiu
le.
Zhangsan REFL-rescue ASP
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
(46) a. shenxun ‘interrogate’ [[+c +m] [-c +m]]
b. Jingcha /*Shu /*Qiuzhenyuwang
shenxun le Lisi.
policeman /book /desire.to.know.the.truth interrogate ASP Lisi
‘The policeman/*The book/*The desire to know the truth
interrogated Lisi.’
c. Jingcha
shenxun le Lisi [-c +m] /*fangjian [-c -m].
policeman interrogate ASP Lisi
/room
‘The policeman interrogated Lisi/*the room.’
d. *Jingcha zi-xun
le.
policeman REFL-interrogate ASP
We can see that while the example in (45c) is acceptable, (44c) is not.
It shows that some verbs with the feature clusters [[+c +m] [-c -m]] in
Mandarin allow zi-prefixation to produce reflexive verbs, but others
don’t. This is in line with Reinhart and Siloni’s generalization. It is
important to explore what might underlie this contrast.
How do we distinguish [-c -m] direct objects from [-c +m] direct objects?
According to Reinhart and Siloni (2005), the [/+m] feature entails
animacy and it is associated with the participant being mentally
involved. Consider the agentive verb jiu ‘rescue’ in (45a); its internal
role is a Theme ([-c -m]), which does not express Mental involvement.
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By contrast, the agentive verb shenxun ‘interrogate’ in (46) needs the
participant that is interrogated to be mentally involved.
In order to test the internal argument of agentive verbs for the [/+m]
feature, the coma-test for Mental involvement proposed by Lemmen
(2005) can be used. If zi-prefixation reflects a lexical process, one
expects that this class of verbs does not allow reflexivization with ziprefixation. (46d) illustrates this point.
3.4.2 Testing scheme
Reinhart and Siloni (2005) claim that the reflexivization operation in
the lexicon is limited to a subset of Agent-Theme verbs. From the
discussion above, we see that only Agent-Theme verbs [[+c +m] [-c m]] are expected to allow reflexivization by zi-prefixation in Mandarin.
Below I will show this expectation is borne out.
However, not all Mandarin Agent-Theme verbs do, as illustrated by the
examples given in (44c) and (45c), repeated in (47a) and (47b),
respectively.
(47) a. *Zhangsan zi-ti
le. (V disallows zi-V reflexive derivation)
Zhangsan REFL-kick ASP
b. Zhangsan zi-jiu
le. (V allows zi-V reflexive derivation)
Zhangsan REFL-rescue ASP
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
Verbs like ‘ti-kick’ and ‘jiu-rescue’ are both categorized as AgentTheme ([+c +m] [-c -m]) verbs, but behave differently on zi-V
reflexivization in that the latter allows the zi- prefix to form a reflexive
verb, whereas the former disallows the prefix zi-.
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For a full picture one would have to systematically assess which AgentTheme verbs do and which don’t allow zi-reflexivization, and to what
extent their counterparts in other languages show the same restriction.
This falls outside the scope of this dissertation.
In order to determine the range of zi-prefixation, I will carry out a
systematic investigation into Mandarin verbs by employing the method
proposed in Dimitriadis and Everaert (2014). Dimitriadis and Everaert
define as reflexive an element expressing identity between two
arguments of a transitive base predicate. Other uses of the same
grammatical form, such as focus markers and intensifiers are not
regarded as reflexives. Also, middles or so-called ‘inherent reflexives’
which are formed from a transitive verb, but don’t express a reflexive
relation, are not regarded a representing reflexivization.
In the present overview, all Mandarin agentive verbs are tested. The
agentive verbs are selected from the Xiandai Hanyu Cixi — Xiandai
Hanyu Dongci Cidian ‘the Modern Mandarin Chinese Dictionaries
Series — Modern Mandarin Chinese Verbs Dictionary’, published by
Zhongguo Guoji Guangbo Chubanshe ‘China International Radio Press’
in Beijing. It is estimated to consist of around 7,100 verbs.
Moreover, data were collected from the Academia Sinica Balanced
Corpus
of
Modern
Chinese
(Sinica
Corpus)
(http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw), which consists of texts organized by the
categories Literary genre, Literary style, Media, and Theme. More
specifically, in the literary genre, there are various types, including
reports, proses, commentaries, poetries, letters, conversations, speeches,
quotations, scripts, announcement notices, instruction manuals,
biographies and diaries, meeting minutes, fictions, novels, and fables,
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advertisements, and illustrations of graphics. The category of Literary
style contains narration, exposition, argumentation, and description of
different types. The domain of Media involves varied types of materials:
newspapers, general magazines, academic journals, textbooks,
reference books, academic works, general books, others, audio-visual
media, and interviews. The last kind of content is Theme, which
includes philosophy, science, society, arts, life, and literature. This
corpus contains 19,247 articles collected from the years 1981 to 2007
and 11,245,330 word tokens.
In addition, I used the Xiandai Hanyu Cidian ‘the Modern Mandarin
Chinese Dictionary’ published by Shangwu Yinshuguan ‘The
Commercial Press’ in Beijing.
The focus is on the Agent-Theme [[+c +m] [-c -m]] verbs, which were
selected from the list of all verbs with a [+c +m] subject. The verb
selection excludes nontransitive verbs, [+c]-verbs, [+m]-verbs, twoplace unaccusatives, and inherently reflexive verbs.
3.4.3 Testing for a [+c +m] external role
To filter out the [+c +m]-verbs, the testing scheme developed by
Lemmen (2005) is employed, presented in (48):
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(48) Testing scheme: Testing [+c +m], external role

Is the verb transitive?
↓yes

eg. aiqiu-beg

→ No → Exclude verb
eg. daoqian-apologize

Does the verb license an animate subject and object?
→ No → Exclude verb
↓yes

eg. baohu-protect

Does the verb license Cause?
↓yes

eg. chouda-whip

eg. caigou-purchase
→ No → Exclude verb
eg. zenghen-hate

Does the verb license natural force as external role?
→ Yes → Exclude verb
↓No eg. cansha-kill cruelly

eg. dakai-open

Include this [+c +m]-verb

3.4.4 Testing for the internal role
Regarding testing for the internal role, all the [+c +m] verbs select a Cause as the internal role, including [-c -m] and [-c +m], the latter
expressing Mental involvement. Note that, crucially, Mental
involvement entails animacy, but not vice versa. Thus, as mentioned in
section 3.4.1, Lemmen (2005) suggests a ‘coma-test’, which will fail if
the verb requires its participant to be mentally involved.
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(49) Testing scheme: Testing for [-c +m] as the internal role
Consider [+c +m]-verb X
Does the verb license animate and nonanimate objects?

→ Yes→
Internal role
is [-c -m]

↓No eg. biance-spur
eg. ancha-install or insert
Can a person be X-ed when he is in a coma?
→ Yes→
Internal role
is [-c -m]
↓No

eg. shenxun-interrogate

eg. baohu-protect

The internal role is [-c +m]

I checked the [+c +m] subject verbs with six Mandarin native speakers:
a total of 459 verbs out of around 7,100 verbs from the Xiandai Hanyu
Cixi — Xiandai Hanyu Dongci Cidian ‘the Modern Mandarin Chinese
Dictionaries Series — Modern Mandarin Chinese Verbs Dictionary’.
Following the testing schema given above, I tested and determined the
features of 459 verbs, containing 134 verbs with the feature clusters
[[+c+m] [-c-m]], and 325 verbs with the clusters [[+c+m] [-c+m]]. If
there were any questions of verb selection or classification, I doublechecked with three Mandarin native speakers. Furthermore, in order to
collect data more precisely, the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of
Modern Chinese was used. The results are presented in the following
tables, Figure 1, and in Appendix B.
Not all Agent-Theme verbs were found to occur with the prefix zi- to
generate a reflexive verb. 46 verbs were found to allow it, whereas 88
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verbs did not; the corresponding lists are shown in Appendix B. The
data analysis is summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
(50) Table 1:
Agentive Verbs Occurring and Not Occurring with Zi-prefixation
Classification

Occur with
zi-prefixation
Don’t occur with
zi-prefixation

The transitive verbs with a [+c +m] subject
[-c +m] Object
Number of Vs
0

[-c -m] Object
Number of Vs
46

Total
Number of Vs
46

325

88

413

325

134

459

Total
(Note: Verbs=Vs)

(51) Table 2:
The Ratio of the Agent-Theme Verbs [[+c +m], [-c -m]] that Occur
and Don’t Occur with Zi-prefixation
The Agent-Theme Vs

Classification
Occur with the Don’t occur with
prefix zi- (%) the prefix zi- (%)

[[+c +m], [-c -m]]

34%

66%

Total
(%)
100%

3.5 Overview of verb classes disallowing zi-prefixation
In line with the classification of two-place verbs in Reinhart (2002), I
observe that the types of verbs that do not allow zi-prefixation include
the [[+c +m][-c +m]] verbs, [+c] verbs, [+m] verbs, Manner verbs, and
two-place unaccusative verbs, which are discussed in turn.
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3.5.1 The [[+c +m][-c +m]] verbs
Verbs with a [[+c +m][-c +m]] feature cluster have an external argument
that is an Agent, hence animate. Moreover, these verbs take an
Experiencer as their internal argument, which bears the [/+m] feature,
and is consequently also animate. This type of verb like shenxun
‘interrogate’, disallows reflexivization with zi-prefixation, as shown in
Table 1. The example in (52), repeated from (46), illustrates this.
(52) a. shenxun ‘interrogate’ [[+c +m] [-c +m]]
b. Jingcha /*Shu/*Qiuzhenyuwang
shenxun le Lisi.
policeman/book/desire.to.know.the.truth interrogate ASP Lisi
‘The policeman/*The book/*The desire to know the truth
interrogated Lisi.’
c. Jingcha
shenxun le Lisi [-c +m] /*fangjian [-c -m].
/room
policeman interrogate ASP Lisi
‘The policeman interrogated Lisi/*the room.’
d. *Jingcha zi-xun
le.
policeman REFL-interrogate ASP
3.5.2 The [+c] verbs
[+c]-Subjects are unspecified for Mental state. Their roles can be
interpreted as Cause, Agent, and Instrument (53b-c). Such verbs can be
distinguished by their internal role, particularly in terms of animacy,
reflected in the contrast between the feature clusters [+c -m] and [+c
+m]. The [+c]-verbs that take a Theme [-c -m] internal role have an
unaccusative alternate, as in (53d). This kind of verbs does not allow
prefixing with zi- to form a reflexive, as illustrated in (53e) below:
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(53) a. dakai ‘open’ [[+c], [-c -m]]
b. Feng /Yaoshi /Zhangsan dakai le men /*Lisi.
wind /key /Zhangsan open ASP door /Lisi
‘The wind/The key/Zhangsan opened the door/*Lisi.’
c. Feng /Yaoshi /Zhangsan shi men dakai le.
wind /key /Zhangsan cause door open ASP
‘The wind/The key/Zhangsan caused the door to open.’
d. Men dakai le.
door open ASP
‘The door opened.’
e. *Men zi-kai le.
door REFL-open ASP
Mandarin lacks a simplex equivalent of verbs like worry, that is [+c]verbs with an Experiencer [-c +m] internal role. The examples in (54b)
are unacceptable except for the subject Zhangsan. The counterpart of
worry is generally expressed with an overt causative. These verbs have
no zi-V reflexive derivation in (54e). If zi-prefixation indicates a lexical
operation, this fact would be in line with Reinhart and Siloni’s
generalization that bundling is restricted to (a subset of) Agent-Theme
verbs.
(54) a. danxin ‘worry’ [[+c], [-c +m]]
b. *Taifeng /Zhangsan /*Kaoshi danxin Lisi.
typhoon/Zhangsan /exam worry Lisi
‘*The typhoon/Zhangsan/*The exam worried Lisi.’
c. Taifeng /Zhangsan /Kaoshi shi Lisi danxin.
typhoon/Zhangsan /exam cause Lisi worry
‘The typhoon/Zhangsan/The exam caused Lisi to worry.’
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d. Lisi hen danxin.
Lisi very worry
‘Lisi worried very much.’
e. *Lisi zai zi-dan.
Lisi PROG REFL-worry
3.5.3 The [+m] verbs
[+m]-Verbs are also referred to as subject Experiencer verbs. Their
external argument is unspecified for Cause. Therefore, these verbs do
not accept the adverb guyi ‘deliberately’ (55c) and the auxiliary verb shi
‘cause’ (55d). These verbs have the specific property of requiring an
animate subject (55b) without involving agency or a causal relation of
the verb. The [+m]-verbs do not allow prefixation with zi-, 34 as
illustrated in (55e). Crosslinguistically, these verbs resist lexical
reflexivization. Thus, the ill-formedness of (55e) is to be expected
under Reinhart and Siloni (2005)’s approach, based on the assumption
that zi-prefixation reflects a lexical operation.
(55) a. pa ‘fear’ [[+m], [-c -m]]
b. Zhangsan/*Feng/*Diannao pa Lisi.
Zhangsan /wind /computer fear Lisi
‘Zhangsan/*The wind/*The computer fears Lisi.’
c. *Zhangsan guyi
pa Lisi.
Zhangsan deliberately fear Lisi
d. *Zhangsan shi Lisi pa.
Zhangsan cause Lisi fear
e. *Zhangsan zai zi-pa.
Zhangsan PROG REFL-fear
34

The verb ai ‘love’ is an exception (see also Chief’s (1998) list in Appendix B).
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3.5.4 Manner verbs
This set of verbs can take either an Agent [+c +m] in (56b) or an
Instrument [+c –m] subject; they include a reference to a specific
Instrument and select this Instrument as part of their grid. These verbs
don’t allow Cause (56c) and have no reduced unaccusative entry (56d).
In addition, in line with Reinhart and Siloni (2005), manner verbs don’t
allow the derivation of a reflexive verb by zi-prefixation; (56e)
exemplifies this point.
(56) a. xiao ‘peel’ [[+c +m], [-c –m], [+c –m]]
b. Lisi (yong xiaodao) xiao tudou.
Lisi with knife peel potato
‘Lisi peels potatoes (with a knife).’
c. *Reli xiao tudou.
heat peel potato
d. *Tudou xiao le.
potato peel ASP
e. *Lisi zi-xiao le.
Lisi REFL-peel ASP
3.5.5 Two-place unaccusatives
In Reinhart’s classification, this type of verb does not have a Cause
argument. They are only realized as unaccusatives since they have only
[-] arguments, which obligatorily merge internally. They have no
passive derivation. This is shown in the following example:
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(57) a. bikai ‘escape’ [[-c -m] [-c]]
b. Zhe ci taolun
bikai le Lisi.
this CL discussion escape ASP Lisi
‘This discussion escaped Lisi.’
c. *Lisi bei zhe ci taolun
bikai

le.

Lisi PASS this CL discussion escape ASP
d. *Lisi zi-bi
le.
Lisi REFL-escape ASP
As (57d) shows, two-place unaccusatives have no zi-V reflexive
alternates. This is to be expected under Reinhart and Siloni’s
generalization if zi-prefixation involves a lexical operation, since they
are not Agent-Theme verbs.
3.5.6 Summary of verb classes
The full picture of Agent-Theme verbs (dis-)allowing reflexivization
with zi-prefixation is summarized in Figure 1.
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(58) Figure 1:
The Ratio of the Agent-Theme Verbs [[+c +m], [-c –m]] that Occur
and Don’t Occur with zi-prefixation

The Ratio of the Agent-Theme Verbs [[+c +m], [-c -m]]
that Show and Don't Show zi-prefixation

Show zi-prefixation
34%
Don't show zi-prefixation
66%

To sum up, the findings reported here support the hypothesis that zi-V
reflexivization of Agent-Theme verbs is lexically restricted in Mandarin.
This indicates that zi-prefixation may possibly reflect a lexical
reflexivization operation. The number of verbs allowing zi-prefixation
is such that zi- is clearly analyzable as a separate reflexivizing element
across its different occurrences, including its occurrence in zi-ji
showing that the latter element is complex rather than simplex.
Except for this subset of Agent-Theme verbs, other classes of two-place
verbs, such as [[+c +m][-c +m]] verbs, [+c] verbs, [+m] verbs, Manner
verbs, and two-place unaccusatives do not allow zi-prefixation.
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3.6 The semantics of ziThe question is, then, whether zi- contributes to a reflexive
interpretation, or is an expletive checking residual case, like clitics and
affixes in other languages. As discussed in Chapter 2, zi-prefixed verbs
do not allow proxy-readings, nor do they allow object comparison (Zec
1985, Dimitriadis and Everaert 2014), which may be taken to indicate
that they don’t assign the Theme role to a separate argument, and argues
for a lexical bundling operation. On the other hand, if zi- would be just
an expletive, one would expect it to occur in a wider range of cases
showing argument structure alternations (such as in decausativization
(cf. sec. 3.3.2)). However, in contrast to what we see with Romance
clitics and an affix like Russian sja, zi- only shows up in reflexives.35
Furthermore, the role of zi- in zi-jia ‘self-drive’, zi-ban ‘self-organize’,
and so on, indicates that semantically it is a reflexivizer, but is not itself
an argument.36
Therefore, we may conclude that zi- does more than just check a
residual case and has an independent syntactic and semantic
contribution to make.

35

Chief (1998) also lists the verb yule ‘amuse’, as occurring with zi-. This might
suggest that zi- also occurs with object Experiencer verbs, as an element licensing
decausativization as in the case of the Dutch verb zich amuseren ‘amuse oneself’ (see
Marelj and Reuland 2016). It does indeed occur with zi- as in (i):
(i)
Zhaoliu zai zi-yu.
‘Zhaoliu is amusing himself.’
However, on proper consideration it turns out that its use here is truly reflexive, and
behaves as Dutch zichzelf amuseren, rather than zich amuseren (for instance, it allows
modification by liangci/lianghui ‘twice/two times’ = Dutch ‘twee keer’, which is
possible with the former but not with the latter).
36
This allows Mandarin to realize the equivalent of *He selfprotects, *He selfwashes,
which are not possible in English.
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I propose that zi- acts as an operator on argument structure, identifying
two argument variables of an expression it applies to. In the coargument
domain, this identification results in the bundling of the two θ-roles
assigned to the remaining external argument, as in (36) above. In
Chapter 4, I will extend this analysis to clausal complements of zi-verbs
(see Chief 1997 for an analysis in terms of Lexical Functional
Grammar).
More formally, zi- serves as an operator like REFL in (59), applying to
a two-place predicate R (= a relation between atomic entities) and
generating a one-place predicate over sets A of atomic entities, as
proposed in Keenan (1988):
(59) REFL := λR. λA. x ę A [R (x, x)]
(Keenan 1988)
Thus, the reflexivizing property of zi- as a verbal prefix, is expressed as
in (60). When zi- is merged, it acts as an operator on the predicate,
identifying two argument variables, at the same time causing bundling
of the roles involved:
(60) λx. λy. (V[θ1], [θ2] (x, y)) + Merge zi- → λx. (zi-V[θ1, θ2] (x))
3.7 Conclusion and further questions
All in all, we have seen that zi-prefixation applies to a subset of AgentTheme verbs in Mandarin yielding a reflexive verb. The prefix zi- is
analyzed as an operator identifying two arguments of the verb it applies
to. In this analysis its effect is quite similar to the bundling operation
discussed by Reinhart and Siloni (2005).
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As discussed in Chapter 2, zi-prefixation also applies to a class of verbs
with a clausal complement. This gives rise to the question of what are
the differences between zi-verbs with a clausal complement and non-zi
verbs taking a clausal complement? What precisely is the effect of zion the interpretation? These questions will be answered in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Zi-prefixation: effects on clausal complements
4.1 Introduction
In addition to zi-prefixation as an operation on simple transitive verbs,
which was discussed in Chapter 3, zi-reflexivization also obtains with
verbs taking clausal complements. This operation will be analyzed in
the current chapter.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: an overview of verbs with
clausal complements will be presented in section 4.2, differentiating
between the verbs allowing zi-prefixation and those disallowing it. One
of the questions that comes up is whether the complements of ziprefixed verbs might show properties of clause union, for instance, in
the form of a higher degree of temporal dependence on the matrix
clause. The other question is whether these zi-verbs show any temporal
constraints.
In section 4.3, key notions of the theory of temporal reference will be
introduced, based on Borik (2006). Possible restrictions on temporal
modification are investigated in sections 4.4 and 4.5. As we will see,
there is an interesting restriction indicating that the zi-prefixation may
act as a ‘Timer’, which has a temporal effect on the verb that it attaches
to.
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Section 4.6 will test aspectual markers on zi-verbs taking clausal
complements. An analysis of the aspectual properties of these zi-verbs
are provided in section 4.7. We will see that the generalization emerges
that all zi-verbs taking clausal complements are atelic.
Section 4.8 will show a number of intriguing restrictions on the binding
possibilities of zi-ji and the pronominal ta in the complement of zi-verbs.
That is, they have to be bound in the domain of the subject of the ziverb, and, with some exceptions to be discussed, by that very subject.
A preliminary solution will be sketched in section 4.9.
4.2 Overview of verbs with clausal complements
In Mandarin, there is a class of verbs that can take (direct object) clausal
complements. Some examples are provided in (1) and (2):
(1) Lisi juede biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well.’
(2) Lisi dasuan xie yi ben shu.
Lisi intend write one CL book
‘Lisi intends to write a book.’
Both of these verbs allow the embedded subject zi-ji, as shown in (3a)
and (4a). However, they differ in that one allows zi-prefixation as in
(3b), but the other one (4b) does not.
(3) a. Lisi juede zi-ji
biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well.’
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b. Lisi zi-jue
biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well.’
(4) a. Lisi dasuan zi-ji

xie

yi ben shu.

Lisi intend REFL-self write one CL book
‘Lisi intends to write a book himself.’
b.* Lisi zi-suan
xie yi ben shu.
Lisi REFL-intend write one CL book
In order to determine the prevalence of zi-prefixation, an extensive
investigation of Mandarin verbs was carried out.
4.2.1 Verbs with clausal complements allowing zi-prefixation
Around 7,100 verbs were tested for taking clausal complements. The
verbs were chosen from the Xiandai Hanyu Cixi — Xiandai Hanyu
Dongci Cidian ‘the Modern Mandarin Chinese Dictionaries Series —
Modern Mandarin Chinese Verbs Dictionary’, which is published by
Zhongguo Guoji Guangbo Chubanshe ‘China International Radio Press’
in Beijing. Moreover, three dictionaries were employed, namely: (i) the
Xiandai Hanyu Yufa Xinxi Cidian — Xiangjie — Weibin Dongci Fenku
‘the Grammatical Knowledge-base of Contemporary Chinese
Dictionary — A Complete Specification — The List of Verbs with
Predicate Complements’, which is published by Qinghua Daxue
Chubanshe ‘Tsinghua University Press’ in Beijing; (ii) the Hanyu
Dongci Yongfa Cidian ‘The Usages of Chinese Verbs Dictionary’ which
is published by Shangwu Yinshuguan ‘The Commercial Press’ in
Beijing; (iii) the Hanyu Yufa Xiuci Cidian — Changyong Weibin Dongci
Jianbiao ‘the Chinese Grammar and Rhetoric Dictionary — the List of
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Common Verbs with Predicate Complements’ that is published by
Anhui Jiaoyu Chubanshe ‘the Educational Press of Anhui’.
Furthermore, data were collected from the Peking University Center for
Chinese

Linguistics

Corpus

(CCL)

(http://ccl.pku.edu.cn

8080/ccl_corpus/index.jsp), which consists of approximately
581,800,000 word tokens. Data were also obtained from the Academia
Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese (Sinica Corpus)
(http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw), which has texts organized by the
categories Literary genre, Literary style, Media and Theme (see also
Chap. 3). This corpus contains 19,247 articles from the years 1981 to
2007 and 11,245,330 word tokens.
In addition, I used the Xiandai Hanyu Cidian ‘the Modern Mandarin
Chinese Dictionary’ published by Shangwu Yinshuguan ‘The
Commercial Press’ in Beijing.
After selecting the verbs from the Xiandai Hanyu Cixi — Xiandai
Hanyu Dongci Cidian ‘the Modern Mandarin Chinese Dictionaries
Series — Modern Mandarin Chinese Verbs Dictionary’, I
systematically tested them against the other sources. Additionally, I
consulted fifteen informants who are Mandarin native speakers via
email, mobile phone, interview, or questionnaires. The informants live
in various places, including the Netherlands, France, China, Hong Kong,
and Taiwan.
As a result, I was able to determine for each verb whether it allowed ziprefixation or not. All in all, of the verbs taking clausal complements, I
found 15 that have derivations with zi-prefixation, and 80 that disallow
it. The latter are listed in Appendix C. The verbs allowing zi-prefixation
are given in (5):
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(5) The list of verbs that allow zi-prefixation
gantan ‘sigh’
hen ‘hate’
houhui ‘regret’
huaiyi ‘doubt’
huanxi ‘like’
jianchi ‘insist’
juede ‘feel’
mingbai ‘understand’
renwei ‘think’
shuodao ‘tell’
xiangxin ‘believe’
xiao ‘laugh’
xuancheng ‘declare’
yiwei ‘think’
yuanyi ‘be willing’

(zi-tan)
(zi-hen)
(zi-hui)
(zi-yi)
(zi-xi)
(zi-chi)
(zi-jue)
(zi-ming)
(zi-ren(wei))
(zi-dao)
(zi-xin)
(zi-xiao)
(zi-cheng)
(zi-yiwei)
(zi-yuan)

Subsequent discussions will include comparisons between zi-prefixed
verbs and their nonprefixed counterparts with zi-ji as a subject of their
complements. Two relevant sample sentences are shown in (6). A
complete comparison is given in Appendix C.
(6) a. Lisi gantan zi-ji
shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi sigh REFL-self lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’
b. Lisi zi-tan
shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’
4.2.2 Verbs with clausal complements disallowing zi-prefixation
There are 80 verbs with clausal complements that don’t allow the prefix
zi-. Of these, 53 verbs allow embedded zi-ji, such as caixiang ‘guess’,
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dasuan ‘plan’, huanxiang ‘fantasize’, jihua ‘plan’, panwang ‘look
forward to’, and so on.
Sentence (7a) is grammatical, showing that jihua ‘plan’ allows the
presence of the embedded subject zi-ji, while the ill-formedness of (7b)
shows that the verb disallows zi-prefixation.
(7) a. Wangwu jihua zi-ji
mai fangzi.
Wangwu plan REFL-self buy house
‘Wangwu plans to buy a house himself.’
b. *Wangwu zi-hua
mai fangzi.
Wangwu REFL-plan buy house
The remaining 27 verbs of this class neither allow the embedded subject
zi-ji nor zi-prefixation, for instance, changyi ‘propose initially’,
guanwang ‘wait and see’, huanying ‘welcome’, jujue ‘refuse’, pizhun
‘approve’, and so on. These verbs are listed in Appendix C.
4.3 Temporal dependencies
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, it is important to determine
whether or not zi-prefixation goes together with clause union effects.
Clause union can be described as the process which reduces a main
clause and an embedded clause to one simple clause by eliminating part
of the structure of the embedded clause. Clause union effects typically
show up in the form of restrictions on temporal modification.37 In this
37

This can be illustrated, for instance, by the contrast between (i) with ‘verb raising’
and concomitant clause union in Dutch (Evers 1975), and (ii) with standard
complementation.
(i)
a.
Ik hoorde hem op die opname (gisteren) dat lied zingen.
I heard him on that recording (yesterday) that song sing
b.
Ik zal hem (morgen) op die opname dat lied horen zingen.
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section, I will systematically test whether there are differences in
temporal modification between the complements of the verbs that allow
the prefix zi- (both in their prefixed and nonprefixed forms) and the
verbs that disallow zi-prefixation.
To this end, consider the following examples, based on the nonprefixed
zi-verb houhui ‘regret’, the reflexive verb zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’ that
consists of the primary stem form of the nonprefixed verb and zi-, and
a verb disallowing zi-prefixation dasuan ‘intend’. Prima facie, there
may indeed be some restrictions:
(8) a. Lisi houhui zi-ji
mai le gupiao.
(nonprefixed zi- V)
Lisi regret REFL-self sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks.’
b. Lisi houhui zi-ji
zuotian mai le /*mingnian (hui) mai
Lisi regret REFL-self yesterday sell ASP /*next year will sell
gupiao.
stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks yesterday.’
(9) a. Lisi zi-hui
mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks.’

(prefixed zi-V)

I will hem (tomorrow) on that recording that song hear sing
*Ik zal hem morgen op die opname gisteren dat lied horen zingen.
I will him tomorrow on that recording yesterday that song hear sing
(ii)
Ik zal morgen op die opname horen hoe hij gisteren dat lied zong.
I will tomorrow on that recording hear how he yesterday that song sang
Even though the reference to a recording makes the interpretation with two different
temporal adverbs plausible this does not save the case with clause union in (i) c.
c.
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b. Lisi zi-hui
zuotian mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks yesterday.’
b′.*Lisi zi-hui
mingnian (hui) mai gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret next year will sell stocks
(10) a. Lisi dasuan zi-ji
xie yi ben shu.
(V disallowing
the prefix zi-)
Lisi intend REFL-self write one CL book
‘Lisi intends to write a book himself.’
b. *Lisi dasuan zuotian zi-ji
xie yi ben shu.
Lisi intend yesterday REFL-self write one CL book
b′. Lisi dasuan mingnian zi-ji
xie yi ben shu.
Lisi intend next year REFL-self write one CL book
‘Lisi intends to write a book himself next year.’
In (8), the event zi-ji mai le gupiao ‘he sold his stocks’, occurring in the
complement of houhui ‘regret’, must be in the past, and is compatible
with the temporal adverb zuotian ‘yesterday’, but not with mingnian
‘next year’ which denotes future time. The complement of the verb zihui ‘REFL-regret’ in (9) is subject to the same restriction. By contrast,
in (10), the clausal complement of the verb dasuan ‘intend’, a verb
disallowing the prefix zi-, allows the temporal adverb mingnian ‘next
year’, denoting future time. In fact, 71 out of the 80 verbs disallowing
zi-prefixation (near 90%) shared this property. The question, however,
is whether this is a matter of structure or rather of lexical semantics.
A verb like dasuan ‘intend’ requires its complement to occur in the
future due to its semantics, just like its English counterpart. And, as it
turns out, a verb like Mandarin hen ‘hate’ is not naturally construed with
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future events. However, as we will see, when we control for plausibility,
there is evidence that zi-verbs are temporally restricted.
In the following sections, we will systematically investigate the ziprefixed verbs (henceforth zi-Vs), both in terms of the temporal
modification these verbs allow themselves and in terms of the temporal
modification in their complements.
4.3.1 Intermezzo: main notions of theory of Reference time
For the benefit of the reader, I include a summary of the main notions
that provided the background of the tests conducted. There are two
grammatical categories that are employed in the linguistic analysis of
the temporal structure of sentences: tense and aspect. Tense is generally
used to determine the temporal location of an eventuality described in
a sentence with regard to some given ‘anchoring’ point in time, like
Speech time, or regarding an eventuality expressed in another sentence.
Aspect expresses a perspective on how an action, event, or state extends
over time.
I will base myself on Borik (2006), which provides a very useful
overview of the issues. At first, I will present an overview of Borik’s
analysis of tense. Subsequently, I will introduce Borik’s approach to
aspect.
Borik’s analysis of tense is an elaboration of Reinhart (1986, 2000),
which in turn builds on Reichenbach (1947). Borik presents a unified
theory of temporal reference, which not only captures the basic
properties of temporal systems in languages but also accounts for the
rules of narrative time movement.
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The approach is based on three different relations provided by
Reichenbach (1947), namely, between Speech time (S-time), Event
time (E-time), and Reference time (R-time). These are all conceived of
as temporal intervals. This model presents S-R-E relations in pairs.
With respect to these relations the temporal system of English is as
outlined in (11):
(11) The Temporal System of English:
a. The E-R relation is fixed, i.e. E  R by default (except for
progressive);
b. The S-E relation determines the truth conditions and the
temporal interpretation of a sentence;
c. The S-R relation determines perspective and morphological
tense.
(Borik 2006:146)
Borik (2006) states that the unified E-R relation is a default relation
between E- and R-time intervals that holds for all predicates
irrespective of the telicity status of a predicate. This idea is in
accordance with a modified view of what it means for an E-time to be
contained in an R-time. This relation is represented as E  R, which is
defined in (12):38

38

It means that E(ventuality) time is a label for an interval I at which P holds, and at
least one of the intervals at which a given predicate P holds has to be included in R.
The E-time in this model is an interval at which any eventuality, including either a
state or an event, holds. In principle, R can contain more than one such interval. Thus,
E  R (notation: [R E]) is treated as a default configuration in all nonprogressive tenses.
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(12) Definition 1:
a. E(ventuality) time:
If P is an n-ary predicate and x1, x2, … xn are its arguments, then
any interval I, such that P(x1, x2, … xn, I) (informally: P holds at
I) is called predication time and labelled E(ventuality time).
b. E  R:
R,I such that P(x1, x2, … xn, I) & I  R
Notation: [R E]
(Borik 2006:148)
Temporal interpretation shows us how to relate the eventuality
described in a given sentence to a default anchoring point, which is the
S-time. If the intersection between them is empty, S  E = , they can
be ordered. The position of E relative to S indicates whether the
eventuality depicted in a given sentence is past (a precedence relation)
or future (being posterior to the S-time). When the intersection between
them is not empty, that is S  E z , the eventuality holds at the Speech
time. The S-R relation given in (11c) is held ‘responsible’ for
morphological tense and perspective. The representations for the basic
tenses in this system are schematically presented in (13):39
(13) a. future: S < [R E]
b. present: [R S  E], which reads ‘R contains an overlap of S and
E’
c. past:
[R E] < S
d. present perfect: [R E < S]
(Borik 2006:153)
39

In (13d), as defined in Definition 1, E is viewed as a name for an interval I. Likewise,
S is a ‘name’ for an interval I, such that I  S and I  R. Here, S is the notation just
for its subinterval (which is possibly identical with S itself, but need not be) included
in R.
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At this point, let me include a few remarks on aspect. Three types of
aspect should be distinguished: lexical aspect, viewpoint aspect, and
telicity aspect.
- Lexical aspect reflects a property of predicates bearing inherent
temporal properties, such as eat an orange, which has a natural endpoint
when the orange ends up eaten.
- Viewpoint aspect, also called ‘perspective or outer aspect’, is usually
taken to come in two types: perfective and imperfective, to be
differentiated in terms of the S-R relations involved. If the S- and Rintervals overlap, that is S  R ≠ , we have an imperfective aspect.
When the intersection is empty, perfective aspect results. When we take
into account the position of the speaker, also perspective can be
analyzed. The position of the speaker can be taken to be associated with
S-time. A position from within the R-time domain provides an internal
viewpoint. Thus, a nonempty intersection between the S- and Rintervals determines an internal speaker’s perspective. If this
intersection is empty, as in the case of the perfective aspect, the speaker
has an external perspective on the eventuality contained in the R-time.
More will be provided in section 4.6.
- Telicity aspect, also referred to as ‘predicational aspect’ or ‘inner
aspect’, reflects the homogeneity property of predicates, with telic
predicates being nonhomogeneous and atelic predicates being
homogenous. This will be discussed more extensively in section 4.7.
4.3.2 Temporal information in Mandarin Chinese
Instead of using inflectional morphology, Mandarin Chinese represents
its temporal information in various other ways: i. by temporal adverbs,
such as zuotian ‘yesterday’, mingtian ‘tomorrow’; ii. by aspectual
markers, for instance the particles -le, -guo; iii. by the context in which
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a given sentence is uttered. With regard to the aspectual markers,
Mandarin primarily uses the following three particles: -le, -guo, and zhe. More specifically, the particle -le is normally treated as a perfective
aspect marker (glossed ‘PERF’); 40 the particle -guo which bears the
experiential meaning, is also considered to be a marker of perfective
aspect (glossed ‘EXP’). Unlike the former two particles, the particle zhe denotes imperfective aspect (glossed ‘IMP’).
These three particles can be analyzed as verbal suffixes (Zhu 1982,
Smith 1997, Klein, Li, and Hendriks 2000, Lin 2003, Smith and
Erbaugh 2005). Basically, there is a consensus that these particles do
not relate the situation described by the sentence to the time of utterance,
but they express the situation in terms of various perspectives.
Consequently, they are classified as aspectual particles or markers (Li
and Thompson 1981).
In light of the approach of Borik presented in the preceding section,
what defines perspective is the relation between R and S. Accordingly,
this approach can be applied to distinguish the three Mandarin verbal
particles in terms of perspective, in particular, by means of the S-R
relation. This is illustrated below:
(14) a. Zhangsan he-le
yi bei cha.
Zhangsan drink-PERF one CL tea
‘Zhangsan drank a cup of tea.’
b. Zhangsan mai guo yi tao fangzi.
Zhangsan buy EXP one CL house
‘Zhangsan had bought a house.’
40

For convenience sake, in the examples and the aspectual markers test (sec. 4.6) for
differentiating between these three aspectual particles, I use these short forms for
glossing. In other examples, I will employ the unified gloss ‘ASP’.
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c. Zhangsan wan-zhe shouji youxi.
Zhangsan play-IMP mobile games
‘Zhangsan is playing mobile games.’
In (14a), the intersection between the R and S is empty, that is, S  R =
, and the position of the speaker is outside the R-time domain; thus,
the perspective is external. Therefore, the particle ‘-le’ expresses
perfective aspect. In (14b), the intersection between the S- and Rintervals is empty as well; this entails that the aspectual marker ‘-guo’
is also perfective, and the perspective is external.
We can see that in the example (14c), the speaker’s position is in the
same temporal domain as where the eventuality is located; the
intersection between the S- and R-time is nonempty. Hence, the particle
‘-zhe’ is an imperfective marker, and the perspective is internal.
To summarize, in Mandarin, while the two verbal particles ‘-le’ and ‘guo’ are perfective aspectual markers, the particle ‘-zhe’ is an
imperfective aspectual marker. I will employ these markers to examine
the properties of zi-prefixed verbs with clausal complements in section
4.6 and will come back to their aspectual properties in section 4.7.
In what follows, temporal modification tests are carried out on the
prefixed zi-Vs and their nonprefixed counterparts in turn.
4.4 Temporal modification tests on the zi-Vs themselves and their
clausal complements
Based on the verb lists given in section 4.2.1, a total of 15 prefixed ziverbs and their clausal complements were tested.41 The theory of tense
41

There were fifteen native participants.
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outlined above serves as a background. These tests are conducted by
using three distinct types of temporal modification: i. Past-tense
expressions: applying the temporal adverb zuotian ‘yesterday’; in
addition, the aspectual marker ‘le’ is used to immediately follow the
embedded verb if needed; ii. Present-tense expressions: generally using
the bare form of the matrix verb (the verb without modification); in the
complement, employing the adverb jintian ‘today’, and additionally
using the aspectual particle ‘le’ if necessary; iii. Future-tense
expressions: future expressed by means of the temporal adverb
mingtian ‘tomorrow’ and with an auxiliary hui ‘will’ if necessary. Note
that an explicit or implicit conditional clause or context will be added
if needed to make the result felicitous. In the current test, I employ three
types of configurations: (i). Configuration 1: Past-tense zi-Vs +
past/present/future-tense clausal complements; (ii). Configuration 2:
Present-tense zi-Vs + past/present/future-tense clausal complements;
(iii). In order to enhance plausibility, in these cases a context was added.
Configuration 3: Future-tense zi-Vs + past/present/future-tense clausal
complements (with the addition of an explicit or implicit context). This
is illustrated by the following example (15).
4.4.1 Configuration 1: past-tense zi-Vs + past/present/future-tense
clausal complements
Sample sentences:
(15) zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-jue
(zuotian) biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-feel yesterday perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he performed well (yesterday).’
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b. Lisi zuotian zi-jue jintian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-feel today will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well today.’
c. Lisi zuotian zi-jue
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-feel tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well tomorrow.’
Findings and discussion:
For the purpose of the analysis, all the data collected are presented in a
table for each configuration (Tables 1-3), followed by a discussion and
a summary. The complete set of test sentences is provided in Appendix
D.
(16) Table 1: The Results of Configuration 1:
Past-tense zi-Vs + Past/Present/Future-tense Clausal Complements
Temporal
modification
Matrix
past-tense zi-Vs
(Total: 15 verbs)
zi-tan ’REFL-sigh’
zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
(Note: Persons=Ps)

Clausal complements of zi-Vs
Past tense
(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
15
14
14
15
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Present tense
(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
12
13
14
12
15
13
15
15
14
13
15
15
15
0
0

Future tense
(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
12
13
14
12
14
13
15
15
14
13
15
15
14
0
0
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Summary of findings (Table 1). The vast majority of speakers accepted
the past-tense zi-Vs taking a complement in past tense. The vast
majority of participants also allowed a complement in the present or
future tense, for almost all zi-verbs.42 There were only two zi-verbs for
which no speakers accepted a present or a future-tense complement: zihen ‘REFL-hate’ and zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’. As we will see these verbs
show a special behaviour throughout. For these verbs the effect may be
due to their particular lexical semantics. In view of this, we may
conclude that in general zi-Vs appearing in the past tense allow past,
present, and future tenses in their complements.
4.4.2 Configuration 2: present-tense zi-Vs + past/present/futuretense clausal complements
Sample sentences:
(17) zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. Lisi zi-jue
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel yesterday perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-jue
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel today perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well today.’

42

Some zi-Vs like zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’, zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’, zi-yiwei ‘REFLthink’ are unacceptable with some emotionally negative complements, but are
acceptable with positive complements. For example, the sentence (i) is syntactically
grammatical, but semantically unacceptable, unless Lisi is understood as a cheat. This
may indicate that the prefix zi- identifying arguments between the matrix verb and its
complement can’t cause conflicting perspectives to be shared.
(i)
Lisi zuotian zi-ren(wei) mingtian hui qipian tongshi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-think tomorrow will deceive colleague
‘Lisi yesterday thought that he will deceive his colleagues tomorrow.’
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c. Lisi zi-jue
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi feels that he will perform well tomorrow.’
(18) Table 2: The Results of Configuration 2:
Present-tense zi-Vs + Past/Present/Future-tense Clausal Complements
Temporal
modification
Matrix
present-tense
zi-Vs
(Total: 15)
zi-tan ’REFL-sigh’
zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’

The clausal complements of zi-Vs
Past tense

Present tense

Future tense

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
12
13
14
13
15
13
15
15
15
13
15
15
15
0
0

Summary of findings (Table 2). For all participants, the present-tense
zi-V’s (the bare form) were compatible with both the past and the
present tense in their complements. The vast majority of speakers
accepted the zi-Vs with clausal complements in future tense. Only zihen ‘REFL-hate’ and zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’ were unacceptable here, as
in the previous case, again, presumably, for reasons of their lexical
semantics. Overall we may conclude that present-tense zi-Vs allow
clausal complements in past, present, and future tense.
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4.4.3 Configuration 3: future-tense zi-Vs + past/present/futuretense clausal complements (with the addition of an explicit or
implicit conditional)
Sample sentences:
(19) zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-jue
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-feel yesterday perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-jue
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-feel today perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo you chongfen de zhunbei
qu biaoyan
if
have adequate POSS preparation go perform
‘Having had adequate preparation for the
performance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-jue
(mingtian) hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-feel tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he will perform well (tomorrow).’
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(20) Table 3: The Results of Configuration 3:
Future-tense zi-Vs + Past/Present/Future-tense Clausal Complements
Temporal
modification
Matrix
future-tense
zi-Vs
(Total: 15)
zi-tan ’REFL-sigh’
zi-hen ’REFL-hate’
zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’

The clausal complements of zi-Vs
Past tense

Present tense

Future tense

(Total: 15 Ps)

(Total: 15 Ps)

(Total: 15 Ps)

Number of Ps
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0

Number of Ps
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

Number of Ps
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Summary of findings (Table 3). Only two speakers occasionally
allowed a past-tense complement, but only for one and two verbs
respectively.43 Only one subject accepted a present-tense complement
for two of the zi-verbs. 44 For the future-tense complement, only one
speaker marginally allowed it for only one verb.45 For this test zi-hen
43

This may well due to the fact that these verbs (zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’ and zi-cheng
‘REFL-declare’) are easily understood as the corresponding non-zi verbs with zi-ji
forms, as in houhui zi-ji ‘regret REFL-self’, xuancheng zi-ji ‘declare REFL-self’, or
involved the so-called adverbial use, as in zi-ji houhui ‘REFL-self regret’.
44
These verbs are zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’ and zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’. The reason
may be that they are easily considered as their non-zi Vs counterpart with zi-ji such as
renwei zi-ji ‘think REFL-self’ and xiangxin zi-ji ‘believe REFL-self’, or are related to
the so-called adverbial use like zi-ji renwei ‘REFL-self think’.
45
But the informant still considered it an ‘odd’ example. This may be a similar effect
as described in footnote 44.
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‘REFL-hate’ and zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’ were as restricted as the other
verbs. The vast majority of participants rejected a future-tense zi-V with
either a past or present-tense complement. Overall, this justifies the
conclusion that zi-Vs are not felicitous in this configuration.
4.4.4 Interim conclusion
For all informants, present-tense zi-verbs with either past tense or
present tense in the complement were acceptable. The vast majority of
speakers not only allowed most of the zi-verbs occurring in past tense
to take past, present, and future tense in their complements, but also
accepted a large number of present-tense zi-Vs with a complement in
future tense. Only two zi-verbs were exceptional; they neither occurred
in past tense with a present or future-tense complement nor did they
occur in present-tense with a complement in future tense. Zi-Vs were
generally unacceptable in future tense.
The facts presented above warrant the conclusion that zi-Vs are
restricted to past tense and present tense, and don’t allow future tense.
This provides an indication that the zi-prefixation may be analyzed as a
‘Timer’, constraining the temporal interpretation of the verb it attaches
to; more specifically, when it is inserted, it expresses that the event
denoted by the predicate begins. This results in the zi-Vs being
incompatible with future tense.
All in all, the results show that zi-prefixation does not induce a clause
union effect.
For a full picture, I will compare the restrictions involving zi-verbs with
what we find in the case of their full counterparts with zi-ji as a subject
of the complement clause. This is what I set out to do in the next section.
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4.5 Temporal modification tests on the nonprefixed counterparts of
zi-Vs and their clausal complements
In this section, I investigate whether the nonprefixed counterparts of ziVs with zi-ji as the subject of their complements show similar temporal
restrictions as the zi-Vs’ tested in the preceding section. Just like in the
tests of zi-verbs in section 4.4, I check for the possibility of past tense,
present tense, and future tense based on three configurations: (i).
Configuration 4: Past-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji +
past/present/future-tense embedded predicates; (ii). Configuration 5:
Present-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + past/present/future-tense
embedded predicates; (iii). To enhance plausibility a condition was
added in this configuration. Configuration 6: Future-tense nonprefixed
zi Vs + zi-ji + past/present/future-tense embedded predicates (with the
addition of an explicit or implicit conditional).
The data I collected are presented in a separate table for each
configuration (Tables 4-6), followed by a discussion and a summary.
The complete set of test sentences is shown in Appendix D.
4.5.1 Configuration 4: past-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + past/
present/future-tense embedded predicates
Sample sentences:
(21) juede ‘feel’
a. Lisi zuotian juede zi-ji
(zuotian) biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday feel REFL-self yesterday perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he performed well (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian juede zi-ji
jintian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday feel REFL-self today will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well today.’
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c. Lisi zuotian juede zi-ji
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday feel REFL-self tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well tomorrow.’
(22) Table 4: The Results of Configuration 4:
Past-tense Nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + Past/Present/Future-tense
Embedded Predicates
Temporal
modification
Matrix
past-tense
nonprefixed
zi Vs (Total: 15)

The clausal complements:
zi-ji+embedded predicates
Past tense
Present tense

Future tense

(Total:15 Ps)

(Total: 15 Ps)

(Total: 15 Ps)

Number of Ps

Number of Ps

Number of Ps

gantan ‘sigh’
huaiyi ‘doubt’
huanxi ‘like’
jianchi ‘insist’
juede ‘feel’
mingbai ‘understand’
renwei ‘think’
shuodao ‘tell’
xiangxin ‘believe’
xiao ‘laugh’
xuancheng ‘declare’
yiwei ‘think’
yuanyi ‘be willing’
hen ‘hate’
houhui ‘regret’

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

14
14
15
15
15
14
15
14
15
15
15
15
15
0
0

13
14
14
14
15
14
15
13
15
14
15
15
14
0
0

Summary of findings (Table 4). All speakers accepted past-tense nonzi verbs with a complement in past tense. The vast majority of speakers
allowed both present-tense and future-tense complements, except in the
case of the same two exceptional verbs.46 Overall, the nonprefixed zi Vs

46

Just as in the earlier cases, these two verbs are hen ‘hate’ and houhui ‘regret’; again
the effect may be due to their lexical semantics.
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in past tense can take clausal complements in past, present, and future
tense.
4.5.2. Configuration 5: present-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji +
past/present/future-tense embedded predicates
Sample sentences:
(23) juede ‘feel’
a. Lisi juede zi-ji
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self yesterday perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well yesterday.’
b. Lisi juede zi-ji
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self today perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well today.’
c. Lisi juede zi-ji
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi feels that he will perform well tomorrow.’
(24) Table 5: The Results of Configuration 5:
Present-tense Nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + Past/Present/Future-tense
Embedded Predicates
Temporal
modification
Matrix
Present-tense
nonprefixed
zi Vs (Total: 15)
gantan ‘sigh’
huaiyi ‘doubt’
huanxi ‘like’
jianchi ‘insist’
juede ‘feel’

The clausal complements:
zi-ji+embedded predicates
Past tense

Present tense

Future tense

(Total:15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
15
15
15
15

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
15
15
15
15

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
13
14
15
13
15

Chapter 4
mingbai ‘understand’
renwei ‘think’
shuodao ‘tell’
xiangxin ‘believe’
xiao ‘laugh’
xuancheng ‘declare’
yiwei ‘think’
yuanyi ‘be willing’
hen ‘hate’
houhui ‘regret’

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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14
15
14
15
14
15
15
14
0
0

Summary of findings (Table 5): In this configuration, all speakers
allowed present-tense non-zi verbs with both past-tense and presenttense complements. The vast majority of the participants also accepted
a future-tense complement except for two verbs.47 Thus, non-zi verbs in
present tense can take a past, present, or future tense-complement.
4.5.3 Configuration 6: future-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + past/
present/future-tense embedded predicates (with the addition of an
explicit or implicit conditional)
Sample sentences:
(25) juede ‘feel’
a. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) juede zi-ji
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will feel REFL-self yesterday perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
47

This is the same as footnote 46.
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Lisi mingtian (hui) juede zi-ji
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will feel REFL-self today perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo you chongfen de zhunbei
qu biaoyan
if
have adequate POSS preparation go perform
‘Having had adequate preparation for the
performance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) juede zi-ji
(mingtian) hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will feel REFL-self tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he will perform well (tomorrow).’
(26) Table 6: The Results of Configuration 6:
Future-tense Nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + Past/Present/Future-tense
Embedded Predicates
Temporal
modification
Matrix
future-tense
nonprefixed zi Vs
(Total: 15)
gantan ‘sigh’
huaiyi ‘doubt’
huanxi ‘like’
jianchi ‘insist’
juede ‘feel’
mingbai ‘understand’
renwei ‘think’
shuodao ‘tell’
xiangxin ‘believe’
xiao ‘laugh’
xuancheng ‘declare’
yiwei ‘think’
yuanyi ‘be willing’
hen ‘hate’
houhui ‘regret’

The clausal complements:
zi-ji+embedded predicates
Past tense

Present tense

Future tense

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
15
14
15
15
15
15
14
15
13
15
15
13
15
15

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
15
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

(Total: 15 Ps)
Number of Ps
12
14
14
13
15
14
15
13
15
13
15
15
13
0
0
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Summary of findings (Table 6). The vast majority of the informants
accepted the future-tense non-zi verbs with either a past-tense or
present-tense complement. In the case of a future-tense complement, all
verbs were acceptable, except for the two verbs hen ‘hate’ and houhui
‘regret’. Thus, overall, non-zi verbs in future tense are compatible with
past tense, present tense, and future tense in their complements.
4.5.4 Summary
For all informants, nonprefixed zi Vs in past and present tense are
compatible with either past or present tense in their complements. For
the vast majority of speakers, also the other configurations are all
acceptable, with the exception of the two verbs hen ‘hate’ and houhui
‘regret’.
By contrast, as noted in our interim conclusion in section 4.4.4, zi-Vs
are restricted to past tense and present tense. Crucially, this indicates
that the zi-prefixation influences the temporal properties of the verb it
is construed with. The past-tense and present-tense zi-Vs can take the
past, present, and future tense in their complements. Zi-verbs
themselves cannot appear in future tense.
However, one cannot conclude that clause union has taken place.
Although it would be interesting to pursue this issue further, I will have
to leave a more principled study of clause union in Mandarin to another
occasion.
4.6 Aspectual markers test on zi-Vs with clausal complements
Recall that Mandarin has three aspectual markers ‘zhe’, ‘le’, and ‘guo’,
as we discussed in section 4.3.2. The particle ‘zhe’ marks imperfectivity,
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while the other two markers ‘le’ and ‘guo’ denote perfectivity. In this
section, I examine whether there are any restrictions on the use of these
markers with zi-verbs. The testing pattern is: zi-V+zhe/le/guo as below.
(27) zi-tan ‘REFL-sigh’
Lisi zi-tan - zhe/*le /guo shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh IMP/PERF/EXP lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi is sighing for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’
‘Lisi had sighed for the fact that he had lost to Zhangsan.’
Results and discussion:
(28) Table 7:
The Results of Aspectual Markers Tests on zi-Vs with Clausal
Complements
Aspectual
markers

Testing pattern: zi-Vs + zhe/le/guo+clausal
complements
-zhe
Number of
zi-Vs

-le
Number of
zi-Vs

-guo
Number of
zi-Vs

No marker
Number of
zi-Vs

zi-Vs

12

1

10

1

Total

12

1

10

1

Matrix Vs
(Total : 15)

The complete set of test is given in Appendix D. In Table 7, the results
show that most of the zi-Vs (12 out of 15) are compatible with the
imperfective marker ‘zhe’, 10 zi-Vs are also available for the particle
‘guo’, which marks perfectivity. There is only one zi-V that disallows
all the aspectual markers. Only one zi-V allows the perfective marker
‘le’. Overall, zi-Vs with clausal complements showed no systematic
restrictions on aspectual marking. However, the exception of marking
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by ‘le’ is the verb zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’, this can be due to the
fact that it is similar to its non-zi prefixed counterpart mingbai
‘understand’, which is always marked by ‘le’ as a default pattern.
According to Borik (2006), progressive predicates are always atelic
since they have a subinterval property, which is based on Reinhart’s
assumption that the R-interval is included in the E-interval only for the
progressive. The representation is given in (29):
(29) progressive: E  R → R  E
(Borik 2006:158)
Turning to Mandarin, we found that almost all zi-verbs allow the marker
‘zhe’ denoting imperfectivity, similarly to the English progressive.
Given Borik (2006), this gives rise to the hypothesis that the zi-verbs
are atelic. This hypothesis will be examined in the next section.
Note that as shown in Borik (2006) the availability of perfective
marking on a verb does not entail the telicity of that predicate. Thus, the
zi-Vs that allow marking by the perfective particle ‘guo’ may
nevertheless be atelic rather than telic.
4.7 Aspectual properties of zi-Vs with clausal complements
In the preceding sections, our discussion focused on temporal
dependencies between zi-Vs and their clausal complements. The
present section will concentrate on the aspectual properties of the ziverbs themselves. It will turn out that they are all atelic in the sense of
Borik (2006). I briefly introduce the relevant notions, based on Borik
(2006).
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In temporal semantics, it is assumed that in addition to a number of
nominal arguments, represented by the symbols (x1, x2, … xn), a verbal
predicate has a temporal argument as well, indicated by the symbol I,
which has temporal intervals as its values (cf. 4.3.1).
The most broadly applied test to identify telic and atelic predicates is
the adverbial modification test.
(30) Adverbial modification:
This test primarily consists in using the frame adverbials like in
an hour, and the type of duration adverbials as for an hour to
make the distinction.
(Borik 2006:23)
It is argued that atelic predicates are compatible with the latter, as in
(31a), while telic predicates allow the former as in (31b).
(31) a. Jessie drove a car for an hour/*in an hour.
b. Jessie ran a mile *for an hour/in an hour.
I applied this test to all Mandarin zi-verbs with clausal complements,
using the frame adverbial zai yige xiaoshi zhinei ‘in an hour’ and the
duration adverbial da yige xiaoshi ‘for an hour’. The result is illustrated
in (32a) and (32b) for the verb zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’.
(32) zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-hui
mai le gupiao.
REFL-regret sell ASP stocks
Lisi in an hour
b. Lisi zi-hui
da yige xiaoshi mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret for an hour
sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regretted for an hour that he sold his stocks.’
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We found that all the verbs of this type can occur with the type of
duration adverbial da yige xiaoshi ‘for an hour’ but disallow
modification by the frame adverbial zai yige xiaoshi zhinei ‘in an hour’.
This warrants the conclusion that all zi-Vs taking a clausal complement
are atelic (In Appendix D, the full set of examples for the other zi-verbs
is provided).
It should be noted that nonprefixed verbs with clausal complements that
allow zi- and those verbs that actually bear this prefix behave identically.
Both are atelic.
4.8 Binding within the complement of zi-verbs: the puzzle
In the previous sections, we have seen that: all the zi-Vs with clausal
complements share the property of being atelic; all the zi-Vs are
restricted to past tense and present tense and disallow future tense.
In this section, I will look into the binding behaviour of zi-ji and ta
within the complement of zi-verbs.
The zi-verb with a clausal complement allows full expansion of that
complement, as illustrated in (33); (33a) shows an occurrence of zi-ji in
the complement, while (33b) has the embedded pronominal ta; the
subscripts ‘i’, ‘j’, and ‘k’ are used to indicate interpretive dependencies;
‘l’ represents a discourse value.
(33) a. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/*j/*k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
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b. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
(Reuland, Wong, and Everaert 2020:808)
The binding pattern in cases like (33) contrasts with what we find in the
complement of a similar non-zi verb as in (34):
(34) a. Zhangsani yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/j/k]].
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts
him/himself.’
b. Zhangsani yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/j/*k/l]].
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
In (34a), zi-ji can take any of the c-commanding subjects as its
antecedent, while in (33a) the only possible antecedent is the subject
Zhangsan of the matrix verb zi-yiwei. But, surprisingly, even in the case
of ta, there is a restriction. Ta is obligatorily bound by the matrix subject
of the zi-prefixed verb Zhangsan in (33b), but cannot be bound by the
more local subject, Lisi (note that it would not violate condition B).
However, in (34b), all of Zhangsan, Lisi or a discourse individual can
value the pronominal ta.
Note that when the zi-verb is itself in an embedded clause, higher
subjects are not allowed as binders either, see the contrasts between the
following sentences (Chief 1997).
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(35) a. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 renwei Lisa3 xihuan ziji1/2/3.
Zhangsan says Lisi think Lisa like
self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 considers that Lisa3 likes
him1,2/herself3.’
b. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.
self
Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3
him*1,2/herself*3.’
(Chief 1997:43)

likes

Example (35a) shows that ziji can take any of the c-commanding
arguments as an antecedent, as is to be expected. However, ziji in (35b)
is only bound by the local subject of the zi-verb, Lisi.
Intriguingly, the same applies to the pronominal ta in the position of the
anaphor zi-ji. This is illustrated in (36), where index 3 stands for a
discourse value:
(36) a. Lisi1 renwei Lisa2 xihuan ta1/*2/3.
Lisi think Lisa like he/she/it
‘Lisi1 thinks that Lisa2 likes him1/3/her*2.’
b. Lisi1 zi-ren
Lisa2 xihuan ta1/*2/*3.
Lisi REFL-think Lisa like
he
‘Lisi1 thinks that Lisa2 likes him1/*3/her*2.’
(Chief 1997:41-42)
In this context, ta obligatorily takes the subject of the zi-verb, Lisi, as
its antecedent. As Chief (1997:40) claims: “transitive reflexive verbs
alter the referential properties of both reflexives and pronouns. …when
occurring in the complement of the transitive reflexive verbs… ziji
and ... ta have the same referential properties.”
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Consider the semantics of zi- in more detail. For the cases like zi-fen
‘REFL-burn’, Chief (1997) proposes that in these intransitive zi-verbs
“zi- causes the two roles to fuse together.” Conceptually, this is quite
close to the ‘bundling’ strategy in the sense of Reinhart and Siloni (2005)
and Reinhart (2016). The question is how precisely zi- brings about this
effect.
As I explained in section 3.6, we may understand zi- as an operator on
the verb it is construed with, which identifies two variables in the
latter’s argument structure, as in (37):
(37) a. V: λx. λy (Vθ1,θ2 x, y)
b. zi-V: λx. (V[θ1,θ2] x)
But then the question is how zi- can determine the fate of a pronoun or
anaphor far down in the complement of the verb it is construed with?
This cannot be understood as an operation on the verb’s argument
structure. A preliminary solution will be proposed in the next section.
4.9 A preliminary solution
Abstracting away from the possibilities of more local binding, I take as
a starting point the case of (33), the complement of zi-yiwei with either
zi-ji or a pronoun ta in the object position of xinren ‘trust’, where zi-ji
or ta is free in the complement, before the merger of zi- to the verb yiwei
‘think’. This yields the logical syntax representation of the complement
in (38):
(38) λy. (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren y])
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Embedding this expression as the complement of yiwei yields (39) as
the logical syntax representation of the whole vP:
(39) λx. λy. (yiwei (x, [Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren y]]))
Merging zi- yields (40), since it causes the argument variables to be
identified:
(40) λx. (zi-yiwei (x, (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren x])))
Merging Zhangsan as in (33a) (and applying QR), then yields a
configuration in which Zhangsan binds the variable as in (41):
(41) (Zhangsan (λx. (zi-yiwei (x, (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren x])))))
Thus, a one-place expression is derived, as desired. Nondistinctness
doesn’t come into play, since the complement structure itself produces
complexity, much like the protection strategy for licensing reflexivity
discussed in Chapter 2 (see (42) below, but here with all the intervening
structure functioning as protection, as in (43)). Therefore, the
representation does not violate nondistinctness and is licensed.
(42) DP (λx (Vθ1, θ2 (x, [MORPH x ])))
(43) DP (λx (Vθ1, θ2 (x, [………[VP V x ]])))
So, we derive that in (33a)/(41) Zhangsan is the binder.
However, we should also derive that the closer binder Lisi is not
available for ta, and that neither Lisi nor Wangwu is a possible binder
for zi-ji. A detailed derivation is presented in Chapter 6.
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Nonlocal binding and the blocking effect
5.1 Introduction
As we saw in Chapter 2, zi-ji is morphosyntactically complex in
contrast to the received view since Battistella (1987, 1989) and Pica
(1987). One of the reasons zi-ji has been so widely assumed to be
simplex is that it can be nonlocally bound. In the view of Pica (1987),
being simplex was taken to be a prerequisite for nonlocal binding, and
recent work, like Giblin (2016), is still based on this assumption. In
Chapter 6, we will see in detail how nonlocal binding is compatible with
complexity.
Over the years there have been extensive discussions of nonlocal
binding in Mandarin and what has become known as the blocking effect.
The main issue is shown in (1) and (2), where (2) has one further degree
of embedding to illustrate the distance nonlocal binding can cover:
(1) Zhangsani renwei Lisij xihuan zi-jii/j.
Zhangsan think Lisi like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him/himself.’
(2) Zhangsani renwei Lisij zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zi-jii/j/k.
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like
REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu likes him/himself.’
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Both the examples in (1) and (2) show that the anaphor zi-ji can be
bound by any of the c-commanding subjects, as for instance, Zhangsan,
Lisi and Wangwu in (2). A striking property of Mandarin, however, is
that nonlocal binding of zi-ji can be blocked (e.g., Cole, Hermon, and
Sung 1990, 1993, Huang and Tang 1991, Cole and Sung 1994, Cole
and Wang 1996, Pan 1997, 1999, 2001, Huang and Liu 2001, Giblin
2016). More specifically, binding of zi-ji by a 3rd person antecedent is
blocked by an intervening 1st or 2nd person pronominal. For example,
consider the minimal pair in (2) and (3a). In (2), zi-ji can be bound by
any of three distinct antecedents: the local subject Wangwu, the
intermediate subject Lisi, and the matrix subject Zhangsan. However,
if we replace the 3rd person Lisi in (2) by the 1st person wo ‘I’, we obtain
(3a). Here, zi-ji cannot be bound by Zhangsan anymore; it can only be
bound by the nearest subject Wangwu. Notice, however, the contrast
with (3b):
(3) a. Zhangsani renwei woj zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zi-ji*i/*j/k.
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself.’
b. Zhangsani xiang wo biaobai le zi-jii.
Zhangsan to
me unburden ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan unburdened himself to me.’
In (3a), the presence of the 1st person pronominal wo blocks a binding
dependency across it. In (3b), however, binding across wo is not
blocked. The difference is that (3b) is a case of local binding (see, e.g.,
Huang and Liu 2001, and Giblin 2016) and (3a) is a case of longdistance binding. As we now know, the pattern is quite a bit more
complex than simple examples like (3a-b) suggest.
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Much of the debate on the blocking effect has been devoted to
establishing the true scope of the effect. There are several approaches
to account for the effect, based on different perspectives on the nature
of nonlocal binding. Does it show that nonlocal binding must involve
nonsyntactic mechanisms, or more generally, does it require a
nonuniform analysis of zi-ji? In this chapter, I will review a number of
the most prominent approaches so far with different takes on these
questions. See also Charnavel, Huang, Cole, and Hermon (2017) for a
very useful overview of some of the main approaches.
As we will see, there is further data that will help us demarcate between
the various approaches. Namely, binding in the domain of zi-verbs. We
concluded the preceding chapter with a discussion of binding within the
clausal complements of zi-verbs. The binding pattern in cases like (2),
here (4a) is in contrast to the pattern we find the cases of zi-verbs, as in
(4b). When the zi-verb itself occurs in an embedded clause, neither the
higher subject Zhangsan nor the local subject Lisa can serve as a binder;
see the contrasts between the following examples (Chief 1997:43):
(4) a. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 renwei Lisa3 xihuan ziji1/2/3.
Zhangsan says Lisi think Lisa like
self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 considers that

Lisa3 likes

him1/2/herself3.’
b. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.
Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3 likes him*1/2/herself*3.’
In other words, while in (4a) ziji can take any of the c-commanding
arguments as an antecedent, in (4b), ziji can only be bound by the
subject of the zi-verb Lisi.
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In Chapter 6, we will see that these patterns can be captured by the
components of the element zi-ji interacting with different parts of the
syntactic environment. To a large extent this analysis will be based on
the approach of Giblin (2016).
The organization of this chapter as follows: In section 5.2, I will review
an early syntactic approach, the head movement approach, see Cole,
Hermon, and Sung (1990), and Cole and Sung (1994). Huang and Liu
(2001) present a nonuniform approach in part based on logophoricity,
which will be reviewed in section 5.3. In section 5.4, an analysis in
terms of a neo-Gricean pragmatic theory of anaphora, and partly of
logophoricity, provided in Yan Huang (2009, 2016) will be discussed,
based on Y. Huang’s (2016) summary. Section 5.5 will offer a review
of the proposal in Charnavel (2020), which also makes crucial use of
the notion of logophoricity. In my discussion, I will primarily focus on
the challenges each of these proposals faces. After a brief summary in
section 5.6, I will discuss the recent Agree-based approach of Giblin
(2016) in section 5.7. A conclusion of this chapter and preview of the
next will be presented in section 5.8.
5.2 A syntactic approach: the head movement approach
Following Battistella (1989) and Cole, Hermon, and Sung (1990), Cole
and Sung (1994) propose that nonlocal ziji is bound by covert
successive-cyclic head movement of ziji to a position close to its
envisaged antecedent. Note that the proposal in Cole, Hermon, and
Sung (1990) is based on the assumption that the I0 node (Infl) is lexical
in Chinese but functional in English;48 Cole, Hermon, and Sung (1990)
48

While traditionally the lexical-functional distinction reflects the difference between
open class and closed class elements, alternatively one may understand this as
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argue that VP is not a barrier for movement since it is L-marked by I0
in the sense of Chomsky (1986); 49 hence, head movement of the
reflexive is allowed out of VP in Chinese. They further assume that ziji
is underspecified for M-features. When ziji undergoes successive cyclic
movement from Infl to Infl, each Infl must agree with ziji in M-features.
Moreover, the Infl in finite clauses must agree in M-features with the
subject of its own clause as well. The blocking effect is a consequence
conflicting features on the Infl-node.
The movement proposals in the literature vary in the details (cf.
Charnavel, Huang, Cole, and Hermon 2017). Here, I will focus on Cole
and Sung (1994) as an important representative of this line of research.
Cole and Sung (1994) provide a modification of the head movement
analysis based on the idea that I0 is functional in both Chinese and
English; in their view I0 becomes lexical only when a lexical category
such as V or N moves to I0. Basically, Cole and Sung assume that the
nonphrasal (monomorphemic) anaphor ziji is an X0 element which can
undergo LF movement from I(nfl) to I(nfl). Thus, ziji moves from its
base position to the I0 of its own clause, and from there it continues up
the tree as in Figure 1. Eventually, it may end up adjoined to the I0 of
the matrix clause, but it can also stop at any of the I0-positions on its
path. It will be bound by the subject of the I0 that it ends up being
adjoined to. This is illustrated in (5) and Figure 1 in (6):
reflecting whether or not the element expresses a concept. In the latter case it is lexical.
Huang (1982) argues that Infl being lexical in Mandarin explains the occurrence of
nongap topics, null topics (topic chains) and the absence of that-trace effects among
others. As a result, a number of differences between Chinese and English are due to a
single contrast, namely, whether Infl is lexical or functional.
49
L-marking is a process which plays a crucial role in the definition of a barrier.
Informally, a category is L-marked iff it is theta-marked by a lexical head (Chomsky
1986).
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(5) Zhangsani renwei Lisij zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zijii/j/k.
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like self
‘Zhangsan thinks Lisi knows Wangwu likes him/himself.’
(Cole and Sung 1994:355)
(6) Figure 1:
CP

(Cole and Sung 1994:388-389)
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In this approach, all binding takes place in a local configuration, making
nonlocal binding between a reflexive and its antecedent in fact local in
nature.
Cole and Sung (1994) hypothesize that the blocking effect is due to the
fact that Chinese lacks overt subject-verb agreement. Cole and Sung’s
account for the blocking effect is based on the feature percolation
principles (FPPs).50 Consider (7) for example. Here, it is assumed that
ziji can be generated with any person feature ([+1], [+2], or [+3]) freely;
when it adjoins to I0, its person feature percolates up to the mother node,
the higher instance of I0 created by the adjunction, and downward to the
original I0. The person features are checked by spec-head agreement;
this is manifested as agreement between spec-IP and I0. The FPP
operation essentially ensures that ziji agrees in person features with the
I0 to which it adjoins. For example, suppose we have an instance of ziji
generated with the feature [+3]. In IP3 in (8), zi-ji moves up and adjoins
to I0. The subject Wangwu bears a [+3] feature, which makes it a
potential binder. When ziji adjoins to IP2, however, there is a conflict
between the [+3] person feature it attributes to I2 and that of its specifier,
wo ‘I’, which bears a [+1] person feature. This results in an illicit
derivation. Hence, the movement to IP2 is unavailable, and ziji can only
be bound locally, as illustrated in (8) Figure 2.

50

The feature percolation principles (FPPs):
a. The features of the mother node and the features of the daughter nodes will be
identical.
b. If the features of the daughter nodes conflict, the mother node will have the
features of the head node.
(Cole and Sung 1994:371)
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(7) Zhangsani renwei woj zhidao Wangwuk xihuan ziji*i/*j/k.
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself.’
(Cole and Sung 1994:363)
(8) Figure 2:
CP1

(Cole and Sung 1994:396-397)
In this head movement approach, a binder in a higher clause is only
available if all the intervening binders are possible as well. Thus, this
approach provides an account of one of the most prominent
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manifestations of the blocking effect. However, such a head movement
analysis is crucially based on the assumption that zi-ji is
monomorphemic. In Chapter 2, we have discussed it is not. This means
that the head movement analysis cannot be upheld. Moreover, this
approach also faces significant empirical problems.
A crucial problem noted in the subsequent literature (Xue, Pollard, and
Sag 1994, Huang and Liu 2001, Giblin 2016) is that intervening 1st or
2nd person pronoun also induce blocking when they are not subjects, as
in (9). Here, the indirect object wo ‘me’ blocks the matrix subject
Zhangsan from binding ziji.
(9) Zhangsani gaosu woj Lisik hen ziji*i*j/k.
Zhangsan tell me Lisi hate self
‘Zhangsani told me Lisi hates *himi/*me/himself.’
(Xue, Pollard, and Sag 1994:437)
This indicates that the mechanism behind blocking must be quite
different from what the head movement account proposes.
A second problem is posed by the binding restriction observed in the
complement of zi-verbs. As we saw in (4b), repeated here as (10),
neither the matrix subject nor the local subject qualifies as the binder;
only the intermediate subject Lisi does.
Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.
(10) Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3 likes him*1/2/herself*3.’
(Chief 1997:43)
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It is not obvious how the movement and feature percolation approach
could account for this restriction. All the subjects bear a [+3] person
feature. Hence, there is no feature conflict. Whereas one might argue
that the prefix zi- could block head movement past it thus making
Zhangsan inaccessible, such a move would not rule out Lisa, which is
equally impossible. This warrants the conclusion that the binding
restriction on the complements of zi-verbs cannot be accounted for
under the head movement approach.
In view of the problems noted in this section, I will not further pursue
this approach but proceed with the alternatives that have been proposed.
5.3 A nonuniform approach
As observed above, there is an important contrast in Mandarin between
local and nonlocal binding, since in local binding no blocking obtains,
as shown by the contrast between (11) and (12), (11) repeated from (3a)
(see, e.g., Huang and Liu 2001, Giblin 2016).
(11) Zhangsani renwei woj zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zi-ji*i/*j/k.
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself.’
(12) Zhangsani xiang wo/ni biaobai le zi-jii.
Zhangsan to
me/you unburden ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan unburdened himself to me/you.’
This led Huang and Liu (2001) to hypothesize that ziji’s lexical entry is
ambiguous51 and this necessitates a nonuniform analysis. Huang and
51

Giblin (2016) also argues that ziji is ambiguous but with a very different
implementation to be discussed in section 5.7.
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Liu argue that what they refer to as anaphor binding is, in principle,
always subject to the canonical condition A in Mandarin, while nonlocal
binding makes crucial use of an additional mechanism involving
pragmatic principles.
The additional mechanism is one in which nonlocal ziji is analyzed as
a logophor 52 whose interpretation is subject to discourse-based
restrictions. More specifically, following Sells (1987), Huang and Liu
(2001) propose that the antecedent must be a Source, Self, or Pivot of
the reported event. A taxonomy of discourse factors and three basic
roles associated with logophoricity are provided by Sells, as listed in
Chapter 1. For convenience they are repeated below:
(13) a. Source: one who is the intentional Agent of the
communication
b. Self : one whose mental state or attitude the content of the
proposition describes
c. Pivot : one with respect to whose (space-time) location the
content of the proposition is evaluated
(Sells 1987:457)

52

Briefly, the term ‘logophor’ was earlier used by Hagège (1974) to characterize a
class of pronouns that refer to the source of a discourse in languages from the NigerCongo family (Clements 1975). Hagège argued that these pronouns “distinguish the
individual to which they refer from the speaker himself who uses them, in … ‘indirect
speech’” (Hagège 1974, cited in Reuland 2017b:3). These pronouns “bear no formal
resemblance to reflexives, hence Hagège considers the term indirect reflexive
inappropriate” (Reuland 2017b:3).
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For example, consider the following sentences:
(14) a. Lisii shuo [Zhangsan chang piping zijii.]
Lisi say Zhangsan often criticize self
‘Lisii says that Zhangsan often criticizes himi.’
b. [Zijii-de xiaohai mei de jiang]-de xiaoxi shi Lisii hen shangxin.
Self’s child not get prize DE news make Lisi very sad
‘The news that hisi child didn’t win the prize made Lisii very
sad.’
c. ?[Zhangsan lai kan zijii]-de shihou, Lisii zheng zai kan shu.
Zhangsan come see self DE moment Lisi now at read book
‘Lisii was reading when Zhangsan came to visit himi.’
(Huang and Liu 2001:156)
In Huang and Liu’s analysis, long-distance ziji in (14a) is a logophor;
its antecedent Lisi is analyzed as the Source. In (14b), the antecedent
Lisi is argued to be the internal Self; sentence (14c) is assumed as
reporting an event from Lisi’s view, which is then the Pivot.
In the case of (15) with local binding, ziji is categorized as an anaphor
meeting condition A:
(15) Zhangsani gaosu wo zijii de fenshu.
Zhangsan tell me self DE grade
‘Zhangsan told me about his own grade.’
(Huang and Liu 2001:167)
Huang and Liu (2001) suggest an account of the blocking effect based
on a proposal by Huang et al (1984), which follows Kuno’s direct
discourse representation analysis (Kuno 1972). As they write: “The
blocking effects, where they seem to hold, also seem to lend themselves
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to explanations in perceptual terms, i.e., conflicting perspectives, once
the sentences are given a direct discourse analysis.” The blocking effect,
then, results if there is a conflict between the external perspective (the
speaker of the whole sentence) and the internal perspective of the direct
discourse complement (the perspective of the matrix subject) within the
same discourse domain. Such perspective conflict appears to be subject
to a clausemate constraint, as formulated by Huang and Liu (2001), in
their translation from the original Mandarin by Huang et al (1984:208):
(16) “The above analysis enables us to explain why the appearance of
‘I/me’ in the sentence would block the LD-binding of ziji by the
matrix subject. The reason is that if ziji is long-distance bound by
the matrix subject, then it would be the first person pronoun ‘I/me’
in underlying structure. When the sentence is reported by a third
party, another appearance of ‘I/me’ ……would refer to the reporter
[i.e., the external speaker], but not the matrix subject [i.e., the
‘internal speaker’]. Thus two instances of ‘I’ occurring in the same
clause would be used to refer to two separate individuals [i.e., the
speaker of the entire sentence, and the ‘speaker’ of the embedded
discourse]. Under such a situation the hearer is apt to be confused,
and communication cannot be effective…”53
(Huang and Liu 2001:149)
By way of illustration, consider example (17), from Huang and Liu
(2001); (17b) is the direct discourse representation of (17a) under the
assumption that the nonlocal ziji is underlyingly also represented by wo
‘I/me’. This means that there are two occurrences of wo, which are
53

James Huang (personal communication) notes that at the time Huang and Liu did
not intend to formally propose a clausemate constraint. Unlike what is suggested in
Huang and Liu’s translation, the original in Huang et al. (1984) is not so specific.
Even so, it is worthwhile to evaluate it, since it is a potentially interesting idea.
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clausemates. The first wo refers to the (external) speaker of the whole
sentence, the second wo refers to the (internal) ‘speaker’ of the direct
discourse complement in (17b), that is, (the matrix subject) Zhangsan.
According to Huang and Liu, this causes a perspective conflict; thus, it
induces a blocking effect: ziji cannot be bound by Zhangsan.
(17) a. Zhangsan juede wo zai piping ziji.
Zhangsan think I at criticize self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I am criticizing self.’
b. Zhangsan juede, “wo zai piping wo”.
Zhangsan think I at criticize me
Zhangsan thinks, “I am criticizing me.”
(Huang and Liu 2001:161)
In addition, Huang and Liu (2001) assume that a 3rd person NP is unlike
the first person pronoun; it does not obligatorily introduce a perspective,
so it does not cause blocking.
A significant problem lies in the phenomenon of nonsubject blocking,
which has already been mentioned in the preceding section. The
relevant example is given in (18a). Huang and Liu (2001) discuss this
issue and consider the blocker wo ‘me’ in (18a) as an external speaker
as in (17); the corresponding discourse representation is given in (18b).
(18) a. Zhangsani gaosu wo Lisik hen ziji*i/k.
Zhangsan tell me Lisi hate self
‘Zhangsani told me that Lisi hated *himi/himself.’
(Huang and Liu 2001:162)
b. Zhangsan gaosu wo, “Lisi hen wo”.
Zhangsan tell me Lisi hate me
‘Zhangsan told me, “Lisi hated me.”’
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Note, however, that in fact (18b) does not violate the clausemate
constraint, since the two occurrences of wo, though anchored to
different speakers, are not clausemates. Hence, a clausemate constraint
does not account for the blocking effect in this configuration. It is, of
course, conceivable to weaken the clausemate condition, but so far it is
unclear how this could be effectively done.
A clausemate account also faces problems for cases as in (3a), repeated
in (19). Under their proposal, the discourse structure of (19a) is (19b):
(19) a. Zhangsani renwei woj zhidao Wangwuk xihuan zi-ji*i/*j/k.
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself.’
b. Zhangsan renwei, “Wo zhidao, ‘Wangwu xihuan wo.’.”
Zhangsan think
I know Wangwu like me
Zhangsan thinks, “I know, ‘Wangwu likes me.’.”
In (19b), the two first person pronouns wo (the words in bold) occur in
distinct clauses within the quotes. Hence, the clausemate constraint will
not be violated. As a consequence, an analysis based on this constraint
predicts this sentence to be grammatical. However, in fact a blocking
effect obtains, which is, therefore, not explained.
Furthermore, in their analysis of (14a), repeated here as (20), Huang
and Liu state that “Lisi may be understood as the Source antecedent of
ziji” (Huang and Liu 2001:156).
(20) Lisii shuo [Zhangsan chang piping zijii].
Lisi say Zhangsan often criticize self
‘Lisii says that Zhangsan often criticizes himi.’
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An example like (20) can easily be expanded, as in (21), just like the
similarly complex example in (22):
(21) Lisii shuo [Zhangsanj renwei [Wangwuk chang piping zi-jii/j/k]].
Lisi say Zhangsan think Wangwu often criticize REFL-self
‘Lisi says that Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu often criticizes
him/himself.’
(22) Lisii renwei Zhangsanj shuo Zhaoliuk xihuan zi-jii/j/k.
Lisi think Zhangsan say Zhaoliu like REFL-self
‘Lisi thinks that Zhangsan says that Zhaoliu likes him/himself.’
In these examples, zi-ji can not only be nonlocally bound by the matrix
subject Lisi but also by the intermediate subjects Zhangsan, and also by
the local subject Zhaoliu in (22). Are they all to be treated as Sources
or as Selves (cf. Wang and Pan 2015)? Clearly, an utterance can have
only one actual Source or Self, but under Huang and Liu’s analysis, Lisi,
Zhangsan, and Zhaoliu in the examples above would have to be
analyzed as potential Sources/Selves. The optionality observed here
raises non-trivial questions about the role that the implicational
relations between Source and Self and Pivot they assume could play in
establishing the dependency, which their discussion leaves open.54

54

As Huang and Liu (2001) note, Pivots don’t generally make good antecedents for
ziji, but some speakers allow them if speaker and the antecedent share the same
perspective. So (14c) (= their (46)) can be acceptable, but only if the speaker
empathizes with Zhangsan. I don’t share this judgment. Interestingly, this does not
change if the verb in (14c) is replaced by a predicate zhaoji ‘be anxious’ which denotes
a mental state as in (i).
(i) ?[Zhangsan lai kan zijii]-de shihou, Lisii zheng zai hen zhaoji.
Zhangsan come see self DE moment Lisi now at very anxious
‘Lisi was being anxious when Zhangsan came to visit him.’
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Finally, binding ziji in the complement of zi-verbs constitutes a problem
for Huang and Liu’s approach as well. Consider (23), repeated from
(4b):
(23) Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren

Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.

Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3 likes him*1/2/herself*3.’
(Chief 1997:43)
Here, the nonlocal ziji finds the subject Lisi of the zi-verb as its
antecedent, rather than the remote subject Zhangsan or the more local
Lisa. Huang and Liu’s approach would predict that Zhangsan should
serve as an antecedent of ziji, since it is a logophor referring to a person
whose speech or thought is being reported. It is unclear how their
approach could be extended to handle this fact.
In view of these problems, pursuing an alternative to Huang and Liu’s
(2001) approach is warranted.
5.4 A pragmatic approach
According to Y. Huang (2009, 2016), Mandarin has a morphologically
simplex reflexive ziji and a complex one in the form of the pronoun ta
+ ziji. On the basis of the theory of conversational implicature,
developed by Grice (1957, 1975, 1989), and elaborated by Levinson
(1987, 1991, 2000), Y. Huang proposes a neo-Gricean pragmatic theory
of anaphora. He argues that ziji and ta ziji can be both locally and
nonlocally bound. There is a difference, Y. Huang argues, in that
Under this change Lisi should qualify as a Self, and the sentence should be fully
felicitous. But this is not the case as indicated by the question mark. So this remains
an interesting open issue.
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nonlocally bound ziji exhibits the blocking effect, whereas ta ziji does
not. The claim that ta ziji may be nonlocally bound is in contrast with
much of the standard literature, although it agrees with work by Haihua
Pan, cited above, although they differ in the details.55 I will come back
to the question of how to account for this variation in Chapter 6. What
is relevant for now is that in Y. Huang’s approach it does not follow
from anything but a stipulation. Y. Huang argues that although the
subject of any clause can serve as a potential binder of ziji, the subjects
of the minimal and the maximal clauses are in principle preferred to the
subject of the intermediate clause. This is referred to as the maximality
effect. I will come back to this data issue at the end of this section.
Y. Huang’s proposal is based on three principles: the Q[uantity]-,
I[nformativeness]-, and M[anner]-principles; there is also a resolution
schema for the interaction of these three principles.56 I give the proposal
here in the simplified version presented in Y. Huang (2016):
(24) Levinson’s Q-, I-, and M-principles (simplified)
a. The Q-principle
Speaker: Do not say less than is required (given I).
Addressee: What is not said is not the case.
b. The I-principle
Speaker: Do not say more than is required (given Q).
Addressee: What is generally said is stereotypically and
specifically exemplified

55
56

It also contrasts with my own judgments and those of my informants.
For details see Levinson (1987, 1991, 2000).
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c. The M-principle
Speaker: Do not use a marked expression without reason.
Addressee: What is said in a marked way is not unmarked.
(Y. Huang 2016:32)
(25) Levinson’s resolution schema
a. Level of genus: Q > M > I
b. Level of species: e.g. Q-clausal > Q-scalar
(Y. Huang 2016:33)
I will add a few words on the basic idea behind each of these: (i) The
Q-principle expresses that given some set of expressions ranked by
informativeness, if the speaker employs a less informative expression
instead of the stronger one in the same set, one may infer that the
interpretation corresponding to the use of the stronger expression does
not hold. (ii) The I-principle expresses that one should say as little as
necessary; that is, produce the minimal linguistic information sufficient
to achieve your communicational ends (bearing Q in mind). (iii) The
M-principle says that you should employ a marked expression for an
abnormal nonstereotypical situation that contrasts with those
expressions you would use for the corresponding normal, stereotypical
situations.
Furthermore, Y. Huang uses Farmer and Harnish’s (1987) Disjoint
Reference Presumption (DRP), which expresses that the arguments of
a predicate are intended to be disjoint, unless marked otherwise.
For the benefit of the reader, I present the main features of Y. Huang’s
approach as summarized in Y. Huang (2016:34) in (26):
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(26) A pragmatic theory of anaphora
(a) Interpretation principles
(i) The use of an anaphoric expression x I-implicates a local
coreferential interpretation, unless (ii) or (iii).
(ii) There is an anaphoric Q-scale <x, y>, in which case, the use of
y Q-implicates the complement of the I-implicature associated
with the use of x, in terms of reference.
(iii) There is an anaphoric M-scale {x, y}, in which case, the use of
y M-implicates the complement of the I-implicature associated
with the use of x, in terms of either reference or expectedness.
(b) Consistency constraints
Any interpretation implicated by (a) is subject to the
requirement of consistency with
(i) The revised disjoint reference presumption (DRP)
The co-arguments of a predicate are intended to be disjoint,
unless one of them is reflexive-marked.
(ii) Information saliency, so that
(a) implicatures due to matrix constructions may take precedence
over implicatures due to subordinate constructions, and
(b) implicatures to coreference may be preferred according to the
saliency of antecedent in line with the following hierarchy:
topic > subject > object, etc.;
and
(iii) General implicature constraints, namely,
(a) background assumptions,
(b) contextual factors
(c) meaning-nn, and
(d) semantic entailments.
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Although the original formulation in Levinson (2000) is quite simple
and intuitive, hence, in principle attractive, Y. Huang’s implementation
outlined in (26) is quite complex and contains a substantial number of
stipulations.
Consider, for the sake of illustration, the way Y. Huang’s theory is
applied to nonlocal binding of ziji in Mandarin. Briefly, Y. Huang (2016)
assumes that the interpretation of a reflexive is subject to the I-principle.
A reflexive such as ziji is taken to be a semantically general linguistic
expression. The speaker will, therefore, try to find an antecedent for the
reflexive that provides the most stereotypical, informative
interpretation involving available knowledge about the world. Hence,
an antecedent search procedure is proposed, which proceeds generally,
from a local subject to a local object, and a nonsplit antecedent to a split
one; if not, then the next, more remote clause will be checked, and so
on recursively until the root clause is reached. If there is no
intrasentential binder to be found, the procedure seeks an antecedent in
the previous discourse (cf. Wang and Pan 2015), with a topic being
preferred. Failure to find an antecedent in this manner leads to an
arbitrary interpretation.57 But note that all of this is quite arbitrary from
the perspective of Levinson’s original formulations. It is unclear how
the difference between ziji and ta is lexically represented or what the
anaphoric scales depend on.

57

Y. Huang (2016:sec. 5.3.1): “More specifically, the speaker: I use a semantically
general linguistic expression, namely, a long-distance reflexive and expect the
addressee to obtain a semantically more specific interpretation by identifying the
preferred referent of the reflexive; the addressee: the speaker has used a semantically
general expression, namely, a long-distance reflexive and he/she expects me to
pragmatically narrow the meaning of the reflexive by determining its preferred
referent. What the I-principle does here is to provide some guidance to the addressee
to find a referent for the reflexive that gives the most stereotypical, informative
interpretation in keeping with real-world knowledge.”
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Take (27) for example, Y. Huang claims that the binding domain for ziji
is the matrix clause. By the I-principle, ziji would first be interpreted to
be bound by the local subject Feng xiansheng ‘Mr. Feng’, and then to
be nonlocally bound by the matrix subject Lin xiansheng ‘Mr. Lin’.
(27) Lin xiansheng yiwei Feng xiansheng kanbuqi
ziji.
Lin Mr
think Feng Mr
look down upon self
‘Mr Lin1 thinks that Mr Feng2 looks down upon self2/1.
(Y. Huang 2016:36)
Furthermore, note that according to Y. Huang, a reflexive such as ziji is
a semantically general linguistic expression, and its interpretation
follows by the I-principle: What is generally said is stereotypically and
specifically exemplified. Note, however, as I presented in Chapter 2,
that zi-ji allows statue-interpretations (Jackendoff 1992) (see also
Reuland, Wong, and Everaert 2020, Y. Liu 2016), as in the following
example in (28ii). Allowing such a reading is far from stereotypical.
This is, then, entirely unexpected from the perspective of Y. Huang’s
approach.
(28) {Upon visiting the wax museum, when it caught fire,}
Zhangsan jiu
le zi-ji.
Zhangsan rescue ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan rescued himself.’
Intended interpretations:
(i). ‘Zhangsan rescued Zhangsan’, or
(ii). ‘Zhangsan rescued Zhangsan’s wax statue’
As to the motivation for the use of nonlocal reflexives, Y. Huang (2016)
suggests that here logophoricity emphaticness/contrastiveness, and de
se attitude or belief ascription play a role.
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Y. Huang argues that Chinese nonlocal reflexives typically appear in a
logophoric domain. This is generally introduced by a logocentric verb
— a verb of speech that can take the semicomplementizer shuo ‘say’ —
or by the verb shuo ‘say’ without the semicomplementizer shuo ‘say’,
and triggered by another property of the construction, such as topicality,
or by a discourse principle. In this respect, ziji differs from the
pronominal ta, which has no logophoric properties. Again, this is a
stipulation, and it is not specified how this difference is lexically
represented.
In order to account for the blocking effect, Y. Huang invokes
logophoricity and what he argues is a maximality effect in nonlocal
reflexivization: the claim that the subject of the root clause is preferred
as the antecedent of LD (long-distance) ziji.
Consider how the blocking effect is derived in cases like (29). In (29),
ziji cannot be bound by Xiaoming across wo but the latter is available
as a local binder. The idea is that logophoricity is related to one and
only one center/point of view; a switch of perspective is disallowed. As
an external speaker, the 1st person pronoun wo ‘I’ in (29) induces a
different point of view from that of Xiaoming as the author of the
thought expressed; thus, a shift of the perspectival center occurs. As a
result, “logophoricity can no longer take place” (Y. Huang 2016:40), as
Y. Huang puts it, and a blocking effect obtains.
(29) Xiaoming renwei wo tai xiangxin ziji le.
Xiaoming think 1SG too trust
self CRS
‘Xiaoming thinks that I trust myself too much.’
(Y. Huang 2009:196)
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Consider, however, the more complex examples as in (30) and the cases
with the matrix subject wo ‘I’ in (31):
(30) Xiaomingi renwei woj zhidao Xiaoqiangk bu xiangxin zi-ji*i/*j/k.
Xiaoming think I know Xiaoqiang not trust
REFL-self
‘Xiaoming thinks that I know that Xiaoqiang does not trust
himself.’
(31) Woi renwei Xiaoqiangj bu xiangxin zi-jii/j.
I think Xiaoqiang not trust
REFL-self
‘I think that Xiaoqiang does not trust me/himself.’
While in simpler cases like (29), it may seem that the intervening 1st
person wo’s perspective just ‘wins’ (for instance, due to its lexical
specification as the ‘author’), (30) shows that this is not as
straightforward. In (30), it is as if Xiaoqiang’s perspective blocks access
to wo’s, but as shown by (31), this cannot be correct either, since now
apparently Xiaoqiang does not block access to the perspectival center
associated with wo.58
That things are not that simple is already shown by cases with three 3rd
person antecedents, as in (32). Even if there is a preference for the
highest subject binding ziji, as Y. Huang notes, in fact all subjects are
possible binders.

58

Note that in a triclausal structure as in (i), binding by the matrix wo is degraded, see
the question mark in Giblin’s (2016:109) example (cf. Pan 1997):
(i)

But still, as Giblin notes, there seems to be a clear contrast with (30) for some speakers.
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(32) Xiaoming yiwei Xiaohua zhidao Xiaoqiang bu xiangxin ziji.
Xiaoming think Xiaohua know Xiaoqiang not trust
self
‘Xiaoming1 thinks that Xiaohua2 knows that Xiaoqiang3 does not
trust him1/himself3/him2.’
(Y. Huang 2009:197)
However, this can only mean that switches in perspective do not
necessarily cause blocking. This indicates that there is a qualitative
difference between 1st (and 2nd) person pronouns and 3rd person
expressions. By itself this is not surprising, and perhaps even
uncontroversial, but nothing of the kind follows from the principles in
(26). Moreover, this indicates that Y. Huang’s account of the blocking
effect essentially rests on a stipulation that only a switch from 3rd person
to 1st person (or 2nd person) perspective gives rise to blocking.
Note that not just any intervening 1st person pronoun causes a blocking
effect. In contrast to (33a), where blocking effect obtains, example (33b)
shows that it should not be too deeply embedded:
(33) a. Zhangsani zhidao woj xihuan zi-ji*i/j.
Zhangsan know I like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan knows that I like myself.’
b. Zhangsani zhidao na-ge zhu zai woj jia de xueshengk xihuan
Zhangsan knows that-CL stay at my house DE student
likes
zijii/*j/k.
self
‘Zhangsan knows that the student who is staying at my house
likes self.’
(Giblin 2016:113)
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In (33b), wo is contained in a relative clause. Thus, the mere presence
of a 1st person pronoun, as in (33b), doesn’t trigger the effect. By itself
this need not be surprising, syntactically, relative clauses have island
properties. If blocking reflects a syntactic process (as in Giblin 2016,
see sec. 5.7 and Chap. 6), this makes the fact that in (33b) wo is not
visible to blocking a natural consequence. It is quite unclear, though
how such a fact could be handled in a purely Gricean approach that
should not make reference to structure.
Another problem internal to the principles of Y. Huang’s analysis
resides in the contrast between ziij and ta ziji to the effect that in cases
like (34), only ziji exhibit the blocking effect (cf. (34a-b)), since ta ziji
is argued to be insensitive to blocking. 59 This fact is actually
problematic for the basic conception of Y. Huang’s approach, since the
blocking effect is “[o]ne of the language-specific properties of longdistance reflexivization in Chinese…” (Y. Huang 2016:40). If so, why
wouldn’t it obtain in (34a)? In fact, this contrast does not follow from
any of the principles assumed but can only be accounted for by adding
some further stipulation.
(34) a. Xiaoming renwei wo tai xiangxin ta ziji le.
3SG self CRS
Xiaoming think 1SG too trust
‘Xiaoming thinks that I trust him too much.’
b. Xiaoming renwei wo tai xiangxin ziji le.
Xiaoming think 1SG too trust
self CRS
‘Xiaoming thinks that I trust myself too much.’
(Y. Huang 2009:196)

59

But see H. Pan (1999) for the claim that it is sensitive to blocking.
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Note the claim that ta zi-ji is, in fact, only locally bound is consistent
with a considerable body of literature on Mandarin: Wang and Stillings
(1983), Y.-H. Huang (1984), Battistella (1989), Tang (1989), Cole,
Hermon, and Sung (1990), Huang and Tang (1991), Li (1993), Cole and
Sung (1994), Huang, Y.-H. Li, and Y. F. Li (2009), and so on.
The interesting question is, then how one could account for such
variation. As noted I will come back to this issue in Chapter 6.
Consider next, the case of nonsubject intervention, illustrated in (9),
repeated in (35). Again, the blocking effect in (35) is taken to be due to
the fact that “the intervening first-person singular pronoun introduces a
new locus of point of view, perhaps a new external speaker, therefore
there is a shift of the perspectival centre” (Y. Huang 2009:196). As
noted earlier, the result is taken to be that “logophoricity can no longer
take place” (Y. Huang 2016:40), and hence, it induces blocking.
(35) Zhangsani gaosu woj Lisik hen ziji*i/*j/k.
Zhangsan tell me Lisi hate self
‘Zhangsani told me that Lisi hates *himi/*me/himself.’
(Xue, Pollard, and Sag 1994:437)
However, under this reasoning it is unclear why wo does not block local
binding as in (36):
(36) Zhangsani xiang wo/ni biaobai
le zi-jii.
Zhangsan to
me/you unburden ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan unburdened himself to me/you.’
No doubt, some stipulation can be added, but the fact that binding of ziji by Zhangsan in (36) is fine while in (35) it is ruled out, is mysterious
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from the perspective of the basic Gricean principles underlying Y.
Huang’s approach.
Y. Huang’s approach does not always appear to be consistent. This can
be illustrated with the problem with the maximality requirement. For
the case of three possible antecedents in (32), he claims that “there is a
preference for the root subject to be the antecedent” (Y. Huang
2009:197). It is unclear on which empirical basis this claim rests.
Moreover, this claim contradicts his statement of the antecedent search
procedure for reflexives that “…to find a referent for a (long-distance)
reflexive, the referent of the local subject is in general preferred to that
of the local object, and the referent of a nonsplit antecedent, to that of a
split one; if none of these referents qualifies as a possible referent, the
next, more remote clause will be checked, and so on recursively until
the root clause is reached” (Y. Huang 2016:35, see also 2009:177178).60 So, even if one would wish to capture this effect in the grammar,
it is unclear how Y. Huang’s approach succeeds in doing so.
Finally, the binding properties of anaphors and pronouns in the
complement of zi-verbs, which were beyond the scope of the
approaches discussed in the preceding two sections, are even more
problematic for an approach based on Gricean principles like Y.
Huang’s. Recall the antecedent search procedure for reflexives in his

60

Y. Huang argues that the maximality effect “…can also be partially explained by
the notion of logophoricity. A logophoric long-distance reflexive is typically used in
a ‘reportive context’ to refer back to the internal protagonist whose point of view is
reported in the embedded clause in which the long-distance reflexive occurs. …This
is in keeping with our intuition that when ziji is used in a prototypical logophoric
context, the root subject is usually the preferred antecedent, as in (6.103) [repeated in
(32)]” (Y. Huang 2009:197). The use of terms like ‘partially’ and ‘typically’ are
tantamount to saying that whatever effect there is, is a matter of use rather than of
grammar, and in fact not explained by his proposal.
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approach given above, and consider example (37), repeated from (27).
Here the binding domain for ziji is the whole sentence, which contains
two possible antecedents; Y. Huang explains that “ziji would first be
computed to be bound locally to the subject NP of the embedded clause,
and then to be bound in a long-distance way to the subject NP of the
matrix sentence” (Y. Huang 2016:36).
(37) Lin xiansheng yiwei Feng xiansheng kanbuqi
ziji.
Lin Mr
think Feng Mr
look down upon self
‘Mr Lin1 thinks that Mr Feng2 looks down upon self2/1.’
(Y. Huang 2016:36)
However, this does not account for the binding pattern in the
complement of zi-verbs. Consider, for example (4b), repeated in (38);
neither the local subject Lisa nor the root subject Zhangsan qualifies as
a binder of ziji, but only the intermediate subject Lisi does.
Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.
(38) Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3 likes him*1/2/herself*3.’
(39) Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 renwei Lisa3 xihuan ziji1/2/3.
Zhangsan say Lisi think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3 likes him1/2/herself3.’
(Chief 1997:43)
Apart from the other problems mentioned, it seems fair to conclude that
the contrast between (38) and (39) argues against Y. Huang’s approach
in a fundamental way.
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5.5 A recent approach: A logophoric operator
Charnavel, Huang, Cole, and Hermon (2017) provide a detailed and
very useful overview of the various approaches to nonlocal binding. It
will not do to summarize their article here. What they argue for is that
a proper understanding of nonlocal binding, including the blocking
effect in languages, like Mandarin, where it obtains will have to be
based on the interplay between syntactic and discourse factors.
In what follows, I will argue that the role of discourse factors in
Mandarin should not be over-estimated. In particular, I will argue that
an approach like the one recently proposed in Charnavel (2020) for
French, will not easily transfer to Mandarin.
Charnavel’s (2020) analysis is nonuniform, like Huang and Liu’s
(2001). It is based on an analysis of nonlocal binding in French. 61
Crucially, she argues that anaphor binding is always local; what appears
to be nonlocal binding is in fact the result of two processes. The first
process is local binding of the anaphor by a silent logophoric operator;
the second process involves control: the operator receives its value from
the long-distance antecedent by a nonobligatory control type
dependency and is anteceded either by an attitude holder or by an
empathy locus. The empathy locus is defined as the event participant
that the speaker empathizes with, that is, identifies with from a sensory
perspective. In contrast with Sells (1987), Charnavel argues that the
notion of logophoricity relevant for exemption [i.e. exemption from the
local binding requirement] should be restricted to mental perspective.
As she puts it, “a crucial interpretive property of exempt anaphors is
61

But note that the French facts on which Charnavel’s analysis is based have been
shown to be incomplete by Marty (2020).
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that they must occur in the domain expressing the first person
perspective of their antecedent” (Charnavel 2020:sec. 2.5).
There are three issues here that must be kept separate. One is whether
nonlocal binding should be understood as exemption from a local
binding requirement,62 and generally requires a nonuniform analysis;
the next is whether the descriptive generalization Charnavel offers is
applicable to Mandarin; the third is whether Charnavel’s general type
of approach provides us with an insightful analysis of the various issues
in Mandarin binding we have identified so far.
On the first issue I can be brief. Zubkov (2018) presents an analysis of
the very intricate patterns nonlocal binding in Russian, which is
uniformly Agree-based (see also Reuland and Zubkov 2020, and also
Reuland 2017c for a uniform analysis of nonlocal binding in Mainland
Scandinavian). So, the answer to this question is negative.63
With respect to the second issue, consider cases like (40):
(40) a. Zhangsan1 zhengqu Lisi2 jiaru zi-ji1
de tuandui.
Zhangsan strive.for Lisi join REFL-self POSS team
‘Zhangsan strives for Lisi to join his team.’
b. Zhangsan1 fangzhi Lisi2 daoyong zi-ji1
de mima.
Zhangsan prevent Lisi steal
REFL-self POSS password
‘Zhangsan prevents Lisi from stealing his password.’
c. Zhangsan1 fangbei
duishou2 gongji zi-ji1.
Zhangsan guard.against competitor attack REFL-self
‘Zhangsan guards against the competitor attacking him.’
62

For the notion of exemption, see the discussion in Chapter 1.
But note that by itself this does not show that Charnavel’s analysis of the French
facts is incorrect.

63
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In all these cases nonlocal binding is fine. In none of the cases is the
nonlocal binder an attitude holder. Thus, in order to be licit it should be
an empathy locus. The question is whether these binders are empathy
loci, and what it means if they are. Charnavel (2020) defines the
empathy locus as follows:
“I define the empathy locus as the event participant that the
speaker empathizes with — that is, identifies with from a sensory
perspective. Empathy loci are thus perceptual centers of
perspective: as opposed to attitude holders (intellectual centers of
perspective), they are not triggered by intensional expressions, but
can occur in nonattitude contexts when the speaker adopts another
individual’s emotional or perceptual point of view. They partially
overlap with Sells’s (1987) notions of Self and Pivot.”
(Charnavel 2020:690)
Charnavel (2020) notes that “[t]he notion of empathy here is a technical
one that is not to be confused with informal notions such as ‘have
sympathy for’ or ‘pity’; in particular, even an event participant toward
whom the speaker has a negative attitude can be an empathy locus”
(Charnavel 2020:fn. 24).
It is quite clear that none of the nonlocal binders in (40) is a locus of
empathy in any realistic sense. So in this respect, these cases go against
the empathy requirement. However, given this separation between
empathy as a technical term and the informal notion, it would be hard
to argue that they are not empathy loci in Charnavel’s sense. In fact, it
is hard to see how any human subject could fail to be an empathy locus.
So, in fact, Charnavel’s (2020) broad definition deprives it from any
empirical content.
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As a matter of fact, it seems that the conditions on long-distance binding
in Mandarin do not go beyond the requirement that the interpretation of
zi-ji must be de se. This is a requirement with clear empirical content.
That is, the fact that such a requirement actually holds is demonstrated
by the following example. Suppose that Zhangsan is sitting at a table to
have his lunch near his colleagues in the canteen. He overhears a
conversation that Lisi, one of his colleagues, criticized a certain
colleague. The speaker knows that indeed Lisi criticized Zhangsan. But
Zhangsan himself is not aware that Lisi criticized him. Then, the
speaker cannot report Zhangsan’s issue as in (41) using zi-ji.
(41) Zhangsani tingshuo Lisij piping le zi-ji*i.
Zhangsan hear
Lisi criticize ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan heard that Lisi criticized him.’
Instead, the pronominal ta should be used; zi-ji can only be used if
Zhangsan is aware that the criticism involved him personally.
Applying Charnavel’s (2020) approach to Mandarin also raises an
empirical problem. As she argues, “plain anaphors must be exhaustively
bound, while exempt anaphors can have partial or split antecedents”
(Charnavel 2020:676). Her analysis is that “[t]he presence of the Oplog
accounts for this property: what we observe is not nonexhaustive
binding of the anaphor, which must in fact be exhaustively bound by
the prolog …, but nonexhaustive coreference (or binding) between prolog
and the apparent overt antecedent(s) of the anaphor. Just like standard
pronouns …, prolog introduced by Oplog can refer to the sum of two
antecedents or to part of an antecedent” (Charnavel 2020:712). It is
illustrated by (42a) having split antecedents, and by (42b) having a
partial antecedent:
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(42) a. Christeli pense qu’ Agnèsk a dit que l’ avenir de son fils
[vP prolog-i+k dépend d’ellesi+k-mêmes et de leurs chers parents].
‘Christeli thinks that Agnesk said that her son’s future
[vP prolog-i+k depends on themselvesi+k and their dear parents].’
(Charnavel 2020:712)
b. Zoéi et Paul font de l’ombre à sai propre fille et à la fille de la
voisine.
‘Zoei and Paul are shading heri own daughter and the neighbor’s
daughter.’
(Charnavel 2020:677)
Mandarin zi-ji, however, neither allows split antecedents nor partial
binding. This is illustrated by the following examples. In (43a), zi-ji can
be nonlocally bound by Zhangsan or Wangwu or locally bound by Lisi
but not bound by their union. In (43b), zi-ji cannot partially be bound
by Zhangsan or Lisi but only allows binding by the plural NPs
Zhangsan he Lisi ‘Zhangsan and Lisi’ or by the local subject Wangwu.
Therefore, the nonlocal binding of zi-ji cannot be mediated by a silent
pronoun, as Charnavel’s approach requires.
(43) a. Zhangsani renwei Wangwuj shuo Lisik xihuan zi-jii/j/k/*i+j.
Zhangsan think Wangwu say Lisi like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu says that Lisi likes him/himself.’
b. [Zhangsani he Lisij]k renwei Wangwul xihuan zi-ji*i/*j/k/l.
Zhangsan and Lisi think Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan and Lisi think that Wangwu like them/himself.’
Moreover, there is a further problem. As Giblin (2016) argues, the
animacy restrictions can be accounted for independently, given that
chains give rise to a de se interpretation. In line with Delfitto and
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Fiorin’s (2008) account, Giblin notes that “[I]n our analysis, longdistance binding also occurs as a consequence of feature sharing and
therefore we predict that the de se interpretation should be available
purely as a consequence of syntactic binding” (Giblin 2016:175).
Importantly, however, as Giblin shows, the subject position is an
exempt position in the sense of Reuland (2011a). In this position, ziji is
interpreted as a logophoric pronominal that yields both the de re and de
se readings.
--de se / de re
(44) a. Zhangsani yiwei zijii de erzi zui congming.
Zhangsan think self DE son most clever
‘Zhangsan thought that self’s son was the cleverest.’
b. Zhangsani yiwei Lisi zui xihuan zijii de erzi. --de se
Zhangsan think Lisi most like
self DE son
‘Zhangsan thought that Lisi liked self’s son most.’
(Giblin 2016:175-176)
This would seem very hard to reconcile with Charnavel’s (2020)
approach to logophoricity and nonlocal binding.
It should be kept in mind that Charnavel (2020) does not claim that her
approach can be directly applied to Mandarin. Nevertheless, she does
embed it in a broader crosslinguistic perspective. It is not unreasonable,
then, to note that just like in the case of Huang and Liu’s (2001)
approach, the binding properties in zi-verb complements are severely
problematic. It is hard to see how an approach along the lines of
Charnavel could be developed so as to account for the facts, as in (45),
where ziji cannot be bound by the matrix subject Zhangsan nor by the
local subject Lisa.
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(45) Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.
Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 thinks that Lisa3 likes him*1/2/herself*3.’
(Chief 1997:43)
Finally, no natural way to account for the blocking effect suggests itself.
All in all, I conclude that there is sufficient reason to pursue an
alternative.
5.6 Summary
As we have seen, none of the approaches we discussed so far provides
a full account of the intricate patterns of nonlocal binding in Mandarin.
Charnavel, Huang, Cole, and Hermon (2017) concluded that the
patterns observed result from an interplay between syntactic and
discourse factors. This seems indeed to be correct. The task is, then, to
determine the precise role of each of these factors. As I will show in the
next section, the Agree-based approach proposed in Giblin (2016)
offers more promise than the other approaches offered so far. This is
why I will discuss it in some detail in the following section.
5.7 A morphosyntactic approach
Recently, Giblin (2016) presented a syntactic analysis of nonlocal
binding in Mandarin and the blocking effect. In Giblin’s approach,
which is inspired by the ideas of Progovac (1992, 1993) and Reuland
(2005, 2011a), ziji is analyzed as a SE-anaphor in the sense of Reinhart
and Reuland (1993). It is underspecified for φ-features. Nonlocal
binding of ziji is syntactically represented by an Agree-type dependency
(Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2008). More specifically, Giblin’s analysis is
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implemented on the basis of the operation of Multiple Agree (Hiraiwa
2001, 2005), subject to a condition of Contiguous Agree (Nevins 2007).
Giblin (2016) shows that the blocking effect in Mandarin exhibits the
same pattern as Person-Case Constraint (PCC) on clitic clusters (Bonet
1991, 1994) and argues that they reflect the same type of mechanism.
In Giblin’s analysis, nothing beyond standard syntactic operations is
needed to account for the binding properties of ziji.
In describing Giblin’s approach, I will have to limit discussion to the
main features.
5.7.1 The PCC
As has been studied in detail by Bonet (1991, 1994), there are
restrictions on possible combinations of case and person features in
clitic clusters, the Person-Case Constraint (PCC). 64 Bonet
distinguishes two types of the PCC: the strong PCC in (46) and the weak
PCC in (48):
(46) The Strong PCC
In a combination of a weak direct object and an indirect object
[clitic, agreement marker or weak pronoun] the direct object has
to be third person.
(Bonet 1991:181-182)
This strong version of the constraint is illustrated in (47), from Catalan,
where a first person dative clitic may be followed by a third person

64

Giblin notes that the observation dates back at least to Meyer-Lübke (1899) who
documented it in Romance.
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accusative clitic, but a first person accusative may not be followed by
third person dative:
(47) Catalan
a. En Josep, me’l va recomanar la Mireia
the Josep, 1st-dat 3rd-acc recommended (3rd) the Mireia
‘She (Mireia) recommended him (Josep) to me’
b. *A en Josep, me li va recomanar la Mireia
to the Josep, 1st-acc 3rd-dat recommended (3rd) the Mireia
‘She (Mireia) recommended me to him (Josep)’
(Bonet 1991:178)
(48) The Weak PCC
In a combination of a weak direct object and an indirect object
[clitic, agreement marker or weak pronoun], if there is a third
person, it has to be the direct object.
(Bonet 1991:181-182)
Thus, the weak PCC expresses a prohibition against a third person
dative clitic cooccurring with a first or second person accusative clitic,
as illustrated in (49):
(49) Catalan
a. En Josep, te’l va recomanar la Mireia
the Josep, 2nd-dat 3rd-acc recommended (3rd) the Mireia
‘She (Mireia) recommended him (Josep) to you’
b. *A en Josep, te li va recomanar la Mireia
to the Josep, 2nd-acc 3rd-dat recommended (3rd) the Mireia
‘She (Mireia) recommended you to him (Josep)’
(Bonet 1991:178-179)
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As Giblin mentions, Anagnostopoulou (2005) provided an influential
analysis of the PCC as a syntactic intervention effect. Anagnostopoulou
provides a compelling argument that the Person Restriction in Icelandic
and the strong PCC are manifestations of the same phenomenon.
Importantly, it reveals the emergence of a PCC effect crossclausally.
Subsequently, Nevins (2007) presented an extensive discussion of the
principles underlying the PCC, analyzing these effects as the result of
restrictions on the operation of Multiple Agree.
5.7.2 Multiple Agree
Anaphor binding typically allows patterns in which one antecedent
binds anaphors in different positions that don’t necessarily c-command
each other. Hence, the dependencies cannot be captured by a sequence
of binary Agree operations. Therefore, it is Multiple Agree, rather than
the original Agree, which underlies Agree-based binding. Multiple
Agree is defined as in (50):
(50) MULTIPLE AGREE:
MULTIPLE AGREE (multiple feature checking) with a single probe
is a single simultaneous syntactic operation; AGREE applies to all
the matched goals at the same derivational point derivationally
simultaneously.
(Hiraiwa 2005:38)
More specifically, in Multiple Agree, a single probe agree with multiple
goals in its c-command domain. This is illustrated in (51), where Probe
(P) agrees with multiple goals (G1 … Gn):
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(51) Multiple Agree

P > G1 > … > Gn

(Hiraiwa 2005:38)
As noted, this Agree relation is subject to a contiguity restriction. This
restriction underlies the analysis of the blocking effect. Giblin argues
that the blocking effect manifests significant similarities to the PCC, to
be illustrated next.
5.7.3 Contiguous Agree
Nevins’s (2007) analysis is based on the idea that clitic clusters arise
due to a probe in the extended V-projection (which Nevins takes to be
v) searching for person features. He proposes a feature system where
syntactic agreement may be relativized to certain values of a feature.
Nevins establishes a set of binary features for person categories. In
particular, a binary feature [rParticipant],65 in which a positive value
represents the fact that the referring expression contains one of the
discourse participants, and another binary feature [rAuthor], where a
positive value denotes that the referring expression is valued as the
author. The details are shown in Table 1 from Nevins (2007:288) for
person specification below:

65

Here the features of [Author] and [Participant] are capticalized since they are from
the cited source.
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(52) Table 1:
a. [+Auth, +Part]
b. [-Auth, +Part]
c. [-Auth, -Part]
d. [+Auth, -Part]

=
=
=
=

1st person
2nd person
3rd person
logically impossible.

Nevins argues that probes may be restricted in their access to values of
a feature (the relativization of the search for a feature) in the following
manner:
(53) For a feature F, a search may be relativized to a domain which
includes all values of F, only the contrastive values of F, or only
the marked values of F.
(Nevins 2007:290)
For the issues under consideration it is sufficient to note that [rAuthor]
is not contrastive in the set of [-Participant] feature but is contrastive
for [+Participant]. The Multiple Agree operation, then, is subject to the
following constraint:66
(54) Contiguous Agree (CA):
There can be no interveners between P and x that are not in the
domain of relativization that includes x.67
(Nevins 2007:291)
The weak PCC arises when the Probe is searching for marked values of
[Participant], that is, the positive values of participant. Configurations
such as <3 1> and <3 2> constitute violations of the Contiguous Agree
66

There is another constraint, namely Matched Values, which, as Giblin (2016) notes,
is irrelevant here.
67
Formally: For a relativization R of a feature F on a Probe P, and xDomain (R(F)),
y, such that y > x and P > y and y  Domain (R(F)) (Nevins 2007:291).
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domain, because a nonmarked value of [Participant] (3rd person)
interrupts the agreement span between the probe and the 1st or 2nd
person clitic.
Regarding the derivation of the Strong PCC, Nevins (2007) proposes
that the probe is seeking contrastive values of [Author]. In particular,
any DP that cannot be both [+Author] and [-Author] will not be in the
domain of relativization of the probe and will thus be an intervener. As
noted above, [Author] is only contrastive for [+Participant] DPs,
therefore, only 3rd person DPs will violate the Contiguous Agree
condition.
5.7.4 The interference patterns for the Weak PCC and for blocking
compared
Giblin observes that the pattern of the blocking effect in the nonlocal
binding of ziji is similar to the pattern shown by the weak PCC. The
patterns are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 below:
(55) Table 2: Interference pattern for Weak PCC
Indirect Object
1
1
2
2
3
3

Direct Object
3
2
1
3
1
2

Weak PCC
√
√
√
√
x
x
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(56) Table 3: Interference pattern for ziji yielding blocking
Highest Subject
Person
1
1
2
2
3
3
(Giblin 2016:80)

Lowest Subject
Person
3
2
1
3
1
2

Ziji
(long distance reflexive)
√
√
√
√
x
x

5.7.5 Giblin’s analysis of binding and the blocking effect
In Giblin’s analysis, the core configuration for the nonlocal binding of
ziji is given in (57). The syntactic structure is built and the matrix C0 is
merged. It is assumed that the matrix C0 has an unvalued [+participant]
feature,68 which it is seeking to value by Multiple Agree. It probes and
is valued by the [+participant] feature on the DPi goal. This value is
then shared with all suitable goals, in particular, the instances of T with
[u-φ] in its c-command domain, subject to the contiguity requirement.
Observe that Giblin crucially assumes that embedded clauses may lack
a C-system, and hence, don’t constitute phases.69 Thus, once the matrix
subject is a match for the C0 -probe’s [+participant] feature, the matrix
T0 and the embedded T0 projections will inherit the [+participant]
feature.

68

Note that in the figures the ‘[+upart]’ stands for an unvalued [+participant] feature.
As noted by Giblin (2016) that since Mandarin lacks overt morphological
agreement on the verbal complex, there is no change to material which has been sent
to PF once the inheritance operation takes place; that is, there is no violation of phasehood.

69
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(57) Figure 3:

(Giblin 2016:144)
It is assumed that the M-features inherited by some T0 do not have to
correspond to the φ-features of its specifier, since T0 lacks overt
agreement morphology in Mandarin. Ultimately, an embedded ziji will
then be valued by its local T0 and end up being bound by the DP that
initially valued the matrix C0. This is illustrated in (58), from Giblin
(2016):
(58) Figure 4:

Giblin (2016:146)
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Crucially, no dependency can be established if the Contiguous Agree
requirement is violated. This is why blocking occurs in configurations
of the type 3>1/2 or with the 3>1>3 pattern. Consider, for instance the
pattern in (30), repeated here as (59):
(59) Xiaomingi renwei woj zhidao Xiaoqiangk bu xiangxin zi-ji*i/*j/k.
Xiaoming think I know Xiaoqiang not trust
REFL-self
‘Xiaoming thinks that I know that Xiaoqiang does not trust
himself.’
It has the structure in (60) (taken from Giblin 2016):
(60) Figure 5:

(Giblin 2016:149)
Here the C0 participant probe cannot value its [+participant] feature
across the [-participant] DP Xiaoming because this violates Contiguous
Agree. It is important that in order to cause a violation of Contiguous
Agree, it is not necessary for some DP to be a subject. It is sufficient
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that it is visible for probing by C0. This is why objects can also cause a
violation of Contiguous Agree as in (61) and (62):
(61) Zhangsani gaosu wo Wangwuk xihuan ziji*i/k.
Zhangsan tell me Wangwu like self
‘Zhangsan told me that Wangwu liked himself.’
(62) Figure 6:

(Giblin 2016:150)
As shown in (62), we can see a [-participant] element intervening in the
path between C0 and wo in violation of Contiguous Agree. As a
consequence, blocking obtains here too. Note that for blocking to occur,
it is necessary that the intervening element is visible for probing by C0.
If it is too deeply embedded, then it is not. Thus, Giblin’s approach
provides a natural way to account for the fact that, in cases like (33b),
repeated in (63), with an occurrence of wo that is more deeply
embedded, blocking does not arise:
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(63) Zhangsani zhidao na-ge zhu zai woj jia de xueshengk xihuan
likes
Zhangsan knows that-CL stay at my house DE student
zijii/*j/k.
self
‘Zhangsan knows that the student who is staying at my house likes
self.’
(Giblin 2016:113)
5.7.6 A further articulation of person features
The present overview can do no more than present the basic ideas and
mechanisms of Giblin’s (2016) approach and some sample derivations.
For cases like [-participant] antecedents and intermediate antecedents,
the general line is the same, although the details obviously differ. There
are also other, more intricate, instances of blocking, as in the 2 > 3 > 1
and 1 > 3 > 2 configurations. These configurations do not allow longdistance binding, even though their matrix subject is a [+participant]
goal. In order to extend his account to such cases, Giblin (2016) adopts
a proposal by Béjar and Rezac (2009), who argue for a further
articulation of the structure of M-features.
More specifically, all persons share some person feature ‘S’ (Béjar and
Rezac’s ‘S’); 1st and 2nd persons are grouped together as [+participant]
excluding 3rd person; a bare [S] feature is interpreted as 3rd person, and
the difference between 1st and 2nd person lies in that the former bears
the [+speaker] feature. Hence, the following entailments hold:
[speaker]→[participant]→[S]. These person specifications are
represented in (64).
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(64) Person specifications
A: Person specifications
3rd
2nd
1st
[S]
[S]
[S]
[participant] [participant]
[speaker]
(Béjar and Rezac 2009:43)

B: Shorthand 1>2>3
3rd
2nd
1st
[3]
[3]
[3]
[2]
[2]
[1]

Furthermore, Béjar and Rezac (2009) propose that the Agree operation
consists of two distinct operations: matching and valuing. They sketch
the Match Requirement as in (65), and the Agree operation as in (66):
(65) Match Requirement:
For a probe segment [uF], a subset [uF’] of [uF] must match.
(66) Assumptions for Agree
a. Each feature that seeks to Agree is active upon being inserted
into the derivation.
b. When a feature [uF] matches with a goal [F’], Agree copies the
feature structure containing [F’] (i.e., all features that entail [F’])
to [F]; this constitutes valuing.
c. An active feature that is locally related to a nonactive feature
(i.e., a feature that stands in the configuration created by [66b])
is no longer active.
(Béjar and Rezac 2009:45)
That is, if a probe is relativized to seek a [participant] feature, it will
have the features [u-3-2] and look for the best match for both of the [3]
and [2] feature segments. Then, the probe will be valued by the goal
that matches its greatest number of features. This is illustrated by the
agreement pattern below:
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(67) a. v
DP
[u3] --- [3]
[u2]

b. v
[u3] --[u2] ---

DP
[3]
[2]
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c. v
DP
[u3] --- [3]
[u2] --- [2]
[1]

(Béjar and Rezac 2009:44)
In (67), the v probe looks for a [+participant] feature, however, the first
goal DP in (67a) bears [3], so the probe and this goal match only for [3],
the [u2] is left (given in bold) to go on probing as an active residue. If
the probe meets a goal with [+participant] to match the [u2], the goal
can match the probe and value it with its M-features as (67b-c).
Giblin (2016) makes use of Béjar and Rezac’s cyclic Agree model to
account for the binding patterns in Mandarin. The derivational steps are
represented as follows:
The matrix C0 is merged and probes for its participant feature [u-3-2].
Upon finding the participant feature in the matrix subject, C0 is valued
and the T0 projections inherit the valued feature from C0. As soon as the
embedded T0 has obtained its features, the T0-V-SE complex will pass
these features to ziji and achieve binding though sharing the features of
the matrix subject. This is illustrated in Figure 7:
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(68) Figure 7

(Giblin 2016:154)
The procedures deriving further cases of nonlocal binding and the
blocking effect are illustrated as follows. First, consider the
configuration 3>3. Giblin shows that in this configuration, Contiguous
Agree is not violated although the probe with feature [u-3-2] cannot
find an exact matching feature. Following Preminger (2014), Giblin
(2016) proposes that the failure of a probe to find the goal that its
features specify does not give rise to ungrammaticality, since the probe
does not have to find a fully matching goal successfully in every
derivation. If the matrix [u-3-2] probe does not find a [3-2] feature, it
will settle for [u-3] under the Match Requirement. Just as in the case of
Figure 7, the [3] feature will be transmitted to the embedded T0
projections, and subsequently be passed on to ziji. Thus, long-distance
binding obtains. The details are shown in Figure 8:
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(69) Figure 8

(Giblin 2016:159)
As we know, with a 3>1/2 >3 configuration in a triclausal sentence, the
blocking effect emerges. As Giblin (2016) notes, this is surprising
because in a 1>3 configuration, nonlocal binding of ziji is possible. The
blocking effect in a 3>1/2 >3 configuration obtains due to the fact that
the matrix [u-3-2] is searching for a 1st or 2nd person feature, which is
subject to Contiguous Agree. As we can see in Figure 9, Contiguous
Agree is violated since C0 does not succeed in valuing its [+participant]
feature by probing the nearest goal, but has to probe further down;
however, once it finds a suitable goal (DPj), the configuration violates
Contiguous Agree, and blocking ensues. Thus, local binding is the only
option for ziji.
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(70) Figure 9

(Giblin 2016:157)
My further discussion based on this model will be presented in Chapter
6.
5.7.7 Local and nonlocal binding
When blocking applies, ziji can still be locally bound, as for instance by
the local subject Wangwu in (71):
(71) Zhangsani renwei woj zhidao Wangwuk xihuan ziji*i/*j/k.
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like self
‘Zhangsan thinks I know Wangwu likes self.’
(Giblin 2016:109)

x3 > x1 > 3

This is one indication that local binding involves a process that is
different from nonlocal binding. Another indication is the absence of
blocking effects in local binding. In Chapter 2, I showed extensive
evidence that zi-ji is complex throughout, hence not a SE-anaphor. This
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evidence included insensitivity to verb class, availability of strict
readings in ellipsis contexts, and availability of statue readings, and the
fact that zi-ji has internal structure and consists of the reflexivizing
prefix zi- and the defective pronominal element -ji.
Giblin is aware of such facts and argues that ziji is ambiguous. In line
with the traditional analysis we discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, Giblin
assumes that ziji is a SE-anaphor, hence simplex, when nonlocally
bound, but a SELF-anaphor, hence complex, when locally bound. In
that sense, Giblin’s approach is nonuniform, like Huang and Liu’s
(2001) and Charnavel’s (2020).
However, Giblin’s analysis is uniform in the sense that no other
components of the grammatical system are involved beyond
morphosyntax, and that only standard syntactic operations are needed
to express the binding properties of ziji. In Chapter 6, we will show that
his analysis of local binding can be improved on. Zi-ji is uniformly
complex. The ‘ambiguity’ of zi-ji reduces to a timing difference in the
way its two components, zi- and -ji interact with the syntactic
environment.
5.8 Conclusion of this chapter and preview of the next
To sum up, in view of the discussions in this chapter, we conclude that
neither the syntactic head movement approach nor the pragmatic
analyses can capture the phenomena of nonlocal binding of ziji and its
blocking effect. As we saw in the preceding section, the approach
presented in Giblin (2016) provides an explicit and straightforward
account of both nonlocal binding and the blocking effect. Its only
drawback is the way it handles local binding. In the next chapter, I
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develop an approach to local binding in Mandarin that is quite
compatible with Giblin’s account of nonlocal binding. I will also
present a detailed analysis of the binding patterns in the complements
of zi-verbs. We will also see how Giblin’s approach can be effectively
integrated with that account.
Let me conclude with a caveat. What I did not discuss is the
fact that under proper discourse conditions zi-ji can be interpreted truly
logophorically and receive a value even without a linguistic antecedent.
I came across one such case in (14b), repeated here as (72):
(72) [Zijii-de xiaohai mei de jiang]-de xiaoxi shi Lisii hen shangxin.
Self’s child not get prize DE news make Lisi very sad
‘The news that hisi child didn’t win the prize made Lisii very sad.’
(Huang and Liu 2001:156)
But such a construal quite regularly obtains (Huang and Tang 1991,
Chen 1992, Yu 1992, Xue, Pollard, and Sag 1994, Pan 1997, 2001,
Pollard and Xue 1998, 2001, Cole, Hermon, and Huang 2006, Y. Huang
2009, Huang, Y. H. Li, and Y. F. Li 2009). In (72), ziji can be valued as
Lisi, but since there is no c-command, Lisi does not bind ziji in the
formal sense (see Chap. 1). However, as noted by, for instance, Pollard
and Xue (1998), such use is restricted. In (73) (Pollard and Xue 1998:
example (8)), ziji cannot be valued as Lisi:
(73) *Zijii de didi

da-le

Lisii.

self DE younger-brother harm-ASP Lisi
‘The younger brother of himselfi hit Lisii.’
(Pollard and Xue 1998:292)
Pollard and Xue propose that reflexives avail themselves of two options
for being related to their antecedents, namely, syntactic binding and
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discourse coreference, where the latter is available when the former is
not. This is in line with Giblin’s remark that “there is a sharp distinction
to be made between the syntactic conditions that license exempt
anaphora and the interpretation of logophoric anaphora. The logophoric
interpretation can arise only when the binding principles do not apply”
(Giblin 2016:34), see the proposal in Reuland (2011a) for Icelandic.
Exploration of the conditions on logophoric interpretation will
be left to future occasions.
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A unified approach to binding in Mandarin
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, we identified two issues that all current approaches to
binding in Mandarin have trouble accounting for. One involves the
contrast between local and nonlocal binding, the other is the behaviour
of the anaphor zi-ji and the pronominal ta in the complements of ziverbs.
To start with the latter, as noted in Chapter 4, there is a class of zi-verbs
that can take a clausal complement (Chief 1997, Y. Liu 2016). These
complements may contain further embedded clausal complements.
Binding of the anaphor zi-ji and the pronominal ta in the complements
of these zi-verbs manifests a curious restriction, illustrated in (1) and
(2), where the subscript l represents a discourse value (the restriction
has been observed independently by Chief 1997):
(1) a. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/*j/*k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
b. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
(Reuland, Wong, and Everaert 2020:808)
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As we can see, the pattern in (1) contrasts with what we find in the
complement of a related non-zi verb, as in (2). In (2a), zi-ji can take any
of the c-commanding subjects as its antecedent, whereas in (1a) the only
possible antecedent is the matrix subject Zhangsan of the verb zi-yiwei
‘REFL-think’. Likewise, while ta ‘him’ can take Zhangsan, Lisi, or a
discourse value as its antecedent in (2b), in (1b) the only option for ta
is the subject of the zi-verb. Crucially, then, the binding of zi-ji or ta in
the complements of zi-verbs exhibits an important restriction.
(2) a. Zhangsani yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/j/k]].
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts
him/himself.’
b. Zhangsani yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/j/*k/l]].
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
Interestingly, the binding properties of zi-ji and ta differ in the context
of 1st or 2nd subject intervention (not noted in Chief 1997). Whereas
binding of zi-ji in these environments is subject to a blocking effect,
binding of ta is not. For example, if we replace Lisi in (3) by the 1st
person pronoun wo ‘I’, yielding (4), Zhangsan is not available as a
binder, and instead Wangwu is chosen.
(3) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/*j/*k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
(4) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [woj zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-ji*i/*j/k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think I know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu trusts himself.’
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The question, then, is: How do we account for the fact that a blocking
effect arises inside the complement of zi-verbs?
As to the contrast between local and nonlocal binding, whereas nonlocal
binding of zi-ji generally shows a blocking effect, when it is locally
bound it does not, as is illustrated in (5):
(5) a. [Zhangsani renwei [woj zhidao [Wangwuk xihuan zi-ji*i/*j/k]]].
Zhangsan think
I know Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself.’
b. Zhangsani xiang wo/ni biaobai
le zi-jii.
Zhangsan to
me/you unburden ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan unburdened himself to me/you.’
Furthermore, in the case of nonlocal binding, the antecedent of zi-ji is
subject to an animacy/awareness requirement, as discussed in Chapter
5, but for local binding, this requirement does not hold.
These facts led Huang and Liu (2001) and Giblin (2016) to hypothesize
that zi-ji’s entry is ambiguous. One of my goals is to show, that, in fact,
no such ambiguity is involved: zi-ji is uniformly complex, consisting of
a reflexivizing element zi- and a deficient pronominal -ji. I will present
a unified approach, based on operations and elements with properties
that have been independently established.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 will discuss the
properties of pronominal binding of ta ‘him’ in the complement of ziprefixed verbs, based on the way in which variable binding interacts
with the properties of zi-. In section 6.3, I will analyze binding of zi-ji
in the domain of zi-, including an explanation of the blocking effect in
this domain. The main issues regarding the contrast between local and
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nonlocal binding of zi-ji will be reviewed in section 6.4. Section 6.5 will
present the theoretical background for the account I develop. In section
6.6, I will provide a unified account for locally and nonlocally bound
zi-ji. The chapter ends with a summary and a further prospect in section
6.7.
6.2 The binding restriction on pronominals in the domain of ziAs is standard for pronominals, the pronominal ta in Mandarin can be
bound or free; much in line with condition B of the canonical binding
theory, it must be free in its coargument domain (see Chap. 1 for
discussion). As expected, it can also occur in the complement of ziprefixed verbs. However, as already indicated in Chapter 4, in this
domain, it shows an interesting restriction. The restriction is illustrated
in (6) with a minimal pair of sentences from Chief (1997), in which the
index 3 stands for a discourse value.
(6) a. Lisi1 renwei Lisa2 xihuan ta1/*2/3.
Lisi think Lisa like he/she/it
‘Lisi1 thinks that Lisa2 likes him1/3/her*2.’
b. Lisi1 zi-ren
Lisa2 xihuan ta1/*2/*3.
Lisi REFL-think Lisa like ta
‘Lisi1 thinks that Lisa2 likes him1/*3/her*2.’
(Chief 1997:41-42)
The pronominal ta in (6a) can be bound by the matrix subject Lisi or
refer to a discourse entity. However, in (6b) it only finds the matrix
subject Lisi as its binder. The question is then how to account for this
constraint.
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6.2.1 Zi- as a ceiling on variable binding (ta)
For a proper perspective on the scope and the nature of the restriction
consider the more complex examples (7) and (8). In (7), the pronominal
ta is obligatorily bound by the subject of the verb zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’;
neither the intermediate subject nor a discourse entity can value the
pronoun.
(7) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
If the zi-verb is itself in an embedded clause, as in (8b), the higher
subject Zhangsan is not allowed as a binder of ta, only the subject of
the zi-prefixed verb Lisi is chosen. This contrasts with a structure
without a zi-verb, such as the minimally different (8a), where only local
binding of ta is excluded (by whatever principles underlie condition B).
(8) a. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 renwei Lisa3 xihuan ta1/2/*3/4.
Zhangsan say Lisi think Lisa like him/her/it
‘Zhangsan says that Lisi thinks that Lisa likes him.’
b. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Lisa3 xihuan ta*1/2/*3/*4.
Zhangsan say Lisi REFL-think Lisa like him/her/it
‘Zhangsan says that Lisi thinks that Lisa likes him.’
This indicates that the zi-prefixed verb restricts binding of ta in its
domain. More specifically, the prefix zi- provides a ceiling on variable
binding of ta. As noted in section 6.1, binding of zi-ji shows a similar
effect. The question is now how this effect is achieved. Chief (1997)
offers the following suggestion:
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“…transitive reflexive verbs alter the referential properties of both
reflexives and pronouns. …when occurring in the complement of
the transitive reflexive verbs …ziji and ... ta have the same
referential properties”
(Chief 1997:40).
However, this suggestion leaves open the question of how this alteration
would happen. Moreover, unlike what Chief states, ta and zi-ji don’t
become fully identified in this environment. Within the complement of
a zi-verb, zi-ji shows a blocking effect, as we saw in examples (3) and
(4), whereas ta does not:
(9) a. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
b. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Woj zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think I know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu trusts him.’
We will first discuss the ceiling on binding of ta, and then return to
binding of zi-ji and the blocking effect.
6.2.2 The postcyclic nature of pronominal binding
In order to understand the way in which zi- affects the binding of ta, it
is good to make explicit that pronominal binding is not encoded in
morphosyntax (narrow syntax in the sense of Chomsky 1995 and
subsequent work). Although it is sensitive to structure, in the form of
the c-command requirement on variable binding (Reinhart 1983), it is
not sensitive to requirements of locality (except for the negative
requirement of condition B). Specifically, it is not sensitive to standard
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island conditions and phasal domains (see, e.g., Reuland 2018b),
consider (10):
(10) a. Every politiciani hoped that the ballot would show that the voters
elected himi.
b. Every politiciani wonders who will come first after the voters
reject himi.
The pronominal him can be bound by the matrix subject ‘every
politician’ regardless of the fact that they are separated by a number of
phase boundaries, given a standard conception of phases (Chomsky
2001 and subsequent work). Moreover, the choice of a binder is not
determined within narrow syntax. For instance, in (11) the pronominal
he can be bound by every boy, a friend, or every man, or stay free.
(11) [Every man asked [a friend [PRO to inform [every boy [that he
would be in danger]]]]].
By itself this is not surprising. The relation between an expression like
every man and the pronominal it binds is fundamentally different from
the relation between a wh-operator and the variable it binds, for
example. In the latter case the dependency is obligatory: the operator
has to find a variable to bind. A quantificational expression like every
man need not find a pronominal to bind, nor does a pronominal like him
need to find an antecedent that binds it. This is the same in Mandarin.
In an example like (12), Zhangsan and Lisi both qualify as binders of
the pronominal ta, but it can also stay free and receive a discourse value.
(12) Zhangsani yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/j/*k/l]].
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
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All this will suffice to demonstrate the postcyclic nature of variable
binding. It raises nontrivial questions for the conception of phases, but
I will not pursue these here.
6.2.3 The role of zi- and economy effects
Let us return, then, to the question of how the presence of zi- restricts
pronominal binding, as in (13), repeated from (7), starting with a
recapitulation of the discussion in Chapter 4.
(13) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, I assume that zi- is an operator on the
verb it is construed with, which identifies two variables in the latter’s
argument structure, as in (14).
(14) a. V: λx. λy (Vθ1,θ2 x, y)
b. zi-V: λx. (V[θ1,θ2] x)
As discussed there, the effect of zi- is as given in (15), based on the
definition of a reflexive operator in Keenan (1988):
(15) a. zi- is an operator like REFL in (15b) applying to a two-place
predicate R (= a relation between atomic entities) and
generating a one-place predicate over sets A of atomic entities:
b. REFL: = λR. λA. x ęA [R (x, x)]
(see Keenan 1988)
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This definition also applies to complex expressions (see also Reuland,
Wong, and Everaert 2020). If so, the binding pattern of (13) can be
accounted for along the following lines.
Consider then the case in (13), in which the pronominal ta is free in the
object position of xinren ‘trust’ before the merging of zi- to the verb
yiwei ‘think’. The fact that it is free must be visible at the root. The
corresponding logical syntax representation is given in (16):
(16) λy. (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren y])
In the derivation, the zi-operator is merged to the vP, independently
from the verb. Thus, the formation of a ‘zi-verb’ takes place at Phonetic
Form (PF). Merging the verb-form yiwei ‘think’ without the
reflexivizing prefix zi- yields (17), where the y-variable is the logical
syntax representation of the pronominal ta.
(17) λx. λy. (yiwei (x, (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren y])))
When the zi-operator is merged to the vP, it has an expression in its
scope with two variables that are free within its scope. This satisfies the
condition for its application in (15); consequently, the variables are
identified, yielding (18):
(18) a. zi- [λx. λy. (yiwei (x, (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren y])))] Æ
b. λx. [zi-yiwei (x, (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren x]))]
Hence, a one-place expression is derived, as required. Local identity is
successfully avoided (see the discussion of IDI in Chap. 1), since the
complement structure itself represents complexity, much like the
protection strategy for licensing reflexivity discussed in Chapter 1 (see
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(19) below, but here with all the intervening structure functioning as
protection, as in (20)). Therefore, the representation does not violate
nondistinctness and is licensed.
(19) DP (λx (Vθ1, θ2 (x, [MORPH x ])))
(20) DP (λx (Vθ1, θ2 (x, [………[VP V x ]])))
Once the subject Zhangsan is merged, as in (13), repeated in (21), it
undergoes QR and ends up as the binder, as in (22) (see Chap. 4).
(21) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren tai/*j/*k/*l]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust him/her/it
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
(22) (Zhangsan (λx. (zi-yiwei (x, (Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren x])))))
However, as noted in Chapter 4, we should also derive that the closer
binder Lisi is not available for ta as in (21).
This is a consequence of the fact that, during the syntactic derivation,
variables stay free, given the postsyntactic and postcyclic nature of
binding by DP-antecedents, as discussed in the preceding section. The
zi-operator, however, is crucially different from a DP as a potential
binder. Whereas the latter does not ‘need’ to find a variable to bind, the
zi-operator’s definition requires it to look for a pair of variables to
operate on. This requirement is encoded as part of its morphosyntactic
properties, which makes its operation part of the cycle. QR is a covert
syntactic operation and leaves a variable that is visible for the
computation. So, upon the merger of the prefix zi- to a structure with a
pronominal as a free variable and a variable left by QR, the condition
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for its application is met. Thus, zi-’s operation identifies the pronominal
variable with the external argument variable of the verb.70
This is consistent with an economy preference of syntactic processes
over accessing the interpretation system (an idea going back to Reinhart
1983 and Grodzinsky and Reinhart 1993, and further discussed in
Reuland 2001, 2011a; see also Koornneef and Reuland 2016 for a
processing perspective), which assures that morphosyntactic encoding
of a dependency, as in the case of zi-, takes precedence over (‘bleeds’)
interpretive processes of (co)reference assignment and variable binding.
6.3 The binding restriction on zi-ji in the domain of ziIn Reuland, Wong, and Everaert (2020), essentially the same logic was
applied to the binding of zi-ji in the complement of zi-verbs. However,
as was noted there, binding of zi-ji shows a blocking effect, unlike
binding of ta. The precise implementation was left open, though, under
the assumption that Giblin’s (2016) account of blocking would carry
over. In this section, it will be shown how it does, given the specific
assumption that morphosyntactically zi- is a probe. But let us first
reconsider the pattern zi-ji shows apart from blocking configurations.
6.3.1 Zi- as a ceiling on variable binding (zi-ji)
Consider examples (23) and (24), containing zi-ji in the complement of
the zi-prefixed verb:

70

As discussed in Chapter 2: example (43) zi-verbs don’t allow strict readings under
ellipsis.
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(23) Lisi1 zi-ren
Lisa2 xihuan ziji1/*2.
Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Lisi1 thinks that Lisa2 likes him1/herself*2’
(Chief 1997:41)
(24) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/*j/*k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
In these examples, zi-ji in the embedded object position is obligatorily
bound by the subject of the zi-Vs zi-ren ‘REFL-think’ and zi-yiwei
‘REFL-think’. In all such cases neither the intermediate nor the local
subject qualify as binders.
If the zi-verb is itself in an embedded clause, as in (25b), both the higher
subject and local subject are disallowed as binders of ziji; the only
choice is the subject of the zi-verb, Lisi. See the contrasts in the minimal
pair below:
(25) a. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 renwei Lisa3 xihuan ziji1/2/3.
Zhangsan says Lisi think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says that Lisi2 considers that Lisa3 likes
him1,2/herself3.’
b. Zhangsan1 shuo Lisi2 zi-ren
Lisa3 xihuan ziji*1/2/*3.
Zhangsan says Lisi REFL-think Lisa like self
‘Zhangsan1 says
him*1,2/herself*3.’
(Chief 1997:43)

that

Lisi2

thinks

that

Lisa3

likes

Thus, here too, the zi-operator provides a ceiling for the binding domain
of zi-ji.
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6.3.2 The blocking effect in the complement of zi-verbs
However, unlike ta, zi-ji is subject to the blocking effect, also when it
is contained in the complement of a zi-V. So, as we saw before, if we
replace Lisi by the 1st person pronoun wo ‘I’ in (26), yielding (27), in
which Zhangsan is not available as a binder, Wangwu is chosen instead.
(26) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Lisij zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-jii/*j/*k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think Lisi know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
(27) Zhangsani zi-yiwei [woj zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-ji*i/*j/k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think I know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu trusts himself.’
Then, the question is: How do we account for the fact that a blocking
effect arises inside the complement of zi-verbs? As discussed in Chapter
5, according to Giblin (2016), in other contexts binding of zi-ji is
effected by the matrix C0 probing for a [+participant] feature. The fact
that the matrix subject in cases like (25b) is not available as a binder for
the embedded zi-ji shows that it cannot probe down into the
complement of a zi-verb. So, in fact, the prefix zi- must create its own
binding domain.
The existence of blocking in the complement of zi-verbs entails that
there must be a configuration as in (28),71 in which Contiguous Agree
is violated:

71
The notations [phi] stands for a φ-feature and the [uval] represents an unvalued
feature.
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(28) [ probe
[ phi
[………..wo………..[ zi-ji]]]]
[uval +participant] [-participant]
[+participant] [uval]
Thus, the question arises: What is the probe and where is it located?
The following considerations narrow down the possibilities: (i) It
cannot be a C0 within the domain of the zi-V, since (a) the highest
subject of the complement cannot bind zi-ji; (b) wo ‘I’ as the highest
subject of the complement causes blocking. (ii) It cannot be a C0 of the
clause of which the zi-verb is the main verb, since it is unclear how its
presence could be guaranteed. (iii) It must probe down to find zi-ji since
if it would not probe down, Contiguous Agree would not be violated
and blocking would not obtain.
In view of these considerations, it seems that the only candidate is ziitself. Thus, I propose that zi- is a probe looking for a [+participant]
feature, but zi- must also be a reflexivizer, taking a variable resulting
from a pronoun like ta in the position of zi-ji as an argument to identify,
as discussed in section 6.2.3. In particular, I hypothesize that (i)
morphosyntactically zi- is a probe unvalued for [+participant]; since ziis merged separately from the verb to which it attaches, it scopes over
the complement clause, as in (29); (ii) in logical syntax it is a
reflexivizer.
variable left by QR
(29) [ zi- probe
[uval +participant, π]

[ vbl
blphi

Verbb [TP……
………..….. [zi-ji]]]]
[-participant, π]
[uval]
zi
zi-verb
verb with zi
zi- not yet attached
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So zi- looks for a [+participant] feature, but if it cannot find one, it will
be content with [π] to establish a chain, in line with the Multiple Agree
analysis in Giblin (2016), based on Béjar and Rezac’s (2009) feature
system, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Thus, assuming that the subject of the zi-verb is first merged in spec vP,
zi- is located in such a position that this subject (here Zhangsan) is the
closest NP in zi-’s c-command domain and serves as a goal to value it,
entirely parallel to the C0 probe in Giblin’s analysis of root clause. The
anaphor zi-ji enters into a chain with the zi- probe and ends up being
bound by the subject of the zi-verb. This is illustrated in (30):
(30) …[zi-probe [Zhangsanphi yiwei [TP Lisi zhidao [Wangwu xinren [zi-ji]]]]].
[uval +participant, π] [-participant, π] [-participant, π] [-participant, π] [uval]

The blocking effect follows along the same lines as in Giblin’s analysis
for root clause. When zi- attempts the formation of an Agree chain, it
violates Contiguous Agree if wo ‘I’ or ni ‘you’ intervenes. This is
illustrated in (31):
(31) …[zi- probe [Zhangsanphi yiwei [TP wo zhidao [Wangwu xinren [zi-ji]]]]].
[uval +participant, π] [-participant, π] [+participant, π] [-participant, π] [uval]

|__________________________|
violation of Contiguous Agree

Given that zi- operates within the cycle, the C0 of the highest clause
cannot probe into its domain. Note that its syntactic effect here matches
with its semantics. Both in the case of zi-ji and in the case of ta, zi- turns
a relation into a property. If there is no zi-ji in its domain, zi- ‘waits’
until it sees a free variable it can operate on.
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6.3.3 Why complements of zi-verbs lack intermediate binders of
zi-ji
As we saw, the fact that the binding of zi-ji in the complement of ziverbs shows a blocking effect can be accounted for under the
assumption that zi- serves as a probe, mediating a binding dependency
between the subject of the zi-verb and zi-ji by Multiple Agree, subject
to contiguity. However, we should also derive that the intermediate
subjects Lisi and Wangwu in (30) do not qualify as possible binders for
zi-ji. In this respect, binding within the complements of zi-verbs differs
from binding governed by the root C0, where intermediate antecedents
are allowed. Here Giblin (2016:155-156, example (67)) argues for
optionality: if more than one DP fulfills the matching requirements,
either one may be selected as the antecedent. What this comes down to
saying is that the system determines a set of possible derivations. Which
derivation is actually used is determined by postsyntactic principles. In
this respect, then, the case of zi-ji is not fundamentally different from
the case of ta. From the options allowed by the Agree-system only one
is compatible with the interpretive requirements of zi-, namely the one
leaving zi-ji free up to the top of the complement, where zi- can apply.
Thus, at the point where zi- merges, the relevant variable is free, and zican identify it with the variable of the subject of the zi-verb.
Note, nevertheless, one curious further fact. The effect of blocking is
that the variable is not free for binding beyond the position where
blocking emerges, and in fact is bound by the local subject. The result
is a complement to the zi-verb without a free variable. The question is,
then, what effect this has on interpretation. Interestingly, such cases are
indeed observed, not only with a bound anaphor, as in (32a), but even
without an open expression at all, as in (32b).
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(32) a. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [woj zhidao [Wangwuk xinren zi-ji*i/*j/k]].
Zhangsan REFL-think I know Wangwu trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu trusts himself.’
b. Zhangsani zi-yiwei [Wangwuk xinren Lisi].
Zhangsan REFL-think Wangwu trust Lisi
‘Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu trusts Lisi.’
The result is an intriguing interpretive effect: in such cases, the zi-verb
expresses counterfactuality of the complement. This reflects
reflexivization in a different vein: Zhangsan’s thinking is shared only
by himself.72
6.4 Revisiting the contrast between local and nonlocal binding of
zi-ji
In Chapter 5, I provided an extensive discussion of the various
approaches to binding of zi-ji in the literature. As we saw, there are two
striking differences between local and nonlocal binding of zi-ji. One is
that nonlocal binding shows a blocking effect, whereas local binding
does not; witness the contrast in (5), repeated here as (33):
(33) a. [Zhangsani renwei [woj zhidao [Wangwuk xihuan zi-ji*i/*j/k]]].
Zhangsan think
I know Wangwu like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself.’

72

Note now that in cases like (26), the system does in fact provide derivations in
which an intermediate subject acts as the binder of zi-ji. In these derivations, however,
the conditions for zi- to act as a reflexivizer are not met. Such derivations, however,
do not crash, as (32) shows, nor are they cancelled. So, a possibility to consider is that
the counterfactuality interpretation is just so marginal that it is only considered if all
other interpretations fail. Exploring this possibility will have to be left for another
occasion, though.
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b. Zhangsani xiang wo/ni biaobai le zi-jii.
Zhangsan to
me/you unburden ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan unburdened himself to me/you.’
The other is that in the case of nonlocal binding, the antecedent must be
animate, even aware, whereas this requirement does not apply in the
case of local binding, as illustrated in (34):73
(34) Fengchei butingde zhuandong zi-jii.
windmill constantly turn
REFL-self
‘The windmill constantly turns itself.’
As we saw, based on such contrasts, Huang and Liu (2001) propose a
nonuniform analysis of ziji. They argue that it is a logophor when
nonlocally bound, and an anaphor subject to condition A of the CBT
when it is locally bound. Charnavel (2020) presents this as a general
perspective on the contrast between local and nonlocal binding. In a
different vein, the approach in Giblin (2016), is also nonuniform, since
he argues that ziji is a SE-anaphor (Reinhart and Reuland 1993), hence
simplex, when nonlocally bound, but a SELF-anaphor, hence complex,
when locally bound.
Although it is based on a dual lexical entry, Giblin’s approach is
uniform in the sense that no other components of the grammatical
system are involved beyond morphosyntax and only standard syntactic
operations are needed to express the binding properties of ziji. Dual
lexical entries are problematic with respect to general theoretical and
73

See also Pan’s (2001:287) example in (i) below:
(i) [Meige gongyuan]i dou you (ta)-zijii de tedian.
every-CL park
all have (it)-self DE special-feature
‘Every park has its (own) special feature.’
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acquisitional considerations and by incorporating an approach
developed in Reuland, Wong, and Everaert (2020), I will show that
there is in fact no need to postulate a dual lexical entry for zi-ji and that
a single lexical entry suffices. In what follows, I assume, as established
in Chapter 2, that zi-ji is uniformly complex. The ‘ambiguity’ of zi-ji
reduces to a timing difference in the way its two components, zi- and ji interact with the syntactic environment.
6.5 Deriving the difference
We now derive the difference between local and nonlocal zi-ji, given
that zi-ji is uniformly complex. In this analysis, the -ji-part acts as the
(defective) pronominal head of the expression. It is the element that
corresponds to the uval element in Giblin’s derivations and ends up
being valued via C0 (or the zi- probe in the derivations in the present
chapter). Zi- is a reflexivizing element, identifying two argument
variables of the expression it applies to, along the lines discussed in
section 6.2.3.
6.5.1 Theoretical background
As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the properties of zi-ji that sets it apart
from SE-anaphors is that it allows proxy-readings. This can now be
derived by modeling the analysis of zi-ji on Reuland and Winter’s (2009)
analysis of English himself. As noted there, it is a standard property of
pronouns that they allow a proxy-interpretation (Safir 2004, Reuland
and Winter 2009). In Reuland and Winter’s analysis, modifying a
proposal by Jacobson (1999), nonreflexive pronouns, instead of simply
denoting the identity function on entities, type (ee), are taken to denote
a function from entities to entities that take a relation (such as the
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‘stands for’ relation) as a parameter, a ‘Skolem function’, as defined in
(35):
(35) Skolem function
A function f of type (ee) with a relational parameter R is a Skolem
function if for every entity x: R (x, fR (x)) holds.
(Reuland and Winter 2009:73)
Reuland and Winter provide a decompositional semantics of <pron>self,
in which the self-relation replaces the contextually given proxy-relation
(PR) of the bare pronoun. SELF reflexivizes the verb by covert
movement (incorporation, Reinhart and Reuland 1991, Reuland 2011a).
Formally, Reuland and Winter (2009) account for the proxyinterpretation of English himself by a derivation in which self
contributes a proxy relation to the nonreflexive element him through
Jacobson’s Z function in its “proxied” form in (36), yielding (37):
(36) ZPR = λR.λf. λx. R (x, fPR (x))
(37) ZSELF (Verb)(him) = ZSELF (Verb )(f ) = λx. Verb (x, fSELF (x ))
=λx.x Verb-ed one of x’s SELF-proxies
(by definition of f as a Skolem function)
Note that (37) achieves the same as the definition of the reflexive
operator in (15) above; it reflexivizes the predicate it applies to.
However, the formalization given here makes the proxy-interpretation
transparent, unlike the definition in (15), since a relation results
between x and f(x), such that ||f(x)|| stands proxy for ||x||.
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When self doesn’t move onto the verb (in ‘exempt positions’), English
himself allows another option, namely for self to directly compose with
him, leading to the nonlocal, ‘pronominal’ interpretation of himself. For
example, as indicated in (38), here moving self onto the verb invited is
disallowed, since this would violate the coordinate structure constraint.
As a result, only the option of directly composing self with the pronoun
him remains, which gives rise to the analysis of himself in (39):
(38) Max boasted that the queen invited [Lucie and himself] for a drink.

(39) himself=fself=a function mapping every entity x to one of its proxies
in self (x)
6.5.2 The interpretation of Mandarin ziReuland and Winter’s (2009) analysis carries over to Mandarin zi-ji,
with zi- = self and -ji =him, with the proviso that -ji, unlike him, is
feature deficient (as we saw in Chap. 2). Thus, one option is for zi-ji to
reflexivize a predicate by the zi-component composing with the
predicate through covert movement, yielding local binding, as in (40a),
represented more abstractly as (40b):
(40) a. Zhangsan xiang ni biaobai le zi-ji. ÆZS xiang ni [(zii)[biaobai]] zii-ji
Zhangsan to you unburden ASP REFL-self
‘Zhangsan unburdened himself to you.’
b. [V [xiang ni] zi-ji] = λx. (λy. (Vθext, θint (x, [xiang ni] θgoal, zi-y)))
Æ λx. (zi-(Vθext, θint (x, …, fzi (x))))

The zi-operator represents a blind process identifying two variables in
the predicate — here, those corresponding to the internal and external
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θ-roles. It does not ‘see’ the arguments, only the variables.
Consequently, whatever consciousness properties the arguments could
have would not be visible to the operation and hence can play no role
(for the sake of concreteness, (40) shows how identification applies
after the goal role has been saturated). Thus, the local anaphoric
dependency in (40) is not mediated through Agree and therefore is also
insensitive to φ-features and blocking. Finally, the process leaves zi-ji
as a syntactic and semantic argument; hence, as discussed in Chapter 2,
object comparison will be possible just like with English himself. This
is illustrated in the following example:
(41) Zhangsan baohu zi-ji
shengyu Lisi.
Zhangsan protect REFL-self better.than Lisi
‘Zhangsan protects himself better than Zhangsan protects Lisi.’
(Object comparison)
When the alternative of directly composing <pron> with <self> is
applied to Mandarin zi-ji, that is, composing zi- with -ji, this yields a
pronoun-type interpretation, allowing a proxy interpretation. Under this
option, zi-ji is interpreted as in (42):
(42) zi-ji = fzi- = a function mapping every entity x to one of its proxies
in zi-(x)
Clearly, zi-ji, as represented in (42), is not a reflexivizer. Since -ji is φfeature defective and heads the expression, its defectiveness will be
inherited by zi-ji as a whole. It will, therefore, be visible for probing and
chain formation along the lines discussed by Giblin (2016), and
consequently will show blocking in environments where Contiguous
Agree is violated.
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Given (40) and (42), zi- has the same semantics in both the local and
the nonlocal cases, obviating the ambiguity approach of Huang and Liu
(2001) and Giblin (2016). The difference resides in what element the
instruction associated with its semantics applies to.
6.6 Explaining the contrast between local and nonlocal binding as
a timing difference
As demonstrated, the binding properties of zi-ji follow from the
interaction of zi-ji’s components with other grammatical factors. That
is, both ways of interpreting zi-ji involve elements and operations
within the syntactic system, namely covert movement of zi- for local
binding, as in (40), and Multiple Agree, accessing and valuing -ji for
nonlocal binding. As a consequence, there is no economy preference
between the two options (see the references cited in sec. 6.2.3 to the
effect that economy privileges syntactic processes over accessing the
interpretation system). Zi-ji differs in this from himself. For himself the
option with self-movement involves syntax, as discussed in Chapter 1,
but if self-movement cannot apply, the interpretation is governed by the
properties of the other element, namely him. But him is a pronominal,
and its interpretation is not syntactically encoded. Hence, the choice
between the two strategies is subject to economy, with a preference for
self-movement. This operation, therefore, takes precedence, and
exemption effects are observed.
Briefly, in the case of English himself, there is an asymmetry, but in the
case of Mandarin zi-ji, no asymmetry is expected. Consequently, the
choice between the Agree-based dependency and the zi-movementbased dependency is optional.
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This touches on the general issue of optionality in anaphoric
dependencies. In the case of pronominal binding, optionality seems
unavoidable but is theoretically unproblematic, since it is nonsyntactic
and postcyclic, as presented in section 6.2.2. For zi-ji, the choice of
antecedent is optional as well, although this dependency is syntactic.
Here, Giblin (2016) assumes, as we discussed, that syntax makes
available a set of derivations, with the choice determined by
nonsyntactic factors. The same reasoning, then, applies here. There is
no economy preference for one derivation over the other, so both are
possible, and which interpretation is chosen is determined by
extragrammatical factors.
Under certain conditions, however, only local binding is available. As
explained above, given the structure [V zi-ji], the next step can either
be: i) zi- composes with -ji as (cf. 42), or ii) zi- composes with V (cf.
40). The result of i), however, will be interpreted as binding only if it is
in the domain of a suitable probe: a derivation with zi- applying to -ji
only converges if -ji is covalued with the local T0 under Agree. If an
Agree chain cannot be formed due to a violation of Contiguity, the
alternative of zi- applying to the verb remains, yielding local binding.
6.7 Summary and a further prospect
We have seen that the anaphor zi-ji is complex, consisting of a
reflexivizing prefix zi- and a pronominal stem -ji. This considerably
simplifies the grammar of binding in Mandarin and eliminates a
challenge to Reuland’s (2011a) approach as discussed in Chapter 2. The
local and nonlocal binding properties of zi-ji result from zi- either
reflexivizing the verb that zi-ji is an argument of, or taking ji- as an
argument, inheriting the visibility of -ji for probing. This allows
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nonlocal binding, along the lines of Giblin (2016). We discussed curious
binding patterns involving clausal complements of zi-verbs and showed
how Giblin’s account of blocking carries over to what I assume about
the way that, like C0, zi- also acts as a probe. The ‘ambiguity’ of zi-ji
reduces to a timing difference in the way its two components interact
with the syntactic environment.
This result allows us to revisit the issue of the variation observed in the
binding possibilities of ta zi-ji, and offer some suggestions for an
account. As noted, whereas for most of the literature ta ziji must be
locally bound, for Y. Huang and H. Pan it also allows nonlocal binding.
Clearly ta zi-ji is polymorphemic, and therefore is expected to allow
local binding, since its complexity licenses reflexivity. For the speakers
who don’t allow nonlocal binding, ta zi-ji must be also an enforcer of
reflexivity, that is, it must be ‘supercomplex anaphor’ as discussed in
Chapter 2 (with respect to Indonesian dirinya versus dirinya sendiri in
sec. 2.5.3.). See for instance Reuland (2011a) for a proposal how such
behaviour can be derived from the properties of the component parts
and the way they interact. To account for the fact that for some speakers
ta ziji does not enforce reflexivity it is sufficient to assume that for such
speakers the structure is built up differently: ta is the head and ziji is
adjoined as an intensifier (see H. Pan 1999 for such a suggestion for the
contrastive use of ta ziji). If so, nonlocal binding will be possible and
no blocking is expected. H. Pan reports that noncontrastive ta ziji is
subject to blocking. This would follow if in this use not ta, but the
defective element -ji is the head. Systematic or individual variation
within a language raises many intriguing questions, but I cannot pursue
these here. Although a discussion of details has to wait for another
occasion, it seems plausible that no global differences are involved, but
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that the variation can be derived from simple differences in the way the
components of ta zi-ji interact.
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Summary and Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
Much of the current discussion of binding in Mandarin focuses on the
principles underlying nonlocal binding of the anaphor ziji. More
specifically, the discussion concentrates on the fact that nonlocal
binding by a 3rd person antecedent is prohibited if there is a 1st or 2nd
person pronoun on the path between ziji and its envisaged antecedent,
(the ‘blocking effect’), and on the differences between local and
nonlocal binding of ziji.
This dissertation introduces another major issue not discussed in the
theoretical literature (for instance, Charnavel et al 2017): the role of the
verbal prefix zi- in the anaphoric system of Mandarin (noted by Chief
1997, 1998).
7.2 Summary of the chapters
The observation that zi- is a morpheme with an identifiable semantic
contribution provides the basis for the hypothesis that the anaphor zi-ji
has to be complex, rather than simplex — in contrast to the virtual
consensus in the literature (Chapter 2). The application of a number of
tests shows that this hypothesis is indeed borne out. Unlike simplex
anaphors, such as Dutch zich or Scandinavian sig/seg, but like their
complex counterparts, for instance, Dutch zichzelf, and so on, zi-ji
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shows insensitivity to verb class and allows proxy-readings as well as
object comparison under ellipsis. Mandarin zi-ji, then, is structurally
complex, being composed of a reflexivizing element zi- and a defective
pronominal stem -ji. This complexity entails that zi-ji can license
reflexivity by protection, in line with Reuland (2011a); in contrast to
what would have been expected under the traditional analysis of ziji as
a simplex anaphor. Since zi-ji allows both local and nonlocal binding,
it qualifies as a semireflexive in the sense of Volkova (2014, 2017), as
discussed in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, it has been shown that zi- functions as an operator on
argument structure in the formation of reflexive verbs, identifying two
argument variables. A systematic overview of how zi- combines with
verbs from different classes shows that zi- as a reflexivizer
detransitivizes the verb it applies to, effecting bundling in the sense of
Reinhart and Siloni (2005), and is restricted to Agent-Theme verbs as
one would expect under that approach.
Zi- also operates on a class of verbs taking clausal complements
(Chapter 4). Instead of identifying two argument variables of the verb,
it identifies the external argument variable of the verb with a free
variable in the complement. It is shown that this does not require any
difference in assumptions: it is the same operation applied in a different
environment. This explains a highly curious and hitherto mysterious
binding pattern: the pronominal ta in the complement of such a zi-verb
must be bound by the subject of that verb; the same applies to zi-ji in
the complement unless a blocking effect interferes.
The need for a more complete picture led to a detailed
investigation of the nature of the dependency between zi-verbs and their
clausal complements. The following restrictions obtain: zi-Vs with
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clausal complements are all atelic and can occur in the past and present
tense but not in the future tense. However, no evidence was found for
clause union.
For a proper perspective on the challenges the analysis of ziji faces, a
number of influential approaches have been reviewed (Chapter 5).
These include the syntactic head movement approach along the lines of
Cole, Hermon, and Sung (1990) and Cole and Sung (1994), the
pragmatic approach by Yan Huang (2009, 2016), and the mixed
approach by Huang and Liu (2001), which posits different mechanism
for local and nonlocal binding; see also Charnavel (2020). These
approaches were all shown to have significant drawbacks, and, most
importantly, none of them turned out to be able to account for the
binding pattern in the complements of zi-verbs. The conclusion was that
the Agree-based approach by Giblin (2016) is best equipped to provide
an explicit and principled account of both nonlocal binding of ziji and
the blocking effect it shows and can be straightforwardly integrated
with an account of the binding pattern in the complements of zi-verbs.
Giblin’s approach is based on the operation of Multiple Agree
(Hiraiwa 2001, 2005). The root clause is headed by a C0 probe which is
unvalued for a [+participant] feature, which it seeks to value. Once
valued by the nearest goal (the local subject), Multiple Agree causes
this value to be shared with the other accessible goals in its domain,
leading to the valuation of ziji. Consequently, ziji ends up in a feature
chain with the valuing goal and is bound by the latter. Based on the
similarity between the configuration leading to the blocking effect and
the Person Case Constraint (PCC) on clitic configurations (Bonet 1991,
1994), Giblin (2016) extends the analysis of the PCC in Nevins (2007)
to the blocking effect. Essentially, when a probe seeks to value a
[+participant] feature by a 1st or 2nd person pronoun and is separated
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from these by a [-participant] 3rd person expression, Nevins’s condition
that Agree be contiguous is violated, and Agree does not take place.
In Chapter 6, I have shown how this analysis carries over to blocking
in the complement of zi-verbs, under the assumption that the element
zi- scopes over the complement and acts as a probe with an unvalued
[+participant] feature, in a manner comparable to the matrix C0.
The primary drawback of Giblin’s approach is the assumption that ziji
is ambiguous: being a SE-anaphor in the case of nonlocal binding and
a SELF-anaphor in the case of local binding. The approach to local
binding in Mandarin provided in this dissertation resolves that issue.
The contrast between local and nonlocal binding of zi-ji reduces to a
timing difference involving the access to its constituents interacting
with the syntactic environment. Either zi- first reflexivizes the verb,
leaving -ji as the pronominal source of the variable to be bound, or zifirst composes with -ji (Reuland and Winter 2009), with the result
acting as a simplex anaphor inheriting -ji’s properties, including
defectiveness and visibility for probing. All in all, there is no qualitative
difference in the mechanisms used for local and nonlocal binding, since
both are part of narrow syntax.
7.3 Conclusion
From a more general perspective the result is that the system of
Mandarin fits in with a crosslinguistically well-established pattern of
anaphoric systems. Mandarin has a verbal reflexivizing affix zi-, a
(complex) semireflexive zi-ji, and a supercomplex anaphor ta zi-ji,
which is local (Chapter 1). Like other anaphoric systems, it shows
complementarity between anaphors and bound 3rd person pronouns, but
only in the coargument domain.
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Searches were carried out on (i) the Xiandai Hanyu Cixi — Xiandai
Hanyu Dongci Cidian [the Modern Mandarin Chinese Dictionaries
Series — Modern Mandarin Chinese Verbs Dictionary] (published by
Zhongguo Guoji Guangbo Chubanshe [China International Radio
Press], Beijing); (ii) the Xiandai Hanyu Yufa Xinxi Cidian — Xiangjie
— Weibin Dongci Fenku [the Grammatical Knowledge-base of
Contemporary Chinese Dictionary — A Complete Specification — The
List of Verbs with predicate complements] that is published by Qinghua
Daxue Chubanshe [Tsinghua University Press], Beijing; (iii) the Hanyu
Dongci Yongfa Cidian [The Usages of Chinese Verbs Dictionary] which
is published by Shangwu Yinshuguan [The Commercial Press] in
Beijing; (iv) the Hanyu Yufa Xiuci Cidian — Changyong Weibin Dongci
Jianbiao [the Chinese Grammar and Rhetoric Dictionary — the List of
Common Verbs with Predicate Complements] that is published Anhui
Jiaoyu Chuban she ‘the Educational Press of Anhui’; and (v) the
Xiandai Hanyu Cidian [the Modern Mandarin Chinese Dictionary]
(Beijing). In addition, data were collected from the Academia Sinica
Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese (Sinica Corpus)
(http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw); and the Peking University Center for
Chinese
Linguistics
Corpus
(CCL)
(http://ccl.pku.edu.cn
8080/ccl_corpus/index.jsp). Besides, some data cited from the source
ATD (Anaphora typological Database). Where no reference is provided,
the reported facts were collected by me.
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Appendix A: The results of the complementarity test and the test
sentences (Chapter 1, sec. 1.5.1)
The tables and figures in this appendix present the complementarity
patterns observed between zi-ji and ta. The appendix also provides the
test sentences used.
The structure with the grooming and bodily care verbs
a. Pattern 1: Table 1:
The Results of Grooming and Bodily Care Verbs + zi-ji /ta
Options

GBVs

GBVs +ta (Ss4-6)

(Ss1-6)

(daban/duanlian

daban+ta

duanlian+ta

xunzheng+ta

zi-ji (Ss1-3)

(S4)

(S5)

(S6)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

15

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

14

93.3

15

100

14

93.3

Both

0

0

1

6.7

0

0

1

6.7

/ xunzheng)+

Total
15
100
15
100
15
100 15
100
(Grooming and bodily care verbs=GBVs; Sentences=Ss; Participants=Part.;
Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV)

1. Zhangsan zai daban zi-ji.
Zhangsan PROG dress up REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is dressing himself up.’

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
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a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
2. Zhangsan zai duanlian zi-ji.
Zhangsan PROG train
REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is training himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)

3. Zhangsan zai xunzheng
zi-ji. (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG take a steam-bath treatment REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is taking a steam-bath treatment himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
4. Zhangsan zai daban ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG dress up him
‘Zhangsan is dressing him up.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
5. Zhangsan zai duanlian ta.
Zhangsan PROG train him

c. Both
(Whom does ta refer to?)

‘Zhangsan is training him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
6. Zhangsan zai xunzheng
ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG take a steam-bath treament him
‘Zhangsan is giving a steam-bath treatment to him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
b. Pattern 2: Table 2:

The Results of Grooming and Bodily Care Verbs + Conjoined
Object NPs
Options

GBVs +conjoined object NPs (Ss7-10)

(Ss7-10)

daban/duanlian +Lisi

daban+Lisi and ta

duanlian+Lisi and

and zi-ji (S7-8)

(S9)

ta (S10)

Part.

Part.

%

%

Part.

%

Appendix A

ZS

15

100

1

6.7

1

6.7

Lisi

0

0

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

12

80

13

86.7

ZS & DV

0

0

2

13.3

1

6.7
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Total
15
100
15
100
15
100
(Grooming and bodily care verbs=GBVs; Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS;
Discourse value=DV; Zhangsan and Discourse value=ZS&DV)

7. Zhangsan zai daban Lisi he zi-ji.
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG dress up Lisi and REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is dressing Lisi and himself up.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
8. Zhangsan zai duanlian Lisi he zi-ji.
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG train
Lisi and REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is training Lisi and himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
9. Zhangsan zai daban Lisi he ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG dress up Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan is dressing Lisi and him up.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Discourse value
10. Zhangsan zai duanlian Lisi he ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan PROG train
Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan is training Lisi and him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Discourse value
The structure with other transitive verbs
a. Pattern 3: Table 3:
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The Results of Other Transitive Verbs + zi-ji /ta
Options

OVTs

OVTs +ta (Ss14-16)

(Ss11-16)

(baohu/biaoyang

baohu+ta

biaoyang+ta

ai+ta

(Ss11-13)

(S14)

(S15)

(S16)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

15

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

14

93.3

14

93.3

15

100

Both

0

0

1

6.7

1

6.7

0

0

/ai)+zi-ji

Total
15
100
15
100 15
100 15
100
(Other Transitive Verbs=OVTs; Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse
value=DV)

11. Zhangsan zai

baohu zi-ji.

Zhangsan PROG protect REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is protecting himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
12. Zhangsan zai biaoyang zi-ji.
Zhangsan PROG praise REFL-self
‘Zhangsan is praising himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
13. Zhangsan ai zi-ji.
Zhangsan love REFL-self
‘Zhangsan loves himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
14. Zhangsan zai baohu ta.
Zhangsan PROG protect him
‘Zhangsan is protecting him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)

(Whom does ta refer to?)

c. Both

Appendix A

15. Zhangsan zai biaoyang ta.
Zhangsan PROG praise him
‘Zhangsan is praising him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
16. Zhangsan ai ta.
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(Whom does ta refer to?)

c. Both
(Whom does ta refer to?)

Zhangsan love him
‘Zhangsan loves him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value

c. Both

b. Pattern 4: Table 4:
The Results of Other Transitive Verbs + Conjoined Object NPs
Options

OVTs

OVTs +Lisi and ta (Ss20-22)

(Ss17-22)

(baohu/biaoyang/

baohu+Lisi

biaoyang+

ai+Lisi and

ai)+Lisi and zi-ji

and ta

Lisi and ta

ta

(Ss17-19)

(S20)

(S21)

(S22)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

15

100

1

6.7

1

6.7

0

0

Lisi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

12

80

12

80

14

93.3

ZS&DV

0

0

2

13.3

2

13.3

1

6.7

Total
15
100
15
100 15
100 15
100
(Other Transitive Verbs=OVTs; Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse
value=DV; Zhangsan and Discourse value=ZS&DV)

17. Zhangsan baohu le Lisi he zi-ji.
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan protect ASP Lisi and REFL-self
‘Zhangsan protected Lisi and himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
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18. Zhangsan biaoyang le Lisi he zi-ji.
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan praise ASP Lisi and REFL-self
‘Zhangsan praised Lisi and himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
19. Zhangsan ai Lisi he zi-ji.
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan love Lisi and REFL-self
‘Zhangsan loves Lisi and himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
20. Zhangsan baohu le Lisi he ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan protect ASP Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan protected Lisi and him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Discourse value
21. Zhangsan biaoyang le Lisi he ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan praise ASP Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan praised Lisi and him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Discourse value
22. Zhangsan ai Lisi he ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan love Lisi and him
‘Zhangsan loves Lisi and him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Discourse value
Adjunct positions (PPs)
a. Pattern 5: Table 5:
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The Results of Locative PPs
Options

Loc PPs +zi-ji

Loc PPs +ta pangbian ‘beside him’

(Ss23-26)

pangbian ‘beside

(Ss25-26)

REFL-self’

ba shu fang zai+ta

kanjian yige

pangbian

shoutibao zai+ta

(S25)

pangbian (S26)

(Ss23-24)
Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

15

100

0

0

1

6.7

DV

0

0

2

13.3

2

13.3

Both

0

0

13

86.7

12

80

Total

15

100

15

100

15

100

(Locative PPs=Loc PPs; Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV)

Figure 1:
Results of Locative PPs with zi-ji vs ta (Part.)
20
15
ZS

10

DV
5

ZS and DV

0
Loc PP+zi-ji
pangbian

Loc PP ba…fang
zai+ta pangbian

Loc PP
kanjian…+zai ta
pangbian

23. Zhangsan ba shu fang zai zi-ji pangbian. (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan BA book put at REFL-self side
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‘Zhangsan put the book beside himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
24. Zhangsan kanjian yi ge shoutibao zai zi-ji (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan see
one CL handbag at REFL-self
pangbian.
side
‘Zhangsan saw one handbag beside himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
25. Zhangsan ba shu fang zai ta pangbian. (Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan BA book put at him side
‘Zhangsan put the book beside him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
26. Zhangsan kanjian yi ge shoutibao zai ta (Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan see
one CL handbag at him
pangbian.
side
‘Zhangsan saw one handbag beside him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
b. Pattern 6: Table 6:
The Results of Other PPs
Options

Other PPs

Other PPs +Poss ta /+ta+Vs (Ss31-34)

(Ss27-

+Poss zi-

gen…tan-

gen+ta fa

wei+ta

wei+ta

34)

ji/+zi-ji+

lun guanyu

piqi

bianhu

jiayou

Vs

+ Poss ta

(Ss27-30)

(S31)

(S32)

(S33)

(S34)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

15

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ZS
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Lisi

0

0

1

6.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

2

13.3

15

100

13

86.7

14

93.3

All the 3

0

0

12

80

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

13.3

1

6.7

above
ZS&DV

Total
15
100 15
100 15
100 15
100 15
100
(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV; Zhangsan and Discourse
value=ZS&DV)

27. Zhangsan gen Lisi tanlun guanyu zi-ji
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan with Lisi talk about REFL-self
de shiqing.
POSS matter
‘Zhangsan talks with Lisi about the matter regarding himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
28. Zhangsan gen zi-ji
fa piqi.
Zhangsan with REFL-self lose temper
‘Zhangsan lost his temper with himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
29. Zhangsan wei zi-ji
bianhu.
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan for REFL-self speak in defence of
‘Zhangsan speaks in defence of himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
30. Zhangsan wei zi-ji
jiayou.

Zhangsan for REFL-self cheer
‘Zhangsan cheers for himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
31. Zhangsan gen Lisi tanlun guanyu ta
Zhangsan with Lisi talk about him

(Whom does ta refer to?)
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de

shiqing.
POSS matter
‘Zhangsan talks with Lisi about the matter regarding him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. All the three above
(Whom does ta refer to?)
32. Zhangsan gen ta fa piqi.
Zhangsan with him lose temper
‘Zhangsan lost his temper with him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
33. Zhangsan wei ta bianhu.
(Whom does ta refer to?)

Zhangsan for him speak in defence of
‘Zhangsan speaks in defence of him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
34. Zhangsan wei ta jiayou.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan for him cheer
‘Zhangsan cheers for him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value

c. Both

The structure with picture NPs
Pattern 7: Picture NPs with zi-ji /ta
a. Table 7:
The Results of Picture NPs with zi-ji
Options

Picture NPs with zi-ji (Ss35-37)

(Ss35-

xihuan…wei zi-ji

kandao…yizhang

gei…yizhang zi-ji

37)

zhao de xiangpian

zi-ji de xiangpian

de xiangpian

(S35)

(S36)

(S37)

ZS

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

12

80

15

100

15

100
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WL

0

0

0

0

0

0

Both

3

20

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

15

100

15

100

15

100
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(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Wangling=WL; Discourse value=DV)
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
35. Zhangsan xihuan Wangling wei zi-ji
Zhangsan like Wangling for REFL-self
zhao de xiangpian.
photograph POSS picture
‘Zhangsan likes the picture which Wangling took for him/himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Wangling c. Both
36. Zhangsan kandao wangye shang yizhang (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan see website on one CL

zi-ji de xiangpian.
REFL-self POSS picture
‘Zhangsan saw a picture of himself on the website.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
37. Zhangsan gei Wangling yi zhang zi-ji
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan give Wangling one CL REFL-self
de xiangpian.
POSS picture
‘Zhangsan gave Wangling a picture of him/himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Wangling c. Both
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b. Table 8:
The Results of Picture NPs with ta
Options

Picture NPs with ta (Ss38-40)

(Ss38-40)

xihuan…wei ta

kandao…yizhang ta

gei…yizhang ta de

zhao de xiangpian

de xiangpian

xiangpian

(S38)

(S39)

(S40)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

3

20

1

6.7

2

13.3

DV

1

6.7

2

13.3

1

6.7

Both

11

73.3

12

80

12

80

Total

15

100

15

100

15

100

(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV)

Figure 2:
The Results of Picture NPs with zi-ji vs ta (Part.)
gei… ta de xiangpian
kandao… ta de xiangpian
xihuan…wei ta zhao de xiangpian
gei…zi-ji de xiangpian
kandao… zi-ji de xiangpian
xihuan…wei zi-ji zhao de xiangpian
0
ZS&DV

2

4

ZS&WL

6
DV

8

10
ZS

12

14

16
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38. Zhangsan xihuan Wangling wei ta
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan like Wangling for him
zhao
de xiangpian.
photograph POSS picture
‘Zhangsan likes the picture which Wangling took for him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
39. Zhangsan kandao wangye shang yi zhang (Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan see
website on one CL
ta de xiangpian.
him POSS picture
‘Zhangsan saw a picture of him on the website.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
40. Zhangsan gei Wangling yi zhang
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan give Wangling one CL
ta de xiangpian.
him POSS picture
‘Zhangsan gave Wangling a picture of him.’
a. Zhangsan

b. Discourse value

c. Both

Zi-ji or ta acting as a possessor in the object position
Pattern 8: Table 9:
The Results of NP1+V+NP2 Containing zi-ji /ta as a Possessor in
the Object Position
Options

NP1+V+NP2 containing zi-ji /ta as a possessor (Ss41-44)

(Ss41-44)

ZS kanjian+zi-ji

ZS kanjian+ta de

ZS kanjian+ta de

de mao/che

mao

che

(S41-42)

(S43)

(S44)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%
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ZS

15

100

0

0

0

0

DV

0

0

1

6.7

1

6.7

Both

0

0

14

93.3

14

93.3

Total

15

100

15

100

15

100

(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV)

41. Zhangsan kanjian le zi-ji
de mao. (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan see ASP REFL-self POSS cat
‘Zhangsan saw his cat.’
a. Zhangsan
b. Discourse value
42. Zhangsan kanjian le zi-ji
de che. (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan see
ASP REFL-self POSS car
‘Zhangsan saw his car.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
(Whom does ta refer to?)
43. Zhangsan kanjian le ta de mao.
Zhangsan see
ASP him POSS cat
‘Zhangsan saw his cat.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
44. Zhangsan kanjian le ta de che.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan see
ASP him POSS car
‘Zhangsan saw his car.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both

Nonlocal binding: Pattern 9:
a. Table 10:
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The Results of zi-ji as a Possessor in the Embedded
Object Position
Options

Zi-ji as a possessor in the embedded object position (Ss45-47)

(Ss45-47)

ZS gaosu wo Lisi

ZS gaosu wo Lisi

ZS gaosu wo Lisi

kan-jian zi-ji de

kan-jian zi-ji de

kan-jian zi-ji de

mao (S45)

fangzi (S46)

che (S47)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

2

13.3

2

13.3

2

13.3

Lisi

3

20

3

20

2

13.3

Wo ‘I’

0

0

0

0

0

0

ZS&Lisi

10

66.7

10

66.7

11

73.3

ZS,Wo&Lisi

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total
15
100
15
100
15
100
(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Zhangsan and Lisi=ZS&Lisi; Zhangsan, Wo and
Lisi=ZS, Wo&Lisi)

45. Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le zi-ji (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan tell me Lisi see ASP REFL-self
de mao.
cat
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his cat.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Wo
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Wo and Lisi
POSS

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
46. Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le zi-ji
Zhangsan tell
me Lisi see ASP REFL-self
de fangzi.
POSS house
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his house.’
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a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Wo
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Wo and Lisi
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
47. Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le zi-ji
Zhangsan tell me Lisi see
ASP REFL-self
de che.
car
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his car.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Wo
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Wo and Lisi
POSS

b. Table 11:
The Results of ta as a Possessor in the Embedded Object Position
Options

Ta as a possessor in the embedded object position (Ss48-50)

(Ss48-50)

ZS gaosu wo Lisi

ZS gaosu wo Lisi

ZS gaosu wo Lisi

kanjian ta de mao

kanjian ta de

kanjian ta de che

(S48)

fangzi (S49)

(S50)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

1

6.7

1

6.7

0

0

Lisi

0

0

0

0

1

6.7

DV

0

0

0

0

0

0

ZS&Lisi

3

20

3

20

4

26.7

ZS, Lisi&DV

11

73.3

11

73.3

10

66.7

Total
15
100
15
100
15
100
(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV; Zhangsan
Lisi=ZS&Lisi; Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value=ZS, Lisi&DV)

48. Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le
Zhangsan tell me Lisi see
ASP

(Whom does ta refer to?)

and
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ta de mao.
him POSS cat
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his cat.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value
(Whom does ta refer to?)
49. Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le ta
Zhangsan tell me Lisi see
ASP him
de fangzi.
POSS house
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his house.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value
50. Zhangsan gaosu wo Lisi kanjian le ta
(Whom does ta refer to?)

Zhangsan tell
de che.

me Lisi see

ASP

him

car
‘Zhangsan told me that Lisi saw his car.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value
POSS

Nonlocal binding: Zi-ji or ta occurring in the embedded subject
position
Pattern 10: Table 12:
The Results of the Embedded Subject zi-ji /ta
Options

The embedded subject zi-ji

The embedded subject ta

(Ss51-

(Ss51-52)

(Ss53-54)

54)

Subtype 1-

Subtype 2-

Subtype 1-

Subtype 2-
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NP1+V1+zi-

NP1+V1+NP2

NP1+V1+ta+

NP1+V1+NP2+

ji+V2+NP2

+V2+zi-ji+V3

V2+NP2

V2+ta +V3+
NP3

+NP3
ZS renwei zi-

ZS renwei WW

ZS renwei ta

ZS renwei WW

ji zunzhong

zhidao zi-ji

zunzhong Lisi

zhidao ta

Lisi

zunzhong Lisi

(S51)

(S52)

zunzhong Lisi
(S53)

(S54)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

15

100

10

66.7

1

6.7

2

13.3

DV

0

0

0

0

10

66.7

0

0

WW

0

0

1

6.7

0

0

0

0

ZS&WW

0

0

4

26.7

0

0

0

0

ZS&DV

0

0

0

0

4

26.7

13

86.7

Total
15
100 15
100
15
100
15
100
(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV; Wangwu=WW; Zhangsan
and Wangwu=ZS&WW; Zhangsan and Discourse value=ZS&DV)

51. Zhangsan renwei zi-ji
zunzhong Lisi. (Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan think REFL-self respect Lisi
‘Zhangsan thinks that he respects Lisi.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value
52. Zhangsan renwei Wangwu zhidao zi-ji
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan think Wangwu know REFL-self
zunzhong Lisi.
respect Lisi
‘Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu knows that he respects Lisi.’
a. Zhangsan b. Wangwu c. Both
53. Zhangsan renwei ta zunzhong Lisi.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan think he respect Lisi
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‘Zhangsan thinks that he respects Lisi.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
54. Zhangsan renwei Wangwu zhidao ta
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan think Wangwu know he
zunzhong Lisi.
respect Lisi
‘Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu knows that he respects Lisi.’
a. Zhangsan b. Wangwu c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Wangwu
e. Zhangsan and Discourse value
Nonlocal binding: zi-ji or ta appearing in the embedded object
position
Pattern 11:
a. Table 13:
The Results of the Embedded Object zi-ji
Options

The embedded object zi-ji (Ss55-57)

(Ss55-57)

Subtype 1-

Subtype 2 -

‘NP1+V1+NP2+V2

‘NP1+V1+NP2+V2+NP3+V3+zi-ji’

+zi-ji’
ZS renwei Lisi xi-

ZS renwei Lisi

ZS renwei Lisi

huan+zi-ji

zhidao WW

zhidao WW

(S55)

xihuan+zi-ji (S56)

xinren+zi-ji (S57)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

2

13.3

2

13.3

2

13.3

Lisi

1

6.7

0

0

0

0

Both

12

80

0

0

0

0

WW

0

0

1

6.7

1

6.7
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ZS, Lisi&WW

0

0

12

80

12

80

Total
15
100
15
100
15
100
(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Wangwu=WW; Zhangsan, Lisi and Wangwu=ZS,
Lisi&WW)

55. Zhangsan renwei Lisi xihuan zi-ji.

(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)

Zhangsan think Lisi likes REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him/himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Both
56. Zhangsan renwei Lisi zhidao Wangwu
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu
xihuan zi-ji.
like REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu likes him/himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Wangwu
d. All the three above
(Whom does zi-ji refer to?)
57. Zhangsan renwei Lisi zhidao Wangwu
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu
xinren zi-ji.
trust REFL-self
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts
him/himself.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Wangwu
d. All the three above
b. Table 14:
The Results of the Embedded Object ta
Options

The embedded object ta (Ss58-60)

(Ss58-60)

Subtype 1-

Subtype 2 –

Appendix A

‘NP1+V1+NP2+
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‘NP1+V1+NP2+V2+NP3+V3+ta’

V2+ta’
ZS renwei Lisi

ZS renwei Lisi

ZS renewi Lisi

xihuan +ta

zhidao WW

zhidao WW

(S58)

xihuan+ta (S59)

xinren+ta (S60)

Part.

%

Part.

%

Part.

%

ZS

2

13.3

3

20

3

20

DV

1

6.7

1

6.7

1

6.7

Both

12

80

0

0

0

0

Lisi

0

0

1

6.7

1

6.7

ZS&Lisi

0

0

1

6.7

1

6.7

ZS, Lisi&DV

0

0

9

60

9

60

Total

15
100
15
100
15
100
(Participants=Part.; Zhangsan=ZS; Discourse value=DV; Zhangsan
Lisi=ZS&Lisi; Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value=ZS, Lisi&DV)

and

58. Zhangsan renwei Lisi xihuan ta.
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan think Lisi like him
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi likes him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Discourse value c. Both
59. Zhangsan renwei Lisi zhidao Wangwu
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu
xihuan ta.
like him
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu likes him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value
60. Zhangsan renwei Lisi zhidao Wangwu
(Whom does ta refer to?)
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu
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xinren ta.
trust him
‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi knows that Wangwu trusts him.’
a. Zhangsan b. Lisi c. Discourse value
d. Zhangsan and Lisi
e. Zhangsan, Lisi and Discourse value
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Appendix B: Chief’s (1998) list of verbs with allowing the ziprefixation and the results of the investigation of zi-prefixation on
Agent-Theme verbs [[+c +m][-c -m]] (Chapters 2 and 3)
Chief’s (1998) list of verbs with the zi-prefixation:
zi-nue ‘to torture oneself’
zi-sha ‘to commit suicide’
zi-bei ‘to feel oneself inferior’
zi-ba ‘to free oneself from’
zi-zhong ‘to respect oneself’
zi-bi ‘to be autistic’
zi-wei ‘to defend oneself’
zi-fen ‘to burn oneself’
zi-lu ‘to control oneself’
zi-qi ‘to cheat oneself’
zi-yu ‘to amuse oneself’
zi-yi ‘to suppress oneself’
zi-jiu ‘to save oneself’
zi-bao ‘to protect oneself’
zi-zhi ‘to control oneself’
zi-lian ‘to be narcissist’
zi-kong ‘to control oneself’
zi-yuan ‘to complain [about] oneself’
zi-jiu ‘to blame oneself’
zi-qi ‘to abandon oneself’
zi-li ‘to encourage oneself’
zi fu ‘to think highly of oneself’
zi-wun ‘to kill oneself’
zi-da ‘to boast [about] oneself’
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zi-can ‘to hurt oneself’
zi-ai ‘to respect oneself’
zi-lian ‘to pity oneself’
zi-jing ‘to commit suicide’, and so on.

The data of the investigation of zi-prefixation on Agent-Theme
verbs [[+c +m][-c -m]]
The List of Agent-Theme Verbs [[+c +m], [-c -m]] that Allow the
Zi-prefixation
Chinese
Verbs
(Pinyin)
1.
anwei
2.
ansha

Translation

zi-Vs

console

zi-wei

Attested
in
Corpus
48

assassinate

zi-sha

442

3.
baohu
4.
bianze
5.
canhai
6. cansha
(↻ᵰ)
7. cansha
(ᵰ)
8.
chize
9.
chousha

protect

zi-bao

39

blame

zi-ze

57

harm

zi-can

7

kill cruelly

zi-sha

442

kill
tragically
reproach
loudly
kill
because of
hatred
execute

zi-sha

442

zi-ze

57

zi-sha

442

zi-jue

20

assassinate

zi-sha

442

help sb. out
of danger
resist

zi-jiu

27

zi-zhi

44

kill with
poison

zi-sha

442

sever

zi-jue

7

10.
chujue
11.
cisha
12.
dajiu
13.
dizhi
14.
dusha
15.
duanjue

Chinese
Verbs
(Pinyin)
24.
jiezhi
25.
jiejiu
26.
jiu
27.
jiuzhu
28.
jujian
29.
kongzhi
30.
nyuedai
31.
nyuesha
32.
paoqi
33.
pieqi
34.
qianze
35.
qiangsha
36.
qiangjue
37.
qiangjiu
38.
sha

Translation

zi-Vs

restrain

zi-zhi

Attested
in
Corpus
44

get sb./sth.
out of
danger
rescue

zi-jiu

27

zi-jiu

27

succour

zi-zhu

92

recommend

zi-jian

4

zi-zhi

44

abuse

zi-nyue

7

abuse to
death
discard

zi-sha

442

zi-qi

7

cast away

zi-qi

7

condemn

zi-ze

57

shoot to
death
execute by
shooting
rescue
rapidly in
an
emergency
kill

zi-sha

442

zi-jue

20

zi-jiu

27

zi-sha

442

sb.
control

Appendix B
16.
esha
17.
ezhi
18.
fangqi
19.
fenhua
20.
fuchi
21.
fuzhu
22.
fuwei

strangle

zi-sha

442

contain

zi-zhi

44

give up

zi-qi

7

burn

zi-fen

10

help

zi-chi

17

aid

zi-zhu

92

pacify

zi-wei

48

23.
gongji

supply

zi-ji

7

39.
shahai
40.
tuijian
41.
wanjiu
42.
yazhi
43.
yinjian
44.
zanzhu
45.
zhengjiu
46.
zizhu

slay

zi-sha

442

recommend

zi-jian

4

zi-jiu

27

suppress

zi-zhi

44

refer sb.

zi-jian

4

sponsor

zi-zhu

92

deliver
sb./sth.
from
disaster
subsidize

zi-jiu

27

zi-zhu

92

sb./sth. to
save
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The List of Agent-Theme Verbs [[+c +m], [-c -m]] that Disallow
the Zi-prefixation
Chinese Verb
(Pinyin)
1. ancha
2. anzang
3. bamian
4. bazhan
5. baituo
6. baowei
7. baoxiao
8. beipan
9. bihu
10. biaozhang
11. boxue
12. bochi
13. buzhuo
14. caozong
15. chafang
16. chanhai
17. chaoxi
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

chaoyue
chehuan
chengzan
choudiao
chouhua
chuli
citui
dafa

Translation
install or insert
bury
depose
occupy
be rid of
surround
serve
betray
shelter
commend
exploit
refute
catch
manipulate
make inquiries
calumniate
attack from the rear
or the flank
exceed
replace
praise
transfer
vilify
handle
fire or refuse
send or spend

Chinese verb
(Pinyin)
45. jiaoluan
46. jieshou ㍍㓞
47. jieshou ㍍⍿
48. kunbang
49. landang
50. lanjie
51. lou
52. mai
53. maizang
54. manhong
55. nicang
56. paifu
57. pipan
58. puda
59. qizha
60. qiao
61. qiaozha

Translation

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

meet coincidentally
touch with lips
kiss
infringe
expel
spray
inspect
support

qiaoyu
qin
qinwen
qinfan
quzhu
saoshe
shenshi
shengyuan

upset
receive
accept
truss up
block
intercept
hug
bury
inter or eradicate
deceive
hide
pat
criticize
swat
swindle
beat
blackmail
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

daji
dajie
daliang
daiti
daonian
digu
douchao
doujiao

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

dujie
fangwen
fensui
genghuan
huli
husong
huifu
jicha
jiancha
jianyue
jiaohuan

hit
rob
size up
substitute
mourn
underestimate
round up to attack
round up to
annihilate
intercept
pay a visit
crush
change
nurse
convoy
reply
inspect
monitor
review
exchange

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

shuai
sousuo
tanwang
ti
tihuan
tiebu
touxi
wannong

78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

xiepo
xiaofang
yajie
yingjie
youpian
zanmei
zhenya
zhengdiao
zhiyuan
zhuizhu
zuzhi

fling or throw off
search
see or visit
kick
switch
help financially
attack sneakily
twiddle or trifle
with
compel
imitate
escort
welcome
lure
laud
repress
muster
support
chase
prevent
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Appendix C: The results of the investigation of zi-prefixation on
verbs with a clausal complement (Chapter 4)
The List of Verbs that Allow the Embedded Subject Zi-ji but
Disallow the Zi-prefixation
Chinese Verbs (Pinyin)
1. anpai
2. biaoxian
3. caice
4. caixiang
5. chakan
6. chengzan
7. dasuan
8. danxin
9. dengdai
10. fang’ai
11. fenxi
12. guji
13. guanxin
14. guancha
15. haipa
16. huanxiang
17. jihua
18. jiekou
19. jinfang
20. kan
21. kaolyu
22. kaoyan
23. kewang
24. kuajiang
25. liaoxiang
26. mengxiang
27. pa
28. pansuan
29. pan

English Translation
arrange
show
surmise
guess
look carefully at
praise
intend
worry
wait
hinder
analyze
estimate
be concerned about
observe
be afraid
fantasize
plan
make excuses
beware
see and observe
consider
test
desire
compliment
suppose
dream
fear
calculate and plan
hope
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30. panwang
31. qiangpo
32. qingzhu
33. rongxu
34. shengming
35. sikao
36. tiyi
37. ting
38. tingjian
39. tingshuo
40. tongyi
41. tuice
42. tuixiang
43. wangji
44. weikong
45. xiwang
46. xian
47. xianmu
48. xiangwang
49. xuyao
50. xuanbu
51. yingxiang
52. yuliao
53. yunxu

look forward to
force
celebrate
allow
declare
ponder
suggest
listen
hear
hear
agree
speculate
conjecture
forget
fear
hope
dislike
admire
yearn
need
announce
affect
anticipate
permit

The List of Verbs that Disallow the Embedded Subject Zi-ji and
Disallow the Zi-prefixation
Chinese Verbs (Pinyin)
1. bianlun
2. bianren
3. changyi
4. dikang
5. diaocha
6. fandui
7. fangbei
8. guanwang

English Translation
debate
identify
propose initially
resist
investigate
disagree
take precautions
wait and see
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9. huyu
10. huanying
11. jiandu
12. jianyi
13. jiangjiu
14. jinzhi
15. jingti
16. jujue
17. kangyi
18. mingling
19. mofang
20. pizhun
21. taolun
22. tichang
23. xuanchuan
24. yanjiu
25. yonghu
26. yuyan
27. zuzhi
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appeal
welcome
supervise
propose
pay attention to
prohibit
be vigilant
refuse
protest
command
imitate
approve
discuss
promote
publicize
study
support
predict
prevent

The sample sentences of the verbs with clausal complements that
allow the embedded subject zi-ji and allow the zi-prefixation
1. gantan ‘sigh’
a. Lisi gantan zi-ji
shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi sigh REFL-self lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’
b. Lisi zi-tan
shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’
2. hen ‘hate’
a. Lisi hen zi-ji
zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi hate REFL-self do wrong ASP things
‘Lisi hates himself for doing things wrong.’
b. Lisi zi-hen
zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi REFL-hate do wrong ASP things
‘Lisi hates himself for doing things wrong.’
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3. houhui ‘regret’
a. Lisi houhui zi-ji
mai le gupiao.
Lisi regret REFL-self sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks.’
b. Lisi zi-hui
mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks.’
4. huaiyi ‘doubt’
a. Lisi huaiyi zi-ji
shang le dang.
Lisi doubt REFL-self fall into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubts that he fell into a trap.’
b. Lisi zi-yi
shang le dang.
Lisi REFL-doubt fall into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubts that he fell into a trap.’
5. huanxi ‘like’
a. Lisi huanxi zi-ji
shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi like REFL-self win
ASP praise
‘Lisi is happy that he was praised.’
b. Lisi zi-xi
shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi REFL-like win
ASP praise
‘Lisi is happy that he was praised.’
6. jianchi ‘insist’
a. Lisi jianchi zi-ji
xuan dui le kemu.
Lisi insist REFL-self choose right ASP subject
‘Lisi insists that he chose the right subject.’
b. Lisi zi-chi
xuan dui le kemu.
Lisi REFL-insist choose right ASP subject
‘Lisi insists that he chose the right subject.’
7. juede ‘feel’
a. Lisi juede zi-ji
biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well.’
b. Lisi zi-jue
biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well.’
8. mingbai ‘understand’
a. Lisi mingbai
zi-ji
kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi understand REFL-self misread ASP situation
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‘Lisi understands that he misread the situation.’
b. Lisi zi-ming
kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi REFL-understand misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understands that he misread the situation.’
9. renwei ‘think’
a. Lisi renwei zi-ji
tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi think REFL-self pass
ASP exam
‘Lisi thinks that he passed the exam.’
b. Lisi zi-ren(wei) tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi REFL-think pass
ASP exam
‘Lisi thinks that he passed the exam.’
10. shuodao ‘tell’
a. Lisi shuodao zi-ji
yudao le mafan.
Lisi tell
REFL-self get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi says that he got into trouble.’
b. Lisi zi-dao yudao le mafan.
Lisi REFL-tell get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi says that he got into trouble.’
11. xiangxin ‘believe’
a. Lisi xiangxin zi-ji
jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi believe REFL-self make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believes that he made a good friend.’
b. Lisi zi-xin
jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi REFL-believe make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believes that he made a good friend.’
12. xiao ‘laugh’
a. Lisi xiao zi-ji
jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi laugh REFL-self cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle.’
b. Lisi zi-xiao
jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi REFL-laugh cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle.’
13. xuancheng ‘declare’
a. Lisi xuancheng zi-ji
mai le haozhai.
Lisi declare
REFL-self buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he bought a luxury house.’
b. Lisi zi-cheng
mai le haozhai.
Lisi REFL-declare buy ASP luxury.house
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‘Lisi declares that he bought a luxury house.’
14. yiwei ‘think’
a. Lisi yiwei zi-ji
zuo de hao.
Lisi think REFL-self do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he did well.’
b. Lisi zi-yiwei
zuo de hao.
Lisi REFL-think do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he did well.’
15. yuanyi ‘be willing’
a. Lisi yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu ci
le zhi.
Lisi be.willing REFL-self disclose resign ASP post
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he resigned.’
b. Lisi zi-yuan
toulu ci
le zhi.
Lisi REFL-be.willing disclose resign ASP post
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he resigned.’
The sample sentences of verbs with clausal complements that
allow the embedded subject zi-ji but disallow the zi-prefixation
1. caixiang ‘guess’
a. Wangwu caixiang zi-ji
hui zhong caipiao.
Wangwu guess REFL-self will win lottery
‘Wangwu guesses that he will win the lottery.’
b.*Wangwu zi-cai
hui zhong caipiao.
Wangwu REFL-guess will win lottery
2. dasuan ‘intend’
a. Wangwu dasuan zi-ji
xie yi ben shu.
Wangwu intend REFL-self write one CL book
‘Wangwu intends to write a book himself.’
b.*Wangwu zi-suan
xie yi ben shu.
Wangwu REFL-intend write one CL book
3. danxin ‘worry’
a. Wangwu danxin zi-ji
hui bian pang.
Wangwu worry refl-self will become fat
‘Wangwu is worried that he will get fat.’
b.*Wangwu zi-dan
hui bian
pang.
Wangwu REFL-worry will become fat
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4. haipai ‘be afraid’
a. Wangwu haipa
zi-ji
hui chu cuo.
Wangwu be.afraid REFL-self will make mistakes
‘Wangwu is afraid that he will make mistakes.’
b.*Wangwu zi-pa
hui chu cuo.
Wangwu REFL-be.afraid will make mistakes
5. huanxiang ‘fantasize’
a. Wangwu huanxiang zi-ji
huanyou
shijie.
Wangwu fantasize REFL-self travel.around world
‘Wangwu fantasizes that he will travel the world.’
b.*Wangwu zi-xiang
huanyou
shijie.
Wangwu REFL-fantasize travel.around world
6. guji ‘estimate’
a. Wangwu guji
zi-ji
hui mai yi bu che.
Wangwu estimate REFL-self will buy one CL car
‘Wangwu estimates that he will buy a car.’
b.*Wangwu zi-ji
hui mai yi bu che.
Wangwu REFL-estimate will buy one CL car
7. jihua ‘plan’
a. Wangwu jihua zi-ji
mai fangzi.
Wangwu plan REFL-self buy house
‘Wangwu plans to buy a house himself.’
b.*Wangwu zi-hua
mai fangzi.
Wangwu REFL-plan buy house
8. kewang ‘desire’
a. Wangwu kewang zi-ji
hui chenggong.
Wangwu desire REFL-self will succeed
‘Wangwu desires to succeed.’
b.*Wangwu zi-ke
hui chenggong
Wangwu REFL-desire will succeed
9. liaoxiang ‘suppose’
a. Wangwu liaoxiang zi-ji
hui chuguo.
Wangwu suppose REFL-self will go.abroad
‘Wangwu supposes that he will go abroad.’
b.*Wangwu zi-xiang
hui chuguo.
Wangwu REFL-suppose will go.abroad
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10. mengxiang ‘dream’
a. Wangwu mengxiang zi-ji
chengwei fuweng.
Wangwu dream
REFL-self become rich.man
‘Wangwu dreams that he will become a rich man.’
b.*Wangwu zi-meng
chengwei fuweng.
Wangwu REFL-dream become rich.man
11. pansuan ‘plan carefully’
a. Wangwu pansuan
zi-ji
ruhe guo hao zhe ge
Wangwu plan.carefully REFL-self how spend well this CL
jiaqi.
holiday
‘Wangwu carefully plans how he will spend this holiday.’
b.*Wangwu zi-pan
ruhe guo hao zhe ge jiaqi.
Wangwu REFL-plan how spend well this CL holiday
12. panwang ‘look forward to’
a. Wangwu panwang
zi-ji
hui zhaodao hao gongzuo.
Wangwu look.forward.to REFL-self will find
good job
‘Wangwu looks forward to finding a good job.’
b.*Wangwu zi-wang
hui zhaodao hao gongzuo.
good job
Wangwu REFL-look.forward.to will find
13. sikao ‘ponder’
a. Wangwu sikao zi-ji
zuo shenme shengyi.
Wangwu ponder REFL-self do what business
‘Wangwu ponders what business he will do.’
b.*Wangwu zi-si
zuo shenme shengyi.
Wangwu REFL-ponder do what
business
14. tuice ‘speculate’
a. Wangwu tuice
zi-ji
jiang shunli biye.
Wangwu speculate REFL-self will sucessful graduate
‘Wangwu speculates that he will graduate sucessfully.’
b.*Wangwu zi-tui
jiang shunli
biye.
Wangwu REFL-speculate will successful graduate
15. xiwang ‘hope’
a. Wangwu xiwang zi-ji
geng you
meili.
Wangwu hope REFL-self more possess charm
‘Wangwu hopes that he will be more attractive.’
b.*Wangwu zi-xi
geng you
meili.
Wangwu REFL-hope more possess charm
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Appendix D: The list of verbs disallowing the prefix zi- but allowing
future-tense clausal complements and the complete set of sentences
used in the temporal modification tests, aspectual markers test, and
adverbial modification test (Chapter 4)
The List of Verbs that Disallow the Zi-prefixation but Allow
Future-tense Clausal Complements
Chinese Verbs (Pinyin)
1. anpai
2. biaoxian
3. caice
4. caixiang
5. chakan
6. dasuan
7. danxin
8. dengdai
9. fang’ai
10. fenxi
11. guji
12. guanxin
13. guancha
14. haipa
15. huanxiang
16. jihua
17. jiekou
18. jinfang
19. kan
20. kaolyu
21. kaoyan
22. kewang
23. liaoxiang
24. mengxiang
25. pa
26. pansuan
27. pan

English Translation
arrange
show
surmise
guess
look carefully at
intend
worry
wait
hinder
analyze
estimate
be concerned about
observe
be afraid
fantasize
plan
make excuses
beware
see and observe
consider
test
desire
suppose
dream
fear
calculate and plan
hope for
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28. panwang
29. qiangpo
30. rongxu
31. shengming
32. sikao
33. tiyi
34. tingshuo
35. tongyi
36. tuice
37. tuixiang
38. wangji
39. weikong
40. xiwang
41. xianmu
42. xiangwang
43. xuyao
44. xuanbu
45. yingxiang
46. yuliao
47. yunxu
48. bianlun
49. changyi
50. dikang
51. fandui
52. fangbei
53. guanwang
54. huyu
55. huanying
56. jiandu
57. jianyi
58. jiangjiu
59. jinzhi
60. jingti
61. jujue
62. kangyi
63. mingling
64. pizhun

look forward to
force
allow
declare
ponder
suggest
hear
agree
speculate
conjecture
forget
fear
hope
admire
yearn
need
announce
affect
anticipate
permit
debate
propose initially
resist
disagree
take precautions
wait and see
appeal
welcome and accept
supervise
propose
pay attention to
prohibit
be vigilant
refuse
protest
command
approve
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65. taolun
66. tichang
67. xuanchuan
68. yanjiu
69. yonghu
70. yuyan
71. zuzhi
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discuss
promote
publicize
study
support
predict
prevent

Sentences used in the temporal modification tests on the zi-prefixed
Vs themselves and their clausal complements
Configuration 1: past-tense zi-V + past/present/future-tense clausal
complements
1. zi-tan ‘REFL-sigh’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-tan
(zuotian) shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi yesterday REFL-sigh yesterday lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed yesterday for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan
(yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi,
yao ta jintian zai
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
contest
lose.to Zhangsan
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to lose to Zhangsan
in the contest today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-tan
jintian hui budeyi shugei Zhangsan.
Lisi yesterday REFL-sigh today will have.to lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed yesterday for the fact that he will have no choice but
to lose to Zhangsan today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zai
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
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contest
lose.to Zhangsan
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to lose to Zhangsan
in the contest tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-tan
mingtian hui budeyi shugei Zhangsan.
Lisi yesterday REFL-sigh tomorrow will have.to lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed yesterday for the fact that he will have no choice but
to lose to Zhangsan tomorrow.’
2. zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-hen (zuotian) zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-hate yesterday do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi hated himself yesterday for doing things wrong (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian zuo
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today do
cuo shi.
wrong thing
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to do things wrong
today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-hen
jintian hui budeyi zuo cuo shi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-hate today will have.to do wrong thing
‘Lisi hated himself yesterday for having no choice but to do things
wrong today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zuo
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow do
cuo shi.
wrong thing
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to do things wrong
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-hen
mingtian hui budeyi zuo cuo
shi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-hate tomorrow will have.to do wrong thing
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‘Lisi hated himself yesterday for having no choice but to do things
wrong tomorrow.’
3. zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
a. Lisi zuotian

zi-hui

(zuotian) mai le gupiao.

Lisi yesterday REFL-regret yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regretted yesterday that he sold his stocks (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian mai
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today sell
(zi-ji
de) gupiao.
REFL-self POSS

stocks
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to sell his stocks
today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-hui
jintian hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-regret today will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi regretted yesterday that he will have no choice but to sell his
stocks today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
mai (zi-ji
de) gupiao.
sell REFL-self POSS stocks
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to sell his stocks
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-hui
mingtian hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-regret tomorrow will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi regretted yesterday that he will have no choice but to sell his
stocks tomorrow.’
4. zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-yi

(zuotian) shang

le dang.
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Lisi yesterday REFL-doubt yesterday fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubted yesterday that he fell into a trap (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today
shouxia huo bu dui
ban
de huopin.
receive goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to receive
counterfeit goods today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-yi
jintian hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi yesterday REFL-doubt today will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi doubted yesterday that he will have no choice but to fall into
a trap today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
shouxia huo bu dui ban
de huopin.
receive goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to receive
counterfeit goods tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-yi
mingtian hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi yesterday REFL-doubt tomorrow will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi doubted yesterday that he will have no choice but to fall into
a trap tomorrow.’
5. zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-xi
(zuotian) shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi yesterday REFL-like yesterday win
ASP praise
‘Lisi was happy yesterday that he was praised (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao
Lisi yesterday unexpectedly receive others notice ask
ta zhunbei jintian jieshou biaoyang.
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him prepare today receive praise
‘Yesterday Lisi was unexpectedly notified by others to
prepare to be praised today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-xi
jintian hui shoudao biaoyang.
praise
Lisi yesterday REFL-like today will win
‘Lisi was happy yesterday that he will be praised today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao
Lisi yesterday unexpectedly receive others notice ask
ta zhunbei mingtian jieshou biaoyang.
him prepare tomorrow receive praise
‘Yesterday Lisi was unexpectedly notified by others to
prepare to be praised tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-xi
mingtian hui shoudao biaoyang.
Lisi yesterday REFL-like tomorrow will win
praise
‘Lisi was happy yesterday that he will be praised tomorrow.’
6. zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-chi
(zuotian) xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi yesterday REFL-insist yesterday choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi insisted yesterday that he chose the right subject (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei
Lisi yesterday receive school notice let him prepare
jintian xuanze kemu.
today choose subject
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from the school to
prepare to choose the subject today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-chi
jintian hui xuan dui
kemu.
Lisi yesterday REFL-insist today will choose correct subject
‘Lisi insisted yesterday that he will choose the right subject today.’
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c. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei
Lisi yesterday receive school notice let him prepare
mingtian xuanze kemu.
tomorrow choose subject
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from the school to
prepare to choose the subject tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-chi
mingtian hui xuan dui
kemu.
Lisi yesterday REFL-insist tomorrow will choose correct subject
‘Lisi insisted yesterday that he will choose the right subject
tomorrow.’
7. zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-jue
(zuotian) biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-feel yesterday perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he performed well (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian zi-jue
jintian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-feel today will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well today.’
c. Lisi zuotian zi-jue
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-feel tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well tomorrow.’
8. zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-ming
(zuotian) kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-understand yesterday misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understood yesterday that he misread the situation
(yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian dui
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today to
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xingshi zuo cuowu de panduan.
situation make wrong POSS judgement
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to incorrectly judge
the situation today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-ming
jintian hui budeyi kancuo
Lisi yesterday REFL-understand today will have.to misread
xingshi.
situation
‘Lisi understood yesterday that he will have no choice but to
misread the situation today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian dui
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow to
xingshi zuo cuowu de panduan.
situation make wrong POSS judgement
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to incorrectly judge
the situation tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-ming
mingtian hui budeyi kancuo
Lisi yesterday REFL-understand tomorrow will have.to misread
xingshi.
situation
‘Lisi understood yesterday that he will have no choice but to
misread the situation tomorrow.’
9. zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-ren(wei) (zuotian) tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-think yesterday pass
ASP exam
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he passed the exam (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian zi-ren(wei) jintian hui tongguo kaoshi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-think today will pass
exam
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will pass the exam today.’
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c. Lisi zuotian zi-ren(wei) mingtian hui tongguo kaoshi.
exam
Lisi yesterday REFL-think tomorrow will pass
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will pass the exam tomorrow.’
10. zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-dao (zuotian) yudao le mafan.
Lisi yesterday REFL-tell yesterday get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi said yesterday that he got into trouble (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, gaosu ta jintian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice tell him today
youren yao dao ta de gongsi jiancha.
someone will go him POSS company check
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others that
someone will go to his company to check on things
today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-dao jintian hui yudao mafan.
Lisi yesterday REFL-tell today will get.into trouble
‘Lisi said yesterday that he will get into trouble today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, gaosu ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice tell him
youren yao dao ta de gongsi jiancha.
tomorrow someone will go him POSS company check
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others that
someone will go to his company to check on things
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-dao mingtian hui yudao mafan.
Lisi yesterday REFL-tell tomorrow will get.into trouble
‘Lisi said yesterday that he will get into trouble tomorrow.’
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11. zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-xin
(zuotian) jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi yesterday REFL-believe yesterday make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believed yesterday that he made a good friend (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian zi-xin
jintian hui jiaodao hao pengyou.
Lisi yesterday REFL-believe today will make good friend
‘Lisi believed yesterday that he will make a good friend today.’
c. Lisi zuotian zi-xin
mingtian hui jiaodao hao pengyou.
Lisi yesterday REFL-believe tomorrow will make good friend
‘Lisi believed yesterday that he will make a good friend tomorrow.’
12. zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
a. (Premise: Lisi zuotian jian de faxing buhaokan)
Lisi yesterday cut POSS hairstyle ugly
‘Yesterday Lisi had his hair cut in an ugly hairstyle.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-xiao
(zuotian) jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi yesterday REFL-laugh yesterday cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed yesterday that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle
(yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian jian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today cut
na ge buhaokan de faxing.
that CL ugly
POSS hairstyle
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to have his hair cut
in that ugly
hairstyle today.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-xiao
jintian hui budeyi jian na ge faxing.
Lisi yesterday REFL-laugh today will have.to cut that CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed yesterday that he will have no choice but to have his
hair cut in that hairstyle today.’
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c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
jian na ge buhaokan de faxing.
POSS hairstyle
cut that CL ugly
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to have his hair cut
in that ugly hairstyle tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-xiao
mingtian hui budeyi jian na ge
Lisi yesterday REFL-laugh tomorrow will have.to cut that CL
faxing.
hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed yesterday that he will have no choice but to have his
hair cut in that hairstyle tomorrow.’
13. zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-cheng

(zuotian) mai le haozhai.

Lisi yesterday REFL-declare yesterday buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declared yesterday that he bought a luxury house (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta jintian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice ask him today
qian mai haozhai
de hetong, bingqie ta xiang
sign buy luxury.house POSS contract and he want
xuanfu.
show.off
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others to sign the
contract to buy a luxury house today, and he wanted to
show off.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-cheng
jintian hui mai haozhai.
Lisi yesterday REFL-declare today will buy luxury.house
‘Lisi declared yesterday that he will buy a luxury house today.’
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c. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice ask him tomorrow
qian mai haozhai
de hetong, bingqie ta xiang
he want
sign buy luxury.house POSS contract and
xuanfu.
show.off
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others to sign the
contract to buy a luxury house tomorrow, and he wanted
to show off.’)
Lisi zuotian zi-cheng
mingtian hui mai haozhai.
Lisi yesterday REFL-declare tomorrow will buy luxury.house
‘Lisi declared yesterday that he will buy a luxury house tomorrow.’
14. zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
a. Lisi zuotian zi-yiwei

(zuotian) zuo de hao.

Lisi yesterday REFL-think yesterday do RES well
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he did well (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian zi-yiwei
jintian hui zuo de hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-think today will do RES well
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will do well today.’
c. Lisi zuotian zi-yiwei mingtian hui zuo de hao.
Lisi yesterday REFL-think tomorrow will do RES well
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will do well tomorrow.’
15. zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
a. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zuotian zi-yuan
toulu (zuotian) ci
le zhi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-be.willing disclose yesterday resign ASP post
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‘Yesterday Lisi was willing to disclose that he resigned
(yesterday).’
b. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zuotian zi-yuan
toulu jintian hui cizhi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-be.willing disclose today will resign
‘Yesterday Lisi was willing to disclose that he will resign today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zuotian zi-yuan
toulu mingtian hui cizhi.
Lisi yesterday REFL-be.willing disclose tomorrow will resign
‘Yesterday Lisi was willing to disclose that he will resign
tomorrow.’
Configuration 2: Present-tense zi-Vs + past/present/future-tense
clausal complements
1. zi-tan ‘REFL-sigh’
a. Lisi zi-tan
zuotian shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh yesterday lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-tan
jintian shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh today lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
contest lose.to Zhangsan
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‘Lisi is forced by others to lose to Zhangsan in the
contest tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-tan
mingtian hui budeyi shugei Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh tomorrow will have.to lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he will have no choice but to lose to
Zhangsan tomorrow.’
2. zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
a. Lisi zi-hen
zuotian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi REFL-hate yesterday do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi hates himself for doing things wrong yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-hen
jintian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi REFL-hate today do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi hates himself for doing things wrong today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zuo cuo
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow do wrong
shi.
thing
‘Lisi is forced by others to do things wrong tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-hen
mingtian hui budeyi zuo cuo shi.
Lisi REFL-hate tomorrow will have.to do wrong thing
‘Lisi hates himself for having no choice but to do things wrong
tomorrow.’
3. zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
a. Lisi zi-hui
zuotian mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-hui
jintian mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret today sell ASP stocks
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‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian mai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow sell
(zi-ji
de) gupiao.
REFL-self POSS stocks
‘Lisi is forced by others to sell his stocks tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-hui
mingtian hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret tomorrow will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he will have no choice but to sell his stocks
tomorrow.’
4. zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
a. Lisi zi-yi
zuotian shang le dang.
Lisi REFL-doubt yesterday fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubts that he fell into a trap yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-yi
jintian shang le dang.
Lisi REFL-doubt today fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubts that he fell into a trap today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian shouxia
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow receive
huo bu dui ban
de huopin.
goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Lisi is forced by others to receive counterfeit goods
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-yi
mingtian hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi REFL-doubt tomorrow will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi doubts that he will have no choice but to fall into a trap
tomorrow.’
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5. zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
a. Lisi zi-xi
zuotian shoudao le biaoyang.
ASP praise
Lisi REFL-like yesterday win
‘Lisi is happy that he was praised yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-xi
jintian shoudao le biaoyang.
ASP praise
Lisi REFL-like today win
‘Lisi is happy that he was praised today.’
c. (Context: Lisi chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta
Lisi unexpectedly receive others notice ask him
zhunbei mingtian jieshou biaoyang.
prepare tomorrow receive praise
‘Lisi is unexpectedly notified by others to prepare to be
praised tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-xi
mingtian hui shoudao biaoyang.
Lisi REFL-like tomorrow will win
praise

‘Lisi is happy that he will be praised tomorrow.’
6. zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
a. Lisi zi-chi
zuotian xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi REFL-insist yesterday choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi insists that he chose the right subject yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-chi
jintian xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi REFL-insist today choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi insists that he chose the right subject today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei mingtian
Lisi receive school notice let him prepare tomorrow
xuanze kemu.
choose subject
‘Lisi received notice from the school to prepare to
choose the subject tomorrow.’)
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Lisi zi-chi
mingtian hui xuan dui
kemu.
Lisi REFL-insist tomorrow will choose correct subject
‘Lisi insists that he will choose the right subject tomorrow.’
7. zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. Lisi zi-jue
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel yesterday perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-jue
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel today perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well today.’
c. Lisi zi-jue
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi feels that he will perform well tomorrow.’
8. zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
a. Lisi zi-ming
zuotian kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi REFL-understand yesterday misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understands that he misread the situation yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-ming
jintian kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi REFL-understand today misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understands that he misread the situation today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian dui xingshi
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow to situation
zuo cuowo de panduan.
make wrong POSS judgement
‘Lisi is forced by others to incorrectly judge the situation
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-ming
mingtian hui budeyi kancuo xingshi.
Lisi REFL-understand tomorrow will have.to misread situation
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‘Lisi understands that he will have no choice but to misread the
situation tomorrow.’
9. zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
a. Lisi zi-ren(wei) zuotian

tongguo le kaoshi.

Lisi REFL-think yesterday pass ASP exam
‘Lisi thinks that he passed the exam yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-ren(wei) jintian tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi REFL-think today pass ASP exam
‘Lisi thinks that he passed the exam today.’
c. Lisi zi-ren(wei) mingtian hui tongguo kaoshi.
Lisi REFL-think tomorrow will pass
exam
‘Lisi thinks that he will pass the exam tomorrow.’
10. zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
a. Lisi zi-dao zuotian yudao le mafan.
Lisi REFL-tell yesterday get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi says that he got into trouble yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-dao jintian yudao le mafan.
Lisi REFL-tell today get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi says that he got into trouble today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao taren tongzhi, gaosu ta mingtian youren
Lisi receive others notice tell him tomorrow someone
yao dao ta de gongsi jiancha.
will go him POSS company check
‘Lisi received notice from others that someone will go
to his company to check on things tomorrow.’)
Lisi zi-dao mingtian hui yudao mafan.
Lisi REFL-tell tomorrow will get.into trouble
‘Lisi says that he will get into trouble tomorrow.’
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11. zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
a. Lisi zi-xin
zuotian jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi REFL-believe yesterday make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believes that he made a good friend yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-xin
jintian jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi REFL-believe today make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believes that he made a good friend today.’
c. Lisi zi-xin
mingtian hui jiaodao hao pengyou.
Lisi REFL-believe tomorrow will make good friend
‘Lisi believes that he will make a good friend tomorrow.’
12. zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
a. (Premise: Lisi zuotian jian de faxing buhaokan)
Lisi yesterday cut POSS hairstyle ugly
‘Yesterday Lisi had his hair cut in an ugly hairstyle.’)
Lisi zi-xiao
zuotian jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi REFL-laugh yesterday cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Lisi jintian jian de faxing buhaokan)
Lisi today cut POSS hairstyle ugly
‘Today Lisi had his hair cut in an ugly hairstyle.’)
Lisi zi-xiao
jintian jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi REFL-laugh today cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian jian na ge
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow cut that CL
buhaokan de faxing.
ugly POSS hairstyle
‘Lisi is forced by others to have his hair cut in that ugly
hairstyle tomorrow.’)
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Lisi zi-xiao
mingtian hui budeyi jian na ge faxing.
Lisi REFL-laugh tomorrow will have.to cut that CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he will have no choice but to have his hair cut in
that hairstyle tomorrow.’
13. zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
a. Lisi zi-cheng
zuotian mai le haozhai.
Lisi REFL-declare yesterday buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he bought a luxury house yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-cheng
jintian mai le haozhai..
Lisi REFL-declare today buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he bought a luxury house today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta mingtian qian mai
Lisi receive others notice ask him tomorrow sign buy
haozhai de hetong, bingqie ta xiang xuanfu.
luxury.house POSS contract and he want show.off
‘Lisi received notice from others to sign the contract to
buy a luxury house tomorrow, and he wanted to show
off.’)
Lisi zi-cheng
mingtian hui mai haozhai.
Lisi REFL-declare tomorrow will buy luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he will buy a luxury house tomorrow.’
14. zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
a. Lisi zi-yiwei
zuotian

zuo de hao.

Lisi REFL-think yesterday do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he did well yesterday.’
b. Lisi zi-yiwei
jintian zuo de hao.
Lisi REFL-think today do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he did well today.’
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c. Lisi zi-yiwei
mingtian hui zuo de hao.
Lisi REFL-think tomorrow will do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he will do well tomorrow.’
15. zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
a. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zi-yuan
toulu zuotian ci

le zhi.

Lisi REFL-be.willing disclose yesterday resign ASP post
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he resigned yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zi-yuan
toulu jintian ci
le zhi.
Lisi REFL-be.willing disclose today resign ASP post
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he resigned today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zi-yuan
toulu mingtian hui cizhi.
Lisi REFL-be.willing disclose tomorrow will resign
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he will resign tomorrow.’
Configuration 3: Future-tense zi-V + past/present/future-tense
clausal complements (with the addition explicit or implicit
conditional)
1. zi-tan ‘REFL-sigh’
a. (Premise: Ruguo Zhangsan kao de bi

Lisi hao
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if
Zhangsan test RES than Lisi well
‘If Zhangsan did better than Lisi in the test’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-tan
zuotian shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-sigh yesterday lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi will sigh tomorrow for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo Zhangsan kao de bi Lisi hao
if
Zhangsan test RES than Lisi well
‘If Zhangsan did better than Lisi in the test’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-tan
jintian shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-sigh today lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi will sigh tomorrow for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
contest lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi is forced by others to lose to Zhangsan in the
contest tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-tan
(mingtian) hui budeyi shugei
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-sigh tomorrow will have.to lose.to
Zhangsan.
Zhangsan
‘Lisi will sigh tomorrow for the fact that he will have no choice
but to lose to Zhangsan (tomorrow).’
2. zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
a. (Premise: Ruguo jinu le Zhangsan
if irritate ASP Zhangsan
‘If he irritated Zhangsan)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-hen
zuotian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-hate yesterday do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi will hate himself tomorrow for doing things wrong yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo jinu le Zhangsan
if irritate ASP Zhangsan
‘If he irritated Zhangsan)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-hen
jintian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-hate today do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi will hate himself tomorrow for doing things wrong today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zuo cuo
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow do wrong
shi.
thing
‘Lisi is forced by others to do things wrong tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-hen
(mingtian) hui budeyi zuo cuo
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-hate tomorrow will have.to do wrong
shi.
thing
‘Lisi will hate himself tomorrow for having no choice but to do
things wrong (tomorrow).’
3. zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
a. (Premise: Ruguo gushi
da
sheng
if
stock.market dramatically rise
‘If the stock market rose dramatically’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-hui
zuotian mai le gupiao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-regret yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi will regret tomorrow that he sold his stocks yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo gushi
da
sheng
if
stock.market dramatically rise
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‘If the stock market rose dramatically’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-hui
jintian mai le gupiao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-regret today sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi will regret tomorrow that he sold his stocks today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian mai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow sell
(zi-ji
de) gupiao.
REFL-self POSS stocks
‘Lisi is forced by others to sell his stocks tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-hui
(mingtian) hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-regret tomorrow will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi will regret tomorrow that he will have no choice but to sell
his stocks (tomorrow).’
4. zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
a. (Premise: Ruguo huo bu dui
ban
if
goods not match sample
‘If the goods are counterfeit)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yi
zuotian shang le dang.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-doubt yesterday fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi will doubt tomorrow that he fell into a trap yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo huo bu dui
ban
if
goods not match sample
‘If the goods are counterfeit)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yi
jintian shang le dang.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-doubt today fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi will doubt tomorrow that he fell into a trap today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian shouxia
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow receive
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huo bu dui ban
de huopin.
goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Lisi is forced by others to receive counterfeit goods
tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yi
(mingtian) hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-doubt tomorrow will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi will doubt tomorrow that he will have no choice but to fall
into a trap (tomorrow).’
5. zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
a. (Premise: Ruguo tongxuemen dou diantou chengzan
if
classmates all nod
praise
‘If all the classmates nodded in praise)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xi
zuotian shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-like yesterday win
ASP praise
‘Lisi will be happy tomorrow that he was praised yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo tongxuemen dou diantou chengzan
if
classmates all nod
praise
‘If all the classmates nodded in praise)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xi
jintian shoudao le biaoyang.
ASP praise
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-like today win
‘Lisi will be happy tomorrow that he was praised today.’
c. (Context: Lisi chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta zhunbei
Lisi unexpectedly receive others notice ask him
mingtian jieshou biaoyang.
prepare tomorrow receive praise
‘Lisi is unexpectedly notified by others to prepare to be
praised tomorrow.’)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xi
(mingtian) hui shoudao biaoyang.
praise
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-like tomorrow will win
‘Lisi will be happy tomorrow that he will be praised (tomorrow).’
6. zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
a. (Premise: Ruguo dui suoxuan kemu hen gan xingqu
if
to chosen subject very feel interesting
‘If he was very interested in the subject he chose’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-chi
zuotian xuan dui
le
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-insist yesterday choose correct ASP
kemu.
subject
‘Lisi will insist tomorrow that he chose the right subject yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo dui suoxuan kemu hen gan xingqu
if
to chosen subject very feel interesting
‘If he was very interested in the subject he chose’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-chi
jintian xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-insist today choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi will insist tomorrow that he chose the right subject today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei mingtian
Lisi receive school notice let him prepare tomorrow
xuanze kemu.
choose subject
‘Lisi received notice from the school to prepare to
choose the subject tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-chi
mingtian hui xuan dui
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-insist tomorrow will choose correct
kemu.
subject
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‘Lisi will insist tomorrow that he will choose the right subject
tomorrow).’
7. zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de

zhangsheng

if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-jue
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-feel yesterday perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-jue
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-feel today perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo you chongfen de zhunbei
qu biaoyan
if
have adequate POSS preparation go perform
‘Having had adequate preparation for the performance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-jue
(mingtian) hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-feel tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he will perform well (tomorrow).’
8. zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
a. (Premise: Ruguo xingshi bu miao
if
situation not good
‘If the situation goes poorly)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-ming
zuotian kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-understand yesterday misread ASP
situation
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‘Lisi will understand tomorrow that he misread the situation
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo xingshi bu miao
if
situation not good
‘If the situation goes poorly)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-ming
jintian kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-understand today misread ASP situation
‘Lisi will understand tomorrow that he misread the situation today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian dui xingshi
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow to situation
zuo cuowu de panduan.
make wrong POSS judgement
‘Lisi is forced by others to incorrectly judge the situation
tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-ming
(mingtian) hui budeyi
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-understand tomorrow will have.to
kancuo xingshi.
misread situation
‘Lisi will understand tomorrow that he will have no choice but to
misread the situation (tomorrow).’
9. zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
a. (Premise˖Ruguo Lisi suozai de ban kaoshi de hegelyu gao
POSS class exam POSS pass.rate high
if
Lisi at
‘If there was a high passing rate on the exam in Lisi’s
class’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-ren(wei) zuotian tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-think yesterday pass
ASP exam
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he passed the exam yesterday.’
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b. (Premise˖Ruguo Lisi suozai de ban kaoshi de hegelyu gao
if
Lisi at
POSS class exam POSS pass.rate high
‘If there was a high passing rate on the exam in Lisi’s
class’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-ren(wei) jintian tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-think today pass ASP exam
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he passed the exam today.’
c. (Premise˖Ruguo zhunbei chongfen qu kaoshi
if
prepare adequate go exam
‘Having adequately prepared for the exam’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-ren(wei) (mingtian) hui tongguo kaoshi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-think tomorrow will pass
exam
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he will pass the exam (tomorrow).’
10. zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
a. (Premise: Ruguo xiang xunqiu bangzhu
if
want ask.for help
‘If he wants to ask for help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-dao zuotian yudao le mafan.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-tell yesterday get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi will say tomorrow that he got into trouble yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo xiang xunqiu bangzhu
if
want ask.for help
‘If he wants to ask for help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-dao jintian yudao le mafan.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-tell today get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi will say tomorrow that he got into trouble today.’
c. (Context: Ruguo youren yao dao Lisi de gongsi jiancha.
if
someone will go Lisi POSS company check
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‘If someone will go to Lisi’s company to check on
things.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-dao (mingtian) hui yudao mafan.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-tell tomorrow will get.into trouble
‘Lisi will say tomorrow that he will get into trouble (tomorrow).’
11. zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
a. (Premise: Ruguo gang jiaodao de pengyou ken
bangmang
if
just make POSS friend willing help
‘If the friend whom he just made is willing to help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xin
zuotian jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-believe yesterday make ASP good friend
‘Lisi will believe tomorrow that he made a good friend yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo gang jiaodao de pengyou ken
bangmang
if
just make POSS friend willing help
‘If the friend whom he just made is willing to help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xin
jintian jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-believe today make ASP good friend
‘Lisi will believe tomorrow that he made a good friend today.
c. (Premise: Ruguo you pengyou yaoqing Lisi canjia mingtian de
if
have friend invite Lisi attend tomorrow POSS
juhui
gathering
‘If a friend invites Lisi to attend tomorrow’s gathering’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xin
(mingtian) hui jiaodao hao
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-believe tomorrow will make good
pengyou.
friend
‘Lisi will believe tomorrow that he will make a good friend
(tomorrow).’
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12. zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
a. (Premise: Ruguo yao
Lisi pinglun waibiao
if
require Lisi comment appearance
‘If Lisi is required to comment on his appearance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xiao
zuotian jian le zhe ge faxing
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-laugh yesterday cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi will laugh tomorrow that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo yao
Lisi pinglun waibiao
if
require Lisi comment appearance
‘If Lisi is required to comment on his appearance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xiao
jintian jian le zhe ge faxing
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-laugh today cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi will laugh tomorrow that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle
today.
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian jian na ge
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow cut that CL
buhaokan de faxing.
ugly
POSS hairstyle
‘Lisi is forced by others to have his hair cut in that ugly
hairstyle tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-xiao
(mingtian) hui budeyi jian na ge
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-laugh tomorrow will have.to cut that CL
faxing.
hairstyle
‘Lisi will laugh tomorrow that he will have no choice but to have
his hair cut in that hairstyle (tomorrow).’
13. zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
a. (Premise: Ruguo xiangyao xuanfu
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if
want
show.off
‘If he wants to show off’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-cheng
zuotian mai le haozhai.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-declare yesterday buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi will declare tomorrow that he bought a luxury house
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo xiangyao xuanfu
if
want
show.off
‘If he wants to show off’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-cheng
jintian mai le haozhai.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-declare today buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi will declare tomorrow that he bought a luxury house today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo xiangyao xuanfu
if
want
show.off
‘If he wants to show off’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-cheng
(mingtian) hui mai haozhai.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-declare tomorrow will buy luxury.house
‘Lisi will declare tomorrow that he will buy a luxury house
(tomorrow).’
14. zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
a. (Premise: Ruguo jiedao dingdan
if
receive order.list
‘If he received the order list’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yiwei
zuotian zuo de hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-think yesterday do RES well
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he did well yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo jiedao dingdan
if
receive order.list
‘If he received the order list’)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yiwei
jintian zuo de hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-think today do RES well
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he did well today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo you chengyi qu lianluo kehu
if
have sincerity go contact client
‘If he honestly goes and contacts his clients’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yiwei (migntian) hui zuo de hao.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-think tomorrow will do RES well
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he will do well (tomorrow).’
15. zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
a. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yuan
toulu

zuotian

ci

le

Lisi tomorrow will REFL-be.willing disclose yesterday resign ASP
zhi.
post
‘Tomorrow Lisi will be willing to disclose that he resigned
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yuan
toulu jintian ci
le zhi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-be.willing disclose today resign ASP post
‘Tomorrow Lisi will be willing to disclose that he resigned today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) zi-yuan
toulu (mingtian) hui cizhi.
Lisi tomorrow will REFL-be.willing disclose tomorrow will resign
‘Tomorrow Lisi will be willing to disclose that he will resign
(tomorrow).’
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Sentences used in the temporal modification tests on the
nonprefixed zi Vs themselves and their clausal complements
Configuration 4: Past-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + past/present/
future-tense embedded predicates
1. gantan ‘sigh’
a. Lisi zuotian gantan zi-ji
(zuotian) shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi yesterday sigh REFL-self yesterday lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed yesterday for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan
(yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou
taren suobi, yao ta jintian zai
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
contest lose.to Zhangsan
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to lose to Zhangsan
in the contest today.’)
Lisi zuotian gantan zi-ji
jintian hui budeyi shugei Zhangsan.
Lisi yesterday sigh REFL-self today will have.to lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed yesterday for the fact that he will have no choice but
to lose to Zhangsan today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zai
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
contest
lose.to Zhangsan
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to lose to Zhangsan
in the contest tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian gantan zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi shugei
Lisi yesterday sigh REFL-self tomorrow will have.to lose.to
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Zhangsan.
Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed yesterday for the fact that he will have no choice but
to lose to Zhangsan tomorrow.’
2. hen ‘hate’
a. Lisi zuotian hen zi-ji
(zuotian) zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi yesterday hate REFL-self yesterday do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi hated himself yesterday for doing things wrong (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian zuo
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today do
cuo shi.
wrong thing
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to do things wrong
today.’)
Lisi zuotian hen zi-ji
jintian hui budeyi zuo cuo shi.
Lisi yesterday hate REFL-self today will have.to do wrong thing
‘Lisi hated himself yesterday for having no choice but to do things
wrong today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
zuo cuo shi.
do wrong thing
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to do things wrong
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian hen zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi zuo cuo
Lisi yesterday hate REFL-self tomorrow will have.to do wrong
shi.
thing
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‘Lisi hated himself yesterday for having no choice but to do things
wrong tomorrow.’
3. houhui ‘regret’
a. Lisi zuotian houhui zi-ji

(zuotian) mai le gupiao.

Lisi yesterday regret REFL-self yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regretted yesterday that he sold his stocks (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou
taren suobi, yao ta jintian mai
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today sell
(zi-ji
de) gupiao.
REFL-self POSS

stocks
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to sell his stocks
today.’)
Lisi zuotian houhui zi-ji
jintian hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi yesterday regret REFL-self today will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi regretted yesterday that he will have no choice but to sell his
stocks today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou
taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
mai (zi-ji
de) gupiao.
sell REFL-self POSS stocks
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to sell his stocks
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian houhui zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi yesterday regret REFL-self tomorrow will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi regretted yesterday that he will have no choice but to sell his
stocks tomorrow.’
4. huaiyi ‘doubt’
a. Lisi zuotian huaiyi zi-ji

(zuotian) shang

le dang.
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Lisi yesterday doubt REFL-self yesterday fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubted yesterday that he fell into a trap (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today
shouxia huo bu dui ban
de huopin.
receive goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to receive
counterfeit goods today.’)
Lisi zuotian huaiyi zi-ji
jintian hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi yesterday doubt REFL-self today will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi doubted yesterday that he will have no choice but to fall into
a trap today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
shouxia huo bu dui
ban
de huopin.
receive goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to receive
counterfeit goods tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian huaiyi zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi yesterday doubt REFL-self tomorrow will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi doubted yesterday that he will have no choice but to fall into
a trap tomorrow.’
5. huanxi ‘like’
a. Lisi zuotian huanxi zi-ji
(zuotian) shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi yesterday like REFL-self yesterday win
ASP praise
‘Lisi was happy yesterday that he was praised (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao
Lisi yesterday unexpectedly receive others notice ask
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ta zhunbei jintian jieshou biaoyang.
him prepare today receive praise
‘Yesterday Lisi was unexpectedly notified by others to
prepare to be praised today.’)
Lisi zuotian huanxi zi-ji
jintian hui shoudao biaoyang.
praise
Lisi yesterday like REFL-self today will win
‘Lisi was happy yesterday that he will be praised today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao
Lisi yesterday unexpectedly receive others notice ask
ta zhunbei mingtian jieshou biaoyang.
him prepare tomorrow receive praise
‘Yesterday Lisi was unexpectedly notified by others to
prepare to be praised tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian huanxi zi-ji
mingtian hui shoudao biaoyang.
Lisi yesterday like REFL-self tomorrow will win
praise
‘Lisi was happy yesterday that he will be praised tomorrow.’
6. jianchi ‘insist’
a. Lisi zuotian jianchi zi-ji
(zuotian) xuan dui
le
Lisi yesterday insist REFL-self yesterday choose correct ASP
kemu.
subject
‘Lisi insisted yesterday that he chose the right subject (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei
Lisi yesterday receive school notice let him prepare
jintian xuanze kemu.
today choose subject
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from the school to
prepare to choose the subject today.’)
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Lisi zuotian jianchi zi-ji
jintian hui xuan dui
kemu.
Lisi yesterday insist REFL-self today will choose correct subject
‘Lisi insisted yesterday that he will choose the right subject today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei
Lisi yesterday receive school notice let him prepare
mingtian xuanze kemu.
tomorrow choose subject
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from the school to
prepare to choose the subject tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian jianchi zi-ji
mingtian hui xuan dui
Lisi yesterday insist REFL-self tomorrow will choose correct
kemu.
subject
‘Lisi insisted yesterday that he will choose the right subject
tomorrow.’
7. juede ‘feel’
a. Lisi zuotian juede zi-ji
(zuotian) biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday feel REFL-self yesterday perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he performed well (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian juede zi-ji
jintian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday feel REFL-self today will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well today.’
c. Lisi zuotian juede zi-ji
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi yesterday feel REFL-self tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi felt yesterday that he will perform well tomorrow.’
8. mingbai ‘understand’
a. Lisi zuotian mingbai zi-ji
(zuotian) kancuo le
Lisi yesterday understand REFL-self yesterday misread ASP
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xingshi.
situation
‘Lisi understood yesterday that he misread the situation
(yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian dui
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today to
xingshi zuo cuowo de panduan.
situation make wrong POSS judgement
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to incorrectly judge
the situation today.’)
Lisi zuotian mingbai zi-ji
jintian hui budeyi kancuo
Lisi yesterday understand REFL-self today will have.to misread
xingshi.
situation
‘Lisi understood yesterday that he will have no choice but to
misread the situation today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian dui
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow to
xingshi zuo cuowo de panduan.
situation make wrong POSS judgement
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to incorrectly judge
the situation tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian mingbai zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi
Lisi yesterday understand REFL-self tomorrow will have.to
kancuo xingshi.
misread situation
‘Lisi understood yesterday that he will have no choice but to
misread the situation tomorrow.’
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9. renwei ‘think’
a. Lisi zuotian renwei zi-ji
(zuotian) tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi yesterday think REFL-self yesterday pass ASP exam
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he passed the exam (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian renwei zi-ji
jintian hui tongguo kaoshi.
exam
Lisi yesterday think REFL-self today will pass
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will pass the exam today.’
c. Lisi zuotian renwei zi-ji
mingtian hui tongguo kaoshi.
Lisi yesterday think REFL- self tomorrow will pass
exam
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will pass the exam tomorrow.’
10. shuodao ‘tell’
a. Lisi zuotian shuodao zi-ji
(zuotian) yudao le mafan.
Lisi yesterday tell
REFL-self yesterday get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi said yesterday that he got into trouble (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, gaosu ta jintian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice tell him today
youren yao dao ta de gongsi jiancha.
someone will go him POSS company check
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others that
someone will go to his company to check on things
today.’)
Lisi zuotian shuodao zi-ji
jintian hui yudao mafan.
REFL- self today will get.into trouble
Lisi yesterday tell
‘Lisi said yesterday that he will get into trouble today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, gaosu ta
Lisi yesterday receive others notice tell him
mingtian youren yao dao ta de gongsi jiancha.
tomorrow someone will go him POSS company check
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others that
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someone will go to his company to check on things
tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian shuodao zi-ji
mingtian hui yudao mafan.
REFL- self tomorrow will get.into trouble
Lisi yesterday tell
‘Lisi said yesterday that he will get into trouble tomorrow.’
11. xiangxin ‘believe’
a. Lisi zuotian xiangxin zi-ji
(zuotian) jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi yesterday believe REFL-self yesterday make asp good friend
‘Lisi believed yesterday that he made a good friend (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian xiangxin zi-ji
jintian hui jiaodao hao pengyou.
Lisi yesterday believe REFL-self today will make good friend
‘Lisi believed yesterday that he will make a good friend today.’
c. Lisi zuotian
xiangxin zi-ji
mingtian hui jiaodao hao
Lisi yesterday believe REFL-self tomorrow will make good
pengyou.
friend
‘Lisi believed yesterday that he will make a good friend tomorrow.’
12. xiao ‘laugh’
a. (Premise: Lisi zuotian jian de faxing buhaokan)
Lisi yesterday cut POSS hairstyle ugly
‘Yesterday Lisi had his hair cut in an ugly hairstyle.’)
Lisi zuotian xiao zi-ji
(zuotian) jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi yesterday laugh REFL-self yesterday cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed yesterday that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle
(yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou taren suobi, yao ta jintian jian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him today cut
na ge buhaokan de faxing.
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that CL ugly
POSS hairstyle
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to have his hair cut
in that ugly hairstyle today.’)
Lisi zuotian xiao zi-ji
jintian hui budeyi jian na ge
Lisi yesterday laugh REFL-self today will have.to cut that CL
faxing.
hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed yesterday that he will have no choice but to have his
hair cut in that hairstyle today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian shou
taren suobi, yao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others force ask him tomorrow
jian na ge buhaokan de faxing.
cut that CL ugly
POSS hairstyle
‘Yesterday Lisi was forced by others to have his hair cut
in that ugly hairstyle tomorrow.’)
Lisi zuotian xiao zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi jian na ge
Lisi yesterday laugh REFL-self tomorrow will have.to cut that CL
faxing.
hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed yesterday that he will have no choice but to have his
hair cut in that hairstyle tomorrow.’
13. xuancheng ‘declare’
a. Lisi zuotian xuancheng zi-ji

(zuotian) mai le haozhai.

Lisi yesterday declare REFL-self yesterday buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declared yesterday that he bought a luxury house (yesterday).’
b. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta jintian qian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice ask him today sign
mai haozhai
de hetong, bingqie ta xiang xuanfu.
buy luxury.house POSS contract and he want show.off
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‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others to sign the
contract to buy a luxury house today, and he wanted to
show off.’)
Lisi zuotian xuancheng zi-ji
jintian hui mai haozhai.
REFL-self today will buy luxury.house
Lisi yesterday declare
‘Lisi declared yesterday that he will buy a luxury house today.’
c. (Context: Lisi zuotian jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta mingtian
Lisi yesterday receive others notice ask him tomorrow
qian mai haozhai
de hetong, bingqie ta xiang
sign buy luxury.house POSS contract and
he want
xuanfu.
show.off
‘Yesterday Lisi received notice from others to sign the
contract to buy a luxury house tomorrow, and he wanted
to show off.’)
Lisi zuotian xuancheng zi-ji
mingtian hui mai
REFL-self tomorrow will buy
Lisi yesterday declare
haozhai.
luxury.house
‘Lisi declared yesterday that he will buy a luxury house tomorrow.’
14. yiwei ‘think’
a. Lisi zuotian yiwei zi-ji
(zuotian) zuo de hao.
Lisi yesterday think REFL-self yesterday do RES well
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he did well (yesterday).’
b. Lisi zuotian yiwei zi-ji
jintian hui zuo de hao.
Lisi yesterday think REFL-self today will do RES well
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will do well today.’
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c. Lisi zuotian yiwei zi-ji
mingtian hui zuo de hao.
Lisi yesterday think REFL- self tomorrow will do RES well
‘Lisi thought yesterday that he will do well tomorrow.’
15. yuanyi ‘be willing’
a. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zuotian yuanyi zi-ji
toulu

(zuotian) ci

le

Lisi yesterday be.willing REFL-self disclose yesterday resign ASP
zhi.
post
‘Yesterday Lisi was willing to disclose that he resigned (yesterday).’
b. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zuotian yuanyi zi-ji
toulu jintian hui cizhi.
Lisi yesterday be.willing REFL- self disclose today will resign
‘Yesterday Lisi was willing to disclose that he will resign today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi zuotian yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu mingtian hui cizhi.
Lisi yesterday be.willing REFL-self disclose tomorrow will resign
‘Yesterday Lisi was willing to disclose that he will resign
tomorrow.’
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Configuration 5: Present-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + past/
present/future-tense embedded predicates
1. gantan ‘sigh’
a. Lisi gantan zi-ji

zuotian

shugei le Zhangsan.

Lisi sigh REFL-self yesterday lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan yesterday.’
b. Lisi gantan zi-ji
jintian shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi sigh REFL-self today lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zai
Lisi receive others force
ask him tomorrow in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan.
contest lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi is forced by others to lose to Zhangsan in the
contest tomorrow.’)
Lisi gantan zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi shugei Zhangsan.
Lisi sigh REFL-self tomorrow will have.to lose.to Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighs for the fact that he will have no choice but to lose to
Zhangsan tomorrow.’
2. hen ‘hate’
a. Lisi hen zi-ji
zuotian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi hate REFL-self yesterday do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi hates himself for doing things wrong yesterday.’
b. Lisi hen zi-ji
jintian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi hate REFL-self today do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi hates himself for doing things wrong today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zuo cuo
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow do wrong
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shi.
thing
‘Lisi is forced by others to do wrong things tomorrow.’)
Lisi hen zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi zuo cuo shi.
Lisi hate REFL-self tomorrow will have.to do wrong thing
‘Lisi hates himself for having no choice but to do things wrong
tomorrow.’
3. houhui ‘regret’
a. Lisi houhui zi-ji
zuotian mai le gupiao.
Lisi regret REFL-self yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks yesterday.’
b. Lisi houhui zi-ji
jintian mai le gupiao.
Lisi regret REFL-self today sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he sold his stocks today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian mai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow sell
(zi-ji
de) gupiao.
REFL-self POSS stocks
‘Lisi is forced by others to sell his stocks tomorrow.’)
Lisi houhui zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi mai gupiao.
Lisi regret REFL-self tomorrow will have.to sell stocks
‘Lisi regrets that he will have no choice but to sell his stocks
tomorrow.’
4. huaiyi ‘doubt’
a. Lisi huaiyi zi-ji
zuotian shang le dang.
Lisi doubt REFL-self yesterday fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubts that he fell into a trap yesterday.’
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b. Lisi huaiyi zi-ji
jintian shang le dang.
Lisi doubt REFL-self today fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubts that he fell into a trap today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian shouxia
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow receive
huo bu dui
ban
de huopin.
goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Lisi is forced by others to receive counterfeit goods
tomorrow.’)
Lisi huaiyi zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi shang dang.
Lisi doubt REFL-self tomorrow will have.to fall.into trap
‘Lisi doubts that he will have no choice but to fall into a trap
tomorrow.’
5. huanxi ‘like’
a. Lisi huanxi zi-ji
zuotian shoudao le biaoyang.
ASP praise
Lisi like REFL-self yesterday win
‘Lisi is happy that he was praise yesterday.’
b. Lisi huanxi zi-ji
jintian shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi like
REFL-self today win
ASP praise
‘Lisi is happy that he was praised today.’
c. (Context: Lisi chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta
Lisi unexpectedly receive others notice ask him
zhunbei mingtian jieshou biaoyang.
prepare tomorrow receive praise
‘Lisi is unexpectedly notified by others to prepare to be
praised tomorrow.’)
Lisi huanxi zi-ji
mingtian hui shoudao biaoyang.
Lisi like
REFL-self tomorrow will win
praise
‘Lisi is happy that he will be praised tomorrow.’
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6. jianchi ‘insist’
a. Lisi jianchi zi-ji
zuotian xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi insist REFL-self yesterday choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi insists that he chose the right subject yesterday.’
b. Lisi jianchi zi-ji
jintian xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi insist REFL-self today choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi insists that he chose the right subject today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei mingtian
Lisi receive school notice let him prepare tomorrow
xuanze kemu.
choose subject
‘Lisi received notice from the school to prepare to
choose the subject tomorrow.’)
Lisi jianchi zi-ji
mingtian hui xuan dui
kemu.
Lisi insist REFL-self tomorrow will choose correct subject
‘Lisi insists that he will choose the right subject tomorrow.’
7. juede ‘feel’
a. Lisi juede zi-ji
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self yesterday perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well yesterday.’
b. Lisi juede zi-ji
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self today perform well
‘Lisi feels that he performed well today.’
c. Lisi juede zi-ji
mingtian hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi feel REFL-self tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi feels that he will perform well tomorrow.’
8. mingbai ‘understand’
a. Lisi mingbai
zi-ji

zuotian

kancuo le xingshi.
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Lisi understand REFL-self yesterday misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understands that he misread the situation yesterday.’
b. Lisi mingbai zi-ji
jintian kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi understand REFL-self today misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understands that he misread the situation today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian dui
Lisi receive others forced ask him tomorrow to
xingshi zuo cuowo de panduan.
situation make wrong POSS judgement
‘Lisi is forced by others to incorrectly judge the situation
tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingbai
zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi kancuo xingshi.
Lisi understand REFL-self tomorrow will have.to misread situation
‘Lisi understands that he will have no choice but to misread the
situation tomorrow.’
9. renwei ‘think’
a. Lisi renwei zi-ji
zuotian tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi think REFL-self yesterday pass ASP exam
‘Lisi thinks that he passed the exam yesterday.’
b. Lisi renwei zi-ji
jintian tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi think REFL-self today pass ASP exam
‘Lisi thinks that he passed the exam today.’
c. Lisi renwei zi-ji
mingtian hui tongguo kaoshi.
Lisi think REFL-self tomorrow will pass
exam
‘Lisi thinks that he will pass the exam tomorrow.’
10. shuodao ‘tell’
a. Lisi shuodao zi-ji
zuotian yudao le mafan.
Lisi tell
REFL- self yesterday get.into ASP trouble
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‘Lisi says that he got into trouble yesterday.’
b. Lisi shuodao zi-ji
jintian yudao le mafan.
REFL-self today get.into ASP trouble
Lisi tell
‘Lisi says that he got into trouble today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao taren tongzhi, gaosu ta mingtian youren
Lisi receive others notice tell him tomorrow someone
yao dao ta de gongsi jiancha.
will go him POSS company check
‘Lisi received notice from others that someone will go
to his company to check on things tomorrow.’)
Lisi shuodao zi-ji
mingtian hui yudao mafan.
Lisi tell
REFL-self tomorrow will get.into trouble
‘Lisi says that he will get into trouble tomorrow.’
11. xiangxin ‘believe’
a. Lisi xiangxin zi-ji
zuotian jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi believe REFL-self yesterday make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believes that he made a good friend yesterday.’
b. Lisi xiangxin zi-ji
jintian jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi believe REFL-self today make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believes that he made a good friend today.’
c. Lisi xiangxin zi-ji
mingtian hui jiaodao hao pengyou.
Lisi believe REFL-self tomorrow will make good friend
‘Lisi believes that he will make a good friend tomorrow.’
12. xiao ‘laugh’
a. (Premise: Lisi zuotian jian de faxing buhaokan)
Lisi yesterday cut POSS hairstyle ugly
‘Yesterday Lisi had his hair cut in an ugly hairstyle.’)
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Lisi xiao zi-ji
zuotian jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi laugh REFL-self yesterday cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Lisi jintian jian de faxing buhaokan)
Lisi today cut POSS hairstyle ugly
‘Today Lisi had his hair cut in an ugly hairstyle.’)
Lisi xiao zi-ji
jintian jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi laugh REFL-self today cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian jian na ge
Lisi receive others forced ask him tomorrow cut that CL
buhaokan de faxing.
ugly
POSS hairstyle
‘Lisi is forced by others to have his hair cut in that ugly
hairstyle tomorrow.’)
Lisi xiao zi-ji
mingtian hui budeyi jian na ge faxing.
Lisi laugh REFL-self tomorrow will have.to cut that CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughs that he will have no choice but to have his hair cut in
that hairstyle tomorrow.’
13. xuancheng ‘declare’
a. Lisi xuancheng zi-ji
zuotian mai le haozhai.
Lisi declare REFL-self yesterday buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he bought a luxury house yesterday.’
b. Lisi xuancheng zi-ji
jintian mai le haozhai..
Lisi declare REFL-self today buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he bought a luxury house today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta mingtian qian mai
Lisi receive others notice ask him tomorrow sign buy
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haozhai
de hetong, bingqie ta xiang xuanfu.
luxury.house POSS contract and he want show.off
‘Lisi received notice from others to sign the contract to
buy a luxury house tomorrow, and he wanted to show
off.’)
Lisi xuancheng zi-ji
mingtian hui mai haozhai.
Lisi declare REFL-self tomorrow will buy luxury.house
‘Lisi declares that he will buy a luxury house tomorrow.’
14. yiwei ‘think’
a. Lisi yiwei zi-ji
zuotian zuo de hao.
Lisi think REFL-self yesterday do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he did well yesterday.’
b. Lisi yiwei zi-ji
jintian zuo de hao.
Lisi think REFL-self today do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he did well today.’
c. Lisi yiwei zi-ji
mingtian hui zuo de hao.
Lisi think REFL-self tomorrow will do RES well
‘Lisi thinks that he will do well tomorrow.’
15. yuanyi ‘be willing’
a. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu
zuotian

ci

le zhi.

Lisi be.willing REFL-self disclose yesterday resign ASP post
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he resigned yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
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Lisi yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu jintian ci
le zhi.
Lisi be.willing REFL-self disclose today resign ASP post
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he resigned today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu (mingtian) hui cizhi.
Lisi be.willing REFL-self disclose tomorrow will resign
‘Lisi is willing to disclose that he will resign (tomorrow).’
Configuration 6: Future-tense nonprefixed zi Vs + zi-ji + past/
present/future-tense embedded predicates (with the addition of
explicit or implicit conditional)
1. gantan ‘sigh’
a. (Premise: Ruguo Zhangsan kao de bi Lisi hao
if
Zhangsan test RES than Lisi well
‘If Zhangsan did better than Lisi in the test’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) gantan zi-ji
zuotian shugei le
Lisi tomorrow will sigh REFL-self yesterday lose.to ASP
Zhangsan.
Zhangsan
‘Lisi will sigh tomorrow for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo Zhangsan kao de bi Lisi hao
if
Zhangsan test RES than Lisi well
‘If Zhangsan did better than Lisi in the test’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) gantan zi-ji
jintian shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi tomorrow will sigh REFL-self today lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi will sigh tomorrow for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan today.’
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c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow in
bisaizhong shugei Zhangsan
contest
lose.to Zhangsan.
‘Lisi is forced by others to lose to Zhangsan in the
contest tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) gantan zi-ji
(mingtian) hui budeyi shugei
Lisi tomorrow will sigh REFL-self tomorrow will have.to lose.to
Zhangsan.
Zhangsan
‘Lisi will sigh tomorrow for the fact that he will have no choice
but to lose to Zhangsan (tomorrow).’
2. hen ‘hate’
a. (Premise: Ruguo jinu

le Zhangsan

if
irritate ASP Zhangsan
‘If he irritated Zhangsan)
Lisi mingtian (hui) hen zi-ji
zuotian zuo cuo
le shi.
Lisi tomorrow will hate REFL-self yesterday do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi will hate himself tomorrow for doing things wrong yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo jinu le Zhangsan
if
irritate ASP Zhangsan
‘If he irritated Zhangsan
Lisi mingtian (hui) hen zi-ji
jintian zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi tomorrow will hate REFL-self today do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi will hate himself tomorrow for doing things wrong today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian zuo cuo
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow do wrong
shi.
thing
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‘Lisi is forced by others to do things wrong tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) hen zi-ji
(mingtian) hui budeyi zuo
Lisi tomorrow will hate REFL-self tomorrow will have.to do
cuo shi.
wrong thing
‘Lisi will hate himself tomorrow for having no choice but to do
things wrong (tomorrow).’
3. houhui ‘regret’
a. (Premise: Ruguo gushi
da
sheng
if
stock.market dramatically rise
‘If the stock market rose dramatically’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) houhui zi-ji
zuotian mai le gupiao.
Lisi tomorrow will regret REFL-self yesterday sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi will regret tomorrow that he sold his stocks yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo gushi
da
sheng
if
stock.market dramatically rise
‘If the stock market rose dramatically’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) houhui zi-ji
jintian mai le gupiao.
Lisi tomorrow will regret REFL-self today sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi will regret tomorrow that he sold his stocks today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian mai
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow sell
(zi-ji
de) gupiao.
REFL-self

poss stocks
‘Lisi is forced by others to sell his stocks tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) houhui zi-ji
(mingtian) hui budeyi mai
Lisi tomorrow will regret REFL-self tomorrow will have.to sell
gupiao.
stocks
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‘Lisi will regret tomorrow that he will have no choice but to sell
his stocks (tomorrow).’
4. huaiyi ‘doubt’
a. (Premise: Ruguo huo bu dui

ban

if
goods not match sample
‘If the goods are counterfeit)
Lisi mingtian (hui) huaiyi zi-ji
zuotian shang le dang.
Lisi tomorrow will doubt REFL-self yesterday fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi will doubt tomorrow that he fell into a trap yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo huo bu dui
ban
if
goods not match sample
‘If the goods are counterfeit)
Lisi mingtian (hui) huaiyi zi-ji
jintian shang le dang.
Lisi tomorrow will doubt REFL-self today fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi will doubt tomorrow that he fell into a trap today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian shouxia
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow receive
huo bu dui
ban
de huopin.
goods not match sample POSS goods
‘Lisi is forced by others to receive counterfeit goods
tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) huaiyi zi-ji
(mingtian) hui budeyi shang
Lisi tomorrow will doubt REFL-self tomorrow will have.to fall.into
dang.
trap
‘Lisi will doubt tomorrow that he will have no choice but to fall
into a trap (tomorrow).’
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5. huanxi ‘like’
a. (Premise: Ruguo tongxuemen dou diantou chengzan
if
classmates all nod
praise
‘If all the classmates nodded in praise)
Lisi mingtian (hui) huanxi zi-ji
zuotian shoudao le biaoyang.
ASP praise
Lisi tomorrow will like REFL-self yesterday win
‘Lisi will be happy tomorrow that he was praised yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo tongxuemen dou diantou chengzan
if
classmates all nod
praise
‘If all the classmates nodded in praise)
Lisi mingtian (hui) huanxi zi-ji
jintian shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi tomorrow will like REFL-self today win ASP praise

‘Lisi will be happy tomorrow that he was praised today.’
c. (Context: Lisi chuhuyiliaode jiedao taren tongzhi, jiao ta
Lisi unexpectedly receive others notice ask him
zhunbei mingtian jieshou biaoyang.
prepare tomorrow receive praise
‘Lisi is unexpectedly notified by others to prepare to be
praised tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) huanxi zi-ji
(mingtian) hui shoudao
Lisi tomorrow will like REFL-self tomorrow will win
biaoyang.
praise
‘Lisi will be happy tomorrow that he will be praised (tomorrow).’
6. jianchi ‘insist’
a. (Premise: Ruguo dui suoxuan kemu hen gan xingqu
if
to chosen subject very feel interesting
‘If he was very interested in the subject he chose’)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) jianchi zi-ji
zuotian xuan dui
le
Lisi tomorrow will insist REFL-self yesterday choose correct ASP
kemu.
subject
‘Lisi will insist tomorrow that he chose the right subject yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo dui suoxuan kemu hen gan xingqu
if
to chosen subject very feel interesting
‘If he was very interested in the subject he chose’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) jianchi zi-ji
jintian xuan dui le kemu.
Lisi tomorrow will insist REFL-self today choose correct ASP
subject
‘Lisi will insist tomorrow that he chose the right subject today.’
c. (Context: Lisi jiedao xuexiao tongzhi, rang ta zhunbei mingtian
Lisi receive school notice let him prepare tomorrow
xuanze kemu.
choose subject
‘Lisi received notice from the school to prepare to
choose the subject tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) jianchi zi-ji
mingtian hui xuan dui
Lisi tomorrow will insist REFL-self tomorrow will choose correct
kemu.
subject
‘Lisi will insist tomorrow that he will choose the right subject
(tomorrow).’
7. juede ‘feel’
a. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) juede zi-ji
zuotian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will feel REFL-self yesterday perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo dedao guanzhong de zhangsheng
if
receive audience POSS applause
‘If receiving applause from the audience’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) juede zi-ji
jintian biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will feel REFL-self today perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he performed well today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo you chongfen de zhunbei
qu biaoyan
if
have adequate POSS preparation go perform
‘Having had adequate preparation for the performance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) juede zi-ji
(mingtian) hui biaoxian hao.
Lisi tomorrow will feel REFL-self tomorrow will perform well
‘Lisi will feel tomorrow that he will perform well (tomorrow).’
8. mingbai ‘understand’
a. (Premise: Ruguo xingshi bu miao
if
situation not good
‘If the situation goes poorly)
Lisi mingtian (hui) mingbai
zi-ji
zuotian kancuo le
Lisi tomorrow will understand REFL-self yesterday misread ASP
xingshi.
situation
‘Lisi will understand tomorrow that he misread the situation
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo xingshi bu miao
if
situation not good
‘If the situation goes poorly)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) mingbai
zi-ji
jintian kancuo le
Lisi tomorrow will understand REFL-self today misread ASP
xingshi.
situation
‘Lisi will understand tomorrow that he misread the situation today.’
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian dui xingshi
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow to situation
zuo cuowo de panduan.
make wrong POSS judgement
‘Lisi is forced by others to incorrectly judge the situation
tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) mingbai zi-ji
(mingtian) hui budeyi
Lisi tomorrow will understand REFL-self tomorrow will have.to
kancuo xingshi.
misread situation
‘Lisi will understand tomorrow that he will have no choice but to
misread the situation (tomorrow).’
9. renwei ‘think’
a. (Premise˖Ruguo Lisi suozai de ban kaoshi de hegelyu
POSS classs exam POSS pass.rate
if
Lisi at
gao
high
‘If there was a high passing rate on the exam in Lisi’s
class’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) renwei zi-ji
zuotian tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi tomorrow will think REFL-self yesterday pass
ASP exam
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he passed the exam yesterday.’
b. (Premise˖Ruguo Lisi suozai de ban kaoshi de hegelyu gao
if
Lisi at
POSS class exam POSS pass.rate high
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‘If there was a high passing rate on the exam in Lisi’s
class’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) renwei zi-ji
jintian tongguo le kaoshi.
ASP exam
Lisi tomorrow will think REFL-self today pass
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he passed the exam today.’
c. (Premise˖Ruguo zhunbei chongfen qu kaoshi
if
prepare adequate go exam
‘Having adequately prepared for the exam’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) renwei zi-ji
(mingtian) hui tongguo kaoshi.
Lisi tomorrow will think REFL-self tomorrow will pass exam
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he will pass the exam (tomorrow).’
10. shuodao ‘tell’
a. (Premise: Ruguo xiang xunqiu bangzhu
if
want ask.for help
‘If he wants to ask for help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) shuodao zi-ji
zuotian yudao le mafan.
REFL-self yesterday get.into ASP trouble
Lisi tomorrow will tell
‘Lisi will say tomorrow that he got into trouble yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo xiang xunqiu bangzhu
if
want ask.for help
‘If he wants to ask for help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) shuodao zi-ji
jintian yudao le mafan.
REFL-self today get.into ASP trouble
Lisi tomorrow will tell
‘Lisi will say tomorrow that he got into trouble today.’
c. (Context: Ruguo youren yao dao Lisi de gongsi jiancha.
if
someone will go Lisi POSS company check
‘If someone will go to Lisi’s company to check on
things.’)
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Lisi mingtian (hui) shuodao zi-ji
(mingtian) hui yudao
REFL-self tomorrow will get.into
Lisi tomorrow will tell
mafan.
trouble
‘Lisi will say tomorrow that he will get into trouble (tomorrow).’
11. xiangxin ‘believe’
a. (Premise: Ruguo gang jiaodao de pengyou ken
bangmang
if
just make POSS friend willing help
‘If the friend whom he just made is willing to help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xiangxin zi-ji
zuotian jiaodao le hao
Lisi tomorrow will believe REFL-self yesterday make ASP good
pengyou.
friend
‘Lisi will believe tomorrow that he made a good friend yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo gang jiaodao de pengyou ken
bangmang
if
just make POSS friend willing help
‘If the friend whom he just made is willing to help’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xiangxin zi-ji
jintian jiaodao le hao
Lisi tomorrow will believe REFL-self today make ASP good
pengyou.
friend
‘Lisi will believe tomorrow that he made a good friend today.
c. (Premise: Ruguo you pengyou yaoqing Lisi canjia mingtian de
If
have friend invite Lisi attend tomorrow POSS
juhui
gathering
‘If a friend invites Lisi to attend tomorrow’s gathering’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xiangxin zi-ji
(mingtian) hui jiaodao hao
Lisi tomorrow will believe REFL-self tomorrow will make good
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pengyou.
friend
‘Lisi will believe tomorrow that he will make a good friend
(tomorrow).’
12. xiao ‘laugh’
a. (Premise: Ruguo yao
Lisi pinglun waibiao
if
require Lisi comment appearance
‘If Lisi is required to comment on his appearance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xiao zi-ji
zuotian jian le zhe ge
Lisi tomorrow will laugh REFL-self yesterday cut ASP this CL
faxing
hairstyle
‘Lisi will laugh tomorrow that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo yao
Lisi pinglun waibiao
if
require Lisi comment appearance
‘If Lisi is required to comment on his appearance’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xiao zi-ji
jintian jian le zhe ge faxing
Lisi tomorrow will laugh REFL-self today cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi will laugh tomorrow that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle
today.
c. (Context: Lisi shou taren suobi, yao ta mingtian jian na ge
Lisi receive others force ask him tomorrow cut that CL
buhaokan de faxing.
ugly POSS hairstyle
‘Lisi is forced by others to have his hair cut in that ugly
hairstyle tomorrow.’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xiao zi-ji
(mingtian) hui budeyi jian na
Lisi tomorrow will laugh REFL-self tomorrow will have.to cut that
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ge faxing.
CL hairstyle
‘Lisi will laugh tomorrow that he will have no choice but to have
his hair cut in that hairstyle (tomorrow).’
13. xuancheng ‘declare’
a. (Premise: Ruguo xiangyao xuanfu
if
want
show.off
‘If he wants to show off’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xuancheng zi-ji
zuotian mai le
Lisi tomorrow will declare
REFL-self yesterday buy ASP
haozhai.
luxury.house
‘Lisi will declare tomorrow that he bought a luxury house
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo xiangyao xuanfu
if
want
show.off
‘If he wants to show off’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xuancheng zi-ji
jintian mai le
REFL-self today buy ASP
Lisi tomorrow will declare
haozhai.
luxury.house
‘Lisi will declare tomorrow that he bought a luxury house today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo xiangyao xuanfu
if
want
show.off
‘If he wants to show off’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) xuancheng zi-ji
(mingtian) hui mai
Lisi tomorrow will declare
REFL-self tomorrow will buy
haozhai.
luxury.house
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‘Lisi will declare tomorrow that he will buy a luxury house
(tomorrow).’
14. yiwei ‘think’
a. (Premise: Ruguo jiedao dingdan
if
receive order.list
‘If he received the order list’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) yiwei zi-ji
zuotian zuo de hao.
Lisi tomorrow will think REFL-self yesterday do RES well
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he did well yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo jiedao dingdan
if
receive order.list
‘If he received the order list’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) yiwei zi-ji
jintian zuo de hao.
Lisi tomorrow will think REFL-self today do RES well
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he did well today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo you chengyi qu lianluo kehu
if
have sincerity go contact client
‘If he honestly goes and contacts his clients’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) yiwei zi-ji
(migntian) hui zuo de hao.
Lisi tomorrow will think REFL-self tomorrow will do RES well
‘Lisi will think tomorrow that he will do well (tomorrow).’
15. yuanyi ‘be willing’
a. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu
zuotian ci
Lisi tomorrow will be.willing REFL-self disclose yesterday resign
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le zhi.
ASP post
‘Tomorrow Lisi will be willing to disclose that he resigned
yesterday.’
b. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu jintian ci
le
Lisi tomorrow will be.willing REFL-self disclose today resign ASP
zhi.
post
‘Tomorrow Lisi will be willing to disclose that he resigned today.’
c. (Premise: Ruguo zhaodao xin gongzuo
if
find
new job
‘If he found a new job’)
Lisi mingtian (hui) yuanyi
zi-ji
toulu (mingtian) hui
Lisi tomorrow will be.willing REFL-self disclose tomorrow will
cizhi.
resign
‘Tomorrow Lisi will be willing to disclose that he will resign
(tomorrow).’
The aspectual markers test on the zi-Vs with clausal complements
1. zi-tan ‘REFL-sigh’
Lisi zi-tan - zhe/*le /guo shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh IMP/PERF/EXP lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi is sighing for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’
‘Lisi had sighed for the fact that he had lost to Zhangsan.’
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2. zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
Lisi zi-hen - zhe/*le /guo zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi REFL-hate IMP/PERF/EXP do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi is hating himself for doing things wrong.’
‘Lisi had hated himself for doing things wrong.’
3. zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
Lisi zi-hui
- zhe/*le /guo mai le gupiao.
Lisi REFL-regret IMP/PERF/EXP sell ASP stocks
‘Lisi is regretting that he sold his stocks.’
‘Lisi had regretted that he had sold his stocks.’
4. zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
Lisi zi-yi
- zhe/*le /guo shang le dang.
Lisi REFL-doubt IMP/PERF/EXP fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi is doubting that he fell into a trap.’
‘Lisi had doubted that he had fallen into a trap.’
5. zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
Lisi zi-xi
- zhe/*le /guo shoudao le biaoyang.
ASP praise
Lisi REFL-like IMP/PERF/EXP win
‘Lisi is being happy that he was praised.’
‘Lisi had been happy that he had been praised.’
6. zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
Lisi zi-chi
- zhe/*le /guo xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi REFL-insist IMP/PERF/EXP choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi is insisting that he chose the right subject.’
‘Lisi had insisted that he had chosen the right subject.’
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7. zi-jue‘REFL-feel’
Lisi zi-jue - zhe/*le/*guo biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel IMP/PERF/EXP perform well
‘Lisi is feeling that he performed well.’
8. zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
Lisi zi-ming
- *zhe /le /*guo kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi REFL-understand IMP/PERF/EXP misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understood that he misread the situation.’
9. zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
Lisi zi-ren(wei) - zhe/*le/*guo tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi REFL-think IMP/PERF/EXP pass
ASP exam
‘Lisi is thinking that he passed the exam.’
10. zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
Lisi zi-dao - zhe /*le /guo yudao le mafan.
Lisi REFL-tell IMP/PERF/EXP get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi is saying that he got into trouble.’
‘Lisi had said that he had got into trouble.’
11. zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
Lisi zi-xin
- zhe /*le /guo jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi REFL-believe IMP/PERF/EXP make ASP good friend
‘Lisi is believing that he made a good friend.’
‘Lisi had believed that he had made a good friend.’
12. zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
Lisi zi-xiao - zhe/*le /guo jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi REFL-laugh IMP/PERF/EXP cut ASP this CL hairstyle
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‘Lisi is laughing that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle.’
‘Lisi had laughed that he had had his hair cut in this hairstyle.’
13. zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
Lisi zi-cheng

- *zhe/*le /guo mai le haozhai.

Lisi REFL-declare IMP/PERF/EXP buy ASP luxury.house
‘Lisi had declared that he had bought a luxury house.’
14. zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
Lisi zi-yiwei - zhe/*le /*guo zuo de hao.
Lisi REFL-think IMP/PERF/EXP do RES well
‘Lisi is thinking that he did well.’
15. zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
Lisi zi-yuan
- *zhe/*le /*guo toulu

ci

le zhi.

Lisi REFL-be.willing IMP/PERF/EXP disclose resign ASP post
The adverbial modification tests on the zi-Vs with clausal
complements
1.

zi-tan ‘REFL-sigh’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-tan
shu gei le Zhangsan.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-sigh lose.to ASP Zhangsan
b. Lisi zi-tan
da yige xiaoshi shugei le Zhangsan.
Lisi REFL-sigh for an hour
lose.to ASP Zhangsan
‘Lisi sighed for an hour for the fact that he lost to Zhangsan.’

2.

zi-hen ‘REFL-hate’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-hen
zuo cuo le shi.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-hate do wrong ASP thing
b. Lisi zi-hen
da yige xiaoshi zuo cuo le shi
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Lisi REFL-hate for an hour
do wrong ASP thing
‘Lisi was upset for an hour that he did things wrong.’
3.

zi-hui ‘REFL-regret’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-hui

mai le gupiao.

REFL-regret sell ASP stocks
Lisi in an hour
b. Lisi zi-hui
da yige xiaoshi mai le gupiao .
Lisi REFL-regret for an hour
sell ASP stock
‘Lisi regretted for an hour that he sold his stocks.’

4.

zi-yi ‘REFL-doubt’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-yi
shang le dang.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-doubt fall.into ASP trap
b. Lisi zi-yi
da yige xiaoshi shang le dang.
Lisi REFL-doubt for an hour
fall.into ASP trap
‘Lisi doubted for an hour that he fell into a trap.’

5.

6.

zi-xi ‘REFL-like’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-xi
shoudao le biaoyang.
REFL-like win
ASP praise
Lisi in an hour
b. Lisi zi-xi
da yige xiaoshi shoudao le biaoyang.
Lisi REFL-like for an hour
win
ASP praise
‘Lisi was happy for an hour that he was praised.’
zi-chi ‘REFL-insist’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-chi
xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-insist choose correct ASP subject
b. Lisi zi-chi
da yige xiaoshi xuan dui
le kemu.
Lisi REFL-insist for an hour
choose correct ASP subject
‘Lisi insisted for an hour that he chose the right subject.’
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zi-jue ‘REFL-feel’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-jue
biaoxian hao.
REFL-feel perform well
Lisi in an hour
b. Lisi zi-jue
da yige xiaoshi biaoxian hao.
Lisi REFL-feel for an hour
perform well
‘Lisi felt for an hour that he performed well.’

8.

9.

zi-ming ‘REFL-understand’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-ming
kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-understand misread ASP situation.
b. Lisi zi-ming
da yige xiaoshi kancuo le xingshi.
Lisi REFL-understand for an hour
misread ASP situation
‘Lisi understood for an hour that he misread the situation.’
zi-ren(wei) ‘REFL-think’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-ren(wei) tongguo le kaoshi.
REFL-think pass
ASP exam
Lisi in an hour
b. Lisi zi-ren(wei) da yige xiaoshi tongguo le kaoshi.
Lisi REFL-think for an hour
pass ASP exam
‘Lisi thought for an hour that he passed the exam.’

10. zi-dao ‘REFL-tell’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-dao yudao le mafan.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-tell get.into ASP trouble
b. Lisi zi-dao da yige xiaoshi yudao le mafan.
Lisi REFL-tell for an hour
get.into ASP trouble
‘Lisi was saying for an hour that he got into trouble.’
11. zi-xin ‘REFL-believe’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-xin
jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-believe make ASP good friend
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b. Lisi zi-xin
da yige xiaoshi jiaodao le hao pengyou.
Lisi REFL-believe for an hour
make ASP good friend
‘Lisi believed for an hour that he made a good friend.’
12. zi-xiao ‘REFL-laugh’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-xiao
jian le zhe ge faxing.
REFL-laugh cut ASP this CL hairstyle
Lisi in an hour
b. Lisi zi-xiao
da yige xiaoshi jian le zhe ge faxing.
Lisi REFL-laugh for an hour
cut ASP this CL hairstyle
‘Lisi laughed for an hour that he had his hair cut in this hairstyle.’
13. zi-cheng ‘REFL-declare’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-cheng
mai le haozhai.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-declare buy ASP luxury.house
b. Lisi zi-cheng

da yige xiaoshi mai le haozhai.

buy ASP luxury.house
Lisi REFL-declare for an hour
‘Lisi declared for an hour that he bought a luxury house.’
14. zi-yiwei ‘REFL-think’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-yiwei zuo de hao.
Lisi in an hour
REFL-think do RES well
b. Lisi zi-yiwei da yige xiaoshi zuo de hao.
Lisi REFL-think for an hour
do RES well
‘Lisi thought for an hour that he did well.’
15. zi-yuan ‘REFL-be willing’
a. *Lisi zai yige xiaoshi zhinei zi-yuan
toulu ci
le
Lisi in an hour
REFL-be.willing disclose resign ASP
zhi.
post
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b. Lisi zi-yuan
da yige xiaoshi toulu
ci
le zhi.
disclose resign ASP post
Lisi REFL-be.willing for an hour
‘Lisi was willing for an hour to disclose that he resigned.’
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This dissertation provides an analysis of reflexivization in Mandarin. It
has two main aims: one is to critically examine the standard assumption
in the literature that the Mandarin anaphor ziji is simplex, providing an
analysis based on the role of the verbal prefix zi- in the anaphoric
system of Mandarin; the second aim is to provide a critical assessment
of a claim in the current literature on binding, namely that anaphor
binding is in principle always local and that nonlocal binding makes
crucial use of an additional mechanism involving discourse factors.
I show that zi-ji is in fact morphosyntactically complex. This result is
based on diachronic and synchronic evidence involving the systematic
application of a number of diagnostics. I conclude that zi-ji consists of
a reflexivizing element zi- (also available as verbal affix reflexivizing
the predicate) and a defective pronominal stem -ji. I also show that the
original arguments in favor of a simplex analysis lack force. This
complexity is crucial for our understanding of reflexivity in Mandarin
Chinese. It entails that zi-ji ‘REFL-self’ licenses reflexivity by
protection, in line with Reuland (2011a).
Another major issue not discussed in the theoretical literature is the role
of the verbal prefix zi- in the anaphoric system of Mandarin (but see
Chief 1997, 1998 for earlier discussion). Zi- functions as an operator on
argument structure generating reflexive verbs by identifying two
argument variables. Its effect is similar to the bundling operation
discussed in Reinhart and Siloni (2005), and, as I show, is restricted to
a subset of Agent-Theme verbs. Zi- also operates on a class of verbs
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taking clausal complements, identifying the external argument variable
of the verb with a free variable in the complement. This explains a
highly curious and hitherto mysterious binding pattern: the pronominal
ta and the reflexive zi-ji in the complement of such a zi-verb must be
bound by the subject of that verb; in the latter case unless a blocking
effect interferes.
I review a number of influential earlier approaches to binding in
Mandarin. For each of them I identify empirical and theoretical
problems that warrant pursuing an alternative. Specifically, none of
them addresses the role of zi-prefixation. Moreover they all turn out not
to be able to account for the binding pattern in the complements of ziverbs. The conclusion is that the complexity hypothesis paired with the
Agree-based approach of Giblin (2016) is best equipped to provide an
explicit and principled account of both nonlocal binding of ziji and the
blocking effect it shows, including the binding pattern in the
complements of zi-verbs.
In a nutshell, I show that zi-ji is uniformly complex. This provides the
basis for a unified analysis in which the contrast between local and
nonlocal binding of zi-ji reduces to a timing difference involving the
access to its constituents interacting with the syntactic environment.
There is no qualitative difference in the mechanisms employed for local
and nonlocal binding, since both are part of narrow syntax. The overall
pattern is, then, that Mandarin has a verbal reflexivizing affix zi-, a
(complex) semireflexive zi-ji (it licenses reflexivity but does not
enforce it), and a supercomplex reflexive ta zi-ji (which licenses and
enforces reflexivity).
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This dissertation consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the
research background including a discussion of the limitations of the
canonical binding theory (CBT). The availability of nonlocal binding
in Mandarin and the fact that it is subject to what is referred to as the
‘blocking effect’ played an important role in the initial discussions of
nonlocal binding. I then provide a theoretical introduction to the
approach to binding I pursue. I discuss the consequences of the
inclusiveness condition (Chomsky 1995) for the theory of binding, and
the definition of binding provided by Reinhart (2006). I next provide a
definition of reflexivity, and show how the Inability to Distinguish
Indistinguishables in a local domain (IDI) entails that reflexivity must
be licensed (Reuland 2011a). Licensing obtains by protection
(embedding one of the variables in a more complex structure), or by
bundling (Reinhart and Siloni 2005) which reduces the internal
argument of a two-place predicate, and bundles the internal role (Theme)
and the external role (Agent) into a composite Agent-Theme role. The
chapter concludes with a systematic investigation of complementarity
in Mandarin, showing that it only obtains in the coargument domain.
Chapter 2, explores the consequences of the observation that zi- is a
morpheme with an identifiable semantic contribution. It provides the
basis for the hypothesis that the anaphor zi-ji has to be complex, rather
than simplex, in contrast to the virtual consensus in the literature. I
present the key differences and similarities between zi-ji and other
anaphor types. Unlike simplex anaphors, such as Dutch zich or
Scandinavian sig/seg, but like their complex counterparts, for instance,
Dutch zichzelf, zi-ji exhibits insensitivity to verb class and allows
proxy-readings as well as object comparison under ellipsis. This shows
that zi-ji behaves like a complex anaphor in these languages, and not
like a simplex anaphor. The chapter presents diachronic and synchronic
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evidence from Mandarin showing that zi-ji is indeed
morphosyntactically complex. Since zi-ji allows both local and
nonlocal binding, it qualifies as a semireflexive in the sense of Volkova
(2014).
The core notions of the Theta System developed in Reinhart (2000/2016,
2002) and subsequent work are briefly presented in Chapter 3. As
discussed in Chapter 2, Mandarin has the option of representing
reflexive predicates by prefixing zi- to the verb. I focus on the role of
the prefix zi-. A systematic overview of how zi- combines with verbs
from different classes shows that zi- is a reflexivizing operator, and
detransitivizes the verb it applies to, effecting bundling.
Chapter 4 extends the analysis of zi-prefixation to cases where it
applies to verbs with a clausal complement. It is shown that zi- effects
the same operation in this environment. In order to determine the
relation between zi-verbs and their complements it is investigated
whether zi-prefixation effects clause union. To this end the main notions
of the theory of temporal reference (Borik 2006) are introduced. It was
found that zi-prefixation does cause some restrictions: zi-verbs with
clausal complements are all atelic and can occur in the past and present
tense but not in the future tense. However, no evidence was found for
clause union. The chapter concludes with the introduction of one of the
main issues in the dissertation: the pronominal ta and the reflexive zi-ji
in the complement of a zi-verb must be bound by the subject of that
verb; in the latter case unless a blocking effect interferes. The question
is why this would be so.
In Chapter 5, some of the most prominent approaches to binding in
Mandarin developed so far, are reviewed, with different takes on the
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nature of nonlocal binding and blocking effects. These include the
syntactic head movement approach presented in Cole, Hermon, and
Sung (1990) and Cole and Sung (1994); the pragmatic approach by Yan
Huang (2009, 2016); and the mixed approach by Huang and Liu (2001),
which posits different mechanism for local and nonlocal binding; see
also Charnavel (2020). These approaches are all shown to have
significant drawbacks. None of them can be extended to cover the
binding patters in the domain of zi-verbs. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of Giblin’s (2016) Agree-based approach. Giblin presents an
analysis of the blocking effect, treating it as a manifestation of the same
factors that also underlie the Person Case Constraint (PCC). Essentially,
when a probe in the C-domain seeks to value a [+participant] feature by
a 1st or 2nd person pronoun and is separated from these by a [-participant]
3rd person expression, a condition that Agree be contiguous (Nevins
2007) is violated, and Agree does not take place.
In Chapter 6, I present a unified analysis of three issues, combining the
core of Giblin’s approach with the result that zi- is a reflexivizing
operator. Firstly, my analysis of zi- explains why ta and zi-ji in a clausal
complement of a zi-verb must be bound by the subject of that verb, and
secondly that a blocking configuration within the complement forces
zi-ji to find its antecedent in a yet lower domain. The analysis is based
on the assumption that the element zi- scopes over the complement and
acts as a probe with an unvalued [+participant] feature, in a manner
comparable to the matrix C0. Thirdly, I account for the fact that local
binding of zi-ji is not sensitive to blocking and animacy restrictions.
The local and nonlocal binding properties of zi-ji result from a timing
difference. Zi- either first reflexivizes the verb, leaving -ji as the
pronominal source of the variable to be bound, resulting in local binding,
or zi- first composes with -ji (Reuland and Winter 2009). In the latter
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case the result inherits -ji’s properties, including defectiveness and
visibility for probing, and allows nonlocal binding. This resolves the
primary drawback of Giblin’s approach, namely the assumption that ziji
is ambiguous. The result that the anaphor zi-ji is uniformly complex
considerably simplifies the grammar of binding in Mandarin and
eliminates a challenge to Reuland’s (2011a) approach discussed in
Chapter 2.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions for each chapter. All in all, from a more
general perspective, the result is that the anaphoric system of Mandarin
fits in with a crosslinguistically well-established pattern of anaphoric
systems.
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Deze dissertatie geeft een analyse van reflexivisatie in het Mandarijn
Chinees. Het werk heeft twee hoofddoelen: ten eerste, een kritisch
onderzoek van de standaardveronderstelling in de literatuur dat de
anafoor ziji enkelvoudig is, gebaseerd op een analyse van de rol van het
verbale prefix zi- in het anaforische systeem; het tweede doel is een
kritische beoordeling van een recente claim in de literatuur over binding,
dat binding van anaforen in principe altijd lokaal is en dat niet-lokale
binding altijd cruciaal gebruik maakt van een aanvullend mechanisme
dat gebaseerd is op discourse factoren.
Ik laat zien dat zi-ji in feite morphosyntactisch complex is. Dit resultaat
berust op diachronische en synchronische argumenten, gebaseerd op de
systematische toepassing van een aantal diagnostische testen. Ik
concludeer dat zi-ji bestaat uit een reflexiviserend element zi- (dat ook
voorkomt als een reflexiviserend verbaal prefix zi-) en een defectieve
pronominale stam -ji. Ik laat verder zien dat de oorspronkelijke
argumenten ten gunste van de stelling dat zi-ji enkelvoudig is niet
overtuigend zijn. Deze complexiteit is cruciaal voor ons begrip van
reflexiviteit in het Mandarijn Chinees. Het houdt in dat zi-ji ‘REFL-zelf’
reflexiviteit licenseert door ‘bescherming’, zoals beschreven in Reuland
(2011a).
Een ander belangrijk onderwerp dat niet in de theoretische literatuur
wordt besproken betreft de rol van het verbale voorvoegsel zi- in het
anaforische systeem van het Mandarijn (zie Chief 1997, 1998 voor een
eerdere discussie). Zi- functioneert als een operator op
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argumentstructuur die reflexieve werkwoorden oplevert door twee
argumentvariabelen te identificeren. Het effect ervan is vergelijkbaar
met de bundelingsoperatie beschreven door Reinhart en Siloni (2005),
en is, zoals ik laat zien, beperkt tot een deelverzameling van AgensThema werkwoorden. Zi- werkt ook op een klasse van werkwoorden
met zinscomplementen. Het identificeert dan de externe
argumentvariabele van het werkwoord met een vrije variabele in het
complement. Dit verklaart een opmerkelijk en tot nu toe mysterieus
bindingspatroon: het pronomen ta in het complement van een dergelijk
zi-werkwoord moet gebonden worden door het onderwerp van dat
werkwoord; hetzelfde geldt voor zi-ji in die positie; tenzij het blokkeereffect een nog lager antecedent afdwingt.
Ik bespreek een aantal invloedrijke eerdere benaderingen. Voor elk
daarvan laat ik een aantal empirische en theoretische problemen zien
die het zoeken naar een alternatief rechtvaardigen. In het bijzonder
blijkt geen ervan het bindingspatroon in de complementen van ziwerkwoorden te kunnen verklaren. De conclusie is dat een benadering
waarin zi-ji complex is, samen met de door Giblin (2016) voorgestelde
analyse op basis van de Agree-operatie, het best is toegerust om een
expliciete en principiële verantwoording te geven van zowel lokale en
niet-lokale binding van ziji met inbegrip van het blokkeer-effect. Deze
analyse kan eenvoudig worden geïntegreerd met een verantwoording
van het bindingspatroon in het complement van zi-werkwoorden.
Kortom, ik laat zien dat zi-ji uniform complex is. Dit vormt de basis
voor een uniforme analyse waarin het contrast tussen lokale en nietlokale binding van zi-ji wordt gereduceerd tot een verschil in timing,
ten aanzien van de interactie van zi- of -ji met de syntactische omgeving.
In tegenstelling tot wat een deel van de besproken literatuur aangeeft
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is er geen kwalitatief verschil in de mechanismen die worden gebruikt
voor lokale en niet-lokale binding, aangezien beide deel uitmaken de
syntaxis in engere zin. Het algemene patroon is dan ook dat het
Mandarijn een verbaal reflexiviserend prefix zi- heeft, een (complexe)
‘semireflexief’ zi-ji (licenseert reflexiviteit, maar dwingt het niet af) en
een ‘supercomplexe’ reflexief ta zi-ji (licenseert reflexiviteit, en dwingt
deze ook af).
Deze dissertatie bestaat uit zeven hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 1
introduceert de onderzoeksachtergrond en een overzicht van de
problemen met de canonieke bindingstheorie (CBT). De aanwezigheid
van niet-lokale binding in het Mandarijn en het feit dat deze het
blokkeer-effect vertoont speelde een belangrijke rol bij de eerste
discussies van niet-lokale binding in de literatuur. Ik geef vervolgens
een theoretische inleiding tot de benadering van binding die ik
onderzoek. Ik bespreek de consequenties van de inclusiviteitsconditie
(Chomsky 1995) voor de bindingstheorie, en vervolgens de definitie
van binding voorgesteld in Reinhart (2006). Vervolgens geef ik de
definitie van reflexiviteit die ik hanteer, en laat ik zien hoe ons
onvermogen om identieke elementen te onderscheiden in een lokaal
domain (de Inability to Distinguish Indistinguishables, IDI), tot gevolg
heeft dat reflexiviteit gelicentieerd moet worden (Reuland 2011a). Dit
kan plaatsvinden door ofwel bescherming (één van de variabelen is
ingebed in een complexe structuur), of wel bundeling (Reinhart en
Siloni 2005); bundeling reduceert het interne argument van een tweeplaatsig predikaat, en voegt de interne Thema-rol met de externe Agensrol samen tot een complexe Agens-Thema rol. Het hoofdstuk sluit af
met een systematisch onderzoek naar complementariteit in het
Mandarijn, en laat zien dat die alleen voorkomt in het coargumentdomein.
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Hoofdstuk 2 gaat in op de gevolgen van de observatie dat zi- een
morfeem is met een identificeerbare semantische bijdrage. Deze vormt
de basis voor de hypothese dat de anafoor zi-ji complex moet zijn in
plaats van enkelvoudig, in tegenstelling tot wat vrijwel de consensus in
de literatuur is. De belangrijkste verschillen en overeenkomsten tussen
zi-ji en andere anaforen worden in dit hoofdstuk gepresenteerd. In
tegenstelling tot enkelvoudige anaforen, zoals het Nederlandse zich of
het Scandinavische sig /seg, maar net zoals hun complexe tegenhangers,
zoals het Nederlandse zichzelf, is zi-ji niet gevoelig voor verschillen
tussen
werkwoordsklassen
en
staat
het
zogenaamde
‘standbeeldlezingen’ toe, evenals objectvergelijking onder ellipsis. Dit
laat zien dat zi-ji zich gedraagt als een complexe anafoor in deze talen
en niet als een enkelvoudige. Het hoofdstuk presenteert diachronische
en synchronische argumenten, gebaseerd op de systematische
toepassing van een aantal diagnostische testen. Deze tonen aan dat zi-ji
inderdaad structureel complex is. Aangezien zi-ji zowel lokale als nietlokale binding toestaat, is het een semireflexief in de zin van Volkova
(2014).
De kernbegrippen van het Theta-systeem, ontwikkeld in Reinhart
(2000/2016, 2002) en het daaropvolgende werk, worden kort
gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 3. Zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 2, heeft
Mandarijn de optie om reflexieve predikaten te vormen door zi- voor
het werkwoord te zetten. Ik richt mij daarom verder op de precieze rol
van zi-. Een systematisch overzicht van hoe zi- combineert met
werkwoorden uit verschillende klassen laat zien dat zi- een
reflexiviserende operator is die het werkwoord waarop het van
toepassing is, detransitiveert en bundeling van de rollen bewerkstelligt.
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Hoofdstuk 4 breidt de analyse van zi-prefixatie uit naar een klasse van
werkwoorden met zinscomplementen. Het geeft aan dat het hier om
dezelfde operatie gaat die in de andere omgeving wordt gebruikt. Om
de relatie tussen zi-werkwoorden en hun complementen te begrijpen is
er onderzocht of er mogelijk sprake is van 'zinsunificatie'. Hiertoe
worden de belangrijkste begrippen van de theorie van temporele
referentie (Borik 2006) geïntroduceerd. Er kon worden vastgesteld dat
er inderdaad sprake is van enige restricties: zi-werkwoorden met
complementzinnen zijn allemaal atelisch en kunnen voorkomen in de
verleden en tegenwoordige tijd, maar niet in de toekomstige tijd. Er
werd echter geen bewijs gevonden voor zinsunificatie. Het hoofdstuk
sluit af met de introductie van een van de hoofdpunten van deze
dissertatie: het pronomen ta in het complement van een zi-werkwoord
moet gebonden worden door het onderwerp van dat werkwoord, ook al
is ta diep ingebed; hetzelfde geldt voor zi-ji in die positie; tenzij door
het blokkeer-effect een nog lager antecedent gekozen wordt. Voor de
vraag waardoor dit komt wordt verwezen naar hoofdstuk 6.
In Hoofdstuk 5 worden de meest prominente benaderingen tot dusverre,
met verschillende opvattingen over de aard van niet-lokale binding en
het blokkeereffect besproken. Deze omvatten de syntactische
benadering op basis van hoofdverplaatsing in de trant van Cole,
Hermon en Sung (1990) en Cole en Sung (1994); de pragmatische
benadering van Yan Huang (2009, 2016) en de gemengde benadering
van Huang en Liu (2001), die verschillende mechanismen voor lokale
en niet-lokale binding poneert; zie ook Charnavel (2020). Deze
benaderingen blijken allemaal belangrijke nadelen te hebben. Geen
ervan kan worden uitgebreid om de bindingspatronen in het
complement van zi-werkwoorden te verantwoorden. Het hoofdstuk
besluit met een discussie van de Agree-gebaseerde benadering van
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Giblin (2016). Giblin geeft een analyse van niet-lokale binding en het
blokkeer-effect, en behandelt het laatste als een manifestatie van
dezelfde factoren die ook ten grondslag liggen aan de ‘Person Case
Constraint’ (PCC). Meer specifiek, is Giblin’s analyse gebaseerd op de
'Multiple Agree' operatie. De hoofdzin wordt ingeleid door een C0sonde ('probe'), met een negatieve waarde voor een [+participant]kenmerk, die positief moet worden. De sonde zoekt naar een element in
de structuur dat die positieve waarde heeft (een doel). Zodra de sonde
een positieve waarde heeft verkregen door het dichtstbijzijnde doel,
zorgt Multiple Agree ervoor dat deze waarde wordt gedeeld met de
andere toegankelijke doelen. Dit leidt ertoe dat ziji de waarde krijgt van
het eerste element dat aan de sonde een waarde heeft toegekend.
Wanneer echter een sonde een waarde probeert te geven aan zijn [+
participant] kenmerk door een voornaamwoord van de eerste of tweede
persoon, en op het pad daarheen daarvan wordt gescheiden door een
element met een [-participant] kenmerk, wordt er een voorwaarde op
paden geschonden, namelijk de voorwaarde dat Agree-paden
aaneensluitend moeten zijn (Nevins 2007). De Agree-operatie vindt dan
niet plaats.
In Hoofdstuk 6 presenteer ik één gemeenschappelijke analyse voor de
drie kwesties die ik gepresenteerd heb in hoofdstuk 1. Deze analyse
combineert de kern van Giblin’s benadering met het resultaat dat zi- een
reflexiviserende operator is. Ik leid nu ten eerste in detail af waarom het
pronomen ta in het complement van een zi-werkwoord gebonden moet
worden door het onderwerp van dat werkwoord, ook al is ta diep
ingebed; en ten tweede waarom hetzelfde geldt voor zi-ji in die positie;
tenzij door het blokkeer-effect een nog lager antecedent gekozen wordt.
De analyse is gebaseerd op de veronderstelling dat het element zi- scope
heeft over het complement en fungeert als een sonde met een negatief
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[+ participant] kenmerk, op een manier die vergelijkbaar met Giblin’s
aanname over de matrix C0. Ten derde verklaar ik dat lokale binding
van zi-ji niet gevoelig is voor het blokkeer-effect en ook niet vereist dat
het antecedent een levend wezen is. De lokale en niet-lokale
bindingseigenschappen van zi-ji zijn het resultaat van het feit dat ziofwel het werkwoord eerst reflexiviseert, waarbij -ji de pronominale
bron is van de variabele die moet worden gebonden, of eerst toegepast
wordt op -ji (Reuland en Winter 2009). In het laatste geval erft het
resultaat de eigenschappen van -ji, inclusief deficiëntie en zichtbaarheid
voor de sonde, met als resultaat niet-lokale binding. Dit leidt ons tot het
belangrijkste probleem in Giblin’s benadering, namelijk de noodzaak
om aan te nemen dat zi-ji ambigu is: een enkelvoudige anafoor in het
geval van niet-lokale binding en een complexe anafoor in het geval van
lokale binding. De benadering van lokale binding in het Mandarijn die
in dit proefschrift wordt geboden, lost dat probleem op. Aangezien de
anafoor zi-ji uniform complex is, vereenvoudigt dit de grammatica van
binding in het Mandarijn aanzienlijk, en elimineert het een probleem
voor de benadering in Reuland (2011a), zoals besproken in hoofdstuk
2.
Hoofdstuk 7 geeft kort de conclusies voor elk hoofdstuk weer. Al met
al, is het resultaat vanuit een meer algemeen perspectief, dat het
anaforische systeem van het Mandarijn past in een crosslinguïstisch
goed gedocumenteerd patroon van anaforische systemen.
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